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Introduction

Introduction

I started out this dissertation with the enthusiasm of writing a first television history of Romanian
television. Collecting sources which haven‟t been disclosed before increased my enthusiasm of doing
something new and putting a new piece of history on the map. It is an enthusiasm that has accompanied
the research process behind this dissertation all along, but which has also brought with it a constant
struggle between the ambition and the pressure of doing a new television history. The ambition
concerned the urge of telling the history of Romanian television, even though I knew the history does not
exist. Then, there was the pressure of limiting myself to a history of Romanian television, struggling with
the regret of leaving unmentioned exciting stories and remarkable names that have occupied the life of
the Romanian broadcasting institution. I learnt later that these struggles were just part of my personal
engagement with and attachment to the topic. But out of this struggle, a methodological concern was
born: how to tell a first history of Romanian television, how to bring a new piece of history on the
European television history map, what to tell and on what grounds? This concern has generated one of
the main motivations of this dissertation. That is: a new national history of television needed to revisit
and become reflexive of doing television history research; it also needed to stay away from the danger of
misreading national and historical specificities through conceptual frameworks that have evolved and
been refined as part of Western television histories. The aim was to stay true to what Romanian television
had to say.
This brings me to another crucial moment in the research process that this dissertation has built on:
formulating the research question which had to guide this first television history. I started out with an
interest of looking into the subversive power of television only to discover that I was taking for granted
the fact that the communist regime in Romania had necessarily created a broadcasting institution under
political control. This is a research interest that had its roots perhaps within my prior knowledge of the
political history of the country, but also within the temptation to reiterate the Cold-War antagonism
between the East and the West and place Romanian television in opposition with Western television. It
wasn‟t until I sat down to hear what current and former television professionals had to stay, that I
realized that lived experiences of Romanian television were proving my original interests wrong and
narrow. And that is why this dissertation will ask a simple, perhaps generous, yet fundamental question:
how does television construct power? It is a question that allows the exploration of Romanian television
in all that its history has to convey: from material existences, to lived experiences, to stages of
development all the way to historical narratives. It is a question that enables, rather than restricts and it
is a question that validates a new television history. What this question actually means and what it
pursues, I will explain shortly.
This is a history of Romanian television that has attempted to put forward the most urgent, but also
the fundamental narratives that the broadcasting institution in Romania has constructed. It is a
compilation of lived stories of Romanian television that are simultaneously historically relevant,
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conceptually necessary and uniquely fascinating. I can only hope that the content of this dissertation will
appeal equally to historians, television historians and Romanian television professionals.

Writing Romanian Television History
There is no history of Romanian television. Studies that have mentioned in one way or another
television in Romania have focused on the broader ensemble of Romanian mass-media. Their interest
has been in larger debates on post-communist politics, culture and society. They have dealt with the role
of mass media in the cultural development of Romania (Berry, 2004), in the development of postcommunist Romanian society (Stavre, 2004), with the democratic assessment of the country (Gross,
1996; Teodorescu, 1998; Mungiu, 2002). Other works have made inquiries into the independent status of
post-89 mass-media, by looking specifically into their legal, economic and institutional frameworks
(Coman, 2003) or into issues of the private ownership (Preoteasa, 2004). They have dealt solely with
post-communist Romanian mass-media and none of them have dealt specifically with (public) television.
Relevant works have been published on the 1989 Romanian Revolution (Roper, 1990; Ratesh 1991; SianiDavies, 2005). However, such works have at best dedicated a chapter or separated discussions to the Live
Romanian Revolution1, neglecting to reflect upon the role that the televisual medium itself had in the
political movement. There were also inside stories on the Live Revolution. One was the edited collection
by the Romanian Television entitled Revolutia Romana in Direct („The Romanian Revolution Live‟)
(TVR, 1990) containing the transcript of the live broadcasts and eye-witness stories of television
professionals and revolutionaries present inside the broadcasting institution during the revolution.
Another one was Explozia unei clipe: 22 decembrie 1989- O zi in studioul 4 („The explosion of a moment:
22 December 1989 – A day in studio 4‟) (Brates, 1992) containing the recollections of Teodor Brates, the
man who moderated the live broadcasts of the revolution. These constitute valuable collections of
primary sources, providing so far the most insights into the role of television in the Romanian revolution.
While fragmentary discussions on post-communist television in Romania are still to be found as part of
socio-political and cultural debates on Romanian society after 1989, the situation looks even scarcer
when it comes to television in communist Romania. Hardly anything is available on Romanian television
in that period. In 1974, Paulu Burton dedicated a chapter in his book Radio and Television Broadcasting
in Eastern Europe to a factual description of broadcast media in Ceausescu‟s Romania. In 1993, in the
edited book National Identity and Europe, The Television Revolution (Drummond, Patterson & Willis
eds., 1993) the former head of the audience research department of Romanian television under
Ceausescu, published a short piece on television audiences in the 1980s and their role in the Romanian
Revolution. The little scholarship available on Romanian television and the integration of postcommunist television in broader sociological and political discussions on mass-media reflects perhaps
the lack of television studies as a self-standing discipline in Romania. Courses on television (and yet,
none on Romanian television history) are at best part of the Journalism or Communication Studies
departments.
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Romania is however, not an isolated case in Eastern Europe when it comes to the lack of scholarship
on television history. There are some consecrated works on television in the (former) Soviet Union
(Mickiewicz, 1988, 1997; Flenley, 1997; Hutchings & Rulyova 2009). These works, however, focus
exclusively on the exercise of political control over television production, paying specific attention to
news (Mickiewicz, 1988, 1997) or the analysis of other factual television programmes (Hutchings &
Rulyova 2009). They nevertheless do not fail to provide some valuable historical insights on communist
television in Soviet Russia (primarily in Mickiewicz‟ case). It is safe to say that studies on television in the
other Eastern Europe countries (if existent) have not crossed the linguistic borders of the respective
countries. Few edited collections have dealt with television (Kaid eds., 1999) and mass-media (Gross,
2002; O‟Neil, 1997, 1998; Sparks, 1998) in the larger landscape of post-communist Eastern Europe.
These studies once again focus on political debates on post-communist media, focusing on issues such as
democracy, independence or political communication. The richest work in the field of television history
of a former communist country has been carried out in relation to GDR (Braumann, 1994; Hickethier,
1989; Dittmar & Vollberg, 2002, 2005). Perhaps this is not surprising considering that this geographical
area is nowadays part of Western scholarship on television. In August 2004, the Historical Journal of
Film, Radio and Television (Vol. 24, Nr. 3) dedicated a special issue to television in the former GDR, with
contributions covering wide areas of interest, from programmes, genres to audiences and events.
There is a growing interest in the television histories of Eastern Europe, despite the lack of a
research tradition in the field coming from this part of the continent. Publications that are not yet out of
press are now attempting to gather and disseminate research on former communist television 2 . An
interest in the television history of this part of Europe is even more imperative with the rise of
comparative European television histories (Fickers & Bignell, 2008) and of collaborative efforts in the
field, such as those supported by the European Television History Network, or EU-funded projects like
Video Active or EUscreen. The balance between the East and West in the new emerging European
television history remains Western-centric. Not a surprise considering the lack of a television research
tradition in Eastern Europe. But while Western-guided collaborative efforts in European television
histories are recently attempting to integrate television research on Eastern Europe, they do that by using
approaches and theoretical concepts generated by Western socio-political and historical contexts. For
instance, popular television programmes have been defined as those being watched by large audiences
(O‟Shaughnessy, 1990). But what is popular television in a country where the main targeted audiences
were Nicolae and Elena Ceausescu as it was the case of 1980s dictatorial Romania? The problem remains
that with the emerging interest and unveiling of television histories in Eastern Europe, attention needs to
be paid to building new approaches to television history. New methods need to be discovered so as to
grasp the different socio-political situatedness of the medium and re-think Western theoretical concepts
though new historical sources. Emerging television histories of Eastern Europe are vulnerable to two
potential dangers at the moment. One is to become embedded within taken-for-granted Western
conceptual frameworks and rationales, which will fail to account for the historical and political
specificities of television in these countries. The second one is to consider television in former Soviet Bloc
territories simply in opposition to Western television, which leads to generalizations that are in fact
reductive and limiting. Considering former communist television through questions of political control
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and all its variations (e.g. submissiveness, challenging, circumventing or subverting) implies that
complex, dynamic histories are being reduced to and reiterate Cold-War political divisions between the
West and the East, privileging yet again a Western-centric historical grasp.
Negotiated political control (with its instances of submissiveness, challenging, circumventing or
subverting) characterized moments in Romanian television history, but were not the defining practices of
other periods in the development of the broadcast medium. Television histories in former communist
territories have many other stories to tell, other than the indubitable, common-shared story of political
control and oppression. As I started out this research project with the same premises of an omnipresent
political control guiding Romanian television under communism, I was left intrigued when television
professionals from inside the broadcasting institution dismissed the relevance of such pursuits. „We used
to listen to Radio Free Europe in our offices‟, said some of them, defying the insurmountable power that
Ceausescu‟s secret police had inside the broadcasting institution. „We used to have the best television in
Europe‟ said former entertainment editor Ioana Bogdan3, a statement which perplexed me, taking me
years to understand that what she talked about was a period in the history of Romanian television (earlymid 60‟s) when the new communications medium was discovering its own forms under the tutelage of a
group of television visionaries and under the inspiration of other media forms (the cinema and radio),
producing thus pieces of cinematic art on television that won prizes at television festivals around the
world. How many public broadcasters in Western or Eastern Europe didn‟t go through the same stage of
creatively exploring its own forms and modes of address, carrying resemblances with other media!
Political control was all relative inside Romanian television, Stefan Dimitriu, another television
programme-maker, was trying to explain to me when he told me: „One day I was called in by the Party
Secretary in charge of television […] and he warned me: “Comrade, that person turned you in to me and
probably to the Securitate as well. Be careful not to talk to people like him next time, he is an informer”‟.4
It is time to start afresh with the making of new television histories in Europe, taking in the inspiration of
Western scholarship in the field, but staying most loyally to the stories and sources told from within these
geo-political areas.

Research Question and Theoretical Foundations
Under the circumstances described above, this study of Romanian television history will put forward
a question of power. How does television construct power? And how has Romanian television
constructed power before and after the fall of communism? This is not to be mistaken for political power.
The problem that this study raises is one of agency, one that sees power as the force derived from
networks of social relations, able to affect change to an existing state of affairs (Latour, 2005). This study
uses an actor-network perspective on power. According to Bruno Latour (2005) and John Law (1991), the
developers of actor-network theory (ANT), power is a relational product. It is not limited to a force of
domination, but it is rather a force of negotiation and interaction between different agents, under
circumstances in which it is the dynamics of interaction themselves that make up for the specific power
effects. To John Law (1991) power is the effects of a stable network of relations. The actor-network
perspective brings under scrutiny the transient, contingent and heterogeneous nature of power. It
renders visible inequalities and asymmetries of force in the attempt to explain the emergence of
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dominant relations of power. It constantly questions social domination, while being attentive to the
performances of social relations that make up for the effects of power.
The aim of the dissertation is to reflect upon television as an agent of power. That implies:
understanding the contingency of television on and its predisposition to different configurations of power
relations; localize television‟s agency within its different constituent dimensions (technology, institution,
reception spaces and programmes) and eventually understand the way its development as a medium was
affected by different instances of power disputes. Reflecting upon television as an agent of power allows
us to move away from questions of political dominance in the context of communist regimes. It allows us
to explore power as dynamics between different actors, taking under consideration different agencies and
articulating dominant as well as alternative forces. This enables an investigation of television in its
different facets and instances, without simply considering it in opposition to political power.
According to Bruno Latour (2005), agents are individual entities that assert force while interacting
with other entities. They form what Latour calls actor-networks or social aggregates, which are groups
linking together agents of different natures, that have a performative action and work to produce the
social world. To Latour, agents can be both actors, which are human entities, but they can also be actants
delineating not only humans, but also non-human entities. They are also referred to as mediators, which
transform, translate, distort and modify the meanings or the elements they are supposed to carry. Latour
explains that mediators are always bound to other mediators acting together, thus the input of each
mediator/agent cannot predict the output of the entire actor-network. In contrast to mediators, there
are the intermediaries, neutral elements that transport meaning, without affecting transformation.
Actor-networks have both a temporal and spatial dimension. Networks emerge historically and gain
stability over time. The longer their stability, the more forceful they become. Agents, on the other hand,
increase their forcefulness through their social spread, depending on the vastness of connections in
which they become engaged.
Latour‟s concepts of agency, actor/actant and actor-networks lend several immediate insights into
the study of broadcast media in countries where media has readily been considered as an instrument of
political power. Firstly, they consider agency as being simultaneously an individual entity and an
association of different actors. This automatically brings into discussion a variety of agents interacting
with each other, widening and dismissing the unilateral opposition between media and political power to
which histories of television in oppressive regimes are vulnerable. With that in mind, I will be arguing
that the development of television in Romania, its programmes, uses and social practices have certainly
not been defined solely in relation (whether oppositional or submissive) to political power. By using
Latour‟s concept of agency, this study focuses on mapping out a wide array of different agents that have
affected the course of television in Romania. It is not only humans, but also objects that carry force,
argues Latour (2005: 64-74). This transforms broadcasting technology and infrastructures into relevant
agents whose force needs to be studied accordingly under regimes of political control. ANT also helps to
trace back the spatial and temporal situatedness of television broadcasting, accounting for them in terms
of power agency. While television has achieved an „uncoupling of space and time‟ (Thompson, 1995:31)
and has consolidated itself as a „crucial mechanism by which time and space are no longer mutually
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binding, nor are they central to social interactions and experiences‟ (Giddens, 1991: 26), Latour‟s
understanding of actor-networks helps to re-locate and re-institute time and space back into our
understanding of television. That is important in political regimes of oppressive power, where
dichotomies and tensions between public and private places, between local and global geographies have
accommodated great political forces, as I will illustrate in chapter three. Last, but not least, Latour‟s
insights into agency and the formation/stabilization of actor-networks not only allows widening our area
of investigation across different actors/actants and different spaces and temporalities that define power
in relation to television, they also help to start from scratch in writing a new television history. As I
explained above, this is utterly important, so as to map out all the historical contingencies of television in
the former Soviet Bloc of Europe and avoid the danger to circumscribe emerging histories to Western
historical and theoretical frameworks. Latour, by means of the actor-network theory, takes nothing for
granted. The social, as an essential entity, does not exist, according to him. It needs to be traced back
continuously to agents and actor-networks that are constantly redefined, made and re-made. „We tend to
transform the lengthened networks of Westerners into totalizing and global totalities. To dispel this
mystery, it suffices to follow the unaccustomed paths that allow this variation of scale and to look at
networks of facts and laws rather as one looks at gas lines or sewerage pipes‟, argued Latour (1993: 117)
By reducing the understanding of television to the investigation of concrete actor-networks situated in
specific spaces and temporalities, we deconstruct the medium of television all the way to its material
historical contingencies, following the guidance of such contingencies towards the emergence of new
socio-politically valid television histories. The problem with television nowadays is that it has become
what Latour called a „black-box‟: a successful network that has been stabilized and endured over time,
becoming a „natural‟ part of everyday life.
Media are often treated as rock-solid facts, but they too are only comprehensible to us through the
figurative language of metaphor and metonymy. In spite of their complexity as social and technical
achievements, communications media are identified either through metonymy, as when a medium is
defined solely by its technology (radio, television), or metaphorically, in terms used to describe their
operation (broadcast, transmit), institutional structure (chain, network, World Wide Web) or social
relations they support (audience, nation, virtual community). In part each of these terms carries
meanings that influence and eventually constrain our ability to think about electronic communication,
because we forget that the terms are (or once were) figurative and begin to perceive them as irreducible
facts. (Anderson & Curtin, 2002: 17)
The consolidation of television in history into „natural‟ communication networks is reverberated by
consecrated metaphors, and to that I would add consecrated theoretical concepts, that can nowadays
misleadingly be taken for granted. Such metaphors and concepts need to be traced back to the very facts
and material existences of television, so as to revisit their meaning and re-assess their applicability. By
deconstructing television to its concrete social practices under particular historical contingencies, we can
hopefully generate understandings of television in the former communist Europe which will properly
reveal similarities with and distinctions from its Western counterparts.
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By inquiring how television constructs power, I aim to locate agency within the different layers of
television (technology, institutions, reception and programmes) and analyze them in terms of concrete
social relations (technicians, professionals, decision-makers, viewers, etc.) at different points in time. The
medium of television will be deconstructed into its constituent elements, starting out from the premise
that each such element constitutes articulations of agency that will flesh out the social and historical
contingencies of television and promote an understanding of the medium in the context of Romanian
history. Television, like any media, is what Niels Brugger (2002) called a „double agent‟: an analytical
object of study that stands in between and in the middle of other objects of study that the medium
interrelates with. According to Brugger, the medium is a „frame setter‟ that wires in certain binary
relations: between what he calls the „contacter‟ (in the case of television, this evokes the transmission
infrastructures, the television producers, the broadcasting institution) and the „contacted‟ (e.g.
audiences); between the reference (e.g. the social world) and the code (e.g. the TV programme). These
frame settings map out the potentialities of any medium, „the outer poles that the material of the medium
sets, and between which a field of possibilities is opened‟ (Brugger, 2002: 44). What needs to be pursued
are the actualities of television, the way the medium „in a certain situation makes some (or all) of the
potentialities actual‟ (p. 5). To find out that, it is suggested that we start from the outer frame of the
medium (the social relations that television extends in a specific context) so as to construct insights into
the medium itself.
There is another layer of pursuit that the research question activates. By revealing the mechanisms
by which television constructs power and the actor-networks that have affected the development of the
medium, I hope to be able to render visible television‟s mediation. According to Latour, mediation is the
force of transforming or distorting original intentions/meanings, delivering outputs contingent on the
specific dynamics between actor-networks (2005: 39). The problem with mediation when it comes to
broadcasting media is that it was rendered invisible. Couldry called this the „mystifying effacement of the
vast linkage of networks that make up the media process‟ (2004: 4). In media studies, this has led to „the
myth of the mediated centre‟, by which Couldry understands that dominant media representations
conceal their constructed nature, collapsing the variety of agencies at work and thus, advancing a view as
if media is „the society‟ itself (Couldry, 2003). While the main concern of this study stays with rendering
agencies visible and with that, reiterating the constructed nature (in opposition to a controlled one) of
television broadcasting in Romania, it also aims to go slightly further than that. It brings new insights
into the case of the Live Romanian Revolution: it reveals its constructed nature, it discloses the main
actors that shaped the course of the televised events and reflects upon the dangers of the centrality that
the Live Revolution had into the political changes. In a way, the Live Romanian Revolution constitutes a
good illustration of Couldry‟s „myth of the mediated centre‟. The live, real-time broadcasting of the
Romanian revolution in 1989 confused the street events with their on-screen representation, mistakenly
asserting the centrality of the Live Revolution into the change of political regimes in Romania and
determining the nature of change that came afterwards. This is an investigation that has been long
overdue in Romanian history. Historians that have dealt with the Romanian revolution have neglected to
discuss what the mediation by television of the events meant (Roper, 1990; Siani-Davies, 2005). At best,
historian Nestor Ratesh (1991), former head of the Romanian office of Radio Free Europe, coined the
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term „tele-revolution‟, acknowledging it as yet another form that the socio-political events took. However
he failed to illustrate exactly how the medium contributed to the events, other than simply broadcasting
them and disseminating a dominant representation. This failure to analyze the role of the broadcasting
medium in the revolutionary events and assess the constructed character of the Live Romanian
Revolution proves in fact that Couldry‟s „myth of the mediated centre‟ is still very much at work today.
This study will draw upon the historicized, socially-situated understanding of the medium of television in
Romania, to formulate insights into the television‟s agency in action: the Live Romanian Revolution.

Methods and Approaches
Actor-network theory is the main approach of this dissertation.

Latour‟s concepts of agency,

actor/actant and network make up for the central theoretical framework. Originated in the field of
Science and Technology and developed by Bruno Latour, Michel Callon and John Law, ANT is a
constructivist approach that dismisses the social as an essentialist entity and looks into the formation of
the social by networks of actors and actants.
Actor-network theory as a guiding research method in the field of broadcast media, and particularly,
television history is a novel approach. It is also a challenging venture. ANT‟s main rationale is to pursue
the formation of actor-networks and the traces their agency leaves behind. In historical research, a great
collection of empirical data or on the contrary, the lack of specific data can hinder the ambition of
retracing certain actors and relations between them. However, historical research does offer a way of
circumventing such limitations. It brings insights into events, controversies and moments of change,
which according to ANT are the best grounds to render actor-networks and their agency visible.
Historical research offers first and foremost the premises for singling out relevant agencies and for
guiding further research into actor-networks. Once relevant networks are spotted, their origins, their
formation as well as relations between actors can be traced retroactively on the basis of empirical data.
Reconstructing actors and networks around a specific agency, helps reconsider the very event that made
the agency visible, as well as the role of specific actors in the event. In historical research, ANT raises
attention to new directions of investigation and new ways of structuring analysis: from pursuing and
filtering relevant agencies, to tracing complex histories back to specific actors and their conduct. As
ANT‟s philosophy is to take nothing for granted and trace historical accounts back to concrete actors and
social agencies, this approach opens up to wide areas of investigation while calling for precise empirical
data. For a first historical study on Romanian television, ANT is highly valuable as it enables us to start
afresh by mapping out objects of study and concepts that arise from concrete social and historical
practices.
From a theoretical perspective, actor-network theory brings other valuable contributions to the study
of television. In the article „Actor network theory and media: do they connect and on what terms?‟ Nick
Couldry (2004) engages with some of these contributions. The main value of ANT in media studies,
argues Couldry, is that it warns against functionalism, the approach that treats media as the social itself,
disguising the vast power asymmetries behind the media process. It fights against an essentialised notion
of „the social‟, „the technical‟ or „the cultural‟, and emphasizes that these boil down to hybrid social
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relations. „ANT‟s insistence on the necessary hybridity of what we call „social relations‟ remains a valuable
anti-dote to the self-effacing, naturalising potential of media discourse and of much discourse in media
studies. In the end, this is a question about power (Couldry, 2004: 3). For media power, as Couldry sees
it, lies in the complex interactions between the media institutions and the social world, which makes the
investigation of these interactions imperative if we want to disclose the asymmetries at work in media
flows. And ANT provides just the language for that. ANT is „a good starting point for an analysis of media
power that avoids functionalism and remains fixed on the materiality of flows to, through and from
media institutions‟, argues Couldry (2004: 6). ANT, following Foucault, maps out a spatial dimension of
power by arguing for its dispersion through stretched-out social networks. It is this spatial dimension of
power that has been so far neglected in discourses of media power, argues Couldry. „Understanding
media systems and institutions as spatial processes undercuts the infinite space of narrative that media
appear to promise; it insists that our object of analysis is never just a collection of texts, but a specific and
material organization of space‟ (Couldy & McCarthy, 2004: 2). Revealing the power asymmetries behind
television broadcasting as well as the decentralization of media power by the spread of social relations is
the most valuable contribution that ANT makes to this study of Romanian television before and after
Ceausescu.
Despite all this, Couldry remains reserved about the advantages of using ANT in media studies. In
his article he lists numerous limitations of ANT, which I want to revisit at this point. Perhaps a lot of
Couldry‟s criticism was a matter of timing: his article „Actor network theory and media: do they connect
and on what terms?‟ was published in 2004 before Latour released his updated insights on ANT in
„Reassembling the social: an introduction to actor network theory‟ in 2005. For that reason, Couldry‟s
article remains primarily an exercise of consideration. As the dissertation uses ANT as its general
framework, I want to reflect upon Couldry‟s points of criticism one by one. While doing that I will also
cast light on challenges that I myself came across while using ANT, challenges which will be discussed
and resolved further by specific chapters in this dissertation.
One main limitation that Couldry mentions is ANT‟s neglect of time „at least as a dynamic process
that continues to transform networks after they have been formed‟ (2004: 6). From there, a second
limitation is derived: „ANT‟s neglect of the long-term consequences of networks for the distribution of
social power‟ (p. 7). It fails to account for a sociology of action by its focus on the emergence and
establishment („naturalization‟) of actor-networks and its disregard of their later dynamics. However,
Couldry underestimates here one temporal dimension of actor-network theory. Indeed, ANT looks into
historical emergences and successful naturalizations of actor-networks. But rather than simply
accounting for the success of social networks, ANT enables a tracing back of networks and actor
dynamics to a point that goes beyond their emergence and naturalization. It is here where my arguments
diverge from Couldry‟s, for Couldry does see the utility of ANT (as based on earlier accounts of the
theory, see Latour, 1993) only up to the point of the naturalization of networks. But Latour, primarily in
his 2005 edition of Reassembling the Social, provides the framework for mapping out dynamics of agents
and networks even after the point of their successful establishment. He uses the metaphor of occasional
sparks that define moments of change when shifts in the dynamics of networks become visible
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(2005:36). Occasional sparks mark intermittent articulations, traces of networks at work under
circumstances in which (naturalized) networks are otherwise invisible and unrepresentable. Latour‟s
occasional sparks are signified in the first instance by changes originated within a specific historical
context. It is these sparks of historical change that in turn signify links with and render visible shifts
within actor-networks. This makes up for ANT being an instrument of retrospection for tracing historical
changes back to relevant networks. There is yet another temporal layer of ANT that Latour gives away in
Reassembling the Social; this accounts for transpositions of past interactions into present spaces of
agency, enabling thus to trace present dynamics back to prior interactions. This is what Latour calls
localizers¸ by which he means the framing and articulation of agency by prior places that are transposed
into one another and prior agencies that occurred in other times and spaces (2005: 194). To Latour,
agency is always localized. In other words, ANT accounts for a two-directional temporal understanding of
social networks: a proactive understanding of their emergence and stabilization (which is the one Couldry
also acknowledged) and a retrospective insight of past networks via (their contribution to) present
agencies. This makes ANT a valid and valuable tool for media histories. Primarily because it enables the
retracing of historical changes to relevant agencies and networks on one hand, and on the other hand
allows for the investigation of a large array of social agents, rather than just dominant forces.
There is another important pitfall of ANT which Couldry argued and which this dissertation has fully
taken on board: ANT fails to provide the links between networks and a sociology of action. While it
retrospectively makes links between historical changes and the actor-networks circumscribed to these
changes, fleshing out relevant actors, ANT does not account for the contribution of network dynamics to
those specific changes. ANT does not account for social action in history. This is a challenge that this
study also stumbled across and which will be dealt with extensively in chapter three. For now, it is suffice
to acknowledge that indeed, between the sociology of networks which ANT promotes and the sociology of
action, there is a step missing, the one that would account for cohesive forces that organize actors of
similar pursuits to the same framework of action. To Latour, social action is a surprise derived from a
conglomerate of different agencies that need to be empirically disentangled (2005: 45). But the cohesive
forces tying together social agents to a site of action cannot be solely generated by the individual,
unpredictable actor of Latour. They are greater encompassing thrusts that lead and organize what
otherwise would be disparate dynamics between actors. Social action implies a centre of pursuit
(common goal) to which actors relate and coordinate simultaneously. It signifies an organization of
actors into a larger cohesive formation. The outcome of social action is contingent on the cohesiveness
and vastness of the social formation, rather than on the input of individual actors to that particular
formation/network. Social action plays out on collective forces, rather than unpredictable agents, and it
is this collective force that ANT does not account for. On one hand, that is because it focuses primarily on
the making of networks without providing much insight into the workings of fully-formed networks. On
the other hand, because it denies any sense of structure that might diminish the autonomy of its actors.
Collective forces that successfully provide for the solidity of social groups in action require not only an
organizing agent, but also common contextual frames pinning down what‟s happening in the centre of
action. Such contextual frames justify precisely the relation between formed networks and a centred
action, maintaining the link between the common goal that surpasses the individual actors‟ interests, and
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the actor-network. They make up for the force of networks as a whole at a particular moment (of action)
and they account for the success of networks after they have been stabilized. Common contextual frames
are the wires that maintain particular social relations in place and structure of already formed networks.
They are common (pre)dispositions of social actors generated by their prior material existences, and
which make up for the structure of the network. Once formed, a network becomes a structure. This makes
it necessary to zoom out from individual actors into structured patterns of cohesion, while remaining
attentive to zoom back into specific actors (the approach that ANT advocates) once these structures are
broken, shifted or re-balanced, in other words, once their stabilization is at threat. While I do not argue
that actors are results of structures, I claim that they maintain and they can justify their place within an
already formed network by means of structural considerations. Bourdieu‟s work on habitus provides here
the right insights into a structuring of social agents by means of classifications of their (past) social
predispositions. To Bourdieu (1998), habitus defines patterns of social practices and behaviour that
characterize a specific social space and extend over to agents occupying that space. I do not fully take up
Bourdieu on the issue that agents are determined and contained by their social positions. Instead, I take a
milder view to say that habitus does not constitute a determination, but rather a social predisposition of
actors. It is a softening of focus that reconciles Latour (as a sociologist of micro agencies) and Bourdieu
(as a sociologist of structures) in an analysis of social action. Latour himself touches upon the issue of
predispositions, with his exposé on localizers. To Latour as well, agents are localized in spaces that are
articulated, framed and predisposed by their prior historic of social interactions and agencies. It is true
that Latour deconstructs predispositions to prior agencies, while Bourdieu uses them to map out larger
structures (e.g. fields). However, while the starting and end points that the two sociologists assign to
„localizers‟ (Latour) and „habitus‟ (Bourdieu) are different, the median terrain of the two notions (which I
describe as predispositions) shapes a social agent that is situated in between its own unpredictable
autonomy and its social determinations. They also form two completing tools of investigation of social
networks: the former (Latour) accounting for the formation and stabilization of social relations into
networks, while the latter (Bourdieu) lending itself to a study of already formed networks, which by
Latour‟s laws would be silent to analysis because of their stabilized nature (which indeed does not mean
they are no longer at work!). Although Latour argues vehemently against the affect of social structures on
agency, pleading for empirical investigations of social agents, I claim that structural insights into
stabilized actor-networks serve to understand networks as collective force in social action. I will make a
concrete illustration of these issues in chapter three, where I will investigate the role that actor-networks
of Romanian television had in the 1989 Romanian Revolution. Based on profile documents of television
viewers administered by the Securitate in the 1980s, I will reveal the limitations of Latour‟s ANT in
investigating social action and make a concrete application of Bourdieu‟s notion of „habitus‟ to
understanding the collective force of the 1989 revolutionaries.
In chapter three of this dissertation, which focuses on Romanian television in action, another pitfall
of ANT will come through: its failure to account for issues of interpretations (Couldry, 2004; KnorrCetina, 2001). ANT does not help to understand what the actors themselves make out of specific
networks and how they interpret the possibilities/opportunities that a formed network grants to them or
even the outcomes of a specific network. That is once again due to the fact the ANT does not deal with the
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after-life of stabilized networks, or with what the outcomes of networks are. These final outputs can take
the form of social action, but they can also take on a symbolic form and have a predominant cultural
texture (as it is roughly the case with television, where outputs are the programmes themselves). I will
deal with both of these issues of interpretation in different chapters. Chapter three will illustrate on the
basis of historical sources how actors involved with Romanian television have interpreted and made use
of social networks they have been part of. At that point, Goffman‟s (1974) concept of framing (with its
derivates keying and fabrication) will be used to zoom in on the way social agents determine the
meaning of what is going on, reflecting upon the role of agents in reworking meanings from one
framework into another. The issue of interpretation will come forth again more predominantly in chapter
four which will be dedicated exclusively to television programmes. The chapter will approach television
programmes, both as outputs of specific actor-networks, but also as agents with socio-political and
cultural impacts. To counteract ANT‟s omission of issues surrounding the interpretation of networks and
network outputs, there are, I argue, critical concepts in television studies which we can successfully rely
upon. In chapter four, I will employ concepts such as programming, scheduling, genres; I will tailor them
into instruments for investigating television programmes in terms of social relations, both as outputs
mediated by actor-networks and as actors that are part of further socio-political and cultural mediations.
As an overarching claim in chapter four, I will plead for investigating television programmes as
inscriptions of socio-political dynamics, and as markers of changes and developments in television
history.
Actor-network theory will be the overall approach of each chapter in the dissertation. That being
said, this dissertation will also serve as grounds for methodological insights on doing television history in
a former communist regime. Each chapter will individually reflect on the contribution that ANT brings to
this new (geographical) area of study. Where needed, I will revisit, fine-tune and add to the actornetwork theory.
Furthermore, this study will also employ a longue-durée perspective, which will serve as a method of
structuring each chapter. Longue-durée as a scientific approach has been developed by the French
Annales School and was advanced by historians such as March Bloch, Lucien Febvre (the two having
coined the term of „longue-durée‟), followed by Fernand Braudel. The latter developed the concept into a
method of investigation (referred to as serial history) where the focus lied on quantitative constructions
of history enabling us to search for repetitions and patterns, and identify larger structures and relations
between them. In short, longue- durée advocates the importance of long-term historical patterns at the
expense of isolated events or case studies. In his piece „History and the Social Sciences‟ (1972), Braudel
reflected on the influence of sociology on history and the way longue-durée enabled a social
reconstruction of historical changes. To Braudel, longue-durée is a social analytical tool of investigating
history. It provides for a dynamic approach that takes as its object of investigation complex spatial and
temporal ensembles of shifting relations, which are all connected to one another. „Braudel is the historian
of the longue-durée¸ but he is also explicitly concerned to connect the contingent and the short-term
with institutions that endure over long-periods of time‟ (Giddens, 1997: 362). History, in this case,
becomes a „structuration of events in time and space through the continual interplay of agency and
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structure‟ (Idem). It is this view on history that this dissertation will take on board (with the reconciled
tensions between agency and structure, which I discussed above). The longue-durée perspective will be
used as a tool of ordering agencies and actor-networks of Romanian television, with the aim to map out
their role in long-term and large-scale developments in television history and their impacts on historical
changes. In order to describe the continuous changes in actor-networks and their shifting relations with
the making of history, I will use Gabrielle Hecht‟s (2000) metaphor of regime. Initially used in the field
of history of technology, regime defined an arrangement of interactions between technical artefacts,
specialists, institutions, political leaders and practices of use. A regime was delineated by strategies of
using and interacting with technology so as to pursue political interests (which Hecht coins as
„technopolitics‟). Extrapolating from Hecht‟s metaphor, I will structure the long-term perspective that
each chapter uses5 by periodizations that I will call regimes. These regimes will be defined on the basis of
the dynamics within actor-networks, the shifting relations between networks and historical changes, and
will reflect also the ways in which different networks are connected to one another at different moments
in history. In accordance to the thematic of each chapter, I will map out technopolitical regimes,
institutional regimes and television regimes. While the first notion overlaps with Hecht‟s use of the term,
the last two will refer to ensembles of interaction between different actors (professionals, institutional
and political leaders, etc) and professional practices (production and editorial strategies, programming
and scheduling practices) in the pursuit of institutional politics or cultural politics inside the public
broadcaster. Each chapter will reflect in more in-depth on the re--tuning of the term.

Structure of the Dissertation
As argued so far, actor-network theory, essentially as described by Latour in Reassembling the Social
(2005), serves as the main approach of this dissertation. It will serve as a tool for staying away from the
limitations of conceiving of television under communist regimes as an instrument of political control and
it will help map out the various actors and social networks that affected the development of television in
Romania. Following ANT‟s rationale, the dissertation will break down the object of study (television) into
four main components: technology, institutions, reception and programmes. Each of these themes and
areas of investigation will be then deconstructed horizontally into agents and social relations that will be
pursued over different historical periods. There will also be an implicit vertical investigation, by looking
into how television spaces (reception, production, transmission) accommodated translations of
communist networks into the post-89 era and localizers of prior socio-political dynamics within postcommunist agencies. Agency will thus be investigated not only as a horizontal dimension of social
relations, but also as a vertical thread into the temporality of television broadcasting, mapping out that
historical baggage that the medium transports with it into its present articulations of agency. The notion
of translation refers to what Bruno Latour (1991) described as a substitution, displacement of forms
while still conserving the content, in other words a transformation of prescriptive settings, but not of
actors‟ pursuits. Localizers, as described earlier on, underline that agency is always framed and
articulated by prior places that are transposed into one another and prior agencies that occurred in other
times and spaces.
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With this in mind, the first chapter of this dissertation will deal with the theme of broadcasting
technology and infrastructures in Romania, making a first argument on the agency of the non-material
transmission resources of Romanian television. The following chapter will discuss the institutional
development, mapping out the main social networks in the history of Romanian television. This chapter
will make an argument on agency and social relations as power. This chapter will aim specifically at
illustrating how political power over Romanian television has been negotiated by different actors and
networks, with a focus on mapping out the hegemonic forces through the history of the broadcasting
institution. For this purpose, it will use Gramsci‟s insights into „negotiations of consent‟ that acknowledge
both domination and subordination as part of the same lived dynamic social experiences. Chapter three
of this dissertation will investigate television reception in Romania, focusing on the dynamics between
audiences, the broadcasting institution and political actors. It will construct an argument on the impact
of these actor-networks on social action at the end of Ceausescu‟s regime in Romania, attempting to
reconcile Latour‟s insights into actor- networks with a Bourdieuvian reading of social action. Chapter
four will top off discussions in the previous chapters, investigating the very outputs of actor-networks of
Romanian television, that is: the television programmes themselves. It will read them back into social
dynamics and illustrate how they further become mediators themselves. It will focus on pointing out to
the cultural texture of televisual networks by looking into their cultural artefacts (programmes, genres)
and cultural practices (programming, scheduling). It will not diverge from Latour‟s belief that culture is
social, while making symbolic forms of television readable into social relations and acknowledging their
own agency. The last chapter of this dissertation will be slightly different than the rest. It will address
specifically the 1989 Revolution and it will collect discussions from the previous chapters into a „making
of‟ narrative on the Live Romanian Revolution. This chapter aims to be a concrete application of what
this research into Romanian television has brought to Romanian history and the contribution it has made
to the unresolved case of the Revolution. It will give away the main agencies and actor-networks that
television negotiated into the 1989 events.

Sources
This study is based on audiovisual, written and oral sources. The audiovisual collection of Arhiva
Multimedia (Multimedia Archives) at Romanian public television contained the programmes and
broadcasts that were used for investigation in this research project. There are many gaps in the collection
of the Multimedia Archives, explained by the history of the broadcasting institution itself. Through the
1980s, many audiovisual materials were destroyed under Ceausescu‟s economizing policies: pellicle was
re-used and recycled, which meant that recordings were made over already recorded film, sound or
image fragments were cut out of the original pellicle to be re-used, while another most common practice
of recycling involved „taking the silver out of the used pellicle‟, as the television professionals I
interviewed reported. Other than that, some politically controversial materials were confiscated under
Ceausescu, which made it possible for them to fall into private possession afterwards. A most renowned
example in this case is the broadcast of the 12th Congress of the Romanian Communist Party when a
senior Party official Constantin Pirvulescu took to the floor accusing Ceausescu for putting his own
interests and glorification before the country‟s interests and having secured himself an invincible position
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inside the Party. Pirvulescu pronounced himself against the re-election of Ceausescu at the head of the
Party and the broadcast of this historical moment was immediately removed from the broadcasting
institution by Securitate members. In the last decade, this material re-appeared in public as circulated on
the internet and it became first part of the You Tube collection, before being re-appropriated by the
Multimedia Archives of Romanian Television. A similar phenomenon of destruction and private repossession of audiovisual materials occurred at violent events in which the broadcasting institution was
involved: the 1989 Romanian Revolution and the anti-government events in 1990 and 1991, which
became known as Mineriade (Miners‟ Strikes). These gaps that the audiovisual collection of Romanian
public television inherits, add up to what perhaps constitute general deficits of television archives:
materials from the early live period of the medium were not preserved, collections and cataloguing are
geared towards production, rather than research purposes, challenging thus the work of the historian.
With respect to the last point, the Multimedia Archives of Romanian television are rather fragmented
according to the production purposes they serve: thus post-89 news materials are secluded at the news
department and have their own separate cataloguing. The archival collection of the public broadcaster
does not (yet) contain written or still materials. Any written or still documentation that the institution
may possess is at the moment not archived, nor catalogued. That means that access to these materials
remains obstructed. Throughout my research however, with the courtesy of the people working at the
Multimedia Archives, I have consulted some written documentation that is now at the public
broadcaster: e.g. internal publications and studies or the broadcaster‟s (incomplete) collection of
television guides. Because such materials are not archived, it is impossible to have an overview of what
the written and still collections of Romanian television may entail.
The oral and written sources I have used counteract partly the shortages of the audiovisual
collection. Personal interviews with former television professionals from different editorial departments
of the broadcasting institution helped to gather first-hand insights into particular programmes and
production practices. In 1996, upon its 40th anniversary, Romanian television published a collection of
memories of television professionals, including the early pioneers. This collection entitled Viziune Tele.
40 de ani de televiziune („Tele-vision. 40 years of television‟) contains unique insights into the history of
Romanian television and makes rich references to the early period of the institution and to programmes
that have not been preserved. This edited collection of memories will be used recurrently throughout the
dissertation.
Dosarele Radioteleviziunii („The Radiotelevision Files‟) of the Securitate, which are now at the
National Council for the Study of the Securitate Archives (CNSAS) in Bucharest form the main corpus of
written documentation on the communist period of Romanian television. The Securitate Files of
Radiotelevision comprises of 83 files, each comprising of 200-300 pages. References that documents
make go back to the early 60s, when the first collaborations of television personnel with the Securitate
were recorded, and span until December 1989. The Securitate documents contain surveillance and
informative reports, but also administrative, personnel and employment files, technical and production
reports, transcripts of internal meetings as well as copies of documents from Biroul de Documente
Secrete („The Office of Secret Documents‟) of Romanian television. Except for the surveillance and
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informative reports, the other records that the Securitate archived were written documentation taken
over from the broadcasting institution itself. Thus the Securitate Archives do provide extensive sources
into the communist period of Romanian television.
Throughout this dissertation I will position myself against a black and white assessment of the
Securitate. That means I will not give away any names of television personnel that have collaborated with
the Securitate. The intention of this study is to reveal essentially the mechanisms, strategies of coercion
and systems6 of coercive agencies that have been at work in Romanian television, rather than disputing
isolated Securitate informers. And I choose that for various reasons.
Firstly, because a proper denunciation of former Securitate informers among the television
personnel is still not possible, and if there were one it would be at this moment politically biased and
unfairly incomplete. I believe that documents that are now part of the Radiotelevision Files (at least in
the state in which I last consulted them in 2009) reflect already a political consensus of what can be
made public. I say that because the first documents that actually connect real names of television
employees to code names of Securitate informers arrived at the Council for the Study of the Securitate
Archives in 2007.7 These documents revealed besides the real identities of informers, the exact period,
the nature and the quality of their collaboration, as well as proof of any remunerations received. They
were all originated in a file with the annotation 001683. Upon an exercise of reconstitution, it becomes
noticeable that this has been a file with a duration of at least a couple of decades. However, despite this,
there are only a few scattered pages in the Radiotelevsion Files carrying the original annotation 001683.
It is worth saying at this point that the compilation of Securitate documents as they are contained by the
Radiotelevision Files shows signs that the materials were reworked through several filters and were
previously part of different files before they ended up in the form that the Radiotelevision Files at CNSAS
presents. This is given away in the first instance by the two, sometimes three different page numbers on
the same document. For all of these reasons, I claim that a proper denunciation of former Securitate
informers inside Romanian television would remain at this moment still under the political bias of actors
outside CNSAS that determine what becomes part of the public repository of the Securitate‟s history. As I
was consulting the latest additions to the Radiotelevision Files back in 2008 and reading through their
latest disclosures, I could not help but wonder: why those (disclosures) and not others?
Secondly, I do not find it at this moment essential to dispute micro Securitate informers (which as I
explained above, cannot even be assessed other than through present political filters), while there is yet
no understanding of the historical processes and the complex socio-political formations of Romanian
television. We must first learn comprehensively about the larger-scale and longer-term structures of the
broadcasting institution, before we dive into the specific problem of particular Securitate informers and
before we are ready to understand their role in the bigger mechanisms. This is indeed the philosophy of
the Annales School of history writing, with its advocates Marc Bloc or Fernand Braudel, which I refer to
here. There will come a time at a later stage when our comprehension of Romanian television history will
enable us to make inquiries over and understand micro cases of Securitate informers.
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Thirdly, it is not within the scientific scope of this historical study to pass verdicts on Securitate
collaborators. That would overshadow the piece of history that is at stake in this dissertation, and instead
offer what in today‟s Romania would still constitute thrilling material for the public opinion to chew on.
Denunciations of small, disparate cases of Securitate collaborations pertain more to the domain of
journalistic inquiry, rather than to the field of the historian. As March Bloch spoke in The Historian‟s
Craft (1992):
When all is said and done, a single word, “understanding” is the beacon of our studies. […]
“Understanding”, in all honesty, is a word pregnant with difficulties, but also with hope. Moreover, it is
a friendly word. Even in action, we are far too prone to judge. It is so easy to denounce. We are never
sufficiently understanding. Whoever differs from us – a foreigner or a political adversary – is almost
inevitably considered evil. A little more understanding of people [n.a. which to Bloch form the very
objects of history] would be necessary merely for guidance, in the conflicts which are unavoidable; all
the more to prevent them while there is yet time. If history would only renounce its false archangelic
airs, it would help us to cure this weakness. (1992: 118-119)
The hasty judgment at the expense of understanding the bigger mechanisms and processes at stake
may be the privilege of the journalist, the chronicler of the now. By contrast, the historian should be
primordially tributary to „understanding‟. In 2004, journalist Andreea Pora revealed former Securitate
collaborators among the personnel of Romanian public television. Under the series of articles entitled
„Televiziunea ceausista. Citadela a turnatoriei‟ („The Ceausist Television. A Citadel of Informers‟), she
gave away code names of Securitate informers as they appeared in the Radiotelevision Files, inferring
their identity by associations between the code names and real names of television employees, and by
confronting victims of informative notes with the hand-written original documents, having them make
presumptions on the identity of the informer, usually their former colleague. Pora‟s articles shook up the
broadcasting institution and the public opinion at the time. It led to immediate action: the CNSAS
opened up an investigative process on the alleged informers that Pora revealed, while some of them were
downgraded in their current position at the public broadcaster. The historian‟s work, on the other hand,
should never prompt to actions of punishment. „Men forget that a value judgement has a raison d‟être
only as preparation for an action and a meaning solely in relation to a system of consciously accepted
moral references. […] Are we as sure of ourselves and of our age as to divide the company of our
forefathers into the just and the damned?‟ argued Bloch while writing about the „historian‟s craft‟ (1992:
115).
This brings me to the last point on my position against making any attempt of denouncing television
personnel who have formerly collaborated with the Securitate. The nature of my research on the
Radiotelevision Files at CNSAS did not entitle me to make inquiries about individual Securitate
informers. But it did however entitle me to investigate the practices and work inside the Securitate in
relation to Romanian television. In this dissertation I will not make verdicts on informers, but I will
however denounce the Securitate as a mechanism of control and coercion, condemning its acts. The
Radiotelevision Files contain a compilation of notes, reports and documents extracted from the original
dossiers as kept by the Securitate. They have been organized in their current form on institutional
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grounds, rather than on personal grounds. In other words they contain information on matters of
institutional relevance to the public broadcaster, while the information they contain on individuals is
inconsistent and incomplete. A proper investigation of a Securitate collaborator would involve studying
his/her own personal informative file as well as his/her surveillance file. For each collaborator was not
only an informer, but also a surveilled. It was not within the purpose of my research to study these
personal files. Instead, based on the documents of the Radiotelevision Files, I have investigated the
Securitate as a coercive actor, attempting to map out its practices, strategies and agency in the history of
Romanian public television.
The Radiotelevision Files constituted the richest corpus of written sources that I have used on the
communist period. Related to the post-89 period, press materials and newspaper interviews with
(former) television employees were used extensively. Television guides and the published memories of
television professionals, which I mentioned earlier, were other sources of written documentation. Each
chapter will reflect further on the use of sources. In specific chapters, supplementary sources were used
on a smaller scale: e.g. written and audiovisual documentation from BBC Archives, audiences‟ memories
on specific programmes, etc. This will all be explained at the opportune moment in the dissertation.

Historical Glossary
Before diving into this study of Romanian public television, here‟s a listing of entries on Romanian
history that might serve as preparation to the reader.
Romanian Communist Regime:
It was instituted as a result of the Soviet occupation of Romania in 1944, after a coup d‟état on
August 23rd in which King Michael of Romania declared the country was to change sides in the war from
the side of the Axis Power to the Allied Forces. A Soviet military occupation of Romania continued until
1958. By the end of 1947, under a pro-Soviet government, King Michael was forced to renounce his
thrown and leave the country. The Soviet-supported communists declared the end of monarchy and the
inauguration of the Romanian People‟s Republic. By 1952, the communists became the dominant power
in Romania. The Romanian communist leader at the time was Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, who enjoyed
great support from Stalin. Gheorghiu-Dej stayed at the head of the country until his death in 1965. It was
succeeded by Nicolae Ceausescu on 22 March 1965, who ruled until 1989. Upon his succession to power,
Ceausescu changed the name of the country from Romanian People‟s Republic to the Romanian Socialist
Republic and reinstituted the name of the Romanian Communist Party, replacing the former
denomination of Romanian Workers‟ Party. The Congress, which assembled every five years, was the
organ who elected the General Secretary of the Party. On a daily basis, the Central Committee was the
leading organ. Within the Communist Party, Ceausescu had a prosperous path. Elected General Secretary
in 1965, he slowly consolidated his power and invincibility within the Party. In 1967, he became president
of the State Council. In 1974, a Political Executive Committee Permanent Bureau was instituted, which
ensured that any changes inside the Central Committee and the Party‟s Secretariat were determined from
within the same structures, securing thus a preservation of the same power structures. Ceausescu was
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then appointed President of Romania. At the Congress in 1974, members from Ceausescu‟s immediate
family (his wife Elena, his brothers and son) were placed in official state positions. This marked the
beginning of a dictatorial power of the Ceausescus‟. By the 1979 Congress, Party senior member
Constantin Pirvulescu criticized the invincibility that Ceausescu had secured for himself inside the Party
and at the head of the state, but with no results. By the end of the 70s and throughout the 80s, the
dictatorship of Ceausescu was secured. This was characterized by Ceausescu‟s totalitarian rule, his great
personality cult and oppression against any elements hostile to the dictator and his regime.
Nicolae Ceausescu:
The son of a shoemaker, Ceausescu distinguished himself in his youth as a communist activist. He
was imprisoned several times for spreading anti-fascist propaganda. In 1943, he shared the same prison
cell with Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, who became his communist mentor. After his appointment at the
head of the Party, Ceausescu distinguished himself by gaining popularity among the masses and the
approval of the Western world. He ensured a visible improvement in living standards and a cultural life
with affinities to the West. On August 21, 1968 he gave a speech in which he condemned the Soviet
invasion of Czechoslovakia as a „great mistake and a shameful moment in the history of the communist
movement‟ (Fischer, M.E. 1989: 1). This gained him the admiration of the West.

Ceausescu being sworn in as president of Romania during a televised ceremony on 28th March 1974
Photo by TVR
Through the 60s and 70s, he led a policy of independence from the Soviet Union and a
nationalistic foreign policy. Economically, he encouraged the rapid growth of heavy industry and forced
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a transition from an agricultural to an urban society. In the 70s, he engaged in grandiose plans of
modernizing Romania, splashing out the latest technology, causing him to take considerable loans from
Western institutions. The failure to support these modernizing plans, by efficient production plans,
brought the country in a state of economic scarcity. Throughout the 80s, he instituted a state of austerity
in the country with the aim of paying off the country‟s foreign debts. This led to very poor living
conditions. Politically, by that time, he had secured his exclusive power inside the Party and at the head
of the state, interfering directly in all areas of state affairs. The period of grave economic austerity of the
80s coincided with a most centralized rule of Ceausescu and contrasted with the grandiosity of his
personality cult. From the beloved political figure of the 60s, Ceausescu became in the 1980s a much
contested dictator. He was removed from power in December 1989 by a staged revolution and was killed
on December 25th together with his wife, Elena, after a short trial in front of an Exceptional Military
Tribunal.
Elena Ceausescu:
Daughter of a poor family, with a primary school education, Elena Ceausescu became in the 1930s a
member of what was back then an underground communist party. That is where she met Nicolae
Ceausescu, whom she married in 1939. After her husband‟s ascension to power, she became first head of
the Chemical Research Institute in Bucharest, after having been invested with a PhD title on the basis of a
dissertation that she did not write herself. She became acknowledged as the first female scientist in the
country and in 1974, she was appointed a member of the Romanian Academy (Verdery, 1991: 114).
Politically, Elena remained low-profile until 1971, when she was appointed successively as member of the
Central Committee and of the Political Executive Committee and by 1980, she became vice-president of
the Council of Ministers (Fischer, M.E. 1989: 171). In the last decade of Ceausescu‟s rule, Elena‟s
personality cult was as grandiosely supported by the mass media, as her husband.
Despite the praise heaped upon her by the Romanian press, Elena Ceauşescu is not a popular
personality in most of the country. She does not project the practical competence and concern of an
Eleanor Roosevelt or the mystical charm and beauty of Eva Peron. Although Nicolae Ceauşescu‟s image
has become extremely ostentatious and lacking in credibility, it remains more palatable than hers; at
least Romanians say, he earned his high office, rising to the pinnacle of power through hard work and
political skill. She, on the other hand, is regarded as the undeserving beneficiary of his generosity. She
does have the revolutionary credentials as a textile worker and communist activist in the 1930s, but those
activities are not as documented as her extravagant use of furs and designer fashions in the 1970s and
1980s. (Fischer, M.E. 1989: 172)
Liberalization:
The liberalization of the Romanian communist regime started at the end of the 50s under
Gheorghiu-Dej‟s rule and increased through the early years of Ceausescu‟s reign from 1965 until the end
of 60s. The improvement of the domestic home was at the centre of the Party‟s agenda. Sales of
Romanian-made house appliances, such as television sets, refrigerators, vacuum cleaners, soared in this
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period. While in 1955 there was no national production of television receivers, by 1960, sales of
Romanian sets increased to around 25,000, by 1965 they reached 159,000, rose up to 242,000 in 1970,
and eventually reached the record of 395,000 in 1975 (Deletant, 1999: 113). The Party‟s programme
encouraged the building of new apartments in the city and of private houses on rural land. Between 1966
and 1970 there were built over 340,000 apartments in cities and over 260,000 houses in rural areas
(Ceausescu, 1971). „By moving into new houses, people will buy new furniture, television and radio sets‟,
declared Ceausescu in 1971. The liberalization policies of Ceausescu also envisioned a cultural opening to
the West. Newspaper stands abounded in Western publications, movie theatres presented premieres of
Western movies concomitantly with theatres in the West. In 1961, Alain Resnais‟ L'année dernière à
Marienbad was screened in Bucharest in the same week in which it was screened in Paris. 8 Similarly, the
programmes on television abounded in Western productions: the BBC series The Saint kept the streets of
Bucharest empty on Saturday evenings between 8 and 9 p.m. (Deletant, 1999: 113). In 1969 as „Romania
was one of the two socialist countries to carry most of the American moon walks, many Romanians
stayed up all night to watch, while some people in neighbouring countries either tuned to Romanian
stations or visited their Romanian friends to see the broadcasts‟ (Paulu, 1974: 413). In the city of
Constanta, Ceausescu inaugurated a Pepsi-Cola bottling factory, an epitome of Romania‟s liberalizing
policies at the time. The liberalized period of the 1960s ensured the early consolidation of Ceausescu‟s
power, his popularity among his people and inside the Party.
Dictatorship:
In the Romanian context, the term describes a period of absolute centralization of power in the
hands of Ceausescu and his immediate family. The phenomenon started in 1974, when Ceausescu was
called President of the country, his wife Elena became a member of the Political Executive Committee,
and his son, his bothers and his brother-in-law were appointed in executive state positions. At the same
time, Ceausescu was promoting combined party-state governing bodies, appointing his protégés to hold
dual positions in the Party and the state structures. These circumstances facilitated that by 1980, not only
had Ceausescu become invincible, but that state power was centralized in the hands of his immediate
family and secured by his protégés. The dictatorial period of Ceausescu‟s reign flourished throughout the
1980s and it was characterized by the direct and uncontested rule of Nicolae Ceausescu and his wife
Elena in all areas of state affairs and activities. Romanian‟s Secret police, the Securitate, ensured the
oppression of any elements hostile to the rule of the dictator, instituting a state of constant surveillance
and fear. The media became solely dedicated to eulogize the personality cult of the Ceausescu‟s.
Personality Cult:
Ceausescu‟s centralization of power and the rise of his dictatorial rule were mirrored by an
unprecedented personality cult of Nicolae and Elena Ceausescu. „The Ceausescu idol [was] created after
1969 and was given a number of faces‟ (Fischer, M.E., 1981: 127). He was talked about in heroic terms,
compared to great figures in Romanian history. He was described by bravery, devotion, hard work,
omniscience. The media had a key role in building his personality cult. But „the extremes to which the
media go in enhancing the total image create scepticism as to its validity even among otherwise
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sympathetic observers. No one could be quite so brilliant, courageous, hard-working, unselfish, and
honest as Ceausescu is supposed to be. He has indeed become so perfect that he cannot be emulated;
rather than an example to be imitated, Ceausescu has indeed become an idol to be obeyed.‟(Ficher, M.E.,
1981: 130) Television became then a platform for exhibiting his personality cult. Hourly television
production costs became the highest in the 1980s, precisely because of the grandiose representations of
Ceausescu‟s personality cult. If In 1957, an hour of television production cost 11527 Romanian lei, rising
to 68245 lei in 1975 and 80800 lei in 1980, through the 1980‟s, the hourly television production costs
amounted to 320300 lei in 1985 and 367537 lei in 1987 9. The broadcasting institution had its own
department for making all the necessary props, billboards, placards needed for the festive
representations dedicated to Ceausescu. In unison with Ceausescu‟s personality cult, his wife Elena was
equally praised. She became the epitomized image of the mother, the female politician and the scientist.
Securitate:
Communist repression started shortly after World War II, upon Romania‟s affiliation with the Soviet
Union. Directia Generala a Securitatii Poporului („The General Direction of State Security), in short the
Securitate was established then with the overt claim of defending „the democratic conquests and to
ensure the security of the Romanian People‟s Republic against the plotting of internal and external
affairs‟ (Deletant, 1995: 64). In fact, the Securitate was meant to secure the power of the Communist
Party and to police any dissidence. It was originally led by Soviet security policemen, supervised in turn
by the Soviet Ministry of State Security (Idem). In practice, the Securitate introduced a state of terror
from the very beginning. Arrests, violence and repression were targeted at people suspected of having any
connection with resistance movements. According to Denis Deletant (1995), among the early repression
methods used by the Securitate were: forced deportations to labour camps (a strategy to re-educate
through labour those who were hostile to the regime); electric-shock treatments; neuroleptic drugs and
insulin shock administration, which took place in prison. The state of severe terror lasted until the
beginning of the 1960‟s, when the Romanian leader at the time, Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, imposed a
distinction between the Soviet model and the Soviet Union, attempting autonomy from the Soviets. With
the emerging power of Ceausescu, the new regime denunciated the previous abuses of the Securitate and
by that, it aimed to reinstitute an atmosphere of optimism and confidence in the Romanian Communist
Party. Ceausescu‟s Securitate introduced a state of constant surveillance and fear, by means of its
networks of informers, which it sought to enlarge by practices of positive influencing (influentare
pozitiva). That implied that the Securitate attempted in the first place to convince its victims of the
advantages of the communist rule and the benefits of cooperating with its institutions. The Securitate
recruited its informers from the private entourage of its targeted hostile elements. Informers operated
under a code name and reported back to the Securitate orally or in writing by means of informative notes.
By the 1980s, at the peak of Ceausescu‟s dictatorial power, which inevitably generated great discontent
and dissidence in the country, Securitate penetrated deeply into both the public and private spheres in
the country, reinstituting a state of terror. Domicile arrest, interrogations under inhuman circumstances
(e.g. prolonged lack of sleep of its victims), house raids at night, and in certain cases, crimes constituted
common practices that the Securitate used against its victims under Ceausescu‟s dictatorship. The
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institution of the Securitate was dissolved in December 1989 upon Ceausescu‟s overthrow from power.
Despite its official dissolution in 1989, Securitate members continued to thrive in the post-communist
era. Securitate Historian Marius Oprea (2004) argued that former Securitate officers became the private
economic force after 1989.
Censorship:
Censorship under the Romanian communist rule underwent several forms.
In Romanian People‟s Republic, under an increasing Soviet influence, censorship started to ban
everything (Schopflin, 1983: 165). Any material that could be considered hostile to the communist regime
and the Soviet model, as well as anything that was not of direct service to the ideology of the working
class was censored. Press and mass-media were envisioned as mechanisms of praise for the communist
power and the Soviet Union. By the early 60s, as Gheorghiu-Dej initiated a process of autonomy from the
Soviet Union, making a clear-cut distinction between the Soviet model (Gheorghiu-Dej himself was a
loyal support of Jozef Stalin, who had died in 1953) and the Soviet Union, censorship became targeted at
introducing an anti-Russian spirit. The Russian Institute in Bucharest was closed down, Russian
language became optional in schools, while streets replaced their Russian names with Romanian names
(Deletant, 1999: 103).
In the early 70s, censorship changed its substance. In 1971, after a visit he made to China, Ceausescu
became inspired by the Chinese Cultural Revolution. He returned to Romania and initiated a series of
reforms that envisioned an intensification of the country‟s ideological activities and a stronger
dissemination of Marxist-Leninist education. On July 6th, 1971, he delivered a speech before the
Communist Party, where he informed them of the new reforms, which came to be known as the July
Theses. „Starting with schools – the decisive factor in education – and ending with the modern massmedia – radio, television and the press – everything must be subordinated to […] increasing the socialist
consciousness of the working people‟ declared Nicolae Ceausescu (1972: 95) at the Plenary Meeting of the
Central Committee in November 1971. A series of reorganizations inside the Party and state structures
took place, so as to accommodate the new ideological substance of the Romanian cultural field. The State
Committee for Culture and Art, which was part of the Council of Ministers, was reconstituted into the
Council for Socialist Culture and Education and was put under the direct supervision of the Central
Committee of the Romanian Communist Party. Similarly, the Committee of Radio and Television became
the Council of Romanian Radio and Television. Later on, the National Council for Science and Education,
presided by Elena Ceausescu, was created and used for the implementation of the Party‟s ideological
policies into science, technology and education. Under these circumstances, censorship under
Ceausescu‟s regime became unprecedented in its force. It became rigid, not by the strict reinforcement of
control but rather by becoming vague in nature. If before writers could still negotiate with the censor, all
of a sudden negotiation became out of the question, as the censor became unknown. The censorship
filters had multiplied. „Between the manuscript and the published book, there was no longer just one
filter – the censorship proper – but four, five or six pre-censorship: diverse „reading‟, „pre-reading‟ and
„post-reading‟ committees…a truly farcical labyrinth.‟ (Schopflin, 1983: 166) In 1977, Ceausescu decided
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to abolish censorship (p. 167). It was in fact a strategic move to create the impression of a liberalizing
policy. In reality, the act was meant to tighten up censorship to an even larger extent. What was abolished
was in fact the Press and Publications Bureau, the institution that was responsible for censorship. Upon
its abolishment, its staff, the censors were disseminated and spread around all publishing and massmedia institutions. The officials who had worked for the Press and Publications Bureau became now part
of supervisory teams operating in publishing houses, radio, television, and newspaper editorial offices of
periodicals. Moreover, writers, radio and television employees were turned into censors in exchange of
the promise of a prosperous career. Under these circumstances a manuscript needed to be first presented
to a group of fellow colleagues. The colleagues, turned into censors, became then more merciless than a
professional censor. This form of censorship lasted throughout the last decade of Ceausescu‟s rule.
Romanian Revolution:
The Romanian Revolution in 1989 was the event that caused the overthrow of Ceausescu‟s regime
and the collapse of communism in the country. It started out on December 16th as localized protests
against Hungarian pastor Laszlo Tokes‟s harassment by the communist regime. It degenerated into anticommunist protests on the same day, which were however, neutralized by the Romanian Army and the
Securitate, ending up in bloodshed. The movement gained national force on December 21st, when during
a live televised mass rally, Ceausescu was booed and the events were interrupted by screaming caused by
agitating forces. The next day, thousands of civilians came out on the Bucharest streets and took over
strategic locations, such as the Central Committee building and the public television. On December 22nd,
the dictator fled the capital by helicopter. Only few hours later, the public television declared itself on the
side of the revolutionaries and started broadcasting live the events in the making. The live broadcasts of
the revolutionary events became known as the Live Romanian Revolution. On December 25th, the
dictator and his wife Elena were brought in front of an Exceptional Military Tribunal, which sentenced
them to immediate death by shooting. An interim power, the National Salvation Front led by Ion Iliescu
was instituted at the revolution. In May 1990, democratic elections were held and Iliescu became the new
state president.
Miners’ Strikes:
In June 1990, protests against Iliescu‟s newly instituted power took place in the University Square in
Bucharest. They became known as Mineriada, in translation: the Miners‟ Strike. Among demonstrators,
there were students and intellectuals. They protested against the vast majority by which Iliescu had won
the elections a month before and which they claimed to be caused by the fact that the new political
environment discouraged other political parties. The protestants demanded the demise of Iliescu and of
the new prime-minister Petre Roman. They chanted 'Down with Ion Iliescu', 'Down with communism',
'You were the ones who shot at us on December 22!' (Berry, 2005: 48) On June 13th, Iliescu made a
televised speech in which he dismissed the demonstrators as mere hooligans and made an appeal to
miners to come and defend the capital city. Thousands of miners arrived the next day armed with
explosive bottles, clubs and pieces of metallic cable (Idem). The events degenerated in violent actions:
police cars were set on fire, civilians were beaten up, offices of newspapers and of opposition parties were
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vandalized.

The protests against Iliescu were then stifled in violence and arrests. The new leader

remained in power, but on the internal arena the miners‟ strike became an alarming symbol of grave antidemocratic forces still at work in post-Ceausescu Romania.
In September 1990, a violent convergance of the miners to the capital city occurred again. This time,
it was apparently for no political reasons. They started out by going on general strike, demanding an
improvement of their living and work conditions. Upon the lack of a response from Bucharest, they
invaded the capital in an attempt to convene with the Prime Minister. Upon the failure to meet the Prime
Minister Petre Roman, they asked for the demise of the government. The protests took an unexpected
turn, as they turned into protests against the government. The miners attacked the government building,
public television and once again engaged in violent acts, street fights and arson. At a meeting behind
closed doors with Ion Iliescu, it was decided that Roman‟s government would be dissolved in exchange
for the reinstating of peace in the capital. On 26th September 1991, the Senate announces live on
television the demise of the government.
Ion Iliescu:
Ion Iliescu emerged during the 1989 Revolution, as a leader who organized the new interim power to
replace the vacuum created by Ceausescu‟s collapse. At the revolution, he became the leader of the
National Salvation Front and in May 1990, he was elected the first democratic president of Romania. He
became the president who ruled the country for most of its post-communist years: from 1990- 1992,
1992-1996 and 2000-2004.
For the civilians watching the revolution on television in December 1989, Ion Iliescu seemed like a
new face. However, his emergence to the head of the country was not as spontaneous as the 1989 events
made out. Iliescu had a long biography inside the structures of the Romanian Communist Party. 'Indeed,
for years his name had often been mentioned as a likely successor to Ceausescu at the top of the party
and the country, in the event of the collapse of the latter's rule' (Ratesh, 1991:49). At the end of World
War II, Iliescu, fourteen at the time, joined the Communist Youth Union (Idem). A few years later, he was
elected leader of the Communist Union of highschool student associations in Romania. In 1950, he was
sent to Moscow to study hydroelectric power engineering. In the Soviet capital, he was the Communist
Youth Secretary of the Romanian students studying in the Soviet Union. Returned to Romania, he
continued his political career. Soon he became an official in the Ideology and Propaganda Department of
the Party's Central Committee. By 35, he was a member of the Central Committee and head of one of its
departments. In 1967, he became leader of the Union of Communist Youth and Minister for Youth
Affairs. In 1971, he was elected secretary of the Party's Central Committee responsible for ideology. It was
the year when his break with Ceausescu occurred. Following Ceausescu's visit to China and North Korea,
Iliescu expressed his opposition to the leader's plan for a cultural revolution in Romania. In return, he
was retrograded as a local party secretary for propaganda. This only lasted for three years, when he was
yet again promoted by becoming a candidate member of the Political Executive Committee. In 1979, he
was appointed head of the National Water Council and member of the State Council. In 1984, he was
stripped of all his party and government positions and became director of the State Technical Publishing
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House in Bucharest. By that time, though, Iliescu had gained the experience to make him 'a natural
candidate for the highest office' (Ratesh, 1991: 52). He had also gained popularity among the Party
members and the reputation of a 'relaxed, understanding and enlightened party boss.' (Idem) It was all
these credentials that may have caused Ceausescu to marginalize Iliescu in 1984. On December 22nd
1989, Iliescu was the 'expected' figure to seize power. This justifies the gratuity and instantaneity with
which he received the recognition of a leader upon the collapse of Ceausescu during the revolution.

1

The name „Live Romanian Revolution‟ translated from the Romanian „Revolutia Romana in
Direct‟ was popularized in the early 1990 as the title of a series of documentaries on the Revolution,
produced and broadcast by Romanian television. The same year, the broadcasting institution published a
two-volume edition under the same name, containing the transcripts of the live broadcasts of the
revolution, as well as testimonies by television employees who participated in the revolution.
2

Uncertain Entertainment. Popular Television in Totalitarian Europe (Goddard, P. eds.) is expected
to be published in 2011 by Manchester Unviersity Press; Popular Television in Central and Eastern
Europe: Entertaining the New Europe (Imre, Havens, Lustyik eds.) is planned to appear in 2011 under
the Routledge Advances in Internationalizing Media Studies series. Also in 2011, the Journal of Popular
Film and Television will dedicate a special issue to Central and Eastern European popular television.
3

Personal interview with Ioana Bogdan, Bucharest: January 23 , 2008

4

Personal interview with Stefan Dimitriu, Bucharest: January 17, 2008

5

Except for chapter three, with which will deal with a shorter time-span than the other chapters,
focusing on the 1980s and the role of social networks that emerged in that period in the 1989 Romanian
Revolution.
6

Indeed a choice of words that evokes opposition with the ANT philosophy. However, by referring
to the Securitate as a system of coercive agencies, I claim that I will not focus on specific Securitate
actors, but rather on the practices of surveillance, informing, etc they engaged with.
7

Coincidence or not, this happened in the aftermath of Romania‟s ascension to the EU, which
obliged Romania to re-open the case of denunciations of the communist regime. As a consequence, a
series of scandals around newly denunciated Securitate informers shook up the Romanian mass-media
throughout 2006. That was the year that became decisive for the country‟s membership to the EU.
8

Oral interview with entertainment television editor Ioana Bogdan, Bucharest: 23 January 2008.

9

Evolutia unor indicatori economico-financiari in Radiotelevision File D135, Vol. 37, p. 93,
Bucharest: Council for the Study of the Securitate Archives
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Television Technology and Infrastructures as Social Agents
Chapter 1

First histories of television were inspired by the very technology of the medium. 1 Originally,
communications technologies were regarded as „indifferent conveyers of meaning and experience‟ so as
to be considered more and more as „significant cultural artifacts that require, and reward, close scrutiny
by those who seek to understand the media in historical terms‟ (Anderson & Curtin, 2002: 20) This
chapter advances a view on television technology and infrastructures as social agents. Taking Latour‟s
definition of social agents at its heart, it will argue for Romanian television technology and
infrastructures to construct meaning and experiences and negotiate political power. This is not a novel
argument: historians of science and technology have recurrently argued that technology is able to
negotiate social-political processes (Dobres 2000; Misa, Brey, Feenberg eds. 2003; Schot 2010). Michel
Callon (1987), Bruno Latour (1987) and John Law (1987), the pioneers of actor-network theory,
developed the very concept of social agency in the field of science and technology. What I would like to
develop in this chapter is a conceptualization of television technology and infrastructures as objects of
study, which complicates the ways in which television as a social agent needs to be explored. I emphasize
that acknowledging the complex configuration of television technology and infrastructures constitutes a
first step in attempting to explore the nature of agency pertaining to television, which is a central aim of
this dissertation.
Television technology and infrastructures comprise of three central constituents, each of them
opening up a distinct and necessary area of investigation. Technical capital, distribution and reception
places 2 as well as production/transmission/reception practices make up for the main constituent
elements of television technology as a complex, multi-layered object of study. These three different
aspects will be used to localize and structure the paths of investigation that this chapter will pursue.
Technical capital refers to an entire system comprising of technological resources, facilities and
specialized personnel, which is called upon and becomes engaged in broadcasts generated by a television
station. The technical capital consists of recording, transmission, distribution, reception devices and
equipment, extending also to the technical staff. The technical capital delineates the situated materiality
of television technology. It accounts for what needs to be investigated in relation to television
broadcasting. Distribution and reception denote the main spacial coordinates drawn out by television
technology in the process of broadcasting. They form the territory in which the act of broadcasting is
carried out and therefore, constitute the where or the situated space of broadcasting as a technological
performance.

Production, transmission and reception represent the areas where performances of

television technology - as mediated by the broadcasting process – are located. These areas are primarily
of a performative nature, where television technology and infrastructures become appropriated by means
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of specific acts of interaction and operation. They delineate the how, the situated practices of technology
as part of broadcasting process.
Material artifacts, places of broadcasting realization and practices of technological use are the
manifest dimensions of television technology. They constitute the different paths of investigation that can
claim to do justice to the complexity of television technologies as an object of study. The complex and
diverse analytical substance that technology and infrastructures lends, also invokes a multi-layered
conceptual structure that acknowledges technology and infrastructures in their material, institutional
and symbolic manifestations. It is this conceptual structure that will guide the exploration of the multifaceted, de-centered object of study as outlined above. The benefit of a multi-dimensional conceptual
framework is that it allows for a complex analysis of television technology in all its constituent elements
and their respective manifestations. When technological artifacts perform across a diversity of places and
are operated upon through a diversity of practices, they ought to be investigated via a multi-nuanced
conceptual framework that allows for a fine gradation of analysis.
Considering infrastructures entangled within material, social, institutional and cultural forms of
mediation, Andreas Fickers (2008) developed a three-dimensional approach aimed at providing the
complex tools for conceptualizing and analyzing infrastructures across a multitude of interactions. The
approach reflects upon a material, an institutional and a symbolic dimension of infrastructures that
enables their exploration through various forms of mediation. According to Andreas Fickers, the material
dimension delineates technological artifacts, such as transmitters, relay stations, cables, satellite dishes,
etc. The performance of material artifacts shapes up a technological space. Inevitably, technical artifacts
become part of broadcasting and telecommunications institutions and they function, therefore, as
gateways for transnational interaction and intercultural communication. As gateways, infrastructures
shape up a social space. Last, but not least, technological infrastructures function as mediators of
discourses and symbolic negotiations, shaping a cultural space. The material, institutional and symbolic
dimensions that technology articulates through its interactions are not to be regarded as separate facets,
but rather as ever shifting modes of interaction. The three-dimensional conceptualization of technology
and infrastructures allows for the accommodation of tensions inherent to the complex nature of practices
and uses pertaining to technology. Throughout the historical narratives that will be told in the
forthcoming parts of this chapter, the idea of historical paradoxes and contradictions will be emphasized
repeatedly. Such paradoxes located at the level of the historical narrative are none other than the tensions
that become manifest by the conceptualization of technology and infrastructures as contingent on the
diversity of their practices/uses. When technologies are broken down into a multi-layered object of study,
which is then explored by means of non-linear analytical tools, tensions and historical paradoxes become
enabled for investigation.
Fickers' three-dimensional approach to infrastructures, demands in fact for a continuous
redefinition of the object of study via a range of concrete uses and practices. „Looking at infrastructures as
points of mediation between these three dimensions also fruitfully allows us to de-centre productively
system-builders‟ definitions of them and see them instead as perpetually redefined through a range of
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use(r)s and practices‟ (2008:2). As I suggested in the beginning, I start by defining technology and
infrastructures as de-centered objects of study and break them down into three layers or loci of analysis.
These loci of analysis involve: technical artifacts, places of technological realization as well as practices of
technical use and interaction. The multi-layered deconstruction of technology is aimed to respond to the
what, where and how of television technology in Romania. Just like in journalism, these are questions
that constitute the basics of historical inquiry, as March Bloch argued in The Historian‟s Craft (1992).
This structured consideration of technology as a multi-layered object of study will be performed
throughout the history of television in Romania. Such historicization will in fact punctuate another
coordinate of definition to be ascribed to technology: the when factor, which emphasizes the contingency
of technology on specific contexts of interaction and use. The when factor refers to concrete historical
moments of technological and infrastructural performances. Fickers (2008:6) uses the notion of „event‟
to delineate such historical moments. Using the notion of event as an „extraordinary mediation‟, he
shapes up the view of certain historical moments as privileging a solid enunciation of the configuration
and complexity of infrastructural performances. As part of such events the material, institutional and
symbolic dimensions of technological interactions become easily visible. In view of the historical terrain
and theoretical framework of this dissertation, some insights into Latour‟s (2005) metaphor of
„occasional sparks‟ can add to the notion of 'extraordinary mediation' as described by Andreas Fickers.
„Occasional sparks‟ constitute moments of change or shifts within social networks, which provide the best
light on the agency of actors/actants and reveal the configuration of social networks at their best. While
such 'occasional sparks' outline the specificity of concrete historical contexts, they however add the idea
of (social) change to refine further the nature of such historical moments. Acknowledging the issue of
change as another filter for singling out relevant historical moments that best enunciate technological
and infrastructural performances is central to the conceptual framework of the dissertation. This
provides, in fact, the proper tools for investigating the course that actor networks of Romanian television
took across different socio-political contexts. In other words, the events – as they will be discussed
further in the chapter - which (re)define and enunciate technological and infrastructural performances,
do not only refer to moments of extraordinary mediations, but account purposefully for the communist
and post-communist contexts in Romanian history. In this sense, the aim will be to trace down the
processes of change and continuity ascribed to Romanian television after the fall of communism. In order
to mark down and define these patterns of changes versus continuities, I will make use of Gabrielle
Hecht‟s (2000) metaphor of „regime‟, which retraces in fact a configuration of interactions between
technical artifacts, institutions, political leaders, technicians and practices of use. This specific
configuration or regime is characterized by a defining strategy of techno-political performances, or
technopolitics as Hecht calls them. Technopolitics refer to practices of interacting with and using
technology so as to shape, emphasize and pursue political interests (2000:56). The changes within
technopolitics cast light upon shifting technopolitical regimes. It is by these means that I will map out the
regimes of changes versus continuities as related to television technology and infrastructures in
Romania. The aim is to spot and single out patterns of agency embedded within the history of communist
television in Romania and further pursue them into the post-communist period. The communist period
discussed in this chapter was very much documented by detailed and insightful Securitate notes and
reports, which formed a comprehensive and unique database for analysis. Primary sources on the post-
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communist period were not as rich. In this case, I relied primarily on journalistic data, such as interviews
with the television personnel, and also on public relations statements of the broadcasting institution.
Oral interviews that I have personally conducted with former and current employees of Romanian
television documented both the communist and – to a smaller extent – the post-communist period.
Stories of eyewitnesses, together with the transcript (as published by „Revolutia Romana in Direct, TVR
1990) and the archived broadcasts of the Live Romanian Revolution were the central primary sources for
my analysis on the 1989 and 1990 events in the country. All these constituted the corpus of sources that
this chapter builds on.
As prefigured in the beginning of the chapter, the notion of social agency remains at the conceptual
heart of this chapter. For that reason, this specific chapter will tune concretely on the agency of
technology performances and technological interactions. Agency constitutes a point of reference when
discussing technology in its different constituent layers and via the three-dimensional conceptualization.
The notion of agency will be used in a Latourian sense, referring to a force of transformation and a power
to affect change, translation or distortion on mediated acts or meanings (Latour, 2005). Besides the
ability to account for a particular action, agency inevitably invokes an interaction with opponent power
agents. In this sense, television technology and infrastructures of Romanian television will inevitably be
discussed as part of a dynamic network of different, and at times, conflicting agencies. It is as part of such
networks of interaction or actor networks, as Latour describes it, that the agency of television technology
will be investigated across different socio-political contexts of Romanian history.

The What Variable: Technological Capital of Romanian Television
The forthcoming discussion will tell the story of the technical resources of Romanian television
before and after 1989. It will focus on the socio-political performances and institutional interactions that
mediated the acquisition, management and use of these resources; it will also focus on the discursive
narratives that were constructed around these practices. This is a story of the technological capital of
Romanian television and of the institutional and symbolic negotiations that the management of this
technological capital has brought about.
The Nationalistic Regime of Technological Management

Relations with the West aimed at acquiring the latest television technology were on the main agenda
for the Office of International Relations and Exchanges within Romanian television. Seen as a token of
national pride and as a means of promoting and maintaining national independence, technology
constituted an important, and I will argue a distinctive dimension of Romanian television under
communism. It was distinctive because it represented the main facilitator and drive for the country's
relations with the West, under circumstances in which relations with the West were undesired and
controlled in all other areas of socio-political life. In fact, Romania's economic relations with the West,
which focused on the import of Western technology, distinguished the country within the Communist
Bloc. When it came to the development of television, technology and infrastructures gave a platform for
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enagaging in relations with the West, while the other socialist countries maintained close relations with
the Soviet Union.

Relations with the West driven by technological pursuits, have been recurrent through the (early)
history of Romanian television. Back to May 1938 – as engineer I. C. Florea recalls many years later during the experimental phase of television in Romania, a very modern television installation inspired by
developments made by the German Telefunken was used for the first public demonstrations of television
in Bucharest3. Pictures also attested to the presence of the Philips television caravan and of the Dutch
television pioneer Erik de Vries in Bucharest in the summer of the same year (Leeuw 2008). The
construction of the television centre in Bucharest between 1966 and 1972 attested Romania‟s
appreciation for Western television infrastructures. Built after the BBC model, planned in cooperation
with specialists from Austrian broadcasting institution ORF, the new television centre comprised of
equipment imported from Western Europe (Paulu 1974: 410). The centre was made up by four separate
buildings including an office tower of thirteen floors and a production area with seven studios and related
facilities. It also housed two main studios and four smaller studios for the production of news, sound
recordings and films. Burton Paulu, author of Radio and Television Broadcasting in Eastern Europe
(1974) recalls of the television centre at those times:
On my tour to the building in 1970 I saw much excellent equipment, but noted a complete absence
of video tape recorders. The American prohibition against selling such recorders to the Communist
countries because of their potential military value had up to that time prevented their acquisition in
Bucharest...' (Paulu 1974: 410)

The Television Centre tower built between 1966-1977 still functions today
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A report drafted by Romanian television on the technical facilities of its studios described that the
bulk of equipment was primarily of Western provenience and the most modern technical equipment was
destined for use during protocol broadcasts of Party leaders. 4 The list of the technological equipment
present at the television centre in Bucharest in the 1970's and 1980's mentioned: two outside
broadcasting (OB) vans imported from Poland between 1970-1972 and used for transmissions of small
importance, 4 OB vans manufactured in Romania between 1979-1981, but improved with equipment
imported from Philips Netherlands (they were used for complex propaganda broadcasts, such as the
patriotic music festival Cantarea Romaniei transmitted from different cities in the country). The list also
mentioned: 3 OB vans imported between 1975-1980 from Bosch West Germany and RCA USA, which
were used for live broadcasts and recordings of official events of Communist Party officials. Electronic
recordings were performed with thirteen magnetoscopes and cassette players acquired between 19691979 from Ampex USA and Sony Japan. For post-production of presidential broadcasts, Romanian
television used equipment imported in 1975-1979 from the West German company Arnold Richter. For
post-production of other material, the equipment used was acquired between 1960-1974 from Bolex Switzerland, ARRI and Steinbeck West Germany. In the transmission sector, the telecinematographic
installations were acquired in the late 60‟s-early 70‟s from Bosch West Germany, Ampex USA, Sony
Japan and Thomson France; newer equipment was acquired between 1983-1985 from Bosch and Rank
England.
The advent of colour television in Romania was also dependent on imported western technology. The
first OB van was acquired in 1975 from West Germany and was primarily intended to support
international exchanges of programming.5 Within a few years of this OB vans were actually manufactured
in Romania with the cooperation of Philips and Pye, in Holland. These vans were proudly displayed at the
Exhibition for the National Economic acheivements in 1979 and by the 1980's Romania imported their
colour OB fleet from the USA. At the insistence of the Romanian authorities these were painted in the
primary colours of red, green and blue, the traditional emblem that television stations and manufacturers
used to signify colour television.6
The East-West cooperation that negotiated the management of the technological capital of
Romanian television abided both by the foreign policy claims of the Office for International Relations and
Exchanges of broadcasting institution as well as by the ideology of the socialist Party concerning national
development. Up until 1989 Romanian Radiotelevision „had the duty to contribute by means of all its
activities to the accomplishment of the internal and external policies of the state' 7. In this respect, the
Office of International Relations and Exchanges conducted its activities in conformity with the national
directives of the Central Committee of the Romanian Communist Party and engaged in foreign
cooperation of a highly nationalistic character8 (Eugster 1983:189). I argue that while the management
of the technical resources of Romanian television before 1989 mediated an intense cooperation with
Western manufacturers, such acts of cooperation remained politically constructed. The acquisition of
Western technology by Romanian television under communist generated discourses on modern
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technology being an agent of promoting national progress and independence. The Programme of the
Romanian Socialist Party attested:
Considering the tremendous development of the world‟s technico-scientific revolution, the
importance of science and technique for an accelerated growth and the modernization of production
forces, the Party will give special importance to Romania‟s participation in international technicoscientific cooperation. Access to the advances of contemporary science, to modern technologies is an
objective condition for the progress of each and every nation. [...] Romania will campaign for the
unhampered development of international collaboration and cooperation, for free and equitable
exchange of assets that should in no way lead to economic subordination of one state by another, to the
creation of closed groupings, to artificial barriers to trade and cooperation. 9
In the late 1980‟s the economic setback of Romania (caused also by huge debts due to the inefficient
import of modern technology in all industrial sectors) affected the public broadcaster. This impeded the
acquisition of new technical equipment. Thus, by 1989 the public broadcaster found itself in a state of
technical obselescense, with outdated equipment that was no longer adequate. This technical state of
affairs in the late 1980's was crucial in the political discourses that were constructed around television
after the fall of Ceausescu. This poor technical status was used as source of blame and a deliberate
strategy of differentiating from the communist regime. Discourses on the technical impediments of
Romanian television will be illustrated in the coming sections. These will provide small illustrations of
events that made visible ways in which discourses on the technical decline of Romanian television
concealed political interferences with television technology.
Transmission Break-offs at Romanian television as Technopolitics

The excuses offered on the technical impediments by the public broadcaster became part of the
revolutionary events from the start of the Live Romanian Revolution. Several announcements on the
poor condition of the transmission infrastructures were made during the Live Revolution:
Teodor Brates: Esteemed viewers […] there is great agitation here because of the rumours
circulating around the studio. I want to tell you…our broadcast needs to be stoped for an hour, because
the equipment is too hot, you know, it is overheated…You know we used to have transmissions of only
two, three hours, we didn‟t have...we still don't have the adequate equipment...
A civilian in the studio: Don't stop the transmission...! There are coming 2000 tero…antiterrorists
…to the television station, the antiterrorist brigade…help us…the population ought to come
outside...help us...2000 terrorists...the army...help us, help us, the army should help us, someone should
help us. (TVR, 1990: 65)
Teodor Brates [as the TV station came back on air in less than one hour]: …this is the promise we
have made to you. Again out of technical reasons, we are starting our transmission at this hour. The
equipment has cooled down. I hope they will function properly... (TVR, 1990: 65)
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The same excuse of technical difficulties obstructing the live transmission occurred again in 1990
upon the violent miners‟ riots in Bucharest. Civilian protests against the newly instituted power - the
National Salvation Front and its leader, Ion Iliescu - turned into violent riots when masses of miners
came to the capital at Iliescu's request to defend against the demonstrators that the new power had
labelled as hooligans. The presence of miners in Bucharest generated bloody fights that spread around
central locations in Bucharest, including the premises of the Romanian television. At 14.30 hrs on June
13th 1990, an announcement that organized groups were going to attack strategic points of Bucharest among which the television building – was read out during a special news bulletin (Ungureanu 2005). A
government communiqué announcing the same thing was presented during the 17.00 hrs news bulletin.
At 19.35 peaceful demonstrators reached the television premises requesting to meet up with the
management of the public television; they demanded air time after the evening news bulletin, so that they
could inform on the violent acts they had witnessed earlier in the day. The meeting between the
demonstrators and the television management never took place: as the ten-people delegation of
demonstrators prepared to enter the television building, groups of unidentified people initiated
aggressive attacks. The demonstrators were evacuated out of the building. As the violence intensified in
the courtyard of the institution, at 20.30 the transmissions of the public institution came to a complete
halt, following a decision of the Ministry of Post and Telecommunications. No visuals alluding to the
situation being a technical difficulty appeared on the television screens, something which was unusual for
the public broadcaster. The lack of technical justification for the interruption of transmission on the
evening of June 13th, 1990 was also exposed in a communiqué drafted by the Free Labour Syndicate of
Romanian television10. The lack of any (prior) indication of technical difficulties - a procedure that was
usually followed under such circumstances – denoted that not only did the transmission stop, but the
entire broadcasting process was ceased on a decision that came from the Ministry of Post and
Telecommunications.
This situation and the circumstances of the transmission break-off on the evening of June 13, bring
us back to reconsidering the control measures over live broadcasting that were shown in a scheme
drafted by the Securitate on 27th November, 1975 (see figure 1).11

Figure 1: Securiate document on the realization of a live broadcast from OB vans
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This Securitate document shows that on top of the Centre for Distribution of the TV Signal, where
personnel of the Ministry of Transport and Telecommunications was present, there was a point of
severance in the broadcast chain. This method of disconnection was operated by remote control and
allowed for the cutting of the distribution of signal from Romanian television. The transmission breakoff on June 13 illustrated how the control infrastructures instituted under the communist regime were
still in use after the fall of Ceausescu.
But concerns over technical culpabilities were voiced later on into the post-communist regime, as
part of discourses concealing the broadcaster‟s relations with the political power. In 2003, an interview
with the head of the public broadcaster Valentin Nicolau, expressed concern over Nicolau‟s former
position as advisor of prime-minister Adrian Nastase. 12 Nicolau was then asked to which extent public
television was still an instrument in the hands of power. A specific event was brought into question: the
live broadcast of the football match Romania-Russia in which the broadcaster overlapped for seven
minutes images of Prime Minister Nastase welcoming back to Romania the tomb of Carol II, a former
Romanian king. The broadcaster's decision to impose a political transmission over the sports broadcast,
was disliked by audiences and criticized by the media, which saw it as a government interference into the
broadcaster‟s programming. Interviewed on this particular situation, Valentin Nicolau stated in 2003
that it was technical reasons which prompted them to present the two events that was to blame, rather
than the idea in itself of trying to cope with the coincidental simultaneity of the two events.
Technical excuses after 1989 were too quickly invoked as response to criticism that was cast on the
public broadcaster, either by the mass media or the public. The credibility of such invocations relied on
the communist inheritance of public television. Political interferences were then covered up by means of
discourses of a technical nature that had its roots in the communist regime. Paradoxically, Ceausescu‟s
discourses striving for technological modernization and the development of infrastructures was replaced
after 1989 by discourses of technical decline that constantly conjured up the damnation of the
broadcaster‟s past. This, in turn, drew attention away from the lack of any policies on technological
development inside the institution.
The denationalized regime of technological management

Discourses of the technical obsolescence may appear even more paradoxical when considering that
in the early 90s the Romanian broadcaster was among the first former communist institutions to
integrate within broader European infrastructures. A report drafted by the public broadcaster on the
institution‟s relations with foreign partners stated:
The Department of International Relations of Romanian Television performs its activities in
accordance to principles of external policies conducted by the Romanian state, which are directed
towards integration within the European Union and NATO. It aims at developing bilateral relations with
partners across the world.13
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While under communism Ceausescu‟s foreign policies were primarily nationalistic in their nature
and drive, after the fall of the regime the strive for European and transatlantic integration concealed the
lack of proper internal policies on technological development and left room for discourses on
technological handicaps. Proper internal technical development inside public television started out much
later - in 2003 - and prioritized the digitization of the production infrastructures and facilities of the
news department, at the cost of all other departments within the institution 14 . Under these
circumstances, the main priorities for technical development within Romanian television were concerned
with issues of partaking in Eurovision infrastructures.
In 1993, Romania was prompt in launching the earth station that facilitated participation in the
Eurovision satellite operations. Part of the Eurovision Network Expansion project, earth stations were set
up in the former OIRT (Organisation Internationale de Radiodiffusion et de Télévision) member states:
Prague accommodated the first earth station in March 1993, followed by Bucharest, Sofia, Warsaw and
Budapest later that year (Potter 1994: 11). Back in November 1983, Eurovision and Intervision engineers
had already discussed the possibility of setting up an earth station in Prague that would have served as an
interface between the two networks and spaces of European communication (Potter 1994: 8). Practical
impediments prevented a fast implementation of the new earth station. In November 1989, while the
Velvet Revolution was taking place in Czechoslovakia, another meeting between the EBU (European
Broadcasting Union) and OIRT Contact Engineers was taking place in Prague, discussing the urgent need
for the implementation of the new station in the light of the socio-political changes taking place in
Eastern Europe at that time. By 1991, when the setting up of the Prague earth station was imminent, it
became clear that another earth station had to be set up in Moscow due to the increase in Eurovision
traffic from the former Soviet Union. While the expansion plans of the EBU network infrastructures
started out with two locations - Prague and Moscow - the unification between the EBU and OIRT on
January 1st 1993 required that earth stations be installed in all the other former OIRT countries. This
brought up the issue of funds available in this part of Europe for setting up of the EBU stations. It was for
this reason that by the end of 1991, the EBU drew up a loan agreement with the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development providing financial support for projects in the new democracies. The
aims of the loan were to set up fifteen earth stations in the former OIRT broadcasting area; each
individual loan was to be guaranteed by the EBU and repaid by the members over the course of eight
years. The first inspections of the sites where the stations were to be placed concluded that only Romania
and Bulgaria needed the individual loans for financing the implementation of the stations. Later on, it
turned out that the stations in Ljubljana (Slovenia), Kishinev (Moldova) and Kiev (Ukraine) also needed
financial support from the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development. Ultimately Prague
followed by Bucharest, Sofia, Warsaw and Budapest were the first former OIRT broadcasting centres that
set up the EBU earth stations. In 1994, new stations were installed at Ljubljana in Slovenia, Kishinev in
Moldova, Kiev in Ukraine and Bratislava in Slovakia (Potter 1994: 11). The bulk of the countries
belonging to the former Soviet Union and the former Republic of Yugoslavia lagged behind and
negotiations of setting up earth stations in Macedonia, Estonia, Latvia, Belarus, Serbia and Albania took
place in a later phase. The setting up of the earth station in Moscow also proved impossible – due to
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radiation hazards in the city suburbs caused by the antenna – and instead the stations was approved to
be set up at Klin, 80 kilometres north-east of Moscow.
On the new European broadcasting space, Romania ranked high in terms of its favourable opening
towards cooperation, but fell among the countries that needed economic support for partaking in the
trans-national broadcasting infrastructures. This – even if justifiable – made the country reliant on the
European management of technological development, which dissolved the previous nationalistic
management of technology that was advanced by Ceausescu‟s regime as a way of ensuring national self
sufficiency.
The setting up of EBU earth stations in the former OIRT countries delineated a map of European
audiovisual integration of the former Soviet bloc countries (see figure 2). The map configures the new
geographical divides in terms of national attitudes towards European broadcasting as well as the new
economic classifications between the newly EBU integrated countries. This vizualizes the new political
and economic ranking of the new European broadcasting space. In the case of Romania, the integration
within EBU infrastructures marked a relevant shift in the agencies negotiating the management of
broadcasting technology and infrastructures in the country; it was a shift from national(istic) to
European actors.
Romania‟s head start in the integration within European broadcasting infrastructures was once
again emphasized in the process of transition to a new television system in the former OIRT member
countries. Except for Romania and Albania who had started colour television transmissions directly in
the PAL system (Romania starting transmitting in PAL in the early 80s), all the other Central and
Eastern European countries had to undergo a transition from SECAM to PAL. Concerning the system
change, the EBU made a categorization - that can easily be read into an integration hierarchy - of the
former OIRT member countries. The division placed Romania and Albania as the first-wave countries
that had started colour broadcasting later than the others, but directly in the PAL system 15. The second
wave included countries such as the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia and partly Bulgaria,
which had completed the transition to PAL by February 1996. The third wave comprised of former Soviet
Union countries, such as Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, who planned to realize the transition in the
future. The fourth-wave included countries that by 1996 did not plan to change their transmission system
from SECAM to PAL: Belarus, Moldova, Russian Federation and Ukraine.
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Figure 2: The Geographical Expansion of EBU stations across Eastern Europe
Romania‟s post-communist lead in integrating within Western broadcasting infrastructures owed a
great deal to the management policies of Romanian television before 1989. Under Ceausescu, the
Romanian broadcaster made the choice for the Western colour sytem PAL to the detriment of its Eastern
counterpart SECAM. The first studies on colour television in Romania took place in 1968, when a group
of experts travelled to France to learn about the results of the SECAM system. At the same time, another
visit to England took place with the aim of collecting data on the usability of the PAL system16. In October
1968, the West German manufacturer Telefunken made a public demonstration of the PAL system in
Bucharest.17 Romania oscillated for almost a decade between the choice for SECAM and PAL. It was only
when the delay in adopting a colour system endangered Romania's participation to international
exchanges and threatened the country‟s prestige, that Romania made a decision for the PAL system. As a
result, in 1981, the process of transition to the new system was initiated. Romania‟s delay on the final
decision reiterated the country‟s controversial position within the Soviet Bloc: it adopted an independent
stand towards the Soviet Union and engaged in economic relations with the West. It also gave away the
nationalistic motivations behind the adoption of PAL, as the decision aimed to facilitate Romania‟s
participation in the international broadcasting flow, and also increase the country‟s prestige. The first
colour broadcast in Romania finally took place in 1983, and it was occasioned by the celebrations of the
national day on August 23rd. The broadcast consisted of a colour transmission from central streets in
Bucharest, alternated by colour interventions from the studio. The nationalistic and political motivations
behind the early use of colour television in Romania were emphasized throughout the 1980‟s, when
colour broadcast infrastructures were primarily used for official state broadcasts or broadcasts destined
for international exchanges. 18 All this highly nationalistic technology management within Romanian
television before 1989 ensured Romania‟s facile integration within European infrastructures after the fall
of the Iron Curtain. The lead in European integration that Romania took, contrasted with national
discourses of technical regress surrounding Romanian television. This created a paradoxical situation: on
one hand, Romanian television proved ready for the technological transition towards European
broadcasting, while on the other hand, it was confronted internally with poor technological conditions.
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This helped place the new political actors in a favourable light: they were promoting cooperations with
European broadcasting, while the institution still suffered from the shortcomings of the communist
regime.
The technological capital of Romanian television constituted a platform for institutional interactions
between national players (the Department of International Relations; political actors and institutions,
telecommunications institutions) and international actors (EBU, OIRT, Western technological
manufacturers). It also constituted an arena where politicized discourses (on national development
versus post-revolutionary regress) took place. The institutional interactions – which mediated
cooperation with the West under communism and an infrastructural European integration after 1989 –
constituted modernizing acts of television in Romania throughout the two political regimes. These,
however, became complicated by the technological performances of the institution, which marked a shift
from the modern technical resources of the 70s to the outdated broadcast technology after 1989. These
different technological performances also generated a shift in the politicized discourses surrounding the
broadcasting institution: from nationalistic discourses of technological modernization to discourses of a
broadcaster outdated by its own past. It was this shift in discourses surrounding the technological state of
Romanian television which drove attention away from the continued political interferences with the
public broadcaster.

The Where Variable: Places of Technological Performances
Television‟s ability to transcend space has been considered to be at the centre of television‟s attribute
as a modernizing agent (Innis, 1950, Giddens, 1990). Transmitting from one centre to different
simultaneous locations, television technology mediated the crossing of geographical borders. This section
of the chapter will deal with tensions concerning television‟s mediation of local/global spaces; it will
problematize the so far taken-for-granted agency of television to transcend borders. I will be looking into
concrete places of technological realization (e.g. transmission, distribution, reception) so as to map out
tensions in the ways television mediates the crossing of borders. By looking at specific technological
places, we can single out technological artefacts, technical operators, distribution centres, licence
granting institutions, political actors, and analyze the way they interacted with television‟s crossing of
borders. My argument is that the mediation of local and global broadcasting spaces needs to be traced
back to the concrete places of technological realization and the various agencies it builds upon. This is
even more necessary as television infrastructures embed concomitantly two different places of
performance - a place of signal transmission and distribution and a place of reception. This duality of
places, with their consequent tensions and paradoxes, has often been left undistinguished in theoretical
discourses. However a clear delineation is necessary within the historical context of Romanian television.
The following discussion will explore how actors interacting with both transmission and reception places
generated a paradoxical shift from state controlled transmission/reception places accomodating
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subversive border cross-overs, to places of transnational broadcasting, which in fact reinstituted local
geographical boundaries on the national audiovisual map.
The regime of subversive cross-overs:
Technopolitics of (banned) transmissions

Before 1989, restricting television reception spaces to the national territory has been under the
vigilant surveillance of the state authorities. State control over television reception implied a much more
complex process than what I will be discussing here in this chapter. It dealt with restraints on dissident
individual viewers, with a strict regulation of access to Western audiovisual representations as well as
with control over migrant practices of audiences and television employees across national borders. All
this will be discussed in chapter three. For now, I will be focusing on state control over material
infrastructures of television transmission and reception and the ways in which this control reconstructed
broadcasting spaces on the Romanian territory.
In 1975, a scheme drafted by the Securitate exposed the materiality and territoriality of television
distribution across the Romanian territory (see figure 3)19. The scheme showed the location of important
radio transmitters that facilitated the distribution of television signals within and from Romania.

Figure 3: Securitate document on the distribution of television programmes via radio transmitters
The scheme was meant to list those locations that presented vulnerability to hostile interferences. It
also warned that it was possible to insert television signals into all main transmitters, and with complex
video equipment it was possible to insert signals in all intermediary stations. Interference acts were
reported now and then, when OB vans situated in the proximity of the emitters interfered with the
transmission on the home screens. Until the early 1980‟s, state authorities were mainly preoccupied with
surveilling the distribution process via radio transmitters and with preventing interferences with the
state-approved signal distribution on Romanian territory. The Securitate reported on undesired, yet
insignificant acts of interference, such as: the interception of foreign films in the vicinity of the
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„Intercontinental‟ hotel in Bucharest that was made possible by interferences with the closed-circuit
television system of the hotel; or the disturbance of the mainstream reception at home by OB vans
recording in the area where a radio transmitter was situtated20. At the same time, the state declared the
radio transmitters in the area of Oradea and Harghita (securing transmission borders with Hungary and
the Soviet Union, respectively) as being of high importance in defending state secrets.21 All other TV
stations with a power of 20 KW were also considered centrally important, as they could facilitate the
crossing of signal over the border. It becomes clear that what state control over television transmission
and distribution in communist Romania entailed was a surveillance of specific geographical locations. In
other words, television transmission infrastructures were reduced to their geographical location and
materiality, while their potential for fluidizing geographical boundaries was neglected.
It wasn‟t until the early 1980‟s when television reception practices took on a visible form, that the
state became alerted to the danger of television broadcasting creating spaces of subversion. On the
background of a strict politicization and scarcity of television programmes (to be discussed in chapter
four), Romanian audiences became more and more dissatisfied with the public broadcaster. Their
dissatisfaction took a manifest turn in 1982 when the state interdiction on the transmission of the World
Football Games on the Romanian territory caused the rebellion of viewers. Improvised antennas started
spreading on a mass scale on top of domestic roofs, which alerted state authorities to the interception of
neighboring countries' television
By 1982, subversive television reception spread on a large scale: the Electronica factory in Bucharest
was manufacturing amplifiers for foreign television reception to be used in domestic spaces, while
civilian amateurs were selling home-made amplifiers 22 . In an official attempt to stop clandestine
television watching in Romania, the Electronica factory was forced to stop the production of amplifiers23,
while the amateur manufacturers were put under surveillance by the Securitate. 24 State authorities
became alerted also by the fact that areas of high altitude in the country provided better reception of
foreign signals. Thus, Nucetului Hill in the north-west of the country, or Muncelului Hill in the northeast, together with other high areas in the west of the country became preferred touristic sites during the
summer of 1982, due to their geographic access to the World Cup transmissions by the neighboring
countries25.
As such hostile reception acts proliferated, the Securitate together with the Ministry of Transport
and Telecommunications investigated for the first time the national territory not only as a site of
television transmission, but also as a site of television reception and a geographic target of foreign
interferences by neighboring countries. Upon their investigation, it became clear that while not all areas
on Romanian territory had a satisfactory reception of national television signals, many such areas had, on
the other hand, a good reception of programmes from neighboring television stations.
Areas bordering the Soviet Union, Hungary and Yugoslavia proved to be most problematic. For
instance, 75% of viewers at the border with the Soviet Union had an unsatisfactory reception of national
transmissions. Other areas near the north-western border contained households with no national signal
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whatsoever.26 Conveniently, it was such bordering areas that had the best reception of foreign television
signals (see figure 4).
On the other hand, the Securitate reported that neighboring countries showed an increasing interest
in installing transmission stations around the border areas, while broadcasting entertaining programmes
(varieties, sports or films) to Romanian audiences27. In the Republic of Moldova, at Straseni and Cahul,
new TV transmission stations were being set up, consisting of pillars of 350 metres, which easily
facilitated the crossing of television and radio signals over the Romanian territory28. Simultaneously, the
inauguration of a new radio and television centre in Kiev with modern production and transmission
equipment was feared by Romanian authorities as it ensured a better and more attractive quality of
television programming. Fears increased when Moldavian television was broadcasting daily from 7 a.m.
to 12-1 a.m. with a significant part of the programmes being in the Romanian language. In response, the
Securitate drafted a list of the foreign television stations, whose signals crossed the Romanian territory.
Yugoslavia was listed as having the most interfering stations29. However except for few stations, among
which the Novi Sad station that had a power up to 1000 KW, most of the other stations on the Yugoslav
territory permitted cross-overs into Romania due to their proximity to the border. Hungary, on the other
hand, had two main interfering stations: one of a high power of up to 600 KW and another one installed
near the Romanian border. Interference from Bulgaria was recorded to as coming from one less powerful
station, situated near the southern border of Romania.

Figure 4: The map drafted by the Securitate on reception areas exposed to neighboring countries‟
television
The monitoring by the Securitate of the geographical location and materiality of foreign
interferences into the national space of television reception did nothing however to stop the signal
intrusions of the neighboring countries. Despite the ban on the manufacturing of signal amplifiers in
Romania and the Securitate's surveillance over clandestine viewing, Romanian audiences remained
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throughout the 1980's tuned into the neighboring countries‟ television. This resulted in the
fragmentation of the national space into diverse cross-border broadcasting spaces. This underlines the
tension embedded within television distribution spaces and reception spaces in communist Romania,
hence the need to address the two as distinct areas of investigation. While state control was exercised
over material infrastructures and geographies of transmission/distribution, reception areas –
reconfigured according to their access to neighboring countries‟s television – escaped political control.
This very much explains the paradox of why areas that proved to be properly equipped with television
transmitters (e.g. the north east of the country), had problems with the domestic reception of national
transmissions, and had better reception of foreign TV signals. This dichtomomy of distribution and
reception spaces in 1980s Romania evokes the distinction that Manuel Castells made between places
versus space, the space of places versus the space of flows. According to Castells (2000:441), a space of
places refers to „a locale whose form, function, and meaning are self-contained within the boundaries of
physical contiguity.‟ A space of flows, on the other hand, has a „placeless logic‟ and separates it from 'its
physical nodes and the people operating them, from their geographic environment, the neighboring local
population and their local cultures‟(Castells 1985: 7). The space of flows is not placeless, but has a
placeless structural logic, being centered primarily on functionality, rather than on geography. Instead, a
space of places relies on the geography of its constituents, rather than on their functionality within the
larger network. While Castells sets no radical split between the space of places and the space of flows, I
argue that it is important to acknowledge the ways in which television by its mediation of transmission
and reception processes becomes an interface between places and flows. Although both notions become
intertwined in the process of television broadcasting, becoming aware of this duality remains important.
The regime of local fragmentations:
Technopolitics of private TV licensing and distribution coverage

For years after the 1989 revolution, setting up new television stations and granting new broadcast
licenses was an issue of political dispute in Romania. By 1995, the public broadcaster preserved its
monopoly on the market, while up to 2004, it still had by far the greatest territorial coverage in the
country. This, I will argue, had a twofold consequence. On one hand, the geographical monopoly that that
public television had until 1995 became disputed for political interests. On the other hand, as private
stations had primarily an urban coverage, a strong delineation was created between the rural and the
urban areas in country; this demarcation became politically vivid at times of electoral campaigns. This
section will illustrate these arguments.
By May 1990, two independent television stations were set up in different locations of Romania:
Timisoara (north-west) and Brasov (east) (Gross 1999: 41). They failed, however, to have their own
frequencies for broadcasting and instead transmitted on the frequencies of the public broadcaster outside
its regular broadcast hours. In the same period, the newly instituted government did not approve of the
opposition presidential candidate, Ion Ratiu, to set up his own radio and television station. Attempts
were made by the Free Syndicate of Television and other civic organizations to open up a National
Company of Independent Television (SOTI). However, the organization was initially refused a
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broadcasting license by the government. Protests demanding the establishment of new television
stations, independent from the public broadcaster, took place until 1991(Gross 1999: 47). In February
that year, the authorities permitted SOTI to experiment with broadcasting three hours per day in the area
of Bucharest on the frequency of the second public channel. Even though in 1991, 17 local and regional
television stations had been granted permission to broadcast, the increase in fees for signal distribution,
the temporary nature of their broadcasting licenses, and not in the least their amateur, part-time
personnel, prevented them from becoming a real competitor to public television. On the other hand, in
1990-1991, the public broadcaster proceeded to consolidate its position locally and re-opened its local
stations first in Cluj (north west) and Iasi (north east), stations which had been shut down in 1985. Later
on, it reopened other local stations in Timisoara (north west) in 1994 and Craiova (south) in 1998.
Requests for new television stations have been recurrently dismissed by the government during
Iliescu's first presidential mandates, which helped public television maintain its geographic hegemony in
the country. By 1995, however, at the end of Iliescu‟s reign, powerful private stations had started to
penetrate the market and stations such as ProTV, Antena1 and Tele7abc were already transmitting on a
national scale. By February 1996, the territorial coverage of private television had increased since the
preceding years, but still lagged far behind the public broadcaster. The main public channel covered 98%
of the population, the second channel 55%, while ProTV covered 40%, Antena1 and Tele7abc only 30%. 30
(see figure 5). By 1994, cable television distribution had also been instituted in urban, rather than rural
areas of Romania. Limited to distribution by cable on most of the Romanian territory – except the
proximities of Bucharest – private television remained restricted to urban areas (see figure 6). The
difference of coverage between the public and private broadcasters reiterated in fact the division of rural
from urban areas. While urban areas opened up to private television, rural areas remained solely limited
to public broadcasting.

Figure 5
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Figure 6
At the time that private stations were first making their appearance on the Romanian market, public
television inaugurated its transnational transmissions. On December 1, 1995 a new channel was
launched: TVR International destined for broadcasting to the Romanian Diaspora across the world. It
started out by transmitting to three continents via one satellite and by 2002, it was transmitting via three
satellites to Europe, Middle East, North Africa, United States and Canada.31 Live broadcasting to the east
coast of America was made possible in 2002 by the digitalization of satellite communications
infrastructures at Cheia. These infrastructures had been declared under Ceausescu as highly important
for the defense of classified state information. 32 It is interesting to remark the restoration and the
transformation of the satellite transmission infrastructures at Cheia – which during communism were
secured for national defense purposes – into a site for trans-Atlantic transmission in 2002. However, the
transnational refining of the public broadcaster‟s transmission infrastructures did nothing in dissolving
the strong local geographical divides that were shaping up in Romania at the time. Maybe because such
local divides were secured symbolically (by reception spaces exposed differently to the social and political
changes in the country) rather than generated by technological performances, as I will argue next.
In the mid 90‟s, the division between rural versus urban areas was vividly marked by access to public
and private broadcasting. This discrepancy was even more emphasized by the national versus
transnational character attributed to public and private broadcasting, respectively. ProTV had
consolidated on the audiovisual market as an American consortium with the majority of shares owned by
Central Media Enterprises. From the beginning, the station marketed itself by values such as
teambuilding, performance and competence and had its young staff trained at the BBC; such values had
transnational origins and were rather new to the national culture. In fact, the marketing strategies of
ProTV Romania were part of a cross-border management system, as ProTV stations in Hungary and the
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Czech Republic were reported to have consolidated their market shares by means of the same strategies
(Stavre 2004: 42). In Romania, ProTV achieved record ratings in 1996 during the elections campaign of
that year, when it reached 98% of its possible audience (Teodorescu 1998: 303-304) with pro-opposition
broadcasts. The private broadcaster took a stand against the pro-Iliescu broadcasts of the public
television, situating itself as an alternative political voice in the country. Foreign marketing values,
together with the broadcast of new foreign films and the opposition to Iliescu‟s regime, asserted ProTV as
a modern, independent broadcaster with an affinity for the West. Constrasted with ProTV, public
television exposed its partisan position towards the govenment during the coverage of the 1996 elections.
Political interferences with the public broadcaster surfaced and public television became associated with
an image of the former communist regime.33 Besides all this, there was a visible technical inferiority that
public television revealed in comparison to private stations (Gross 1999: 108). Under these
circumstances, despite its geographic monopoly in the country, public television became a reminder of
the past. The division between rural and urban areas created by public versus private television reception
inevitably evoked a divide between the old and the new. While urban areas became exposed to alternative
television broadcasting, the countryside remained unfamiliar to the Western affinities of the private
networks.
After 1989, the reinstitution of local geographical divides between reception spaces was due
predominantly to the development and the diversity of the audiovisual market in Romania, a marker of
transition to a democratic era. However, these divides were also mediated socially by political actors and
symbolically by discourses on the public broadcaster being a television of the old regime. It was in fact
the historical and political divide created between public and private broadcasting that made the division
between rural and urban areas of reception so much stronger and even more relevant. The postrevolutionary political management of broadcasting licenses and transmission coverage as well as the
loss of the public broadcaster in front of ProTV in terms of political representations of change at the 1996
elections, made rural television reception areas, monopolized by public broadcasting, a geographical
locus per excellence for the preservation of old politicized audiovisual practices. In this case, attempts to
ensure the geographic monopoly of public broadcasting threatened by the advent of private stations,
generated dominant local divides across the country. This achieved in turn a categorization of
geographical spaces by their degree of reception to alternative broadcasting and thus, by their degree of
exposure to political change. Local fragmentations became symbols of internal democratic change and
the degrees of such change were marked geographically. By comparison, before 1989, Ceausescu‟s
attempts to maintain a national broadcasting space in the face of transnational audiovisual interferences
led to a fragmentation of the country‟s territory into transnational reception spaces, that accommodated
discourses hostile to the national regime and signaled an affinity for the foreign and the West. These
arguments emphasize in fact the tensions generated by the analysis of the different dimensions of
television infrastructures. In this case, interactions between technological and institutional actors within
transmission and reception places led to a (subversive) construction of broadcasting spaces, which
depending on their nature – local or transnational – generated discourses that challenged political actors
in the country.
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The How Variable: Performing Technology and Infrastructures
Politics runs through all dimensions of technology: from the development of material artifacts, their
regulation and institutionalization to practices of design and operation. The interconnection between
politics and technology describes „technopolitical regimes‟ (Hecht, 2000). These are „linked sets of
indivisuals, engineering and industrial practices, technological artifacts, political programs, and
institutional ideologies acting together to govern technological development and pursue technopolitics (a
term that describes the strategic practice of designing or using technology to constitute, embody, or enact
political goals)‟ (2000: 56). Hecht‟s denomination of technopolitical regimes is important as it
emphasizes technology as a complex construction of different elements: material, institutional and
discursive. It is also important as it brings under the lens of investigation the issue of technopolitics, or
politicized technological practices. This section will zoom in on such practices and will attempt to map
out the construction of technological regimes as rooted into two different political regimes: communist
and post-communist. Placing the technological performances of one regime against the other – as I will
be doing – is meant to investigate technology‟s mediation of continuities versus discontinuities through
the two political periods.
Hecht‟s notion of a technopolitical regime illuminates the way technology and infrastructures engage
and become the result of complex interactions. It doesn‟t however provide a refined analytical tool for
investigating the specific actors and their agencies within particular interactions. To this purpose, I will
use Bruno Latour‟s (2005) concept of actor-network that looks into configurations of human actors and
non-human actants and their agencies as part of processes though which networks are stabilized. The
relevance of the concept in the context of the following discussion is that it renders agency to technical
devices; it articulates television technology as an actant (and this is even more important when
discussing political control in relation to television infrastructures). This section of the chapter will
explore the ways in which television technology in Romania has interacted with political agencies before
and after the fall of communism. It will analyze relations between technology and politics at a material
level (looking for political inscriptions within material infrastructures), at an institutional level (looking
for institutional actors that have performed such interactions and their stability over time) and at a
symbolic level (looking at broadcasting narratives and ideologies that generated and became generated
by those technopolitics). The challenge will be to trace a description of the interactions between television
infrastructures

and

political

leaders

and

the

ways

in

which

these

interactions

have

renegotiated/reinterpreted technological broadcasting practices in post-89 Romania. In order to properly
map out the transition of actor networks from the communist to the post-communist regime, I will make
use of Latour‟s concept of „translation‟. By translation, Latour understands a change in the act of response
to an initial order when this order does not generate the desired response (Latour 1991:105). In this
specific context, translation evokes a change in form of political interests upon interactions with
television infrastructures. The change in form can be triggered by an unsatisfactory response to initial
interests or/and it can be dictated by a transformation in the embodiment of actors (according to Latour,
all actors have an embodiment), who however maintain the same political interests. Although Latour
argues against the separation of technology from society and considers them being different phases of the
same action, rather than different entities (Latour 1991: 129), I will however use the differentiation of two
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different socio-political contexts to trace down the movement of interaction between political actors and
television infrastructures. Doing this, on one hand, does not mean that I argue for the determination of
actor-networks by their socio-political contexts. Instead, I differentiate between contexts as a tool to
describe the translation processes of actor-networks involved in technopolitics. Latour himself argues
that actor networks, their interactions and agencies become best visible at times of social changes or
social unrest (Latour, 2005). This justifies my pursuit of translation practices as generated by the
transition of actor-networks through different historical contexts.
The Regime of Exclusion: Technopolitics of Live Broadcasting

I have shown so far how the technological capital of Romanian television and places of broadcasting
realization in Romania have constituted platforms of negotiation between television and the political
actors. Right now, I will focus on live television as a central broadcasting practice in communist Romania
that has disputed technopolitical performances by excellence. Live broadcast infrastructures have
constituted a vulnerable, and therefore a disputed area of television in Ceausescu‟s Romania. Being the
most susceptible for allowing hostile representations of the regime, live broadcasting was considered of
major importance precisely for its way of anchoring events into the immediate social reality. In August
1977, the technical failure to broadcast live a speech by Ceausescu in response to strikes that were taking
place in the Jiu Valley, made it imperative that live broadcasting should be closely supervised by Party
officials. The incident dictated that from then on, Securitate officers were to take charge of state official
live transmissions and be part of the broadcasting infrastructures (Brates 1992: 22). This established a
close interaction between the political power and television infrastructures. In the attempt to control live
television broadcasting, a network comprising of different actors (state authorities, television employees
and technical infrastructures) was formed. I will now analyze interactions between political power and
television infrastructures before 1989 so as to gain insights into how these interactions were translated
after the fall of Ceausescu.

The aim is to analyze the agency of these technopolitics in mediating

democratic change.
In order to draft the measures of control over live television, a roundtable discussion took place at
the headquarters of Romanian Radiotelevision on November 18th 1975.34 At the meeting, officials from
the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the vice-president of Romanian television and the director of the central
radio studios participated. They discussed the ways in which the state was to interfere with live
transmissions. This confirmed the status of live broadcasting infrastructures as a central actor in the
power relations surrounding Romanian television. The roundtable discussions set clear which were the
main actors to interfere with live technical artefacts, but also which were the main technical areas that
allowed for state interference. Live cameras and microphones, OB vans, the editing rooms at the centre of
distribution and control were listed as the main platforms for state control. In case of hostile events
during a live broadcast, cameramen needed to use special techniques (e.g. zooming out) so as to avoid
undesired occurances while being on air. A state-approved editor had to be present in live OB vans, and
he had the possibility to take charge of the transmission process by means of the camera he had in his
possession. Another practice of interference was to be played out at the centre for distribution and
control, part of the transmission area of Romanian Radiotelevision. From there, an approved person
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could interrupt the live transmission by the projection of an adequate fixed image. Other relevant actors
and areas of interference were mentioned at the roundtable discussions: the tenth floor of the Telephone
Palace in Bucharest where the transmission was sent out into the ether had reinforced security.
Personnel of the Minsitry of Internal Affairs, militia in particular, were to ensure the security of live
microphones and live OB vans. Securitate officers had the duty to investigate and replace inadequate
employees at the broadcast centres. On the same occasion, the Securitate visualized how state interaction
with live broadcasting was to take place, by means of a scheme describing the process of transmitting live
from OB vans (see figure 1). This particular scheme, as I mentioned before, shows yet another physical
site of state interference: the distribution centre, on top of which a disconnection point in the
broadcasting chain was located and it was operated by means of remote control. It constitutes a vivid
illustration of political inscriptions into material infrastructures and is yet another warning that society
and technology are not to be divided into different entities. However, other important actors in the
network were Nicolae and Elena Ceausescu themselves who were directly linked to the broadcasting
institution by a direct telephone connection. All these actors formed the network around live
broadcasting under Ceausescu. I will now move on to concrete events - moments of change - that have
shed light on the workings of this particular actor network.
On December 21st 1989, a live broadcast was summoned upon by Ceausescu in the attempt to
dismiss the revolutionary riots that were taking place at the time in Romania. The live broadcast was
carefully pre-arranged and participant civilians were pre-instructed on the proceedings. The event was
filmed with three cameras. The general television director Constantin Petre and the news editor-in-chief,
Ilie Ciurescu were present in the OB vans, while the vice-director Traian Puscasu was present at the
studio (Brates 1992: 24-25). Minutes after the live transmission started, the live microphones captured
rioting voices coming from the crowds35. The live cameras remained on air and captured the image of
Ceausescu looking down upon the masses in panic. For seconds, the cameras emitted disturbed, shaky
images:
Neither the personnel in the OB vans…, nor us at the studio 5 realized what was really happening
in the square. The personnel in the OB vans, feeling the pressure of the crowds, asked via the radio
stations if there was an earthquake (Brates 1992: 25).
Soon after, the cameras were fixated on the image of the sky, abiding by the state protocol of live
transmissions. The moment also coincided with the interruption of the transmission on the home
screens.
During those approximately three minutes that the transmission was interrupted, two cameras no
longer transmitted any images (the cables had been broken off by the crowds surrounding the metal
towers on which they had been set up), and another fixated the sky, somewhere near the Telephone
Palace. (Brates 1992: 25)
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Ceausescu during the live transmission on December 21st, 1989, Photo by TVR
The broadcast was eventually resumed, showing Ceausescu stutter and forget his words. Eventually
he succeeded in delivering the rest of his speech, while the camera presented close-ups of the crowds
carrying banners in support of Ceausescu and the socialist order. The evening news on December 21st
broadcast a clean montage of the mass rally. However, the failed live broadcast of Ceausescu precipitated
the social riots in the country and the next day, the Live Romanian Revolution started. The live broadcast
on December 21st 1989 flashed out the interactions between the state power and the live medium at that
particular moment of change. The conflicting agencies become vividly visible: Ceausescu‟s directed live
event was interfered with by rioting civilian crowds; the pre-established state protocol of live
transmissions was defeated by live microphones and shaky cameras that, despite employees‟ intentions,
gave away the social hostility to Ceausescu's regime; the control factors over the live infrastructures
collapsed in front of the immediacy of the live transmission; last but not least, the large participation of
Ceausescu‟s supporters disturbed by rioting civilians only gave away the pre-arranged nature of the
broadcast.

The Regime of Inclusion: Technopolitics of News Transmissions

Let us consider yet another moment of social unrest that made visible conflicting agencies within the
actor network under discussion: the live televising of the miners‟ riots in 1990 that was touched upon
earlier on in the chapter. Looking back at the example of this event, I want to emphasize how the act of
interrupting the live transmission engaged conflicting agencies of power and revealed a transformation of
the interests at stake.
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During the televising of the miners‟ riots in June 1990, the institution found itself at the centre of
civil struggles caused by the opposition to the new power. Peaceful civilians demonstrating against Ion
Iliescu and his government came under the attack of allegedly unidentified individuals as miners filled up
the streets of the capital at Iliescu‟s request. The live broadcast on June 13th, 1990 constituted a platform
of struggle between the opposition demonstrators on one side and the new power, supported by the
miners. The group of demonstrators proceeded towards the television building in the hope of meeting up
with the institution‟s management: director Razvan Theodorescu and vice-director Emanuel Valeriu.
They demanded air time during the evening schedule so they could inform the public on the violence
taking place around the capital. It wasn‟t until the appointed delegation of demonstrators were about to
enter the station‟s premises, that violent acts broke out, which caused the meeting to be cancelled.
Around the same time, the live transmission that was covering the events in the courtyard of the public
broadcaster was ceased. The demonstrators no longer received the air time requested; instead the
tranmission was stopped as images of violent attacks were shown. The sudden cut of the trasmission and
the lack of any visual clues that could have informed the viewers of a technical difficulty (which was the
protocol for transmission breaks-off) reveal the act as not just an incident, but rather as a determined
decision. Indeed, a communiqué by the Free Labour Syndicate of Romanian television confirmed that the
interruption of the transmission on that evening had no technical justification (Ungureanu 2005). In
contrast to the broadcast on December 20th 1989 when the live technology subverted Ceausescu‟s predetermined intentions, in this case the live technology lent itself to the manipulation of actors within the
Ministry of Post and Telecommunications, which were supporting the cause of the new power. According
to the live broadcasting scheme drafted by the Securitate in 1975 (see figure 1), staff of the Ministry of
Telecommunications was part of the broadcasting infrastructures of Romanian television. The staff
managed an intermediary process of distribution between the studios inside the public station and the
television transmitters located outside the institution. The same people were in charge of the distribution
centre, where the interference facilities operated by remote control were located. And yet, what were the
links between the communist infrastructures of control and the cut in transmission on June 13th? On
January 2, 1990 the new political leader Ion Iliescu divided the former Ministry of Transport and
Telecommunications into two entities: the Ministry of Transport and the Ministry of Post and
Telecommunications36. Stelian Pintilie was appointed as Minster of Post and Telecommunications. He
was the linking actor between the two instances of political control. Under Ceausescu, he had been a
former information general, commandant of the Special Unit of Transmissions „R‟ (managing all
communication via telephone, radio, telegraph or radiotelepgraph of state high officials). Between 1984
and 1989, he was the Adjunct Minister of Transport and Telecommunications and was placed at the
Telephone Palace in Bucharest, which was the intermediary centre between local TV stations and the
central studios in Bucharest. During the Live Revolution, he managed the interruption of communication
lines between the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the Securitate and opened up a secured, direct line
between the central office at the Ministry of State Defence on one side and the Central Committee of the
Communist Party and Romanian television, on the other side37. He was the one who had information
about all the communication lines from and to the broadcasting institution in December 1989, and on the
content of any communication exchanged via these lines at that time.
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With a background in political communication infrastructures and an experienced past within the
Ministry of Telecommunications, Stelian Pintilie was the person behind the decision to cease the
television transmission on June 13th, 1990. He was also one personified link between the technical act of
that day and communist broadcasting infrastructures; between the old practices of control and the new
political power. This demonstrates that the technical shortage on June 1990 was a politically manipulated
act performed by means of the remote-operated interference point that Ceausescu had set up on top of
the Distribution Centre of public television.
The June 13 events attest that practices and infrastructures of broadcasting control were still used by
the new political regime. The same events convey a relevant transformation of the main political interests
in relation to public television broadcasting, namely: access to air time. While under Ceausescu, control
over live broadcasting was aimed at the prevention and annihilation of representations hostile to the
Communist Party, after the fall of Ceausescu political interests with live broadcasting were translated into
dominance over broadcasting time and thus, inclusion within the television flow of information. The
disputes over broadcasting became translated from exclusion of hostile elements to inclusion of power
agents into the broadcasting flow. Although both instances refer to state control over broadcasting so as
to suit political desires, the difference between the two is that they each characterize a different regime of
broadcasting. The pursuit of exclusion implies a politically pre-determined broadcasting system designed
to eliminate elements subversive to political control. The pursuit of inclusion into the broadcasting flow,
on the other hand, pre-assumes a free broadcasting system, where access to the flow of information still
needs to be disputed.
Inclusion into the broadcasting flow or access to air time has become a recurrent issue of political
controversy after the fall of communism in Romania. Whereas the demonstrators' demand for air time
during the miner‟s riots in June 2003 was counteracted by political interferences with the transmission
infrastructures, other scandals about air time affected the broadcasting institution. In June 1996, at the
local Bucharest elections when Ilie Nastase, candidate of Iliescu's ruling Social-Democrat Party lost in
front of the opposition candidate Victor Ciorbea, the public broadcaster dedicated most of its air time to
Iliescu's loosing party, giving away its partisan position (Stavre, 2004). The situation repeated itself
during the presidential campaign in September and November 1996 when the institution granted most of
its broadcasting time to the Social Democrats. In 2005, the president of Romanian television Valentin
Nicolau confessed that interferences of politicians into the station's programming have been a constant
problem inside the institution (Gheorghe, 2005). He exemplified how in 2002, during Ion Iliescu‟s
mandate, the previous Romanian president Emil Constantinescu, had made various phone calls to the
news department asking for air time.
It is important to remark that all the scandals on access to air time of public television unfairly
placed the news department fell at the centre of blame and scrutiny. This alerts us to yet another
important translation process that occurred in relation to the political interests over public broadcasting
since the communist regime. Under Ceausescu‟s regime, it was live broadcasting that was treated as a
sensitive area of television broadcasting and was central to political control. The political vulnerability of
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live television was explained in terms of its immediacy and transparency that could not have been precontrolled. After 1989, the news department became the centre of political attention and manipulation.
The management of the department has constantly been changed on political grounds, through the
different governments that came to power in the aftermath of the revolution, which deprived news
production of a consolidated, stable management strategy over the years (Stavre, 2004: 58). The reason
why the news came to replace live broadcasting in terms of vulnerability to political interferences lies in
nature of immediacy to current affairs that the genre enables. While news provides the main platform for
political representations, it is also the most visible barometer for everyday political life. Under
circumstances in which political struggles have strived for inclusion into the broadcasting flow, it is
reasonable that news and current affairs have become the most politically disputed platform of
representation. These changes marked translations of the old actor-networks around television
broadcasting, translations which were dictated by the new socio-political context. While Ceausescu's
regime wanted to exclude hostile elements from an area of television broadcasting which was the most
evasive to state control such as live transmissions, the post-communist governments struggled for
inclusion into the most representative and desired area for political exposure, namely: the news
production, under circumstances in which the plurality of representations ought no longer to be
restricted.
The communist and post-communist regimes in Romania have both maintained close political ties
with television broadcasting. Political actors have instrumentalized broadcasting infrastructures via
various institutions, such as the Telephone Palace before 1989 or the Ministry of Transport and
Telecommunications after 1989. They disputed different transmission forms, such as live broadcasting or
recorded news. These practices translated the communist ideology of exclusion of hostile elements into
an ideology of inclusion of key political actors into the broadcasting flow.

Conclusions
This chapter has focused on agencies disputed by television technology and infrastructures in
Romania. It has been a demonstrative chapter, meant to draw attention to the tensions and areas of
investigation that actor-network theory activates. It has followed the deconstructive rationale of Latour.
The object of study (television technology and infrastructures) has thus been deconstructed into different
loci of analysis: technological capital, place of technological realization (transmission, distribution,
reception) as well as into technological practices/performances. These different areas of investigation
map out and translate Latour‟s basic framework for the analysis of social agency: agency is human as well
as non-human; it is situated; it is performed and it is given away by events that are „extraordinary‟ and
„occasional‟. The investigation of television technology and infrastructures as a decentred object of study,
allowed both for a horizontal retracing of the social networks in which Romanian television was
embedded, but also for a vertical conceptualization of agency in terms of its material, institutional and
symbolic manifestations.
This chapter has employed an historical take on technology aimed at mapping out continuities
versus discontinuities mediated by television in the transition beyween the communist and the post-
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communist period. Gabrielle Hecht‟s (2000) methaphor of a „regime‟ was useful for this historicized
inquiry into the social changes mediated by television. Investigating the interactions between politics and
technology – in other words, technopolitics, which in Hecht‟s view defines a specific technopolitical
regime –allowed me to trace down different types of regimes pertaining to television technologies and
infrastructures in Romania:

a nationalistic regime of technological capital management versus a

denationalized regime, a regime of subversive spill-overs versus a regime of local fragmentations, a
regime of inclusion versus a regime of exclusion into the broadcasting flow. This retracing of different
regimes that turned out to circumscribe tensionate and paradoxical agencies emphasize the ways in
which the same actors and agencies were translated – according to Latour‟s denomination – from a
communist framework of action into the post-communist era. Thus, the highly nationalistic broadcasting
management in Romania under communism that prioritized technological exchanges with the West,
ensured after 1989 a (modern) integration of Romanian television within European broadcasting
infrastructures. This however conflicted with a state of technological underdevelopment in which public
television found itself after the fall of the communist regime. The post-'89 technological declin allowed
for political exploitation, which constituted a continuity of practice with the previous regime. It also
dissolved communist efforts of national participation to Western innovations and progress, which
signified a regressive step for post-communist Romania. The construction of local versus transnational
spaces by television infrastructures in Romania has also proved to be disputed by conflicting interactions
between different agents. The strict material control over transmission infrastructures under
communism was subverted by the clandestine transnational reception spaces that opened up different
regions of Romania towards foreign flows of information. On the contrary, after the fall of communism in
Romania, a pronounced geographical divide between rural and urban reception spaces was created as
political actors hindered the transmission and distribution of private broadcasting in the country.
Regions of television reception became then diagnosed by geography, rather than by cross-border flows
as they had been towards the end of Ceausescu‟s era. Relations between political power and television
infrastructures have been maintained throughout the history of public television in Romania. They have
however, changed form over the years and enabled a translation of interests and agencies. While
Ceausescu‟s politics aimed at excluding hostile elements from live broadcasting by means of material
artifacts and infrastructures of control, after 1989 political disputes strived for airing time and an
inclusion of power agents into the news broadcasting flow. Interactions between political actors and
television infrastructures have translated into new forms in the course of the years, and they were
mediated by the change in socio-political structures after 1989. Such translations did not foster change,
as actors presented their political interests in broadcasting infrastructures.
Besides being an application of Latour‟s actor-network theory tailored to the language of television
technology and infrastructure and translated into the contexts of Romanian history, this chapter serves
also an introductory foundation, an anticipation of what is to come in the future chapters. It has taken
the basic unit that makes television broadcasting possible (e.g. technology) and deconstructed it into its
corresponding particles. It has deconstructed it into an actor of material, institutional and symbolic
nature. This emphasizes the fact that technology as a social agent is indestructibly embedded within
material, institutional and symbolic social forms that together can provide insights into television as a
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social network. In a way, this chapter prefigures the argumentative build-up that will take place in the
next chapters. I have started out from television‟s basic unit (technology), so as to slowly move towards a
demonstrative construction of television as an agent of power. The next chapters will discuss in turn the
institutional development of Romania television, the spaces of social relations mediated by the public
broadcaster (between audiences and political actors) as well as the symbolic mediations of television
programmes. Together they will build upon an understanding of television as a social agent of power.
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A History of Power: Stories of Romanian Television
Chapter 2

Television under communist regimes has often been argued to be an instrument of political control.
Eli Noam in his book „Television in Europe‟ (1991) introduced broadcasting in the former Easter
European regimes as „subordinated to the pursuit of state control over society‟ and „rigorously nonindependent‟. (p. 274). Burton Paulu wrote in 1974 in „Radio and Television Broadcasting in Eastern
Europe‟ that transmission and programming content was subject to Party control. Paul Flenley in the
edited book „Television in the Russian Federation‟ (1997) talked about a „centralised state-controlled
system serving the ideological and political needs of the Soviet Communist Party‟ and that „the
fundamental role of television and radio in Soviet society still remained the same, i.e. to mobilize support
for government and Party policy‟. (p. 111). There has been a dominant view according to which
broadcasting in communist regimes was predominantly defined by and at times even confused with
political control. This, I argue, is a reductive and historically limited consideration. While television in
these political contexts was regulated under the centralized power of the Party, control over the
broadcasting institution hasn‟t been uncontested. Instead, it has been recurrently negotiated, struggled
against, resisted and only at times, obeyed. Most importantly, political control over communist television
hasn‟t been a static variable in the development of these broadcasting institutions. It has been a process
of constant changes in practices of contestation and negotiation. It is this process describing dynamic
practices of negotiation that shapes up the history of Romanian television under the communist regime.
Sources about television in communist Romania reflect the negotiations of power that took place
inside the broadcasting institution. The written documents compiled in the „Radiotelevision Files‟ at the
Securitate Archives in Bucharest tell the story of an immutable political domination exercised over the
broadcasting institution. A political domination where hostile elements were observed, controlled and if
needed, annihilated. They constitute the voice of the political controllers inside Romanian television and
tell about practices of political domination inside Romanian television. In fact, they depict by means of
concrete historical illustrations the political control over television as it has been instituted and regulated
by the broadcasting laws under communism in Romania. There are on the other hand, the voices of
television professionals that constitute crucial sources in the history of Romanian television. The
recollections of Romanian television employees compiled on the occasion of the 40 th anniversary of
television in Romania in the edited book „Viziune Tele. 40 de ani de televiziune‟ (1996), together with the
oral interviews that I conducted with television professionals from different departments of the
broadcasting institution during the communist period, served as the main alternative sources to the state
documents. These sources spoke predominantly of the practices of negotiation, resistance and
contestation of political domination manifest inside Romanian television under communism. On a
restricted scale, in strict relation to the period of early television in communist Romania, I have also used
written sources on Romanian television present at the BBC Written Archives Centre in Reading. They
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consisted primarily of documentation on professional visits and exchanges of Romanian television with
the BBC. These sources shape a transnational view on the emergence of television in Romania, one that
challenges the consideration that television has emerged and has been institutionalized solely as a
political vision of the Communist Party. Instead, these transnational sources help to integrate the
broadcasting medium within a European context, which in the late 50s and early 60s was dominated by
the BBC as the flagship of public broadcasting. They tell the story of an early Romanian television that
came out of the shell of the communist regime and interacted on the European broadcasting scene.
Documentation on professional exchanges of Romanian television with the BBC shows an alternative
perspective to that of the official line at the time, which favored discussions about cultural and economic
relations with France or West Germany, rather than Great Britain.
Guided by this compilation of different sources, this chapter will focus on negotiations of power
inside Romanian television. In this case, power is not understood in terms of domination that is exercised
by direct force of coercion, but rather as hegemony. By hegemony, Gramsci (1971) understands the
exerting of power by one ruling class over other subordinate groups by means of negotiations of consent.
„Hegemony is a process of continuous creation, which, given its massive scale, is bound to be uneven in
the degree of legitimacy it commands and to leave some room for antagonistic cultural expressions to
develop‟, says one of Gramsci‟s critics Walter Adamson (1980: 174). Hegemony thus links political power
and social relations to cultural manifestations. It is in the area of culture that inequalities of power and
thus the shaping of hegemony is negotiated. Gramsci offers a more precise insight into the cultural playout of hegemonic negotiations. He argues that it is the intellectuals that perform „organisational and
connective‟ functions both within and between the social and the political arena (Gramsci, 1971: 12). They
ensure a group with „homogeneity and an awareness of its own function not only in the economic but also
in the social and political fields‟ (p.5). Gramsci calls them „organic intellectuals‟, for they are created
alongside any social group that comes into existence and elaborated on by the same group in the course
of its development. They have besides an organizational function, also a technical one, as they „are for the
most part „specialisations‟ of partial aspects of the primitive activity of the new social type which the new
class has brought into prominence‟ (p. 6). Gramsci‟s concept of intellectuals differs then from the notion
of traditional intellectuals. It includes a broader range of professionals or experts that fulfil technical and
organizational skills. By their position within the (dominant) social group and by their expertise, they
organize cultural hegemony. „To resort to the concept of cultural hegemony is to take a banal question –
“who has power?”– and deepen it at both ends. The „who‟ includes parents, preachers, teachers,
journalists, literati, “experts” of all sorts, as well as advertising executives, entertainment promoters,
popular musicians, sports figures, and “celebrities” – all of whom are involved (albeit often unwittingly)
in shaping the values of attitudes of a society. The “power” includes cultural as well as economic and
political power – the power to help define the boundaries of common sense “reality” either by ignoring
views outside those boundaries or by labelling deviant opinions “tasteless” or “irresponsible”‟ (James
Martin ed., 2002: 329). Deriving from this Gramscian line of reasoning, I will be looking in this chapter
at the social groups created within Romanian television. More specifically, I will be paying specific
attention to relations between television professionals, directors to political power, and their mediation
of a televisual hegemonic culture. As a meta-narrative, this discussion will depict in fact the ways in
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which the medium of television in Romania became a platform of negotiating power. In order to clearly
map out the interactions between the different categories of actors within created social groups, I will
resort to Latour‟s concept of agency so as to distinguish between the functions/roles that each actor
category brings into the negotiations of power. Gramsci focuses primarily on the functions of the organic
intellectuals as organizers of the hegemonic values/attitudes that carry the interests of the entire social
group. In doing so, he sees social groups as being homogeneous, and again it is the intellectuals that
provide homogeneity to a group by developing awareness of the group‟s functions. But I will be arguing
that social groups are not homogeneous. Just like Bruno Latour (2005) claimed, social groups are
continuously made and re-made precisely because they comprise of different agents that interact with
one another so as to transform, modify the meanings they are supposed to carry. According to Latour‟s
understanding, the input of social groups cannot predict their output. Social groups involve thus
heterogeneous elements, despite their alliance under any common grounds. It is these heterogeneous
elements working together that I want to grasp by using Latour‟s concept of agency. There is yet another
fine-tuning that I want to add to Gramsci‟s conceptualization of hegemonic processes. I justified before
that I would be looking at the status and relations of television professionals and directors with political
power and at their mediation of hegemonic culture. In order to define the category of television
professionals and directors and further investigate their activities and practices, I will use Bourdieu‟s
notion of „habitus‟. According to the French sociologist and philosopher, „habitus are generative
principles of distinct and distinctive practices … [but also] classificatory schemes, principles of
classification, principles of vision and division, different tastes‟ (Bourdieu, 1998: 8). It refers to the
unifying principles behind the lifestyle (practices, choices, values) of a certain social position. Boudieu‟s
notion of habitus helps to zoom into the specificities of different professional groups inside Romanian
television.
There are further implications into Gramsci‟s notion of „hegemony‟, which are central to the
discussion of this chapter. To go back to the definition of the concept, hegemony refers to negotiations of
consent. These negotiations of consent between different social groups are in fact lived social processes
where domination and subordination need to be equally acknowledged as part of the same whole process.
Raymond Williams (1977) clarifies further what hegemony entails as he admits that „much is still
uncertain in Gramsci‟s use of the concept‟ (p. 108). Williams underlines that hegemony is a process,
rather than an abstracted system or structure. This process involves a dynamic amalgam of relationships
and activities that need to be grasped and analyzed in their lived experience, so as to stay devoid of
totalizing abstractions. Because of that, hegemony can never be singular and it does not exist as a passive
form of domination. Instead, „it has continually to be renewed, recreated, defended, and modified. It is
also continually resisted, limited, altered, and challenged by pressures not at all its own. We have to add
to the concept of hegemony the concepts of counter-hegemony and alternative hegemony, which are real
and persistent elements of practice.‟(p. 113) Following Gramsci, Williams acknowledges that hegemony
entails much more than ideology. While he refers to ideology as an „articulated system of meanings,
values and beliefs, that can be abstracted as a „world view‟ or „class outlook‟, hegemony, on the other
hand, „is not only the articulate upper level of „ideology‟, nor are its forms of control only those ordinarily
seen as „manipulation‟ or „indoctrination‟, [but it] is a lived system of meanings and values – constitutive
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and constituting – which as they are experienced as practices appear as reciprocally confirming‟ (p. 109110). Hegemony delineates thus lived social experiences and it should not be reduced to a totalizing
abstraction of dominant elements. Under this rationale, I will be looking in this chapter at concrete social
relations, activities and experiences inside Romanian television, which give away practices of negotiation,
cooperation or compromising between television professionals and the political rule in Romania. I argue
that historical depictions of hegemony need to stay loyal to lived social experiences. That means that, in
retrospection, historical analyses need to acknowledge not only the formal, prevailing system of values as
given away by documents drafted by the dominant power (the communist regime in this case), but they
also need to consider precisely the life stories and accounts of lived experiences within the broadcasting
institution. It is for this reason that this chapter brings into the spotlight life stories and recollections of
professionals inside Romanian television.
It also needs to be acknowledged that hegemony is a dynamic process undergoing continuous
transformation, precisely due to the fact that the dominant rule is constantly challenged and threatened
by counter forces. Hegemony needs to be conceptualized in terms of hegemonic moments and each
moment of hegemony represents a certain relationship between different social forces (Showstack
Sassoon, 1980: 115). In order to map out the historical changes from one hegemonic moment to another,
I will use Gabrielle Hecht‟s (2000) notion of „regime‟. The concept, as explained in the previous chapter,
was developed within the field of history of technology and it refers to a configuration where institutions
and their ideological agendas, political leaders and their political programs, technicians, technical
artefacts and professional practices interact with one another (p. 16). As Hecht conceptualizes it, regimes
are defined by technopolitics, which are in fact strategies of interacting and using a specific technology in
order to pursue political goals. Translated outside the field of history of technology, regimes are then
specific configurations of power relations, which are embedded within institutions and are delineated by
dominant strategies of pursuing certain goals. This understanding helps to shift from the risk of
discussing hegemony in its abstract forms and helps zoom into dominant practices, experiences and
activities that characterize and distinguish one regime from the other. It does in fact what Raymond
Williams prescribed: „One way of expressing the necessary distinction between practical and abstract
senses within the concept is to speak of „the hegemonic‟ rather than the „hegemony‟, and of „the dominant‟
rather than simple „domination‟”(1977: 113). Regimes, defined by guiding practices of interaction and by
strategies of pursuing specific goals, help us thus to focus on concrete historical practices and stay away
from the danger of totalizing statements. By laying focus on concrete practices and configurations of
interaction, the notion of regime also helps to analyze historical change marked by shifts from some
dominant social relations, practices and strategies to others. It will also help to account for what Jean
Seaton called „nuances and character‟ of television institutions. (2004: 152) In other words, it will help to
historicize hegemonic agents and processes of negotiation inside Romanian television. In this chapter, I
will be talking about institutional regimes of Romanian television in order to map out the institutional
development of the public broadcaster as a disputed process. This disputed process will illustrate how
state power, political agendas, decision-making actors, television professionals, production practices, the
working environment inside the institution and the televisual medium itself, interacted with each other
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so as to negotiate the development of Romanian television under the communist and post-communist
political regimes.

The Taming of a Medium: Stages of Development
The development and consolidation of the medium of television in Romania was not unique by
comparison with other countries. What was specific to the Romanian context were perhaps the actors
that negotiated the institutionalization of the medium and the local disputing of power. John Ellis (2000)
defined three stages in the evolution of the broadcasting medium: the era of „scarcity‟, „availability‟ and
„plenty‟. These different stages delineated the growth and maturation of the medium from a period of
limited provision of programmes, on to a period of abundant and varied televisual choices and all the way
to a period of multi-service and multi-purpose television broadcasting, the latter period referring in fact
to the recent era of television in a multi-media environment. Ellis‟ periodization broadly refers to an
evolution of television that is medium-centred. It rises above socio-political contingencies and delineates
a general trajectory of television from an early phase of limited output, to a matured phase of a diverse
and rich television content to a phase of multi-media transformations. As this chapter will illustrate,
television‟s era of „scarcity‟ and transitions towards an era of „availability‟ can also be spotted in the
history of Romanian television. Resemblances can also be drawn to other countries. In „Early History of
German Television: the slow development of a fast medium‟ (1990), Elsner, Muller and Spangenberg
talked about early television as a phase when television had no medial identity, which created space for
negotiations over the institutionalization and uses of the new medium. This phase of a lacking identity
can also be recognized in early Romanian television. Comparisons and common grounds can be drawn
between different countries when it comes to the stages of television‟s medial evolution, and this has to
do with the fact that the medium itself is a pre-determined agent that predisposes to specific instances of
evolution. How these instances of evolution played out in specific national and historical contexts
remains, however the result of local circumstances and actors. The discussion in this chapter will
illustrate the national-specific circumstances that negotiated the institutional development of television
in Romania. These local circumstances of negotiation will guide a periodization of Romanian television in
terms of regimes (as justified earlier). However, within these local regimes of television, common
instances of televisual evolution are also to be recognized, such as the eras of scarcity and availability, for
instance, or the phase of an early medium lacking identity.
From its beginning in 1956, television in Romania was regulated under the political control of the
state. It was aligned to radio and together they formed Radioteleviziunea Romana (Romanian
Radiotelevision). This joint institutionalization of radio with television, guaranteed at the time that
television took over the same regulatory mechanisms applying to the radio. Together they functioned
under the supervision of the Radio and Television Committee of the Council of Ministers. This committee
was the intermediary organ between the broadcasting institution and the governing power and any
management and institutional decisions of the committee needed to have the approval of the Council of
Ministers (Paulu, 1974: 405). The first changes in the state regulation of television came in March 1971,
when the Radio and Television Committee became the National Council of Romanian Radio and
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Television and was placed under the direct supervision of the Party‟s Central Committee. The official
justification behind the Radio and Television National Council was to create a public platform for
supervising the content of radio and television broadcasts, because these media had an increasing role in
keeping the public informed and spreading the socialist education to the masses1. These changes in the
institutional management of Romanian broadcasting towards an emphasized ideological control of
television content took place in the aftermath of Ceausescu‟s visit to China in 1971. The visit incited
Ceausescu to launch a cultural reform in Romania inspired by the Cultural Revolution in China. This
cultural reform provided for an extra layer of state control over television broadcasting: the direct
supervision of the Communist Party. The constituency of the National Council kept changing over the
course of the 1970‟s, which signalled that the rule of broadcasting in Romania had become a much more
politically claimed area. The first chairman of the Council, Dumitru Popescu – known as the omnipotent
force behind communist propaganda in Romania – was replaced in 1972 by Cornel Burtica, secretary of
the Central Committee of the Romanian Communist Party 2 . In 1973, it was decreed that the new
constituency of the Council was to be decided by both the Party‟s Central Committee and the Council of
Ministers, a change that strengthened the direct institutional link of the Communist party to the public
broadcaster. This also emphasized the tendency towards the combined party-state governing bodies
which Ceausescu was promoting at the time. The constituency of the Council changed dramatically then.
People from Ceausescu‟s personal entourage, such as his son Nicu Ceausescu, were included as members
of the Council. Some Party representatives in the Council were replaced under the chair of Burtica,
denoting the shifting winds of power, which Ceausescu tolerated perhaps in the light of the changing
cultural strategies of the Party. It remained surprising that some executive Party officials, such as
Gheorghe Cioara, first secretary of the Bucharest Municipal Party Committee or George Macovescu,
foreign minister and chairman of the Bucharest Writers‟ Association were no longer part of the Council.
This perhaps denoted that indeed the new cultural reform allowed for reconfigurations of power within
the Party itself. Writers and artists present in the Council were also replaced, although most of them were
in fact directors of publishing houses or theatres with a solid public authority. At the same time, the new
Council constituency included a larger number of broadcasting specialists, who formed the Executive
Bureau of Radiotelevision: three deputy general directors of Radiotelevision, seven editors of special
radio and TV broadcasts and three directors of regional TV studios, such as Cluj, Timisoara (north-west)
and Iasi (east). The 1977 Decree on the Organization and Function of Romanian Radiotelevision placed
the public broadcaster under the direct supervision of the Central Committee of the Romanian
Communist Party3 , which marked the dominant supervisory role of the Party at the expense of the
previous combined party-state regulation. The structure of organizational management remained similar
to the previous one and included a president and vice-presidents of the Council, the general director of
Romanian Radiotelevision, four deputy general directors and chief editors. The National Council
included besides members of the Central Committee, also state representatives, such as members of the
Council for Socialist Culture and Education, the Ministry of Education, the National Council for Science
and Technology, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of National Defence, etc. The constituency
of the Council was approved by the Party‟s Central Committee and was reinforced by presidential decree.
The same decree underlined that the National Council managed all activities of radio and television in
accordance to the Party ideology and was responsible for the political content, the artistic and editorial
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value of programmes. The main role of the Central Committee within the National Council marked a
centralization of power of the Communist Party and of Ceausescu within the broadcasting institution.
These shifts in regulation structures mark in fact the different institutional regimes of television in
communist Romania. Each of these regimes will be discussed at large in this chapter. The initial
placement of Radioteleviziune under the Radio and Television Committee of the Council of Ministers – a
government apparatus – marked the most decentralized phase of the broadcasting institution in
Romania. This decentralization of power, which took place on the background of a lack of a consolidated
identity of the televisual medium, delineated the regime of experimental visions. The inauguration of the
National Council of Radio and Television in 1971 and the changes in the power structures of broadcasting
marked the regime of hegemonic tensions, characterized by negotiations between already consolidated
social groups and power centres inside Romanian television. The combined Party-government
supervision over television together with the change of Party members within the Council and the launch
of a cultural reform targeted at stricter controls over communications media, led to visible negotiations of
power inside television. By 1977, upon the placement of the National Council of Radio and Television
under the direct supervision of the Party‟s Central Committee, power inside Romanian television was
steadily becoming centralized in the hands of political leaders. This centralization of power peaked in the
beginning of 1980‟s when Ceausescu‟s personality cult crystallized. I will be arguing therefore, that the
1980s marked the dictatorial regime of Romanian television. This regime marks the exclusive
centralization of power inside the broadcasting institution, into the hands of the dictatorial couple:
Nicolae and Elena Ceausescu. From 1956 until the fall of the Ceausescu‟s in 1989, Romanian television
underwent three institutional regimes: the regime of experimental visions, the regime of hegemonic
tensions and the dictatorial regime. These different regimes shape the shifting of television in Romania
from a loose political control to a coercive centralization of power. I will discuss each of these regimes
separately. These discussions will be then used for mapping out dominant institutional practices and
strategies which formed the historical baggage of Romanian television under communism. These
dominant factors will be the centre of analysis when looking into the post-89 Romanian television. The
aim will be to pursue and understand continuities and transformations of communist elements into the
post-communist regime of Romanian television.

The Regime of Experimental Visions: the Generation under the Mulberry Tree
The regime of experimental visions coincided with the early period of Romanian television, when the
new medium has not found its specific forms and practices, nor did it have any contoured medial
identity. Just like Elsner, Muller and Spangenberg (1990) described in relation to early German
television, the defining of an identity of the new medium constituted a platform for negotiations between
different social and political actors. In Romania, the early institutional period of Romanian television was
characterized by a loose political supervision over the broadcasting institution and the formation of
television employees into a professional group, able to guide and negotiate political power. This period
lasted from 1956, the start of national television broadcasting in Romania until 1971, when the
maturation of the institution was marked by a decree that shifted its power structures closer to the Party
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and by the completion of the new, modern television centre in Bucharest in 1972. The regime of
experimental visions witnessed the initial institutionalization of Romanian television and the
consolidation of a medial identity of television. Within these early processes of consolidating television
both as an institution and as a medium, the network of television professionals were the main driving
power behind television‟s development.
From the very beginning, television was placed under the supervision of the Radio and Television
Committee responding to the Council of Ministers. It was claimed as a state institution, whose activities
were subject to the ideology of the Romanian Communist Party. In 1961, the chairman of the Radio and
Television Committee stated: „In evaluating the important role of radio and television, our Party and
Government have created suitable conditions so that these „guides‟ of culture and progress might
incessantly develop and fulfil successfully the tasks which confront them‟ (Paulu, 1974: 406). Another
Committee spokesman declared in 1963: „At present radio and television represent an enormous force in
the communist education of the people and in political and cultural work among the masses. […] they
reflect daily the numerous and variegated aspects of life in our country and speak about people working
in factories, fields and laboratories, and the enthusiastic and devoted work of all those who are
completing the building-up of socialism‟ (Idem). But while television found itself under the supervision of
the Council of Ministers and was envisioned as subject to the ideology of the Party, the institution and the
televisual medium had not yet found enough consolidation to allow for strictly targeted forms of state
control. I argue, therefore, that it was the early stage of television that lacked a consolidated identity,
which shaped the circumstances of evading political control. Such circumstances favoured a dominant
role of emerging television professionals at the expense of political actors inside the broadcasting
institution. This is not to deny that at the end of 1950‟s and throughout 1960‟s, Romanian politics
underwent a liberal period, deprived by fierce forms of control. Of course, such political circumstances
played their part in avoiding political actors from becoming the main power drive behind television at the
time. However, besides these accommodating political circumstances, it was primarily the early,
unconsolidated stage of television in Romania that allowed for an undermining of political power by
television professionals.
During the early process of institutionalizing television in Romania, the collective learning of the
new medium generated the formation of the first groups of professionals inside the institution. These
were the groups of visionaries, consisting of the first employees of Romanian television. Their main
activity was that of discovering the ABC of television in Romania. The circumstances of discovering the
new medium accommodated an exploration of professional and institutional possibilities. By their
visions of television making and institutional organization, they overshadowed the ideological visions
of the Party. When television had not yet defined its medial character, social role and status, political
visions over the ideological role of television had no grounds to hold onto. Even more so, this happened
in a context when it was radio, rather than television that constituted the central instrument of political
control (Grigore Pop in Viziune-Tele, 1996: 167).
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In the early years of television in Romania, inter-personal relations played a central role in the
organization and managing of the broadcasting institution. In 1962, Silviu Brucan was appointed vicepresident of Romanian television on the basis of his trusted relation with the communist leader at the
time Gheorghe Gheorghiu Dej.
There used to be between us a personal relation unusual for someone who was ruling the country
and the Party with a strong hand and who was used to everybody responding to his decisions as to a
military command. We had started working together as early as 23 August 1944 (n.a. the day Romania
entered the sphere of Soviet influence), when his rule within the party was still uncertain. The fact that
he had asked me to help him write his speeches on the basis of his honest appreciation of me, created
these „special bonds‟ between us. […] In 1962, when I returned to Romania after almost seven years as
Romanian ambassador in the United States, Gheorghiu-Dej called me in and offered me the position of
state minister, the second-in-command at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. I refused vehemently,
arguing I was not a good diplomat and I did not like an executive position, which didn‟t allow me to
bring any personal contribution. […] After a month, he called me in again and told me that in Romania
there had to be organized a television that ought to educate the people, but also entertain them. After
my years spent in America, I was the best person to organize that. He told that what we called
television did not please him and every time he watched programmes in the evening, did not find them
interesting. (Brucan in Viziune Tele, 1996:41)
Appointed as president of television due to his friendship with Gheorghiu-Dej, but also for his
professional experiences in the West and his opening towards American television, Silviu Brucan was
nothing like the man in the service of state power. His policies inside the institution and his work ethics
challenged the political control.
I liked the idea of organizing the television institution, I had thought of some policies that needed to
be instituted. I warned him, however, that I only accepted his offer if I was given the freedom to do
what I thought was best and if other high officials wouldn‟t interfere. He agreed and at the first meeting
that analyzed the activity of Radiotelevision, I reported that I had received five phone calls from
members of the political party, who were also present there at the meeting. Two of them thought the
programmes were informative and entertaining, while three protested that I was showing naked
women on television or that I was allowing Mircea Crisan and Amza Pellea (n.a. renown comedy
actors who were recurrently disgraced by political leaders) do satire programmes that mocked the
Party, or that the series the „Saint‟ perverted the youth and incited them to crimes. I asked then: „Who
should I listen to, comrade Gheorghiu?‟ He replied immediately: „To yourself. It‟s your responsibility‟.
And then he warned everybody to let me be as „Tache (n.a. Silviu Brucan) knows what he‟s doing‟.
(Brucan in Viziune Tele, 1996: 41-42)
Inside the early Romanian television, Brucan was a leading innovative figure. He was responsible for
introducing entertainment programmes such as „Varietati‟, which included acts of political satire and also
constituted the launching platform for many successful artists in Romania. He introduced in the
Saturday night time slot, popular British series, such as the „Saint‟. He kept on the screen political satires,
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despite disapproving Party members. But most notably, Silviu Brucan initiated relations with the BBC in
an attempt to acquire professional expertise for the organization of the new broadcasting institution and
the consolidation of the new medium in Romania. In October 1964, he wrote to Frank Gillard, managing
director of BBC radio: „… Ever since I was appointed to run our Radio and Television system, the visit to
the BBC became an important objective of mine.‟ 4 To M.B. Latey, head of BBC Eastern European Service,
Brucan confessed: „Knowing the way TV programmes are done in England is a must these days. For the
time being, I ordered some British equipment at Marconi...‟5 In December 1964, Brucan embarked on a
three-week visit at the BBC. The aims of his visit were to „acquire know-how from the BBC to help
establish the new Television Centre in Bucharest. This know-how extends over a wide range from
architectural design through to the actual administrative structure of the television service‟ 6. At the St.
George‟s Hotel in London where Brucan stayed, the BBC made special arrangements for a television set
to be placed in his room and BBC records of his visit remarked:
When in London, Brucan watched Tonight and Gallery on TV in his hotel room, rather than seeing
the production in the studios and his „Progress Report‟ meeting with Director of Television at five
o‟clock was cancelled.7
At the BBC, Brucan was very much appreciated and was noted for his genuine interest in learning
television. His visit was not one of protocol, but a working visit which spoke of his professional attitude
towards his new role at the head of Romanian television. The BBC noted:
He is their equivalent of our Director-General. […] He is most engaging and amusing person and
his English is fluent. I found him an excellent company and very ready to talk freely, even dangerously.
[…] He professes a life-long admiration of the BBC and wants to spend his time with producers and in
studios, seeing how programmes are prepared and directed, not in a round of official lunches, dinners
and receptions. What a relief to have a visiting potentate with that kind of purpose in mind!8
A letter signed by A.S.W. Skempton, Senior Assistant from BBC‟s Television Liaison spoke of the
relations that Silviu Brucan envisioned between BBC and Romanian Radio and Television, relations
which were not to abide by the Party control:
Mr. Brucan, as you know, is in sole charge of television in Romania, although he only carried the
title of Vice-President, and he made it quite clear during his visit that he would be only too glad to help
the BBC quoting specifically that we could send our cameramen freely throughout Romania and they
could return with undeveloped film. There would be no restrictions of any sort and no censorship.9
On December 9th, 1964 the first agreement between BBC and the Romanian Committee for Radio
and Television was signed10. The agreement facilitated mutual assistance, consisting of special television
facilities, to be granted to visiting production teams. Both parties were to make available television
programmes at reasonable prices, upon request. Moreover, Romanian radio and television could send to
Britain an agreed number of television employees to visit the BBC in order to become familiar with its
production methods. The expenses of such visits could be included in the Contra-account – a credit
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arrangement meant to financially ease the exchanges of Romanian Radio and television with the BBC,
whether in terms of programme acquisitions or working visits. Brucan also paid a visit to the BBC West
Region in Bristol, the location where the testing of different colour television systems was taking place.
Brucan‟s relations with the BBC attest to an early institutionalization of television in Romania that was
not disconnected from the European arena of television broadcasting. They also attest that despite the
political regime in which it emerged, early television in Romania was driven by professional relations
(which also included transnational exchanges), rather than by political relations. The visits of Romanian
television to the BBC were not acknowledged in the Romanian press at the time. As a team of Romanian
Radio architects visited the Television Centre in London, the BBC‟s European Liaison Office noted: „The
Romanian press had no reference to the visit to the BBC TV Centre, but it spoke of the visit to the French
Radio-TV building in Paris. […] Just as the Romanian authorities, in their search for a nuclear reactor
from either the USA, Britain or France, seem to be leaning in the French direction. […] There is obviously
strong competition from France‟.11 For Silviu Brucan, the BBC constituted a model of television making
and television organization. His professional visions of television in Romania challenged the Party‟s
supervision of the new institution, even more so as politically the Romanian Communist Party did not
prioritize affinities with Britain (hence the lack of mediatisation of Brucan‟s visits to the BBC). The death
of Gheorghe Gheorghiu Dej in 1965 meant also the end of Brucan‟s relations with the political leader and
thus, the end of his political favouritism inside Romanian television. Upon Ceausescu‟s succession to the
head of the Communist Party in Romania, Brucan resigned from his position as vice-president of
Romanian television: „I realized I could no longer do things as I had done them until then‟ he said in
Viziune Tele (1996: 42).
Despite his withdrawal from television, Brucan took the lead in constituting a professional nucleus of
power inside the broadcasting institution. Romania‟s relations with the BBC continued after his
resignation. In 1966, the new vice-president of television, Ioan Grigorescu, together with Ileana Pop –
editor in chief of children and youth programmes and Tudor Vornicu – editor in chief of news
programmes, visited the BBC with the purpose of studying its general system of organization, its editorial
offices, production work, different programme genres, such as: scientific broadcasts, school-TV, varieties,
actualities, also methods of public research, live transmission of a variety show, in short, the basics of
television organization and production12. In 1968, the vice-president of Romanian television at the time,
Bujor Ionita, visited the BBC which included also a visit to the engineering division to discuss aspects of
the introduction of colour TV. The BBC noted at the time: „This visit provides a golden opportunity to
build up a PAL system in Eastern Europe‟13. In March the same year, another Romanian team made up of
Catinca Ralea Petrut (TV producer and editor) and Virgil Cojocaru (TV cameramen) visited the BBC with
the aim of exchanging experience, this time on matters related to the public opinion of audiences. The
visit was also aimed at acquiring materials and organizational experience for the second channel of
Romanian television that was being planned for at the time: „The Rumanians plan to open a second
television channel largely devoted to cultural and educational programmes and they are also on the
lookout for serial stories and feature films‟, recorded the BBC.14
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Inter-personal relations during the early stage of television in Romania overshadowed the political
supervision over the new broadcasting institution. They also set the pace for the formation of
professional relations to the detriment of political obedience. At the time, professional inspiration from
the European arena, with the BBC as the model of public broadcasting, guided early evolution of the
medium in Romania much more than the ideological visions of the Party did.
Personal affinities did not only characterize interactions between the television leaders and political
leaders at the time, but they also characterized the formation of an early collective of television
professionals in Romania. It was the close bonds between them facilitated by their common efforts of
discovering what television was and how it worked, that turned them into the dominant social group of
the broadcasting institution. Recollections of early employees of Romanian television – included in the
edited volume Viziune Tele and captured by oral interviews - shape a common narrative of Romanian
television in its infancy. These early employees of Romanian television developed strong professional ties
with each other, had a common professional background (most of them had been moved against their
will from radio to television) and engaged collectively into the same endeavour: the exploration of a new
broadcasting medium. Their favourite working environment was the courtyard of the Moliere studio, a
former cinematographic studio improvised as the new television centre. There, more often than not, they
remember gathering under a mulberry tree, where they all shared their visions of the new broadcasting
medium. All these common denominators led to a group consciousness inside the new institution. Latour
(2005) argues that social forces are based on performance, while emblems constitute symbolic forces that
ensure the continuation of the same consciousness and group feeling. The collective discovery of the
televisual profession, the common migration from radio to television constitute central performances
making up for the cohesion of the group. The often remembered meetings under the mulberry tree
became symbols of the first internal organization and professional establishment of Romanian television.
This is even more so as the early Romanian television is commonly associated with the metaphor of „the
television under the mulberry tree‟.
In the atmosphere of the mulberry tree, during live tele-recordings, in the evening news, […], we
perfected each other, exchanging ideas in a frenetic collaboration, […] trying to make film by means of
television.
Ovidiu Druga, image director, in television since 1958 (Viziune-Tele, 1996: 83)
We were back then a big family full of youth and enthusiasm. We were entrusted with this
electronic toy and we had to discover its secrets rapidly, at the same time with discovering ourselves as
humans and as creators.
Vlad Batca, artistic director, in television since 1967 (1996: 20)
After his demise, Silviu Brucan secured the writer Octavian Paler as director general of Romanian
television (Armand Crintea in Viziune Tele, 1996: 71). At the time, Paler was called back by the Central
Committee from his position as an Agerpress correspondent in Rome and instituted as the head of
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television broadcasting. Brucan also brought in Bujor Ionitza, a talented engineer who became vicepresident of the institution. Tudor Vornicu, editor-in-chief at the news and later on programme director,
was another memorable leader of the first decade and a half of Romanian television. Former employees
bring up often the image of Paler and Vornicu as leaders of early television and underline the central role
they had in organizing and shaping the character of the broadcasting institution. Paler recruited many
valuable future television professionals from radio. Vornicu, on the other hand, shaped a strong team
spirit and instituted solid work ethics among the novices of Romanian television. These constituted the
recipes for professionalism inside early television in Romania.
I spent happy years in the mulberry tree yard, where our programmes were being born. […] I had
superiors who constituted values for Romanian television and for us. Out of honesty and respect, I have
to mention Silviu Brucan, who in 1962 – maybe certain of his friendship with Gheorghiu Dej – asked us
to choose our interviewees based on value, rather than based on their political file. […] It was an
honour for us to have Octavian Paler turn from our colleague into a superior who gave us wings. Years
in a row we sat together in the same viewing rooms, racking our brains to go beyond journalistic
mediocrity. When Ioan Grigorescu, one of the vice-presidents (n.a. of the Radio and Television
Committee) would come to the viewing sessions, [Paler] would apologize and talk continuously,
showing that he trusted us, he shared our ideas and he was responsible, together with us, without being
the censor. […] Vornicu, although he was our boss, used to call me „the boss‟. Not only did he grant me
the power to make decisions, but he would also obey my ideas, especially while we were making
programmes together‟.
Carmen Dumitrescu, programme maker, in TV since 1956 (Viziune Tele, 1996: 86)
The greatest merit of Tudor Vornicu was that he could build a team out of the entire television
personnel. A golden Swiss watch, at a time that Russian accessories were in fashion. I owe him
enormously, just like all the others who had the chance to be his colleagues, collaborators or
subordinates. First of all, because he taught me how to love television. […] Tudor Vornicu has become to
represent the incontestable leader of a school.
Stefan Dimitriu, director, in TV since 1967 (Viziune Tele, 1996: 75)
The move from radio to television, often at the demand of people such as Paler or Vornicu,
constitutes another commonality in the remembrances of early television employees, another dimension
of the common consciousness of the group of visionaries.
You might find this strange, but in 1958, the move from radio to television was not a promotion.
You would leave a consolidated central institution to a branch that was just finding its way and who
was not supposed to be cinematography, radio, let alone journalism, but which had to encompass all
these aspects and even add something to them.
Dumitru P. Popescu, editor in chief, in TV since 1958 (Viziune Tele, 1996: 172)
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In the spring of 1967, Octavian Paler entered my office at the radio and said in a low, but
demanding voice: „Please take the night train and go to Timisoara. Tomorrow night, there will be
televised a theatre play and you will have to fill in the break in between the acts. Think up some ideas
for that. There will be a TV director there. He will fill you in on the details.
Sofia Sincan, editor in chief, in TV since 1967 (Viziune Tele, 1996: 216)
The regime of experimental visions of Romanian television was guided by a collective exploration of
a new medium. It was facilitated by the early state of the televisual medium, characterized by the lack of a
defined identity and of an institutional consolidation. Inter-personal relations played a central role in the
alliances that were formed between political leaders, television leaders and the early television
employees. The personal ties between Silviu Brucan and the Party leader, Gheorghe Gheorghiu Dej,
helped to negotiate and compromise ideological visions at the expense of Brucan‟s organizational visions
inspired from his visits to the BBC. The social cohesion between the first television professionals shaped
by their common experimental endeavours, made up for a dominant professional group inside Romanian
television. Their activities of experimenting with and discovering the new medium became dominant in
the new institution, overshadowing attempts of political control. Inter-personal relations played a central
role not only in the negotiation of the political power, but also in the shaping of a dominant group of
professionals. This was the group of visionaries, whose habitus – in Bourdieu‟s terms – delineated a
common professional radio background, collective visions of discovering television, common activities
and practices symbolized by the recollections of the mulberry tree in the Moliere courtyard. It was the
novelty of the new medium and the emergence of a new institutional social group, which accounted for
the formation of professionals, but also for their dominant role inside Romanian television. As Gramsci
argued: „Every social group, coming into existence […] creates together with itself, organically, one of
more strata of intellectuals which give it homogeneity and an awareness of its own function …‟ (1971, p.
5). The rise of the visionaries in early Romanian television created a cohesive television collective and set
the pace of the professional attributes, roles and practices of the new medium.

The Regime of Hegemonic Tensions: Controllers, Surveillers versus the Television
Experts
In the fall of 1968, the first studio facilities of a new television centre on Dorobanti street in
Bucharest were being inaugurated. The new centre kept on expanding every year, and it was finalized in
1972. The move from a television space improvised on the basis of former cinematographic studios to a
new, modern television centre marked a consolidated growth of the broadcasting institution.
Paradoxically, this institutional consolidation prompted a reorganization of the hegemonic alliances that
characterized the early period of Romanian television. The dominance of the television professionals
faded in the face of a growing state regulation. This shift of power was first visible in the revisions of
broadcasting legislation, which changed the structures of the ruling organ of Radiotelevision. These
revisions were the first roots of the oppressive control over television, which was going to be crystallized
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in the 1980‟s. The change of the Committee for Radio and Television into the National Council of
Romanian Radio and Television in 1971 (amended in 1972), channelled the political power over
broadcasting from a government organ, as was the Council of Ministers, to a combined government-Party
mechanism, which directly involved the Communist Party into the control structures. The constituency of
the Radio and Television Council became then symptomatic of the shift towards a tightening of political
control that was yet to come. Ceausescu‟s son, Nicu, was included as member of the Council. Ministers,
Party officials, artists, but also an increased number of television specialists made up for the constituency
of the Council. The leadership structures within the institution also changed: a director general was
appointed, together with four deputy directors general, which supervised the editors-in-chief of each
department. This shaped a deeper hierarchization of power, by the addition of the four deputy director
generals. Moreover, the position of president and vice-presidents of the Council were restricted to Party
trustees without any affinity towards television making. The radio departments were also merged into the
new leadership structure, which placed the directors, often television specialists, in charge of radio. The
people placed at the head of the Council as well as the repeated changing of Council members – including
cultural personalities and Party officials – spoke of the fact that political power over broadcasting was
being actively sought for and constructed at the time. So were the new cultural strategies that were being
shaped in the aftermath of Ceausescu‟s encounter with Mao‟s culturally revolutionized China. The first
president of the Council was Dumitru Popescu, also known as the „God‟ of communist propaganda. He
was replaced in 1972 by Cornel Burtica, secretary of the Central Committee. By the end of the 1970‟s
Dumitru Popescu was to return to his chair as president of the National Council of Radio and Television.
It was puzzling that in 1972, certain artists, cultural authorities and even entrusted Party members were
removed from the Council. This may have been perhaps just a symptom of the winds of cultural change
that were settling in, in the early 1970‟s and which were consolidated throughout a decade. Television
stayed at the centre of the cultural reforms that were to be shaped in Romania throughout the 70‟s. A set
of such reforms, which were to be become known as „the July theses‟, were born during a meeting where
Ceausescu vehemently expressed his dissatisfaction with the president of television at the time, Sion
Bujor. During that meeting, Ceausescu dictated word by word the content of the „July theses‟ on the
grounds that television was in fact to become the main motor behind the asianification of Romanian
culture (Bucheru in Viziune Tele, 1996: 45). The „theses‟ were targeted towards an improvement in
political and ideological activities and the advance of a Marxist-Leninist education of the masses.
In the light of this political background, the 1970‟s constituted the period of crystallization of power
nuclei in television, which actively negotiated the development and negotiation of television content. It
was the period of maturation of Romanian television, in terms of an institutional consolidation and also
in terms of programme making and programmes broadcast. In the Romanian context, this reminds of
Ellis‟ „era of availability‟ of television broadcasting. Besides political power, coercive power was also
taking shape inside Romanian television, by means of Securitate networks. This political and institutional
background of 1970s Romanian television delineates the „regime of hegemonic tensions‟, for it was a
period that singled out split power entities inside television. The main power groups that were formed
were on one hand the „controllers‟, consisting of political actors and Securitate members, whose main
role was that of instituting political control over television broadcasting. On the other hand, there were
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the „experts‟, the former group of visionaries, who had matured into the specialists of television in
Romania.
The interference and control of political actors over the broadcasting institution was inscribed within
the authority structures set out by the new broadcasting legislation in the early 1970s, which secured the
direct involvement of the Communist Party into the institution of television. There was however, a
different political force, more coercive in nature, which shaped inside Romanian television: the
Securitate. Even though Securitate forces and the Communist Party were part of the same political
structures and goals to ensure control over the broadcasting institution, the Securitate however had its
own strategies of asserting power, which need to be specified. This is even more so, as at certain points in
Romanian history, the Securitate acted independently from and at times, in opposition to the Party
leaders15.
In November 1974, the Securitate set off the „objective‟ 16 file entitled „Radioteleviziunea Romana‟17.
Although the Securitate had been active within television before that time and television personnel had
already been recruited for collaboration by the beginning of 1960‟s18, the initiation of the Radiotelevision
as an objective within the Securitate, meant that surveillance activities solely targeted at radio and
television, were organized and institutionalized. By 1974, television in Romania was a consolidated
broadcasting medium and institution, which meant that political control and surveillance became
specifically targeted. The Securitate performed primarily by means of networks. Its organization was
based on informative networks, a system of inter-personal relations in which people surveilled and
informed on each other, while being concomitantly surveilled and informed on. These informative
networks mobilized an entire range of social and personal relations, from family members, relatives,
friends, colleagues, neighbours, acquaintances, etc. Due to their constituent structure and working
mechanisms, they penetrated deep into all areas and layers of society. Besides their strong social
character, these networks were concealed in nature. Informants‟ identity remained undisclosed under
code names, while their informant activities remained most of the times unsuspected by their entourage.
The element of concealment within informative networks functioned in fact as misleading figuration, in
Latourian terms, which meant that the materiality of informant actions remained hidden. This increased
in fact the degree and the nature of power agency that the Securitate carried. When it comes to the
Securitate, I argue, this concealment of figuration needs to be taken under investigation in order to
understand the complexity and negotiations of agency embedded into informative networks.
The main surveillance activities of the Securitate involved primarily the television personnel who:
had hostile attitudes towards the regime; had intentions of settling abroad; maintained relations with
foreigners or Western institutions; had affinity with Western lifestyle or American scientific
developments; had criminal records; as well as foreigners requesting access or initiating contact with the
Romanian broadcaster. Once a person came into the attention of the Securitate, their entourage,
including family, friends or acquaintances was investigated. Those who were spotted as hostile to the
regime were, most often, initially subject to a strategy of „positive influencing‟. Positive influencing
involved attempts of neutralizing hostile elements, by attracting them on to the side of the Securitate. In
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many cases employees who were surveilled for their deviant attitudes, while at the same time being
Securitate collaborators themselves (at times, while still maintaining their hostile behaviour). The
Securitate promoted a strategy of desocialization of the broadcasting institution. This desocialization
refers to the erosion of the inter-personal bonds and social homogeneity that characterized the group of
early television professionals. Securitate transformed the television personnel into sources, who
performed under code names19.

Figure 7: Securitate document showing the spread of informative networks at the Television and
Radio Centres, and at the territorial studios
It shaped an underground institutional collective made up by surveilled employees (the objectives)
and surveilling personnel (the sources). Within this collective, both the sources and the objectives were
often left unrevealed or at most, suspected. This disguise of identities defied the acknowledged status of
television experts inside the broadcasting institution: the television experts carried the danger, the
suspicion and the fear of a secondary identity (that of a source/objective).
As a consequence, the state of suspicion instituted by the Securitate‟s disguise of identities inside
Romanian television, inflicted an erosion of the social ties that had formerly bounded television
professionals together. The social cohesion that characterized the group of the early television visionaries
was now challenged by surveillance strategies that raised fear and suspicion over the social ties between
employees. Tensions, thus, appeared now not only between television professionals and political actors,
but between the television professionals themselves. Each department and each professional group inside
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the broadcasting institution was surveilled by Securitate informers, who were themselves television
employees. For example, the Protocol department, the Office of International Relations and the Technical
Sectors were informed on by the Securitate sources 20: „Livescu‟, „Maxim‟, „Gina‟, „Olga‟, „Meri‟, „Sofia‟, and
„Socrate‟.21 In the news department, there activated the sources: „Toma‟, „Barbu‟, „Zoro‟, „Vigu‟, „Marius‟,
„Bratu‟, „Melinte‟, „Chivu‟, „Radut‟, „Sandu‟, „Socrate‟. The sources „Melinte‟, „Sanda‟, „Gelu‟, „Stoicescu‟,
„Livescu‟, „Olga‟ and „Meri‟ served besides the department of internal and international political news,
also the department of economic programmes and science programmes. Other technico-administrative
and economic departments inside Romanian Radiotelevision were covered by „Pavel‟, „Zamfir‟, „Dan‟,
„Pascu‟, „Boris‟, „Sofia‟, „Aurel Fintescu‟, „Eduard‟, „Savu‟ and „Popovici Dionisie‟. „Sandu‟, for instance, a
news professional is mentioned to have had relations with the Securitate between 1980 and 1988 22.
„Florin‟, an entertainment television maker, colaborated with the Securitate between 15.11.1976 and
3.02.197923. „Hana‟ was an informant at the Department of Children and Youth Programmes 24. „Valeria‟25
worked at the Department of Literary and Artistic Creation, and informed on artists and literary
personalities in Romania, often in exchange of material compensations. 26 „Vireilion‟, a news professional,
was recruited by the Securitate on 16 December 196127

Figure 8: Securitate document showing the structure of informative networks and surveilled
netowrks at television, radio and territorial studios
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As the Securitate, by means of desocialization strategies threatened the social ties between television
professionals, the Party embarked on a strategy of displacement of the expertise of television
professionals. This was first of all reflected in the new power structures instituted by the 1971
broadcasting law, when Party officials with no professional background in television, were appointed as
presidents and vice-presidents of television. The same displacement of television professionals occurred
in the editorial structures of acknowledged television programmes. It was the case of Reflector 28, a
popular and much appreciated social investigation programme in the 1970s. The programme, which dealt
with solving cases of social, ethical and political irregularities in society, promoted a series of television
professionals, such as: Carmen Dumitrescu, Rodica Rarau, Anca Arion, Cornelia Radulescu, Alexandru
Stark, Florin Bratescu, Stefan Dimitriu, Mircea Giosanu, etc. It launched the television reporter and the
investigation television journalist as valuable professions inside the broadcasting institution. 29 Between
1970 and 1977, Reflector reached its professional apogee and reached high audiences that placed it in the
top of audience preferences together with sports and American series. 30 The short history of Reflector on
the Romanian television screen shows in fact the shifting power inside the broadcasting institution in the
1970s. In the early 1970‟s Reflector went as far as filming ministers and Party officials driving away from
a television crew in black limousines and refusing to provide explanations on camera on a matter in
which the state authorities were incriminated. Ion Bucheru – deputy director at the time – recalled that
state officials then made many phone calls to the broadcasting institution offering to provide personal
benefits to the personnel who could destroy the incriminating images or at least, leave out the critical
commentaries (Viziune Tele, 1996: 44). However, by 1977, following a short suspension from the
television schedule, Reflector was transformed into a political investigation programme, dealing with
ideology, rather than social criticism. Journalists from the different Party publications, such as Scanteia
and Romania Libera, were brought into the editorial team of the new type of programme. A review in the
daily Scanteia about one of the programme editions that covered the ideological significance of the
national day in Romania, only gave credit to the press journalists that were involved in the programme,
without any mention of the actual television professionals. 31 Stefan Dimitriu, one of the television
professionals behind Reflector, remembered by the end of the decade, they – the formerly valued and
cherished television makers of Reflector – had become „a second-hand working force‟, while the external
collaborators (the press journalists) earned for one edition of the programme as much as the salary of the
regular Reflector staff member.32 By the end of the 1970s, the editor-in-chief of the Department of Social
Programmes, responsible for Reflector, also changed. An unknown was appointed at the head of the
department that reunited memorable television experts of the broadcasting institution. He „might as well
have been someone selling flowers at the corner of the street‟, remembered Stefan Dimitriu.33
Throughout the time when Tudor Vornicu was in charge, there couldn‟t be any interventions from
above. Vornicu put the materials on air, the way we made them. […] Later on, there was selfcensorship, we knew what we could broadcast and what not, but the worst censors became some
colleagues in our department. Each programme needed to receive a „visa‟ [n.a. the political approval
for transmission] before being broadcast.
(Stefan Dimitriu, Bucharest, 17 January 2008)
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While the 1970s constituted a period of maturation of Romanian television, it was a period of transit
from a decentralized system of institutional power guided by (professional) inter-personal relations to a
more politically-centralized institutional control. It was a period that distinguished three main social
groups inside the broadcasting institution. There was the group of controllers represented by Party
trustees infiltrated within the management structures of the institution. Their main function was to
ensure political control over television broadcasting, predominantly by displacing the television expertise
from the power positions inside the institution. They had a trusted relation with the Party, had no
television knowledge and occupied leading positions inside in the National Council of Radio and
Television and in some case, even leading editorial positions, as was the case of the Social Programme
Department at the end of the 1970s. Then there was the group of surveillers represented by the Securitate
which was driven by a strategy of desocialization which degraded the group homogeneity of the
employees of Romanian television. The habitus of surveillers remains perhaps the most difficult to map
out, precisely because the concealed nature of their activities and the disguise of the Securitate
collaborators. It was nevertheless characterized by common practices of surveilling and informing on
peers. The group constituency, despite being concealed, covered Party trustees, acknowledged Securitate
officials and also television employees. Last, but not least, there was the group of television professionals,
the former visionaries who had matured into television experts and whose programmes, such as
Reflector for instance, had become popular and appreciated. A more detailed discussion on the television
professionals of the 1970s Romanian television, their professional status and television-making practices
will follow in chapter four. For now, it suffice to say that the television experts of the 1970s were
characterized by the making and consolidation of popular programmes inside Romanian television, and
by a professional expertise that was asserted by constantly challenging the political power by means of
their programme-making.34 What I have attempted to make clear with regard to Romanian television in
the 1970s is that institutional power was disputed between three main social groups, what I called: the
controllers, the surveillers and the television experts. The controllers and the surveillers, however, had an
allied purpose: that of instituting control over the broadcasting institution. By their practices of
desocialization and displacement, they managed by the end of the decade to dominate the expertise of
the television professionals. The negotiation of institutional power between the groups of controllers,
surveillers and experts, with the ultimate dominance of the politically-driven groups over the television
experts, delineated the regime of hegemonic tensions of Romanian television.

The Dictatorial Regime: the Televised Staging of Nicolae and Elena Ceausescu
In the1980‟s, communist Romania entered an era of unprecedented economic decline, caused by
Ceausescu‟s efforts to pay off foreign debts. A tighter centralization of power in the hands of Ceausescu
occurred and the last decade of communism in Romania became the era of Ceausescu‟s personality cult.
As background to this political and economic landscape, Romanian television reached in the 1980s its
apogee of political control. In 1985, the Radio Free programme „Actualitatea romanesca‟ communicated:
„Romanian television has the rare privilege of being a private television, a state television representing
the viewing taste of one family‟ 35. Similarly, the host of an OIRT meeting in Prague, welcomed the
Romanian delegation represented by Dan Grigore Mihaiescu: „I salute the numerous delegation of the
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Socialist Republic of Romania, consisting of one person. It is a one-person delegation, because Romania
makes television programmes for one man.‟ 36 Throughout the last decade of communism, control over
television became more and more centralized in the hands of Nicolae Ceausescu and his wife Elena. This
delineates what I call the dictatorial regime of Romanian television, characterized primarily by
Ceausescus‟ control over and interference in television broadcasting and the staging of their personality
cult. The growth of the dictator‟s personality cult, which became inscribed within television programmes,
production practices and management decisions, reorganized the former alliances of power inside
Romanian television. The group of surveillers and controllers, although still present inside the
institution, became dominated by Ceausescu‟s direct interference, while television expertise inside the
institution became discredited. The dominant practices of power that characterized Romanian television
in the 1980s were strategies of depersonalization that slowly replaced television expertise with
Ceausescu‟s televisual preferences and professionalism with the staging of the dictator‟s personality cult.
….Characteristics of the Ceausescu cult – icons, scriptures, and infallibility – are reminiscent of the
Lenin and Stalin cults in the Soviet Union. Ceausescu, like the Soviet leaders, is portrayed as a great
revolutionary who, despite lowly origins, rose to become a national hero through hard work, courage,
and intellectual ability – a socialist Horatio Alger. (Fischer, M.E., 1981: 117-118)
Ceausescu had come to power in 1965, succeeding the former communist leader Gheorghe
Gheorghiu Dej. In the first decade of his rule, he won great appreciation from his people, but also from
the international world. In 1968, he was the only one in the Soviet Bloc who accused the Soviet
intervention in Czechoslovakia and called the act as a „great mistake and a shameful moment in the
history of the communist movement‟ (Fischer, M.E., 1989: 1). He led an independent policy from the
Soviet Union and ensured an increase in living standards in the 60s and 70s, which consolidated his
position inside the Party and his acceptance by the country‟s population. His consolidation of power,
diverged at the end of the 70s into a tighter centralization of his rule. By the 1980s, the economic crisis in
the country, together with a more coercive power that Ceausescu was instituting, turned him into a
contested dictatorial figure. The last decade of the communist regime witness an escalation of
Ceausescu‟s personality cult. He was staged in the media as the ideal of bravery, devotion, hard-work,
honesty and intelligence. „He [had] indeed become so perfect that he cannot be emulated; rather than an
example to be imitated, Ceausescu [had] indeed become an idol to be obeyed‟ (Fischer, M.E., 1981: 130).
His wife Elena became as much of an idol as Nicolae Ceausescu was. She became a public figure in 1971,
was promoted rapidly inside the Party and by 1980 she was appointed vice-president of the Council of
Ministers (Fischer, M.E., 1989: 171).
Despite the praise heaped upon her by the Romanian press, Elena Ceauşescu is not a popular
personality in most of the country. She does not project the practical competence and concern of an
Eleanor Roosevelt or the mystical charm and beauty of Eva Peron. Although Nicolae Ceauşescu‟s image
has become extremely ostentatious and lacking in credibility, it remains more palatable than hers; at
least Romanians say, he earned his high office, rising to the pinnacle of power through hard work and
political skill. She, on the other hand, is regarded as the undeserving beneficiary of his generosity. She
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does have the revolutionary credentials as a textile worker and communist activist in the 1930s, but
those activities are not as documented as her extravagant use of furs and designer fashions in the 1970s
and 1980s. (Fischer, M.E. 1989: 172)
The economic deprivation in the country in the 1980's, together with the escalation of Ceausescus'
personality cult, affected a series of organizational changes inside the broadcasting institution. On
economic grounds there was a cut in television broadcasting hours to just two hours daily and four hours
at the weekends. Television programs were transformed into propaganda dedicated to Ceausescu‟s
personality cult. A restructuring of the personnel too place, leading to valuable professionals and
television personalities being dismissed. Individual dismissals took place based on political dossiers and
in response to Elena Ceausescu orders on those who displeased her. Delia Budeanu, a television
presenter, remembers having been moved to radio because of a haircut and make-up that were
considered intolerable for the public screen. „The haircut resembled the one that Catherine Zeta-Jones
wore in „Chicago‟. In 1985, […] such haircuts appeared to present subliminal anti-communist slogans on
the screen. […] When she saw me, the First Lady said: „What‟s up with this one? Make her disappear! […]
I only returned after 10-11 months on the condition that I changed my haircut‟ (Budeanu, 2008: 22). In
the 1980‟s, following a decision by Elena Ceausescu, the only television people who could still appear on
the screen were the presenters of the news bulletins and the programme presenters. Reporters could no
longer be shot on camera, at best only their hand holding up the microphone could be shown. (Brates,
1992: 17) Throughout the last decade of communism in Romania, television was being transformed into a
medium without a face and an institution without its experts, which characterized the practices of
depersonalization that affected the broadcasting institution in the 1980s.
Numerous professionals were dismissed from television. Cristian Topescu, renowned sports
commentator was sacked in 1983 for arguing during a live football match that Romanian footballers
should also be allowed to play for foreign teams. A letter signed „A soldier of common sense‟ and sent by a
television employee to the Radio Free Europe programme „De vorba cu ascultatorii‟ („Talking to the
listeners‟) wrote about Topescu:
There wasn‟t a more beloved person lately like that man. Despite this, he was taken off the air,
without anyone preventing it. The entire press kept silence. […] Nobody did anything about that,
including writers, the president of television, journalists, nobody, absolutely nobody. But that was a
very unpopular decision, the entire Romanian nation knows it. […] This is a mechanism of
manipulation, a proof censorship in Romania. A competent man expresses his personal views on a
matter that he was specialized in, arguing that it would be good if our footballers would play for
foreign teams. Right afterwards, the imprudent lost his job…”37
The same letter continued:
The case of Topescu is not isolated. Recently, there were several dismissals made inside television.
Many employees of this unfortunate institution were sacked. Among them, there were Andrei Bacalu,
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Alexandru Stark, Ruxandra Garofeanu, Stefan Dimitriu, etc. The justification being: they had relatives
abroad.38
The first half of the 1980s witnessed the greatest restructuring of television personnel. A Securitate
note reported on the atmosphere inside the broadcasting institution at the time:
Compassion, terror and accusations against those in power – this is the state of mind among
television employees, a state manifested by whisperings, usually within small groups of 2-3 people,
secretive from one another. […] Someone said there was a funeral atmosphere inside television and
wondered how long it would last […] Hatred, fights and revenge were also stirred up among the
television personnel.39
Besides the exclusion of valuable employees from the institution and the censored on-screen
appearance of programme makers, also cultural personalities, scientists and artists were also banned
from appearing on television programmes40. Firstly, there was no longer sufficient broadcasting time for
programmes of such a character. In the few cultural or scientific programmes left, there was only space
for a 3-4 minute appearance. Secondly, for the approval of such personalities as guests in the studio or in
televised interviews, the approval of Ministries was necessary. The territorial channels of Romanian
television also ceased their broadcasting in 1986. At the same time, terms like „provinces‟ or „regions‟
were censored on television, for they contravened with the national ideology of Romania being a unitary
state 41 . Territorial broadcasting also fell under the same ideological rationale with the end of local
television channels, performing an act of deregionalization., eradicating local identities from national
broadcasting, building further upon the practice of depersonalization of 1980's Romanian Television.
The strong depersonalization of Romanian television occurred in the light of a stronger interference
of the Ceausescus not only within the institutional restructuring, but also within programmes and
production practices. This centralization of power over television was also testified by the fact that
despite Securitate reports42 warning against the efficiency of a strict political control and signalling the
alarming unpopularity of the organizational decisions of the early 1980s, Ceausescu disregarded the
situation and went on with instituting a strict control over television broadcasting. Programmes that
represented the dictatorial couple were viewed and censored over and over again before being
transmitted. An example of this was the shooting of „Cantarea Romaniei‟ (an ideological national song
festival) in the Dimbovita country, the birth place of Elena Ceausescu. The programme was assessed by a
viewing Commission numerous times. On the night of broadcasting, a minister called in to ask the editor
to still include more changes into the programme. The editor was at home, which prompted him to rush
to his working place: „In his rush, he put on different coloured shoes, a brown and a black one‟ recalls
amusingly Nicolae Petrovici 43. The speeches of Nicolae Ceausescu, their duration and the fragments
using the original sound, were also severely controlled and censored in cooperation with the Press
Division within the Central Committee of the Communist Party. This was done at the request of Nicolae
and Elena Ceausescu, who demanded this extra filter of control over the television employees, who were
regarded as „lacking the political maturity.‟(Brates, 1992: 27) The televising of a meeting of the
Ceausescus with the Bulgarian president Jivkov ended up in Ceausescu launching threats at the television
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personnel. The reason was that the broadcast failed to shoot the dictatorial family from a distance and
from favourable angles and instead presented them looking old and wrinkly. The scandal came to an end
when following a proper investigation, it turned out that the broadcast the Ceausescu‟s had viewed was
broadcast by Bulgarian television, a detail which escaped the dictatorial couple. The apogee in the
televised staging of Nicolae and Elena Ceausescu‟s personality cult was marked by their lack of interest in
the sound on television: „When N.C. and E.C. reached the conclusion that everything they did was an
example of perfection, they no longer paid attention to the sound of their speeches and became primarily
interested in the image, in „looking good‟ and in the masses cheering them accordingly.‟ (Brates, 1992: 27)
The face of television personalities in 1980s Romania had been replaced with the faces of the dictators,
while Ceausescus‟ televisual desires replaced the expertise of television professionals.
The centralization of power in the hands of the dictatorial family became also materially inscribed
into the institutional infrastructures. On the premises of the Central Committee of the Communist Party,
a personal radio and television studio, called Studio 1, was set up for Ceausescu 44. The studio was mainly
destined for recordings of Ceausescu‟s New Year speeches. It was also destined to facilitate the dictator‟s
addresses on television at times of national necessity. In fact, on December 20th 1989, the first appeal of
Ceausescu to the nation, decreeing the institution of an emergency state on the Romanian territory, was
broadcast from Studio 1.
The staging of Ceausescu‟s personality cult in the 1980‟s generated, but also became embedded, into
practices of depersonalization of Romanian television. Such practices continued and built upon the
strategies of desocialization and (expertise) displacement that were initiated by the Securitate and Party
officials inside the broadcasting institution in the 1970s. However, they represented the epitome of
political control exercised over Romanian television and the dominant power of the Ceausescus‟ inside
television.
Understanding the institutional shifts that took place in communist Romanian television, and the
dominant practices of power that characterized the different regimes, is important I argue for attempting
to understand the course of the broadcasting institution during the Revolution and post-89. The
institution of television in Romania was not born anew in December 1989, but inevitably carried with it a
historical baggage that needs to be addressed and understood in its evolution post-Ceausescu. The
question that will be addressed in the remaining part of this chapter is: how were the dominant practices
of power inside Romanian television under communism accounted for during and after the fall of the
Ceausescus‟?

The Live Revolution and the Birth of the Free Romanian Television
As argued previously, by the end of 1989, Romanian television had become not only a depersonalized
institution, but also a television without a face. Personal appearances of reporters and programme
makers were no longer allowed on the screen. The only ones accepted were the news presenters and the
three or four female programme announcers. I argue that this vacuum in the representation of television
persona played an important role in the televised change of political regimes occurring in December
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1989. It was also crucial in the „re-branding‟ of television from a communist institution to the
Televiziunea Romana Libera („The Free Romanian Television‟). This phenomenon drew attention away
from the political power vacuum that emerged upon Ceausescus‟ downfall and from the ways in which
the new power did or did not assert change. This section will be dedicated to investigating how the
vacuum in representations of television persona played a key role in what came to be referred to as „the
stolen revolution‟, the discarding of ideology under a conservation of power (Tom Gallagher, 2005).
The Live Romanian Revolution brought into the ether a transmission of change. The immediacy of
the live broadcast played a crucial part in asserting a new social reality. However, liveness is a social
construction (Couldry, 2003) and a key element of the Live Romanian Revolution was the construction of
„new‟45 television and political persona, as well as a new institutional status of the public broadcaster. It is
essential to acknowledge that the play-out of on-screen appearances and the discourse on identity
embedded into the revolutionary speeches constituted central elements of formalizing and
concomitantly, manipulating change. Such play-out of televised appearances confused in fact the actual
figuration of change in 1989 Romania. According to Latour (2005), figuration is the materiality of the
action, a visible embodiment of a performed action. By default then, television is a figurative medium, by
the visible form (embodiment) it endows upon its representations. But figuration is not necessarily the
equivalent of agency and while all agencies are endowed with a figuration of some sort, figurations
cannot be causally reduced to a specific agency. It is the agency that signals its figurations, and not the
figuration that reveals its agency: what you see may not be what you get. In the case of the Live Romanian
Revolution, the change or the substitution of figurations during the live broadcast confused in fact the
agency of change embedded in the revolutionary acts. Substituted figurations were in fact mistaken for
agency and change became to be read via a visible personification of events, rather than through the
agency of the acts themselves. Indeed, such confusing of figuration versus agency was only enabled by a
medium, like television, whose primordial function is to visualize, and only secondarily, and only by
means of visualization, to affect action. It is important to recognize that the medial construction of
television embeds an agency in which visualization precedes action itself, an agency in which the
figuration comes first. Under these circumstances, one should stay clear from the dangers that television
sets out in making figurations dominant as part of its representations, confusing thus the (real) agency
and acts at stake.
Let us see who the main figurations in the Live Romanian Revolution were. December 22 nd marked
the day that the broadcasting institution sided with the revolutionaries and the live televising of the
revolutionary events began. It was the day after the televising of Ceausescu‟s mass rally, which saw the
pro-regime crowds transform into rioting voices against the dictator 46 . The broadcast day started
unusually early that day, at 10.51 a.m. (TVR, 1990: 19), with the regular news presenter George
Marinescu reading out repeatedly Ceausescu‟s decree on the institution of an emergency state on the
Romanian territory. Shortly, the transmission was interrupted and it was resumed around 1-2 p.m. (p.
20). It started off shortly with in-studio images strongly contrasting the usual aesthetics of television
under communism. An improvised crowd on television showed Ion Caramitru, a renowned actor, and the
poet Mircea Dinescu, surrounded by a group of civilians. The first words addressed by the two to the
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nation, mentioned God, making a sharp contrast with the atheist ideology of the communist regime. They
announced the fleeing of the Ceausescus‟ and the breaking-in of revolutionaries inside television. On the
screen, there was another face that stood out from the rest: the news deputy editor-in-chief Teodor
Brates, who was in fact to become the main moderator of the live broadcasts. Brates hadn‟t been present
on the television screen since 1973 and his sudden takeover of the live broadcast caused a series of
reactions among the public opinion. „There were hundreds of phone calls asking: who is the short guy
with glasses? On December 24th, there was a phone call from the New York Times asking if the short guy,
with glasses was the new prime-minister of Romania, the new director of television, or the trustee of the
new power. I was a strange appearance, a real mystery.‟ (Brates, 1992: 19) The controversies around the
emergence of Brates on the screen in a central position coordinating the live broadcasts speak in fact of a
common tendency of the public opinion to equate the most immediate (visible) figurations to sociopolitical action. Indeed, the rise of Teodor Brates on the Romanian screen during the anti-communist
revolt in December 1989, in an improvised studio set-up and acting in a spontaneous transmission –
which opposed the rigid characters of programmes the audiences were used to – resembled a
personification of change. During the live broadcasts, George Marinescu, the news presenter of the
communist regime, addressed the cameras to apologize for having being the voice and the face of the proParty and pro-Ceausescu news. But soon he stepped away from the live broadcasts, dominated by the
new television persona Teodor Brates. Whereas for the audiences, Teodor Brates may have constituted a
new face and certainly someone not as immediately blameable for the disinformation of the communist
news as George Marinescu was, he was in fact higher up in the hierarchy of the news department. Being
deputy editor-in-chief, Brates was listed as among the employees approved to have access to strictly
secret documents within television47. He had access to the office of the director general of television,
where state secret activities could be drafted, according to the Law no. 23 in 1971 48. He also had access to
the flow of news coming in via Eurovision (Brates, 1992: 21). During the live transmission of the
Ceausescu‟s last mass rally, he was at Studio 5 (the studio coordinating the live transmission) together
with Traian Puscasu, the deputy director general of television, a Party trustee and a man of a strong
political force within television. All in all, Teodor Brates had been an employee who had had access to the
politicized back door of the news department under Ceausescu and whose position placed him in contact
with political figures inside the institution. Brates had been part of the political networks of the
communist regime, but as a television figure not yet known to the public, his appearance on the screen
signified a figuration of change. It was, however, a figuration of change originating in the power
structures of the old regime.
Another central appearance on television during the live revolution was the one of Ion Iliescu. His
first presence on the screen and in Studio 4 (the studio broadcasting the live events) was announced by
Teodor Brates ceremoniously: „Esteemed viewers, we have the great joy to host here in the studio Ion
Iliescu. […] Mister Iliescu is the son…the son of a revolutionary, of a patriot, being a patriot himself.‟
(TVR, 1991: 41) The significance of Iliescu‟s appearance on the screen was given away not only by Brates‟
ceremonious welcome, but also by other previous televised discussions in Studio 4, which repeatedly
mentioned his name. Army Captain Dumitrescu made a direct televised appeal for Iliescu: „I am asking
comrade Iliescu, my former colleague, to come to Television. We have to organize ourselves, comrades.‟
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(TVR 1991: 40) In his first speech on television, Iliescu singled out Ceausescu as the personification of the
poor socio-economic state of the country, but also as the responsible person behind the shootings that
were taking place at that moment around the country: „The main person to blame is Ceausescu. […] he
ended up in the dramatic situation of […] ordering shootings against the people.‟ (TVR, 1990: 42) Iliescu
went on to announce there was going to take place a meeting for the organization of an interim governing
body. He also announced that he ordered general Stanculescu at the Ministry of National Defence to put
an end to the shootings. The power of decision given away by his first televised speech during the
revolution matched the ceremonious welcome that Brates‟ extended to him on television.
There were many other repetitive on-screen appearances during the Live Romanian Revolution.
Among all of them, Teodor Brates distinguished himself as the personified leader of the live
transmissions, whereas Ion Iliescu, was televised as the leading figure of the revolutionary change in the
country. Besides these personified figurations, there were also other discursive figurations impregnated
into the Live Romanian Revolution. Although Latour limits himself to describe figuration as the
embodiment and the materiality of agency/action, I argue also for the case of a discursive figuration
when it comes to television. By that I understand that the materiality of agency on television is
represented by audiovisual images. It is not only human personification that can act as figuration for an
action, but also the visible and audible tangibility of televised images. There were a series of discursive
figurations that misleadingly constructed the change asserted by the televised revolution. 49 The
proclamation of television as the Free Romanian Television, the newly-found extravagance of liveness or
televised immediacy, or Teodor Brates‟ testifying on camera that the television would from then on put
themselves in the service of truth and of the population (TVR, 1991: 33) – these were just a few of the
discursive figurations of change. They worked to abstract and misread the signifying practices of agency
behind them. They concealed the complex network of actors behind them and the actual nature of the
performed acts. As I mentioned previously, Teodor Brates was already well embedded into the network of
political structures inside Romanian television prior to his „debut‟ on the screen in December 1989.
During the Live Revolution, the on-screen character Teodor Brates was predominantly just a figuration of
a more complex network of (old) decision factors; he became the embodiment of a new socio-political
system, but also of a Free Romanian Television. In the same way, Ion Iliescu became the personification
of revolutionary leadership on television50. But just like Brates, Ion Iliescu was part of the old system of
power, having made a career within the Communist party. He had studied engineering in Moscow, where
he became the Communist Youth Secretary of Romanian students in the Soviet Union (Ratesh, 1991: 48).
Once returned to Romania, he was appointed at the Ideology and Propaganda Department of the Party‟s
Central Committee. In 1967, he became leader of the Communist Youth Union and Minister for Youth
Affairs. In 1971, he was elected secretary of ideology at the Central Committee. After Ceausescu‟s visit to
China and Korea, Iliescu opposed the cultural reforms that Ceausescu was introducing in the country.
This triggered the decline of his career. Immediately afterwards, he was downgraded to the position of
Party secretary of propaganda in the Timis county, so as to be stripped off all his Party positions in 1984,
when he became director of the State Technical Publishing House in Bucharest. However, by that time,
Iliescu had gained the experience and reputation that saw him as „a natural candidate for the highest
office, a relaxed, understanding and enlightened party boss‟ (p. 52). Iliescu‟s figuration on the television
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screen in December 1989 that served to present him as the new democratic leader, concealed in fact his
roots in the communist power structures.
Figurations during the live broadcast of the Romanian revolution constituted a complex mix-up
between the agencies behind events and their televised representations. This mix-up was also constructed
into the live broadcasts. Throughout the transmissions, gun shots were repeatedly reported, terrorist
attacks were allegedly directed towards television, „terrorists‟ were mentioned as the adversaries of the
revolution, without ever being clear who were the ones shooting, who attacked the television and who the
terrorists were. While these questions still linger nowadays in Romania‟s unsolved criminal case of the
revolution, the live broadcasts in December 1989 attempted over and over again to put a face onto the
unknown adversaries of the revolution. Images of teenagers or women were shown in close-ups in areas
of gun fire. Images of alleged terrorists held hostages on the corridors of television also made it onto the
screen. Gabriel Paciurea, a civilian, recalled being on the 6th floor of the television building: „I looked with
pity at the people arrested. They were no older than 20 years and seemed to be from a trade school. They
were dirty and poorly-dressed. […] Probably we didn‟t look any better, either.‟ (TVR, 1991: 175) Maria
Borza, office manager for the managing director of television at the time, recalled: „During those days, a
lot of suspects were undressed and kept hostages on the [11th] floor – we were walking among them
without any fear.‟ (TVR, 1990: 254)
Figurations in the Live Romanian Revolution served also to construct and distinguish the good from
the evil in the events. Thus, poorly dressed men, women and teenagers became the face of terrorist
forces. The Ceausescus‟ were portrayed as image of the utmost evil, a man „without a heart‟, „without
brains‟, „without reason‟, „a fanatic who ruled by medieval means […] who ordered gunshots against his
nation‟ (TVR, 1990: 42). The on-screen appearance of Teodor Brates and Ion Iliescu presented in the
midst of other discursive figurations of change, became merely the faces of a new political and
broadcasting regime in Romania. However, these figurations, although they signified change, they were
merely the visibility and embodiment of agency, without being agencies in itself (Latour, 2005). They
asserted change, by smoothing out questions as to who were the actors/agencies affecting the course of
the events and what was the nature of their mediations. This practice of identifying figurations of action
and asserting them as the responsible agencies in themselves, repeated in fact during the controversial
miners‟ riots of 1990 and 1991. Just like during the Revolution, the violent forces behind the miners‟
events were associated, this time, with „hooligans‟ and „vandals‟, who were shown on camera and
identified by close-ups of their IDs. 51 The hooligans were shown to be women, teenagers and
disadvantaged social groups. The televising of these events will be discussed in the next chapter.
I have argued that a crucial role that television has played in the Live Romanian Revolution was that
of a figurative medium. It rendered figurations of change visible, while confusing them with agencies of
change. It broadcast a live revolution, while driving attention away and mystifying the street revolution 52.
It put forward names, faces, symbols of change, and asserted them as change in itself. The problem of
agencies behind the Romanian Revolution will be taken up in the coming chapters. For now, it is
important to acknowledge the practices of figuration that television mediated (simply by its construction
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as an audiovisual medium that personifies and embodies events, while at the same time remaining
disparate from the events themselves). The way Romanian television encoded figurations during the
revolution is an important part of the puzzle in understanding the process of disinformation and
confusion that hovered over the December events. However, it was not only the medial construction of
television that enabled the play-out of figurations in the Revolution, but also the state in which Romanian
television found itself at the end of the 1980s. The power vacuum that was created upon the collapse of
the dictatorial personality, together with the depersonalized character of television in the 80s, facilitated
the rise of „new‟ television and political persona. These novel faces and names that were created by the
live televising of the revolution, had a strong impact of change on an audience, who had otherwise been
accustomed to a „faceless‟ television screen filled up with dictatorial representations. „Had Iliescu gone on
TV one hour later, the revolution would have failed‟ said the poet Mircea Dinescu in the aftermath of the
events (Ratesh, 1991: 52).

Post-89 Romanian Television: From the Regime of Communist Translations to a
Post-Communist Regime
The depersonalization of Romanian television continued after the change of regimes in 1989.
Whereas during the 80‟s, the depersonalization of television took place by means of a tighter
centralization of the political control and a growth of Ceausescu‟s personality cult, after 1989 this state of
depersonalization continued precisely due to the failure to construct a new institutional identity away
from the communist past. This section of the chapter will show how the new post-communist power
manipulated the state of depersonalization in which the broadcasting institution found itself in 1989 and
conserved it in the new political regime. Practices of political and civil condemnation of the institution‟s
communist past supported a strategy of maintaining an editorial and managerial inconsistency of
television. It also promoted a constant evaluation of the public broadcaster against its communist
existence. Criticism over the politicization of television was generated primarily by its dictatorial past,
rather than its present condition. This characterized a regime of communist translations inside
Romanian television. The notion of „translation‟ borrows from Bruno Latour (1991) and refers to a
substitution, displacement, transformation of prescriptive contexts into new ones that preserve
nevertheless the initial prescriptive settings. The regime of communist translations within Romanian
television delineates the disguised transfer of communist elements into the new post-89 era, upon the
change of Ceausescu‟s regime with Iliescu‟s regime. The gratuity, with which public television was
blamed for its dictatorial past, prevented an actual resolution and understanding of the institution‟s past.
It ensured in fact a recycling of present political conditions into the doom of the past. It was only in 2004
that criticism from within the broadcasting institution against concrete cases of censorship and political
interferences arose. The same year, the first public denunciation of television employees as former
Securitate collaborators took place. This witnessed a shift in the regime of communist translations
towards an emerging post-communist regime.53 It is this transition from one post-89 regime to another
that I will discuss in the remaining part of this chapter. The post-communist regime became
characterized by an internal critique of current institutional values, but also by a challenging of the
political agencies inside television and thus a reconfiguration of hegemonic powers. I will provide a
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historical account of these arguments on the basis of press articles dealing with the post-89 status of
public television in Romania.
In the aftermath of the revolution, laws on the re-organization of the public broadcaster were
delayed by the new power. The new Constitution failed to provide in 1990 a proper legal environment for
a free media, as it claimed that: freedom of speech should not damage the dignity or the public image of
the individual; that anyone who prejudiced someone‟s reputation by words or in any other way, would be
lawfully incriminated, and that publications should not publicly expose a person or disparage the state
authority. (Berry, 2004) The first audiovisual law was passed in May 1992. It regulated the budget of
radio and television to be approved by the Parliament at the beginning of each year and it also instituted
the National Audiovisual Council, a state watchdog on the broadcasting institution. In 1994, another law
instituted the separation of television from radio in Romania by the establishment of the Romanian
Broadcasting Corporation and of Romanian Television Corporation, both under the administration of the
Organization of Romanian Radio and Television. This law stayed active as late as 2005, when the EBU
required that it would be modified as it did not guarantee the full editorial independence of public radio
and television in Romania. Werner Rumphorst, the legal director of EBU, declared in 2005 that the 1994
Romanian broadcasting law was unique in Europe in that it allowed the Parliament to reject the yearly
planning report of the broadcasters and dismiss the entire Administrative Council of Radio and
Television, along with its president (Ziua, 29 January 2005). According to EBU, this provision allowed
for changes in Parliament that could directly lead to changes in the Broadcasting Administration Council,
which contravened the principles of independence. Upon his meeting with Romanian authorities,
Rumphorst requested that any managerial team within radio and television be elected for a period of six,
instead of four years as it had been the case previously (Jurnalul National, 28 January 2005).
The legal environment in which Romanian public television functioned after 1989 gave the upper
hand to the new political power inside the broadcasting institution. From 1990 until 2007, public
television changed seven presidents-director generals under three different state presidencies. In the
press, they all became accused of political servility.
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Razvan Theodorescu, was instituted as head of Romanian television between 1990 and 1992, by the
new state president Ion Iliescu. In the media, he was accused of manipulating public opinion and being
involved in the 1990 miners‟ riots. He was allegedly responsible for the decision to interrupt the live
coverage of the miners‟ on 13th of June 199054. Responding years later to such accusations, Theodorescu
claimed: „Should I not have done that, there was the risk of a civil conflict starting up‟(Cotidianul, 7 May
2007) .As illustrated in the previous chapter, the interruption of the live broadcast on June 13 th made use
of technical infrastructures of political control set up in the 1970s. In the network of actors (Ion Iliescu,
Stelian Pintilie, the Centre for TV Distribution) responsible for this political act, Razvan Theodorescu
became then yet another player. He represented the managerial broadcast actor allowing for the political
manipulation of the live events by using the communist infrastructures of control. Paul Everac, a well
know playwright, was instituted as director general between 1992 and 1993 by the ruling Social Democrat
Party, presided over by Iliescu. „Taking advantage of his intellectual status, he set against the actual
professionals of Romanian television. He had a proletcultist55 attitude. He hosted a television programme
on Saturdays, where his views were in the same lines as the Social Democrats [n.a. the ruling power]...‟
confessed former editor-in-chief of youth programmes under communism, Nicolae Petrovici 56. In the
press at this time, Paul Everac was severely criticized for organizing a New Year‟s Eve programme, where
he participated in one of the TV quizzes as a contestant (Cotidianul, 7 May 2007). Dumitru Titus Popa,
another director general between 1994 and 1996, appointed under Iliescu‟s rule, but was discharged a
month after the coming to power of a new government and of president, Emil Constantinescu. He was
replaced by Stere Gulea, a film director. Public opinion hoped that the appointment of a film director at
the head of television would bring about a cultural return of the public broadcaster and reintroduce the
great film directors on the Romanian television screen, confessed the television employee Nicolae
Petrovici57. But Stere Gulea failed to fulfil such expectations. Three months after his appointment, the
former ruling Social Democratic Party accused Gulea for being a docile propaganda instrument
complying with the political interests of the governmental coalition 58. In 1998, Gulea admitted to having
agreed to the prime-minister Victor Ciorbea‟s request to broadcast live a press conference of the
governmental coalition, where the president of the European Union of Christian Democrats, Wim van
Welzen, also participated. The Federation of United Trade Unions asked then for the demise of Gulea and
of the head of the news department, Alina Mungiu-Pippidi. The news editors were however, not
dismissed. After his discharge as director general, he was appointed by the state president as a member
within the Administration Council of Romanian Radio and Television. Cristian Valeriu Hadji-Culea, by
profession a theatre director, was another president of the broadcasting institution. During his four-year
mandate he was accused of the intense mediatisation of the Social Democrat Adrian Nastase. Under his
watch, the management of the news department resigned after a television programme accused the
former television professional Lucia Hossu-Longin – at the time proposed by the Parliament for
membership in the Administration Council of Radio and TV – for promoting communist propaganda.
Hossu-Longin was never granted the right to respond on public television against these accusations.
After the change of government in 2000, Hadji-Culea kept his position, however he revealed the political
pressures that Parliament had made upon him. In 2002, he was succeeded at the head of television by
Valentin Nicolau, originally a geo-physicist by profession, who became after 1990 a writer and founder of
the successful publishing house Nemira. From 2001-2002, he was also the adviser of the Prime Minister
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Adrian Nastase. Nicolau was severely accused in the mass-media for manipulation of news and talkshows so as to circumvent criticism against Nastase‟s government, as well as for a partisan management
of the institution59. In May 2005, a scandal broke out that accused Nicolau of using money out of the
public broadcaster‟s budget for a presidential campaign of the Social Democrats in a Spanish 60 magazine.
After a three-year mandate, Nicolau resigned from his position, invoking political interferences with
public television. He brought public accusations that the institution had transformed into a platform for
negotiating the power interests of different political parties. Under Nicolau‟s management, the
broadcaster underwent a series of internal denunciations of censorship coming from inside the news
department. During the same period, present employees of the broadcasting institution were revealed in
the press to have collaborated with the Securitate. Between 2005 and 2007, the director general of
television Tudor Giurgiu, another film director, was at the centre of another series of scandals in the
media. Accusations were targeted this time at his poor management. He was accused over the
broadcaster loosing the televising rights of the national football games, due to an error of a delayed
payment submitted by the Economic Department. He was also accused in the press for deviating funds
from the institution‟s budget into his former production house Transilvania Film, by acquiring 100,000
euro worth of films for the public television. Accusations also related to his hiring of 300-400 new people
which caused a drain on the institution‟s budget, as well as the high salaries he granted to his 19
councillors61.
The president- director generals that succeeded at the head of Romanian public television delineated
a new habitus of the television manager: the post-communist intellectual, allying with the new political
power, noted post-89 for their managerial positions and organizational tasks, rather than for their
cultural activity. Until 1996, there was a television manager with little or no knowledge of television, but
whose intellectual background was to replace television professionalism. Referring to his presidency over
television, Paul Everac confessed: „The [television] technique can be learnt in two-three days. When it
came to getting to know the [television] personnel, I found one simple solution: on the wall in my office, I
placed a large poster with all the people, departments and offices. So, I had a complete vision over the
institution. Mostly, I was in contact with the workers, the drivers. In 30 years, nobody had ever gone
down to them to ask them how they were doing. It is there where I learnt about the real problems of TVR‟
(Cotidianul, 7 April 2007). From 1996 onwards, upon the appointment of film/theatre directors such as
Gulea and Hadji-Culea at the head of television, the television manager became the practitioner of visual
arts with no direct experience in television, but with experience in dealing with the poor financial state of
cinema and theatre in post-89 Romania. After 2000, with the appointment of Nicolau and Giurgiu, the
television manager became the intellectual enterpriser, who ran successful businesses in the private
cultural sector. All in all, the post-communist intellectual appointed at the head of television after 1989,
was a product that was originally produced upon the coming to power of the new post-revolutionary
groups. As Gramsci described it: every social group coming into existence creates together with itself, also
a group of intellectuals that fulfil the organizational functions of the new group (1971: 5). This was
predominantly the case of the first intellectuals that were appointed as presidents of television, such as
Razvan Theodorescu or Paul Everac. Theodorescu confessed only recently that he accepted the leadership
position inside television as a caprice, the caprice of a historian to take power. (Adevarul, 27 May 2010).
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After 1996, the repeated disputes between the television managers and the political power ending in the
resignation of the former on political grounds, denoted that the intellectuals placed at the head of
television were no longer organically created by the political power, but were rather groups choosing to
make alliances with political actors. The post-89 television manager became thus the politically active
intellectual.
A more detailed description of this common habitus of the post-89 television managers can be highly
illustrative at this point. They all came from consolidated intellectual backgrounds: Razvan Teodorescu
was a historian, professor and member of the Romanian Academia, Paul Everac was a playwright,
Dumitru Titus Popa, a journalist and communications professor, Stere Gulea and Tudor Giurgiu were
film directors, Cristian Valeriu Hadji-Culea was a theatre director, while Valentin Nicolau was a geophysicist and a writer. Each one of them was engaged in relations of some sort with political actors.
Razvan Theodorescu was, according to the Romanian essaying Horia Roman Patapievici: „the full symbol
of culture under Ion Iliescu‟, a historian whose scientific knowledge prompted him to declare that the
miners‟ strikes in June 1990 were a legionary rebellion, playing thus the cards of the new power (Dilema
Veche, October 2004). He and Iliescu went a long way back:
I found out after 22 December 1989 that Ion Iliescu had decided my destiny once. In March 1959 I
was expelled from University. I was accused, among others, of having an anti-Soviet attitude and for
creating a spiritualist group. The punishment was: either being arrested or being sent to do low jobs.
The decision belonged to the Communist Students‟ Union, whose president was Ion Iliescu. […] I became
a blacksmith for three years, but I was never convicted to prison. Until 22 December 1989, I didn‟t
know I owed this to Ion Iliescu‟
(interview with R. Theodorescu in Adevarul, 27 May 2009)62
Another intellectual of the post-revolution years, Paul Everac declared with respect to his position at
the head of television: „I will stay in this position for one year to withstand the accusations that are
brought to you, mister Iliescu‟ (Cotidianul, 7 April). According to a Securitate report back in 1985, Everac
was in discussions with a Securitate officer for the facilitation of his son‟s travelling abroad. 63 The same
Securitate officer was also in charge of his positive influencing64 and informative exploitation65. Dumitru
Titus Popa, was at the time he was appointed at the head of television, also state secretary at the
Information Department of the government (Cotidianul, 6 May 2007). 66 Valentin Nicolau, on the other
hand, had been the prime minister Adrian Nastase‟s adviser before he was appointed head of television.
Stere Gulea was the first of the few film/theatre directors that led the broadcasting institution. He
was also the first director-general appointed by a state power other than Iliescu‟s regime. Instituted by
Iliescu‟s successor to power Emil Constantinescu, Stere Gulea represented the category of postcommunist intellectual that opposed the coming to power of Iliescu in 1990. He participated in the antiIliescu protests during the miners‟ strikes and in 1991 he made the documentary Piata Universitatii („The
University Square‟) in which he portrayed the manipulation of the June 1990 events by Iliescu. His
directing activity started under Ceausescu. His film Morometii was much appreciated and was
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subsequently labelled „the last success of the communist cinematography‟ (Jurnalul, 17 February 2009).
The film created controversies among the viewing committee, but was eventually screened. Gulea
declared he did not know how all controversies around the film were resolved, because he did not cut out
any of the scenes that the viewing committee had found problematic (Idem).
Cristian Valeriu Hadji-Culea, was a theatre director and professor at the National University of
Theatrical and Cinematographic Art. He started out his professional activity under Ceausescu, when he
toured the country with his plays. Unlike Stere Gulea and Hadji-Culea, the later director-general of
Romanian television, Tudor Giurgiu was part of the post-2000 generation of film directors forming the
„Romanian New Wave‟67, a term coined by the foreign media, referring to the flux of Romanian films that
have been winning prizes at international film festivals. Giurgiu‟s most notable film, Love Sick (2006)
was premiered at the Berlin Film Festival and won the grand jury prize at the Montreal International
Film Festival „Image+Nation‟. Before that, however, he was known publicly for being the president of the
Transylvania International Film Festival. In 2005, Mona Musca, the Minister of Culture at the time was
asked to award the festival‟s trophy. „Mona Musca […] had no idea what the Transylvania Festival was.
When you organize the most important event for Romanian cinematography, you can be frustrated that
politicians don‟t acknowledge it. I found it paradoxical that after four editions, a politician who spent two
hours in the theatre room […] could bestow on me the aura of a serious boy and appreciate me (Capital,
22 November 2005). While Giurgiu‟s presidency of public television was mostly criticized for a poor
organization and a corrupt management of its budget, Giurgiu did not escape political accusations in the
press. He was criticized that his own production company Libra Film worked for the election campaign of
the Liberals, who in fact appointed him at the head of television (Idem).
The post-89 director-generals of Romanian television, by the relations they maintained with the
political power, functioned as political organizers of the broadcasting institution. They played out a
strategy of depersonalization characterized by the failure to shape a post-communist identity of
Romanian television. There were two main streams of practice within this depersonalization strategy.
Firstly, until 1996 there were no consolidated identifiable editorial policies inside television due to the
constant change of editorial teams. The first five years after Ceausescu‟s collapse witnessed the most
rapid change of director-generals, as well as editors and editors-in-chiefs, primarily at the news
department.
Public television has been constantly subject to strong, but discrete political pressures: it was
criticized in the written press for its lack of achievement, without being discussed what achievement
meant in the case of public television. Primarily news editors and editors-in-chief were constantly
changed apparently, only apparently, according to political criteria, being convicted of an imaginary
guilt. This […] promoted the profile of an unspecialized, submissive editor, an editor without any
personal values or professional points of reference. (Ion Stavre68, 2005: 58)
Talking about her late husband‟s position as deputy director general of Romanian television in the
early 1990s, the former television and radio editor Sofia Sincan confessed:
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I think my husband did not manage to bring into realization any management strategy he had,
because the duration of his appointment was short. In three years, one can only start to put into
practice a project. When he returned to television after so many years and so many historical changes,
he needed, on one hand, to assess first the actual state of the institution, what the inter-personal
relations were, what the resources were and how they could be used. On the other hand, there was the
great technical novelty that invaded television at the time. However, he set up TVR International,
which constituted a coming out into the world of Romania and an essential matter for the Romanians
abroad. He managed to rehabilitate the television reportage….69
From 1996 onwards, the management practices inside television became more and more businessdriven, focusing on strategies of profitability, personnel restructuring/recruiting and budgeting. By 1997,
the financial losses of the broadcasting institution had reached 103,79 billion lei ( Capital, 10 June 1999).
Stere Gulea was under a lot of pressure, which prompted him for the first time to make public the
financial reports of the institution. By the end of 1998, the losses were reduced to 23, 11 billion lei (Idem).
The strategy of economizing was continued under the management of Cristian Hadji-Culea and by 1999,
the public broadcaster had a profit of 80,6 billion lei (Idem). The austere budgeting policies initiated by
Gulea and perfected by Hadji-Culea brought up new strategies of personnel management and envisioned
restructuring and new evaluative policies for employees. „We are now at a point when our economic
situation obliges us to think about every penny we spend. We do not want to cut down salaries, but we
want the value of those salaries to justify the programmes made and employees to be paid on the basis of
their contribution to programmes‟, said Cristian Hadji-Culea in 1999 (Capital, 5 August 1999). As a
result, he introduced the temporary work contracts and only a maximum of 35% of employees in each
department, which constituted a nucleus of specialists, had permanent contracts. Asked who the
specialists were and on which criteria they were decided, Hadji-Culea responded: „In our vision, the
specialists are those who have a fundamental activity in television, who ensure continuity in order to pass
on their knowledge, on one hand, and make the institution functional, on the other hand‟. . The selection
of specialists was made by the heads of each department and approved by the television management. At
the same time, the two channels of public television, TVR1 and TVR2 became commissioners of
programmes and organizers of production budgets. Each of the channels appointed the Department of
Editorial Production to select productions both internally and outside the public broadcaster. HadjiCulea hoped that this competitive system would filter out good from bad productions and would promote
valuable programme-makers. The danger remained however, as the recruitment process for professionals
in each department and the circumstances under which they were recruited was not clear. Until 1996
editors-in-chief and department heads had been appointed or dismissed on political grounds, and a
decision on what constituted television professionalism remained problematic. But Hadji-Culea‟s
competitive system of personnel organization constituted nevertheless a starting point in the search for
professional competence inside the institution. His successor, Valentin Nicolau brought the budgeting
and personnel reforms even further. Under his presidency, Nicolau turned public television into a
profitable business and the yearly profit that the institution made went up to 68 million lei by 2004
(Cotidianul, 26 March 2009). The profit was invested further into technological acquisitions and the
building of new infrastructures. About the personnel management, he confessed: „The number of
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employees decreased by almost 800 people in one year and seven months. […] It wasn‟t a restructuring of
people, with lists and undesirables, but a restructuring of work. First, the lazy, the deceitful and the
scroungers left, and of course those who were of a retiring age. The valuable professionals, who retired,
remained however employees of TVR, for purposes of securing the continuity and promoting the
television school inside TVR‟ (Revista 22, 21 April 2004). While Nicolau also envisioned a search for
professionalism inside the public broadcaster, the criteria of professionalism failed to take shape. Cases
of recruiting/firing employees were criticized in the press for having had political grounds.
Stelian Tanase, a well known talk-show moderator was at the time employed by TVR to revive the
televised debates on public television. He was then fired and the press commented that it happened
because Tanase‟s show was uneasy with the political power. Nicolau denied the accusations and justified
that Stelian Tanase had been dismissed because of the low audience ratings of his show, which were
inferior to those of the private broadcasters (Idem). No matter the validity of the press accusations, it was
clear that the public broadcaster had no internal criteria for what the professional values were, and if
such criteria existed they were decided by audience ratings and competition with private broadcasters,
and in the worst case by political reasons. The cause for that was historical and structural: after 1989,
TVR was maintained in a state of institutional disarray failing to consolidate its own post-communist
identity. After 1998, when the issue of television professionalism and the television specialist arose, the
institution was unable to produce internally its own criteria of professional values. This was justified by
the depersonalization practices that took place inside the public broadcaster throughout the 1980s and
continued up to 1996.
However, it wasn‟t until near the end of Nicolau‟s presidency when an internal institutional critique
started to be crystallized. The critique formulated visions of editorial independence, professional
credibility, competence and public broadcasting values. At the end of 2004, the first television employees
organized themselves into a protest strike against cases of censorship inside the institution. Alexandru
Costache, a TVR reporter, together with five other journalists initiated then a public campaign of
denunciating censorship. The censorship practices they protested against included: reporters having
their texts re-written; guests being brought onto programmes without the producer‟s knowledge;
reporters having to ask permission beforehand to broadcast their materials; the last-minute change of the
schedule; the transmission of special news bulletins generated by phone calls received from political
figures; the existence of self-censorship inside the public television.70 The six protesters qualified their
protest as a deontological act of journalism and formulated accusations against the Administration
Council of Radio and Television and also against the Culture representatives within the Parliament. The
Commission of Ethics and Discipline started an investigation on the matter, finding the editorial
management within television responsible for the accusations raised. The journalists on the other hand
were sanctioned for mediatising their accusations without having discussed them internally with the
television management. One journalist claimed however, that that was not a viable option. The public
protests of the six journalists marked the shy emergence of a valid critique of post-communist public
television, a critique formulated on the basis of present performances of the institution, rather than its
inherited politicization and political alliances manoeuvred by state power.
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The following year sparked a further crystallization of a public critique of television. In 2005, the
journalist Andreea Pora published in the daily Evenimentul Zilei a series of articles denouncing former
Securitate collaborators among the current TVR personnel. Her first article Televiziunea ceausista,
citadela a turnatoriei („The Ceausist Television, a Citadel of Informers) published on May 24th 2004
produced both shock and appreciation inside the broadcasting institution. People occupying high
positions both within television and within politics were revealed as having collaborated with the former
Securitate. In her articles, Pora made public information from Dosarele Radioteleviziunii
(„Radiotelevision Files‟) at the Council for the Study of the Securitate Archives (CNSAS) and went further
to interview former television employees under communism. Although CNSAS (the legal body for issuing
verdicts of collaboration with the Securitate) dismissed Pora‟s accusations, her articles instigated a public
concrete and actual debate on the morality and credibility of senior television employees.
The protest of the six journalists, followed by Pora‟s articles – although they claimed a continuity of
communist practices inside the post-89 broadcaster – signified the incipient emergence of a postcommunist regime of Romanian public television. The internal critiques of current editorial practices, the
controversies around present senior television employees, and most importantly their bottom-up
formation (instigated by television employees and supported by the civil society, opposing thus the
politically-susceptible criticism that has been brought up until then) constituted the turning point
towards a post-communist regime of the public broadcaster. This turning point also marked a reorganization of actors negotiating the institutional development of television: television reporters,
journalists and representatives of the civil society were emerging as relevant agencies of negotiation.
There was yet another agent voicing a critique on the institutional status of Romanian public
television: the European Broadcasting Union (EBU). Between 2002 and 2005, Valentin Nicolau became
also a full member within the Administration Council of the EBU. This brought up an enhanced
European visibility towards the Romanian broadcaster. Thus in 2003, Jean Stock, secretary general of
the EBU and Werner Rumphorst, legal director at the EBU, visited Romanian television. 71 In 2004,
during the 118th meeting of the EBU Council of Administration, Nicolau brought to the discussion table
criticism against the politicization of Romanian television. In a European environment, he claimed that
the annual report of the Romanian broadcaster had been rejected by the Romanian Parliament on
political grounds.
The negative notification on the Report of activity of TVR for the year 2003, given by the
commissions of specialty of the Parliament, without the specification of any criteria of evaluation and
of any solid arguments for the rejection, represented a proof of pressure and interference of the
political class within the Romanian television‟s activity, reported Valentin Nicolau to EBU72.
Nicolau also pleaded for necessary changes in the 1994 law on the organization of Romanian
Television:
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I want to thank once again, here, the EBU representatives and especially Mr. W. Rumphorst, Director
of the Legal Department of the EBU, who manifested his availability to collaborate with us, in the
direction of changing the Law of organization and operation of Romanian television. 73
In January 2005, Werner Rumphorst met up with the Romanian Minister of Culture Mona Musca,
the cultural representative of the Chamber of Deputies and the president of the National Audiovisual
Council, Ralu Filip, to discuss changes in the organization law of public television. The idea, one
supported by Valentin Nicolau as well, looked at the alignment of Romanian television to the European
model of public broadcasting. However, at the time a new audiovisual law failed to be implemented,
demonstrating the lack of political interest for structural changes inside the broadcasting institution.
Later that year, Valentin Nicolau, the mediator between TVR with the EBU, resigned his position as
director general of Romanian television citing political interferences with the institution. However, by the
end of Nicolau‟s administration within the EBU, Romania adopted together with other EBU member
countries, an official declaration on the independence of radio and television broadcasting from political
influences. Nicolau‟s participation in the Administrative Council of the EBU‟s and the subsequent EBU‟s
interest for Romanian public television in 2005 signalled the EBU as a potential negotiator in the
political tensions within the public broadcaster. Nicolau himself became then the first director-general to
mediate a European negotiation of political interferences in Romanian television, he became an
important player in the power struggle. By the end of 2005, the EBU and Valentin Nicolau himself
mediated further the reconfiguration of agencies negotiating the institutional development of public
television in Romania. With the rising voices contesting and acting against political interferences, the
hegemony of the political power inside Romanian television was being challenged. This challenge of
dominant (political) agencies constituted yet another trait of the emerging post-communist regime of
Romanian public television. It is a regime that nowadays still disputes its hegemonic practices. Tudor
Giurgiu‟s presidency over the broadcasting institution between 2005 and 2007 became criticized in the
media for a poor management and a corrupt use of the institution‟s funds, and much less for political
interferences. However, in 2007 upon his resignation, Giurgiu himself revealed that at the time that
tensions appeared between president Basescu and prime-minister Tariceanu, there also appeared
political pressures on the public broadcaster: „There started to be suggestions to promote certain names
or moderators on the public screen, or to find convenient resolutions to the way the news department
reflected certain events‟, said Giurgiu (Cotidianul, 26 March 2009). The most criticized feature of
Giurgiu‟s presidency was the poor financial state in which he had left the broadcasting institution. In
2006, there was a loss of 17 million lei (idem). Despite his faulted financial management, Giurgiu,
however, introduced in the schedule a series of new competitive programmes on the audiovisual market.
The programme Mari Romani („Great Romanian‟), for instance, generated a public discussion in the
media on editorial, rather than political issues (idem). At the same time, the 2006 activity report of the
broadcasting institution formulated (self-) criticism against certain productions that proved to be
editorial failures and which did not deserve financial investment. While political interferences inside
public television were still reported between 2005 and 2007, Giurgiu‟s presidency attests that criticism
around and within the broadcasting institution was no longer solely political/politicized, but also touched
on editorial and managerial performances.
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With debates on political interferences in public broadcasting still making headlines nowadays in
Romania, TVR may not seem to have come a long way since 1989. But a transitional process from an
institution still very much embedded in practices of the communist regime towards an institution
shaping a critique of a new post-communist identity, can be observed. The first six years after the fall of
Ceausescus‟ witnessed a translation by the new power of the strategies of depersonalization that
characterized the broadcast institution in the 80s. The constant change of director-generals and editorsin chief denied the consolidation of new managerial and editorial policies inside the institution, keeping
it vulnerable to political manipulation. These practices described the regime of communist translations
at its best. From 1996 onwards, with the change of political power in the country and the appointment of
a different typology of television managers (e.g. the film directors, the private enterprisers), a
reconfiguration of power alliances and of negotiations was taking place. The financial management of the
institution, the restructuring of personnel, the selection of professionals became part of a public polemic
around the institution that had until then been debated/assessed on political grounds. This paved the
way towards future critiques that crystallized from 2004 onwards within Romanian television. Such
critiques formulated visions of editorial independence, professional ethics, managerial competence, as
well as visions of aligning to a European public broadcasting system of values. More importantly, such
critiques marked yet another reconfiguration in the power alliances affecting the institutional
development of Romanian television. Internal employees, such as reporters and journalists, civil and
mass-media organizations as well as the EBU became negotiators in the process of TVR‟s institutional
development. The new visionary critiques and the reconfigurations of power emerging in 2004 mark the
slow transition towards a post-communist regime of television. It is a regime that is still disputing its
consolidation at the moment, while deciding its dominant practices and negotiating an identity of public
television away from its communist faults.

Conclusions
The institutional history of public television in Romania shows a development that has been
articulated by a complexity of factors. Local and historical circumstances inevitably played a role. Also
European relations (e.g. the early exchanges with the BBC and the more recent EBU collaborations)
played a role primarily in the case of institutional (re)definition: in the late50s-early 60s when Romanian
television was discovering its own medium and modes of organization and also in the mid 2000, when
debates about a post-communist identity of the public broadcaster arose. The medium itself was another
articulator of the institutional development of Romanian television. The early experimental stage of
television characterized a discovery and exploration of the new medium, whose identity became
negotiated by different social and political actors. The „era of scarcity‟ as John Ellis (2000) calls it, - and
which corresponded to the late 50‟s-mid 60s in Romanian television - accommodated the formation of
television visionaries, striving to discover and perfect television-making and consolidate the provision of
programmes. The transition to an „era of availability‟ from the end 60s until the late 70s ensured a
dominant force of television experts at the expense of political control. In the early stages of discovering
and consolidating television, the medium itself played an important role in pre-disposing towards certain
configurations of power that did not make Romania exceptional In Europe. The centralization of
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Ceausescu‟s power at the end of the 70s and his dictatorial rule throughout the 80s, shaped out special
local circumstances in the development of Romanian television, which distinguished it from other
countries. These were historical circumstances, in which surveillers (the Securitate network) and the
dictator himself (together with his wife) took the exclusive lead over the broadcast institution. The postCeausescu trajectory of Romanian television fleshed out other local articulators in the development of the
institution: the translation of communist elements of control onto the new period, and the politically
active intellectual as the prototype of the post-communist television manager. This defined a period of
political manipulation inside Romanian television, and while political interferences with public
broadcasting are claimed in other countries as well (such as the case of the BBC), in Romania the political
manipulation of the 1990s was facilitated by the transfer of institutional and leadership practices of
dictatorial Romania. It is only after 2000 that values of public broadcasting characteristic of the
European broadcasting scene started to be debated in Romania.
In tracing the institutional development of a broadcasting institution, the idea of power negotiations
is important. This helps link political power to social relations and cultural manifestations, mapping out a
whole range of institutional instances, rather than just totalizing institutional ideologies. Particularly in
the context of communist regimes, these nuances of power need to be hunted and fleshed out so as to
avoid reductionist views that confound communist broadcasting institutions with political control.
Political control is never left unchallenged, but rather negotiated, and I plead that the history of television
under communist regimes lies in the stories of these negotiations.
For that purpose, I have chosen to tell a story of always-shifting negotiations, in which alliances
between different actors have always been reconfigured and dominant forces of power always reasserted. It is a story of the various institutional regimes of Romanian television that I tell, where the
notion of regime defines a dominant alliance of actors, but also a dominant strategy of practice. From the
regime of experimental visions that defined the early stage of the medium of television in Romania, to
the regime of hegemonic tensions marking the institutional consolidation of television to the dictatorial
regime, and then further to the regime of communist translations and a more recently emerging postcommunist regime, the institutional story of Romanian television that I tell in this chapter is one of
constant negotiations of power between constantly changing actors (e.g. the visionaries, the experts, the
controllers, surveillers, the dictators, the politically active intellectual, etc.).
Last, but not least, it is important to stay loyally close to the historical trajectory of Romanian public
television if we attempt to understand its role in the change of regimes in 1989 and its post-communist
route. History becomes inherited and the historical baggage of Romanian television at the end of 1980s
needs to be accounted for during and after December 1989. Ceausescu‟s strategies of dictatorial control in
the 80s together with the status of television as a figurative medium (able to confuse what Latour coined
as figuration with the agency itself, by means of its mediation of visibility), explain by means of television
history what the historian Tom Gallagher (2005) argued to be „the stolen revolution‟, referring to the
transfer of communist actors and elements into the post-89 era.
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Chapter 3

The Live Romanian Revolution in December 1989 was a first time event, not only in Romanian
history, but also in television history. It was the first time that a revolution occurred live on television
and the first time television audiences became agents in the overthrow of a political regime. John Fiske
argued that television is part of social change, without being its originator, for „social change must have
its roots in material social existence; but television can be, must be, part of that change, and it effectively
will either hasten or delay it‟ (1987:45). This chapter will explain how the medial construction of
television impacts on those „material social existences‟ able to produce social change. Historically, it will
illustrate how the Securitate and television in Romania throughout the 80s negotiated different social
spaces (and their constituent material existences) as power structures. The Live Romanian Revolution
became then the catalyst of these decade-long negotiations.
Television is an interface between different social spaces: private and public, local and global. It
connects between them (linking the private household to the public arena), confuses them (equating the
here and there) and displaces them with one another (bringing the distant into the proximity and the
outside world into the private). As an interface between social spaces, television becomes also a mediator
of social relations: between private audiences and public actors, between locals and foreign actors. In
communist Romania, this mediation of television between social spaces and social relations has been
politically feared. In the Securitate documents on Radiotelevision at the Centre for the Study of the
Securitate Archives, this phenomenon has been expressed by a recurrent use of the term „access‟: access
to the foreign press, foreign discourses, the access of foreign journalists into Romania, the access to
Romanian television employees abroad, the access of domestic audiences to foreign media broadcasts.
Concomitantly, the term „foreign‟ was a leitmotif in Securitate documents and denominated a threatening
other: foreign journalists, foreign media, foreign countries, foreign ideologies, television dissidents
abroad. Practices of access as well as relations with foreign elements, that television mediated,
constituted grounds for political control and surveillance.
The potential of television to mediate the appropriation of foreign elements (e.g. foreign
broadcasting, foreign information, foreign productions) into the private spaces of audiences and local
television makers, tuned television into a mediator of political capital in communist Romania. The term
refers to what Bourdieu described as the „private appropriation of public goods and services‟ (1998:16) It
is this political capital of television that was constantly feared and surveilled by the political power. I will
illustrate how throughout the 1980s, the Securitate constantly negotiated the political capital of television
in a process of disputing political power. Such negotiations played out precisely in the different social
spaces mediated by television (private versus public, local versus global).

This chapter will draw

attention to the importance of acknowledging the localization of agency in processes of negotiation.
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While it is important to understand agency as a process of constant interaction with other agencies, is
also important to understand the localization of agency. Latour himself talked about the necessity to look
at social agents as placed and localized (2005: 45). Localizations articulate and frame interactions
between agents. To Latour, localizers delineate the transported presence of places into one another, the
local articulation of other interactions distributed elsewhere in time and space (p. 194). They are predispositions that articulate social interactions: e.g. a theatre room wouldn‟t accommodate staged
performances and a certain behaviour of artists and audiences if it had not been built that way, by other
agents, long before artists and audiences ever set foot in that place. Primarily in communist regimes, I
argue, it is important to investigate localizations of agency, so as to understand their political force. That
is even more so, as negotiation of political power under such regimes took place both in public and
private spaces, while the two spaces remained sharply dissonant from each other and mediated
contradictory civilian performances (Mustata, 2008). Historian Paul Betts (2008) argued that the private
sphere in the GDR was an important platform for political negotiations: it constituted the locus of
political makeovers, the place where the „socialist lifestyle‟ was being engineered, while on the other
hand, it was also the place of political dissidence. In communist Romania, at a time that the Securitate
surveilled private relations and was infiltrated in domestic living spaces, the private space of television
audiences, as well as the privacy of dissident television makers and foreign journalists became politically
disputed. The 1980s constituted the most coercive monitoring by the Securitate of private spaces. This
chapter will illustrate the practices of surveillance that the Securitate exercised over the private spaces of
television reception and dissident broadcasting throughout the last decade of Ceausescu‟s regime. I argue
that the decade-long exclusive control that the Securitate had over private spaces of dissidence made up
for a political capital that was crucial during the 1989 Live Romanian Revolution. While I plead for the
importance of looking into spaces of agency, I will engage to analyze different social spaces/localizations
of agency in 1980s Romania by making use of Bourdieu‟s notion of habitus. According to Bourdieu
(1998), habitus accounts for classifications between different social spaces occupied by specific social
groups and characterized by homogeneous practices, lifestyles and behaviour. Insights into the habitus of
specific groups in communist Romania will enable us to single out the political capital embedded into the
different social spaces.
Investigations into localization of agency will also be used as an overarching tool for mapping out the
conservation of social agents and communist practices into the post-Ceausescu era. Starting from
Latour‟s premise that localizations articulate past social interactions into present performances, I will
analyze the way power negotiations disputed the 1980s in communist Romania were transposed into the
change of regimes in 1989 and into the consolidation of the new state power. To analyze these
transpositions of social agents and practices from one regime into another, I will make use of Erving
Goffman‟s (1974) concept of framing that refers to the reworking of something that is already meaningful
in an initial framework into another framework, thus enabling social agents to determine the meaning of
what it is that is going on.
This chapter will ask why the Romanian revolution in December 1989 occurred live on television and
why and how television audiences became to participate in the event. In order to bring insights into these
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questions, I will be making an inquiry into the spaces of television reception and spaces of
foreign/dissident broadcasting into and from Romania. I will be arguing that the revolution in December
1989 was an event that flashed out disputes of power that had been playing out within private spaces
throughout the 80s. It constituted what Latour called „the occasional spark‟, the moment of shifting
power relations that made agencies visible at their best. The agencies that interacted in the overthrow of
Ceausescu had been disputed and consolidated already in the private. The event of the revolution and its
live televising marked a transfer of private disputes of power onto the public arena of action. Action is a
conglomerate of many surprising agencies that need to be disentangled and localized. By localizing social
action within concrete social spaces of television that delineate concrete social groups, television becomes
embedded into what Fiske denominated as „concrete social existences‟. It is only by understanding the
concrete social groups and social spaces that television impacted on, that we can attempt to account for
the live character of the Romanian revolution in 1989 and the participation of television audiences as
critical masses in the event. This will also help explain the link between television as a broadcasting
medium and social action at the end of 1989 in Romania.
I will investigate one by one the negotiations of power that the Securitate carried out in different
spaces of television broadcasting: the space of television audiences, the space of foreign television
productions in Romania and the space of dissident Romanian journalists abroad. Ultimately, I will
illustrate how these different negotiations granted the Securitate an (anti-Ceausescu) political capital that
contributed to the overthrow of Ceausescu live on television in December 1989.

Operation Malicius

Television Reception Goes Public

The last decade of Ceausescu‟s rule witnessed an unprecedented political action in Romania
organized against television viewers who intercepted foreign broadcasts or expressed criticism against
the regime. This action, controlled by the Securitate, was called the Malicius operation and was launched
in November 1980 with the remit to identify civilian viewers that had anti-regime attitudes1. It was a time
that the country was economically impoverished, that state power was being centralized more and more
in the hands of Ceausescu, the dictator‟s personality cult was at its best and Romania was leading a
strong nationalistic foreign policy. This generated a closure of state borders for most civilians in the
country and also a stricter rigor applied to consumption/reception of foreign media and the crossing of
borders by foreign journalists into Romania and the travelling of Romanian journalists abroad.
Romania‟s media policy was at the time as nationalistic as its foreign policy (Eugster, 1983: 189). On the
international front, already at the end of the 70s, Romania television took a nationalistic stand when it
became the only broadcaster within the socialist block to transmit the 1979 „Eurovision Song Festival‟
from Jerusalem, while in 1977 it was the only one among Intervision members, who covered the visit of
Egyptian president to Jerusalem (Idem). Ceausescu‟s nationalistic stand to European television
cooperation also became visible in the broadcaster‟s relations with OIRT. At several occasions, Romanian
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television stood out as the member within the organization, which opposed socialist infrastructures of
programme exchange. In 1982, Romania refused to financially contribute to the new Intervision satellite
„Intersputnic‟ and was therefore left out of the Intervision programme exchanges2. Only upon the protest
and lobbying of Romanian authorities at the OIRT headquarters in Prague, were the terrestrial
communication channels reopened for Romania. In September 1986, at the OIRT meeting in Bucharest,
Romania further opposed the collective initiative of establishing and financing a common socialist
programme called „Interprogram‟, on the grounds that such an transnational endeavour would
circumvent the direct supervision of the Central Committee of the Romanian Communist Party, which
ensured that the international production, transmission and exchange of programmes would be done in
accordance to the Party‟s provisions3. Romania‟s choice for the PAL colour television system4 also spoke
of the country‟s nationalistic position within the Soviet Bloc. Ceausescu‟s television policies at the time,
which also included severe cuts on broadcasting time and a predominance of propagandistic programmes
at the expense of cultural, entertainment or sports programmes5 sparked off audience unease already in
the beginning of the 1980‟s. The public broadcaster became then overwhelmed by letters and phone calls
of complaint criticizing not only the public broadcaster, but also Ceausescu and his regime. In the light of
these events, in November 1980 the Securitate initiated the Malicius operation, with the intention to
monitor all written correspondence and telephone calls of audiences to the broadcast institution. At the
time, Malicius signified that private television reception in communist Romania was taking on a public
character, a phenomenon which was prompted by a growing civil dissatisfaction with the regime.
Inevitably, the spilling over into the public of private anti-regime attitudes was bound to have political
consequences.
It wasn‟t until the 1982 World Football Cup and Ceausescu‟s decision not to broadcast it on the
Romanian territory that private television viewing became publicly exposed as dissident. The ban on the
transmission of the World Cup in Romania was part of Ceausescu‟s nationalistic broadcast policies at the
time, meant to limit foreign content on national television and marginalize any other programme forms
other than propaganda. This was unusual, even more so as sports constituted the main and most
common occasion for exchanges between Intervision and Eurovision member countries: „Intervision
reception of Eurovision programs [would] peak in Olympic years and years when World Cup football
finals [were] held.‟(Eugster, 1983:183) Denying Romanian audiences access to the broadcasts of the
World Cup escalated civilian criticism against the public broadcaster. While letters and phone calls of
complaint were already directed towards Romanian television in 1980, by the summer of 1982 dissident
reception infrastructures became public. Antennas and signal amplifiers were merchandised and set up
on domestic roofs and sold in markets. In June 1982, Tudor Postelnicu, Ministry of Internal Affairs,
signed a note acknowledging the massive growth in the number of television antennas on residential
buildings, the mass production of two types of signal amplifiers – individual and collective - by the
Electronica factory in Bucharest as well as the collective travelling of citizens carrying portable television
sets to higher geographical areas in the country6. All this phenomena were initiated by civilians in order
to intercept the World Cup transmissions broadcast by the neighbouring countries. The new reception
infrastructures (antennas, signal amplifiers, small portable sets) and the viewing habitat (touristic areas
on the Romanian hills) constituted the public signifiers of dissident television viewing in 1980s‟s
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Romania. Such public signifiers marked the transformation of television viewing from a domestic activity
to a manifest social act, giving away dissident audiences as important contestants of the state power.
As the Securitate became alerted by the dissidence of television audiences, measures of surveillance
were taken. The Electronica factory was ordered to stop the manufacturing of amplifiers that could be
used in private houses to facilitate the reception of foreign television signals. The Ministry of Transport
and Telecommunications was prompted to research the reception of TV signals from neighbouring
countries in different regions of Romania 7 . But the most organized action taken towards dissident
viewers in Romania became the Malicius operation. Launched by the Securitate in November 1980, it
came about in response to the series of phone calls made to public television in which civilians voiced
insults towards the Party and Ceausescu and threatened the instigation of anti-regime acts. 8 The
operation stipulated that any hostile civilians would be identified by intercepting and monitoring the
telephone numbers 370453 and 370230 at the reception desk of Romanian television. Malicius itself was
- as referred to in the written documentation of the Securitate - an installation for telephone
interceptions connected to the phone numbers of the public broadcaster. Malicius had its limits: it did
not allow the interception of phone calls made from outside Bucharest, from public phone booths or from
interior extensions inside the institution. It is interesting to note that the limitations of Malicius added in
fact a clear-cut geographical dimension to the anti-regime dissidence. The Malicius equipment could
translate anonymous private phone calls into public identities of civilians. This emphasized the public
invasion of domestic private spaces in communist Romania. The Securitate‟s invasion into the private
space of civilians initiated at the time a fine-tuned monitoring by the Securitate of the pulse of civilian
hostility in Bucharest. It was this constant monitoring of private anti-Ceausescu hostility that the
Securitate kept track of, rather than the hunt for dissident viewers, that constituted the greatest political
accomplishment of the Malicius operation.
Malicius in fact, failed to counteract dissident viewers. The most conspicuous point when it comes to
Malicius is the tolerant negotiation with which the Securitate treated the dissident audience. „Confronted
with this defiance, the Securitate could have reacted with its customary brutality, destroying the installed
antennae…But such „normal‟ reactions did not occur.‟ states the former head of the Department for
Audience Research, Pavel Campeanu (1993: 113). Indeed, the Securitate‟s attempts to counteract
audience dissidence were minimal. On the national level, they prompted the Electronica factory to stop
the manufacturing of signal amplifiers for domestic use.9 They also traced down amateur, clandestine
manufacturers of such amplifiers. When B.A.10, a retired employee of Electronica factory, was reported to
have built a 100mw amplifier which intercepted programmes from Hungarian television, the Securitate
responded by confiscating his equipment.11 Antennas on top of domestic roofs were never taken down
and Romanian audiences continued to watch neighbouring countries‟ television programming
throughout the 1980s. The Securitate showed the same tolerance to the Malicius callers.
G.G., a recurrent Malicius interlocutor, was described in a Securitate report as „part of the category of
people who become very courageous on the phone while drunk and then start to vehemently criticize the
Party and state leaders.‟12
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A report drafted by a Malicius interceptor wrote about him: „…On Sunday, I went to his house […]
together with my son. He was sober. The house was modest, but clean. He avoided any political
discussions, maybe because of my boy being around. I found out that […] he comes from a family of
communist workers, that he was himself a communist, without a membership card, because he had
been excluded from the Party by those at the […] factory where he works. […] I realized he read
primarily history books. He lent my son three of his books as he also liked reading the same type of
books. G. had called in for the first time complaining about a programme on a visit of our state leader,
accusing the discrepancies between what we showed and the social reality (meaning the food shortages
in shops).
When I visited him, his television set was sealed as he had given up his subscription on the grounds
that he could no longer put up with any lies. I left him, promising we would see each other again. We
never met again, but his phone calls became less frequent and more civilized. I haven‟t talked to him for
at least 4-5 months.‟13
Many Malicius dissidents were reported to have psychological problems, in which case they were
generally recommended for hospitalization. F.A. was reported to be mentally unfit, and as a consequence
he was hospitalized in a mental institution for an unlimited period. 14 The drunk were usually
recommended for rehab. O.I. - who threatened that one day there would be a Lech Walensa in Romania
and was described by the Securitate as „listening to hostile foreign radio stations while under the
influence of alcohol.‟ 15 - was passed over to the Militia, who took the necessary measures for his
hospitalization in rehab. Two Malicius interlocutors identified as soldiers were taken under arrest for 15
days and then moved to a different garrison.16 Other Malicius callers generally promised not to engage in
dissident acts again, received the necessary warning from the Militia and/or remained under the
surveillance of the Securitate.17 It is fair to say that the Malicius operation did not do much to stop the
dissident audience: critical phone calls against the regime continued throughout the decade, interception
of foreign programmes continued to be made possible by tolerated roof antennas and the audience
behind anonymous phone calls continued to form an underground dissident social group. It was a
dissident social group known only by the Securitate.
Rather than an eradication of dissidence, the Malicius operation organized viewers‟ disparate acts of
dissidence into politically homogeneous social groups. It delineated specific social groups of civilians,
sharing the same habitus (in Bourdieu‟s sense) and characterized by a common dissident political force.
Malicius monitoring documents singled out television viewers sharing the same social predispositions,
manners, lifestyles, political opinions, etc. The language that the Securitate used in Malicius documents
for delineating specific social groups of dissident audiences constituted classificatory schemes for a
homogeneous social space of dissidence in 1980s Romania. That was the social space of lower-classes,
socially challenged civilians that shared a common habitus characterized by aggressive anti-regime
attitudes and by a socially-problematic behaviour. This will be described in detail in the following textual
analyses of Malicius documents. Differences (in habitus and social spaces) become noticeable and
socially relevant to those who are not indifferent to the specific classificatory schemata, argues Bourdieu:
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„Difference becomes a sign and a sign of division (or vulgarity) only if a principle of vision and division is
applied to it‟ (1998:9). The classificatory schemes developed by the Malicius reveal thus those social
spaces and their respective habitus, which were politically relevant to the Securitate. I argue that the
Malicius documents on civilian television audiences provide in fact records of classificatory schemata for
dissident civilians from socially disfavoured groups: alcoholics, ex-cons, psychologically disturbed,
trouble-makers18, and last, but not least, persons with prior political records, such as ex-members of
other political parties. I will illustrate these points by means of a textual analysis of the Malicius
documents.
Classifying the Socially-Disfavoured

Audience complaints directed to the public broadcaster throughout the 1980‟s were double-targeted.
They were related both to the poor programming on television as well as to Ceausescu‟s regime. More
often, criticism against the public broadcaster ran hand in hand with insults towards state and Party
leaders and expressed anger towards the lack of satisfactory living conditions. They signified the rise of a
social crisis against the regime.
In a phone call to the public television, F.G. requested that the city would be supplied with potatoes
and expressed his dissatisfaction with the quality of the programmes on TV 19.
Z.G. expressed his indignation that the football match Steaua Bucharest – Glasgow Rangers was not
broadcast and brought insults to the institution20
A female caller inquired about the transmission of the same football match. Upon the negative news,
she threatened the public broadcaster with a bomb21.
S.T. calling under the influence of alcohol, asked for the liars – alluding to Party and state leaders –
to no longer appear on TV22.
A civilian calling from a food supply institution in Bucharest communicated: „Our television should
learn from Bulgarians how to subtitle a movie. My condolences!‟23
B.R. makes ironic remarks about the public television for not broadcasting live the Olympic Games 24.
B.R. expressed her dissatisfaction at the quality of the televised programmes: „It is a catastrophe! We
will go mad!‟25
T.G. complained about the numerous programmes dedicated to Ceausescu‟s birthday: „Christ was
born in one day and died in one day. How many times was [Ceausescu] born?‟ 26
A letter sent to the public television read:
I am an officer in the Romanian army and I would like to listen to the radio and see on TV
competent and well-thought programmes, rather than the rubbish you are serving us every day…I and
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the entire nation are fed up with you telling us about the Comrades Ceausescu, about their and the
Party‟s ordinances (the Party being a bunch of crazy, paranoid, sclerotic, old men)…They brought the
country in a state of cruel misery and scarcity as never before. […] I am warning you that if you do not
change the programmes on TV […] I am in the position to destroy the television building and any other
buildings…27
S.V. criticized the poor quality and content of television programmes and remarked that foreigners
were ridiculing them.28
M.E., who had been brought to the Securitate‟s attention before for his phone calls of complaint,
communicated his dissatisfaction with the lack of children‟s programmes on television and brought
insults to Ceausescu.29
O.I., unhappy with the television schedule, stated: „There will be a Lech Walesa in Romania as well,
just like in Poland‟. 30
L.V. threatened he would set off a bomb in front of the television building, unless the problem of
electricity shortages was solved.31
M. G. repeatedly called the public broadcaster and addressed insults to Party officials. He threatened
with a civil war in Bucharest and emphasized that hunger makes people lose their temper.32
M.E. criticized the quality of films on television and suggested that Party and state leaders should go
to the markets and see there is no food.33
D.M. made negative comments about the poor quality of television programmes and suggested the
editor in chief of social programmes should go and film the people queuing for meat. 34
M.M. complained about the scarcity of heating and of warm water and concluded: „We will come
and set fire to the Central Committee‟.35
A soldier from the Firemen Department within the Ministry of Internal Affairs introduced himself as
the head of the Ministry of Transport and Telecommunications and complained about the „rubbish‟
broadcast on television. Without realizing the pretense, the editor-in-chief agreed that it was unfortunate
that television in Romania was put in the service of the political arena. 36
Discontented Romanian audiences took a stand against the unsatisfactory television programmes
and also against the political regime and the social and economic shortages. Criticism targeted towards
the national broadcaster spoke in fact not only of television viewers, but of repressed citizens and
impoverished civilians. The Malicius became in the last decade of Ceausescu‟s rule a measurement unit
for the degree of social crisis in the 1980‟s. As outspoken the anti-regime audience behaviour became and
as visibly assertive the signal-enhancing antennas on domestic roofs were, the Malicius actions remained
rather concealed in nature. The Department of Audience Research (Oficiul de Studii si Sondaje) 37 at the
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public broadcaster, did not take notice of the Securitate led Malicius operation. Pavel Campeanu, head of
the audience research at the time, makes no mention of Malicius in his article on 1980s audience
dissidence38. Similarly, Stefan Dumitrescu former sociologist at the Department of Audience Research,
confessed of not knowing of the Malicius operation39. The discontented television audiences were not a
matter of the broadcasting institution, but solely a matter of the Securitate. All that the broadcasting
institution was ordered to do at the time (between 1980 and 1983) was to organize face to face „Meetings
with viewers‟. Possibly it was a mere public test of the private dissidence. The meetings would take place
in different cities around the country, usually in factories or other public institutions. Editors, heads of
departments within television, Party Secretaries were summoned to participate at the meetings. Mild
discontent strictly in relation to television programmes was mentioned and no criticism against
Ceausescu or the regime occurred40. On the other hand, popular television programmes were praised.
The face to face meetings with television viewers, no matter their purpose, unsurprisingly generated a
different, obedient audience feedback than the Malicius operation. The audiences had no difficulties in
passing the public test of their private discontent.

In the meantime, the Malicius remained an

underground activity, organized, coordinated and monitored by the Securitate themselves. Despite the
national scale and synchronized nature of viewers‟ dissident acts, the social crisis that these acts spoke of,
remained private while the strings of organizing it into public collective action remained in the hands of
the Securitate. Collective or group intention can develop by means of a transformation of interpersonal
relations; this transformation needs to enable each individual to willingly join forces with the others
while this becomes common knowledge; it also needs to enable the individuals who are jointly committed
to a group to act on a collective goal (Gilbert in De Boer, 2006). In this case, a transformation of
interpersonal relations from anonymous callers to identified civilians in the case of the Malicius
operation was the pre-requisite for the formation of a collective intention, but it was not the sufficient
requirement. Asserting one‟s real identity and acknowledging each other‟s similar acts of dissidence,
would have been solid premises for the constitution of television audiences into a social group engaging
in collective action against the regime. „If there were many [people] like me, things would change‟
confessed the TV viewer D.I. while calling to complain about the television programme 41. Little did the
individual viewers know about the scale and intensity of the audience driven dissidence in 1980‟s
Romania. The upper hand the Securitate maintained in monitoring and identifying the disparate, but
homogeneous dissidence of television audiences was to be crucial during the Live Romanian Revolution.
The Live Revolution was in fact an organizer-centred mobilization, this being „an extremely common
form of collective action and probably the most common source of simultaneous coordinated actions‟
(Marwell & Oliver, 1993: 101).
The greatest political accomplishment of Malicius lay in maintaining the pulse of private anti-regime
dissidence throughout the 80s and in classifying homogeneous social groups that were to become critical
masses in the Live Romanian Revolution, and even later on, in the miners‟ strikes in June 1990 and
September 1991. The Malicius singled out, organized and appropriated (by means of monitoring and
surveillance reports) private dissidence that shaped in the space of television viewing throughout the 80s.
The operation followed specific steps of action. After identifying Malicius dissidents by name and
address, the Securitate underwent a thorough investigation on them among their social circles:
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neighbours, colleagues or friends. A report on each person was drafted, in which details on the social
status (e.g. job, family details) and social behaviour (relations with peers; moral and civic attitudes)
would prevail. 42 Dissident viewers were described by the Securitate according to few dominant
typologies: individuals with prior political records (former members of other political parties), ex
convicts, mentally disturbed individuals, alcoholics, hooligans or the simply dissatisfied, inoffensive
viewer. Among these typologies, the descriptions of drunks, hooligans and the mentally ill

43

predominated.
C.A., 35 years old, employee at the Factory for Car Repairs „Grivita‟ [is] a morally decaying
element, alcoholic and impulsive. Between 1970-1972, he was under Securitate‟s surveillance, because
he contacted Radio Free Europe to request the broadcast of specific songs. 44
T.G., 51 years old, technician at Romanian Railways, [was] sentenced to 4 years in jail for
complicity to theft…He listens to Radio Free Europe and is often under the influence of alcohol, which is
when he adopts a hostile attitude against the regime…45
C.S., 65 years old, accountant by profession, retired, unknown in the records of the Securitate. She
made negative remarks about the content of television programmes.46
P.A. is known as a quiet, respectful, sociable and communicative person in the relations with
neighbours. In discussions with peers, she avoids negative commentaries about political events in our
country…She is not a vitiated person….She is not known for having relatives or relations abroad, she
has not been seen in the entourage of foreign citizens, nor has she received foreign correspondence. 47
G.M.G. is known as a generally respectful person, but reserved in his relations with the
neighbours….He usually consumes alcoholic drinks, despite his modest finances. […] Both he and his
wife are mentally sick. […] His main occupation in his spare time is to read fiction, technical or
philosophical literature…‟48
I.O. [is] known to have an inappropriate behaviour, being characterized as an alcoholic and
trouble-maker. […] When he is under the influence of alcohol, he listens to foreign radio programmes
hostile to our country…49
It is perhaps worth mentioning briefly at this point that the descriptive language that the Securitate
used in reporting on dissident viewers and the prevailing use of denominations such as alcoholics and
hooligans bears striking resemblances with denominations used during the Live Romanian Revolution,
or the 1990 and 1991 miners‟ strikes. This is a point that will come back in more detail later on in the
chapter.

Securitate‟s lists of Malicius dissidents can easily be read as categorization schemata of different
social spaces and habitatus, in the sense that Bourdieu‟s assigned to the concepts.
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Figure 9: A Securitate document listing Malicius dissidents by their name, age, placof work, content
of the telephone conversation, date of telephone conversation and political background
These lists attach names of individuals to social positions (jobs and employers), going further into
providing a sketch of past dispositions (prior political or criminal records, prior anti-regime attitudes),
present dispositions (lifestyles, everyday routines, personal character, etc.) as well as insights into the
potential for political capital (e.g. attitudes of hostility). Let us now demonstrate a Bourdieu‟s reading
into the Malicius listings of dissidents:
C.A., 35 years old, a milling machine operator at Grivita factory. His past dispositions included
sending a letter to Radio Free Europe, which brought him to the attention of the Securitate. His present
dispositions recommend him as „a morally decomposed element, an alcoholic, with a hooligan behaviour‟.
His political capital consisted of bringing insults and calumnies to superior Party members and the state
leader.50
F.A., 33 years old, mentally sick. His past dispositions: author of documents with hostile content
towards the regime, legally irresponsible. His present dispositions: mentally ill, hospitalized several times
in a psychiatric institution, aggressive and violent. His political capital included: criticism of television
programmes.51
Or: T.G., 56 years old, electrician at the Institute of Metallurgical Research. His past dispositions:
convicted for four years for complicity to theft. His present dispositions: frequent use of alcohol, listening
to Radio Free Europe, making hostile comments against the regime. His political capital: bringing insults
to Party officials and state leaders.52
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Reading through the Malicius documents, it is striking to remark that the Securitate not only singled
out specific social categories of viewers, but they also provided the highest amount of information about
them. „Malicius‟ records - in as far as they are in the possession of the Council for the Study of the
Securitate Archives (CNSAS) at the present 53 - generally flaunt attention to the previously mentioned
social topologies and provide separate, extensive informative notes on individuals from these social
groups. Informative notes made use of intimate information obtained at the person‟s living place (from
neighbours) or working place (from colleagues, superiors; mostly in cases in which the phone call was
also made from a working place). They read in fact as a character reference, insisting on the individual‟s
personal traits, his/her lifestyle routines, hobbies (which in many cases translated as flaws), and ways of
relating to family members and peers. Indeed, the eye-catching predominance of these social typologies
recorded by Malicius – in Bourdieu‟s terms, the predominant construction of a specific social space of
agents and representations associated to a distinctive habitus – should be read beyond a mere
coincidence and even beyond an common Securitate strategy of recording compromising information on
civilians. Instead, the Malicius and Securitate‟s strategy of singling out socially outcast groups had
important socio-political implications. As Bourdieu argues (1998: 9), classifications become manifest and
important to those who are in fact interested in such classificatory distinctions, hence the potential
interest of the Securitate in focusing on specific social typologies. The terminology used in the Malicius
descriptions attest to what Bourdieu coined as the logic of „symbolic violence‟, meaning that it is always
the dominated lifestyles (the surveilled, the Malicius dissidents in this case ) that became reduced,
narrowed down to the point of view of a dominant characterization. This will explain the reductionist,
always repetitive terminology that so perfectly reminds us of the Malicius reports and which was
associated to „terrorists‟ throughout the revolutionary events in December 1989. This will be discussed
later on in the section focusing on the Live Romanian Revolution.

Surveilling Dissident Spaces of Television Broadcasting

Romanian Broadcast Dissidents Abroad

The Securitate invaded not only the private space of discontented television viewers in the 1980s. It
also disputed potentially dissident broadcasting by surveilling the private spaces of Romanian television
employees travelling abroad as well as that of foreign journalists filming in Romania. In their surveillance
practices, the Securitate constantly negotiated the dichotomies between the private versus public spaces
of dissident television makers, as well as between the local versus transnational geographical
dissemination of foreign productions.
In the 1980s, the access of Romanian TV journalists abroad as well as the access of foreign television
teams inside Romania fell under the strict regulation of state control. It was because of their cultural
capital of constructing and disseminating ideologies hostile to the Party that they presented a relevant
danger to the state power. While the law under Ceausescu provided that any contacts of nationals with
foreigners would be reported in writing, the access of television employees abroad, their interaction with
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foreigners as well as the access of foreign journalists into Romania, fell specifically under the provisions
of internal organizational rules54. The access of employees abroad or their contacts with foreigners on
professional grounds needed to be approved by the general director of Radiotelevision. In reality, the
procedure was much more complex and no approval was made without the Securitate. Fanica Orzan,
head of the Office of International Relations and Protocol at public television, was an officer affiliated to
the 1st Division of the State Security Department – the Securitate itself (Revista 22, September 2006). He
was the main decision maker behind approvals for travelling abroad. His work was very much reliant on
informative notes received from Stoica Meteleanu, vice editor-in-chief at the Department for Programme
Coordination and Distribution55 (Idem). Positive „recommendations‟ from Stoica Meteleanu guaranteed
in fact a green light for Romanian television employees to cross the border. He gave both bad and „good‟
informative notes. Besides, informative notes that the Securitate was piling up on employees set to travel
abroad, there were also thorough investigations on the person‟s political record: prior political hostilities
were a minus, so was having relatives abroad or previous unauthorized relations with foreigners. Teo
Cepraga, a programme maker, remembers being returned from the border with the Soviet Union and
being refused to travel to Hungary in 1988:
I found out later on, when I went to pick up my passport from the Passport Office that my
problems had to do with my brother being in Italy. The chief of the Passport Office, who was a good
friend of mine, told me….My brother, who was legal in Italy [a nuclear physics specialist, working in a
Nuclear Atomic Power Plant in Italy and suspected of espionage], hadn‟t visited Romania for four
years. By putting pressure on me here, they hoped they would make him return.56
Before 1989, I once went to eat at the canteen in the television building. The canteen was empty
and then I shouted: 'in this country, you can't even find a yogurt […] I was about to leave for Prague
soon, but I was then told I was not going anymore, because I had shouted in the canteen that there was
no food, said Ruxandra Garofeanu, a former television presenter.57
After travels abroad passed approval, the employee could pick up his/her passport at the Passport
Office58. However, deliberations on employees‟ travelling abroad were hardly as black and white. They
were in fact contingent on constant personal negotiations between the employees and the Securitate.
We were in another city filming reportages. We checked in with the local Party officials, although
nobody obliged us to do so. But there were certain benefits if we did: a better hotel, free meals, which
allowed us to put some money aside for our families. They told us to join them at the restaurant where
they were having dinner after we were done filming. They would order food and spritzers for us. – To
utter the truth, we went through those times consuming one spritzer after another, in a long drunk
[marathon]. Otherwise, we would have all suffered nervous breakdowns or simply gone mad. Like this,
with one spritzer after another, we ended up in 1989 (sic) – A big dinner was made for us, all for free,
and soon others would come and join us: Securitate officers and colonels, the prime vice-president of
the Party, etc. After the spritzers, the conversation was turning to discussions about women…The
higher the alcohol, the more the conversation would turn to political issues. Someone would say: „Isn‟t
[Ceausescu] planning to die any time soon? Another one would tell him to shut up, but the reply came:
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„So what. We all have to die sooner or later, if not otherwise, at least biologically. We [including the
Securitate officers] all ended up swearing and using obscene words at Nicolae and Elena
Ceausescu…The next day, none of us were arrested and no one would ever make mention of those
conversations, except that it was a perfect meeting, confessed Teo Cepraga.59
It is worth emphasizing at this point the double-status that the Securitate had during Ceausescu‟s
rule: a political one pertaining to the public sphere of state control and a personal one, comprising of
individual pursuits and interpersonal relations with civilians (to be distinguished from relations that the
Securitate was seeking with civilians for the purpose of attracting potential informers). It is this personal
sub-stratum of Securitate affairs that I want to put forward in the coming discussion. „Escapes‟ from the
regime were very much possible throughout Ceausescu‟s rule, and such niches in the state control played
out mostly by means of personal social relations. But while that was the case, these small political
„indiscretions‟ remained in fact within the private realm of individual pursuits and personal interests,
failing to assert themselves into the public space of social action. A „privatization‟ of anti-regime acts –
although in a different manner – applied to Romanian television dissidents abroad. The meant that the
crossing of borders by television - whether it was done with the knowledge or the tacit tolerance of the
Securitate - remained anchored in the private realm of personal pursuits and isolated endeavours. This
was the result of the Securitate controlling and maintaining harsh barriers between the private space of
civilians where individual dissidence took place and the public space of social action and political
performance, where actual anti-Ceausescu and anti-regime overthrows could take place. Just like in the
case of the Malicius, Securitate‟s intrusion inside the private space of dissident Romanian television
makers abroad worked to orchestrate a separation between their public and private spaces.
Aristide Buhoiu – a TV programme maker since 1965 at the Department of music Programmes and
then at Department of social and educational programmes – was repeatedly reported to the Securitate for
his relations with foreigners as well as his intentions to leave the country. In 1968, he was reported to
have befriended and corresponded with Barbu Calinescu, son of the former Romanian prime-minister
Armand Calinescu, settled in England at the time. 60 He also corresponded with two Romanian
immigrants in Canada. He was reported to have complaints about the state‟s economy, the management
of the broadcasting institution or the cumbersome approval of visas for travelling abroad. To these
reports, the Securitate responded: „Buhoiu Aristide was repeatedly contacted by our officers with the
purpose of positive influencing. The aim was to prevent his complaints from degenerating into improper
behaviour against the state and the Party.‟61 Indeed, this was one important strategy of the Securitate to
anchor civilian discontent within the private realm of interpersonal relations and personal contacts. In
1983, Buhoiu was reported to have had visits from Soviet and Arabic citizens. 62 A bit later, he fled the
country on a work visa to the US. In March 1985, the Securitate was alerted that: „Once arrived in the
USA, [he] tried, without luck, to settle in the country. He was preoccupied with finding a solution that
would allow him a longer stay abroad, without losing his Romanian citizenship and hence, his possibility
to return to his home country.‟63 The report went on to describe his whereabouts in the United States, his
entourage and the nature of his activities there. He was accompanied by elite Romanian immigrants in
the US; he failed to find a job at any American TV networks due to his poor command of the English
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language and instead took a job at an Italian sugar factory, while his wife worked for a metal
manufacturing company. He initiated a series of activities, among which the setting up of an EnglishRomanian magazine about Romania, entitled Universul, which was to be published in the New York area.
The publication was financially and morally supported by the Romanian immigrant community in the
US. Part of the same immigrant community was also the Radio Free Europe collaborator Cornel
Dumitrescu and Paul Morosanu, a former photo reporter for a sports newspaper in Romania and settled
illegally in the United States. In response to Buhoiu‟s activities abroad, the Securitate engaged in positive
influencing of his family members. The purpose was to pressure him to return to Romania and to stop
engaging in hostile activities against the Romanian state abroad. 64 He was prevented from receiving any
letters, personal documents or propagandistic materials from Romania, which could be used against the
state‟s ideology. At the same time, different documents were to be drafted to help compromise him to
American authorities as well as to the Romanian immigrant communities in the US. Securitate‟s
measures against Aristide Buhoiu underline on one hand the „private‟ character of the strategies used to
counteract his hostile activities abroad. His family members came to the attention of the Securitate,
which was regarded as a mechanism aimed at constraining the emigrant while being abroad, but also at
isolating dissidence to family borders, so as to prevent its spreading around by further social contacts or
word of the mouth. On the other hand, there were also „public‟ measures that were ordered against
Aristide Buhoiu, such as his compromising to foreign authorities. But the distant, foreign geography of
these public measures in fact maintained the dissident emigrant isolated from the national space of social
action. This was yet another strategy of rendering the national social space immune to anti-regime
actions. Buhoiu‟s case serves as an exemplifying insight into the mechanisms by which the Securitate
made „private pressures‟ to discourage Romanian dissidents abroad and most importantly, to isolate such
cases of dissidence from the national public space – the only one that could ultimately validate subversive
collective action against the regime, which by definition could only be participatory, hence publicly
claimed.
Another dimension of the „privatization‟ of Romanian television dissidence abroad – and yet another
motive as to why such dissidence failed to nationally affect anti-regime actions - lies in the personal
nature of pursuits which characterized TV employees‟ motivations to flee abroad. Valeriu Lazarov, a well
respected entertainment director in Romanian television, left the country on a work visa in 1969.65 He
had been previously reported to the Securitate for his intentions to emigrate: „Lazarov Valeriu prepares
his way out of the country by the films he directs. Meaning that the prizes he has won with his films
would bring him recognition, which would allow him to settle abroad more easily.‟66 Another informative
note on Lazarov read: „He has had some achievements abroad, but these were not enough for him. He
sought to have as many relations as possible with foreigners from the world of film and television. His
aim was to gain a reputation and recognition.‟67 „After the [„Golden Stag‟ International] Music Festival in
Brasov, Lazarov Valeriu got a contract with Spanish television, against the will of the Radiotelevision
Committee Board. He was commissioned to make few films for Spanish television, after which he was to
return back home.‟ 68 After 1969, Lazarov only returned to Romania the following year to direct the
second edition of the Golden Stag Festival, Romania‟s first and only international music festival. He then
returned to Spain and resumed his contract with Spanish television. In the 1970s, he became a television
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director for TVE. He received various international awards and became known as „Mister Zoom‟ for his
personal style in using the camera. (El Pais, 11 August 2009). In 1981, he stepped over to Italian public
television RAI. He then became director of production for Italian Canale 5. In 1989, with the spread of
private television in Spain and with the help of the Italian Prime-minister, he became part of Telecinco,
which he eventually ended up managing as director general. Later on, in 1995 he set up the production
company Prime Time Communication. It is from this production platform that his work returned to
Romania after 1989. Prime Time Communications produced for public Romanian television
entertainment formats such as Surprize, Surprize („Surprise, Surprise‟), Iarta-ma („Forgive me‟) or for
the private network Antena1, the show Din dragoste („All you need is love‟). Although Valeriu Lazarov
died in Madrid known as a Romanian-born Spanish television director and producer, he remains
nevertheless an offspring of the television dissidence that affected not only audiences, but also television
makers under Ceausescu‟s regime. He is also an exemplifying case of Romanian television employees that
crossed the borders of socialist Romania under personal pursuits. Such broadcast emigrants offered no
political danger to the regime, simply by the private character of their actions.
Last, but maybe most notably, there was also the case of television employees fleeing abroad and
becoming affiliated to foreign broadcasting organizations, such as Radio Free Europe or Voice of
America. Such broadcast emigrants possessed the most feared cultural capital by being in a position that
allowed them to broadcast anti-regime discourses back into Romania. A series of renowned specialists of
Romanian public television had already escaped the regime to work for Radio Free Europe: Sorin Cunea,
one of the Romanian television entertainment pioneers; Mircea Dan, a specialist in transmission; Ioana
Magura, one of the most popular television presenters, Neculai Constantin Munteanu and Dan Comsa,
talented film editors.69 By the mid 80s, in the West there were enough Romanian television specialists from directors to cameramen and writers - necessary for setting up a complete transmission station to
broadcast into Romania.70 This did not happen however. Nevertheless Radio Free Europe remained the
main foreign broadcaster penetrating Romania on a national scale and on a daily basis. Exceptionally in
Romania, Radio Free Europe was not jammed. Slight jamming could be heard, but despite interferences,
RFE remained audible and intelligible to Romanian listeners, something which did not happen in the
other Soviet bloc countries.
I listened to Radio Free Europe, with jamming interferences at times, but perfectly well at others.
Ceausescu wouldn‟t go personally to check up on the jamming stations at Bod or Snagov… Someone
had to report to him. Ceausescu was not a technician, nor a specialist, purely technical explanations
would be lost on him and [on those grounds] he was easily fooled. The Securitate would only report to
him the issues they wanted to report, etc., said Teo Cepraga.71
The case of „non-jammed‟ RFE broadcasts into socialist Romania provides yet another historical
signifier of Securitate‟s „tolerance‟ for dissidence. This was a tolerance which in fact translated into
political discrepancies between Ceausescu and the Securitate. However, attacks of Ceausescu‟s regime
against Radio Free Europe did take place. In the 1980s, the Securitate initiated the operation Eterul (The
Ether) against Radio Free Europe. It was not an operation against RFE‟s transmission waves, but an
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operation against the Romanian staff of RFE in Munich, on one hand and against the domestic listeners,
on the other hand. Eterul and the disputes between the Securitate and Radio Free Europe deserve
separate and exclusive attention, which I will not engage into here. The crimes against RFE staff, the
bomb exploding at the Romanian office in Munich, the alleged Securitate „moles‟ inside the station,
attempts of the Securitate to discredit the staff in front of American authorities, the American authorities
versus the Securitate on the issue of RFE should be part of a more complex discussion, which is not the
focus of this chapter. Instead, the „private‟ opposition that the Securitate raised against RFE as well as the
„private‟, domestic infiltration of RFE into the Romanian society - do form the focus of this chapter.
Ioana Magura, a television presenter very well known to the Romanian audiences in the 1960s, fled
the country in April 1969, became a programme maker at RFE and married Noel Bernard, one of the
most beloved directors of the radio station. From the 1970s onwards, Securitate‟s attempts to
compromise her activities at the Romanian services of RFE in Munich generated a series of internal
suspicions of her being an infiltrated Securitate informer.
The first one dates back to the mid 70s, when Bill Buell, the director of Radio Free Europe at the
time, received an anonymous letter saying that I had been infiltrated inside the radio station with the
purpose of marrying Noel, so that the Securitate could „take charge‟ of the Romanian office. Buell
showed the letter to Noel, apologizing. A second attempt took place 10 years later. In the mid 80s,
Richard Cummings, the director of the security service of Radio Free Europe, called me to his office and
said that an espionage group had been detained a year before in France. They had communicated to
the French police that I was their German contact. The German police put me on their wanted list. After
6 months, they abandoned me, realizing that they had been misinformed. I find it very interesting that
the compromising actions against me did not cease with the alleged dissembling of the Securitate in
1989. It continued afterwards72 ( Ioana Magura in Romania Libera, 22 January 2008)
There were several crimes committed against Romanian staff members at RFE. In 1981, Ioana
Magura‟s husband and head of the Romanian services at RFE, died on 21 December 1981 due to extensive
radiation exposures while trying to treat a sickness, of which he was only informed in the last stages that
it was cancer. In the years 2000, Nestor Ratesh - another former director of the Romanian office at RFE was commissioned by American authorities to ask from the Romanian Services of Information for
Securitate documents on Radio Free Europe and the crimes that took place at the radio station. Making
public Securitate documents on „Sacalul‟ – Securitate‟s code name for Noel Bernard - Ratesh deconspired
the organized attempts of radical measures employed for Bernard‟s death. 73 His death was constructed by
the Securitate as a result of acts committed by legionary groups and Arab terrorists:
[The Securitate] operated in the first instance to compromise Noel Bernard. It was the common
strategy of the Securitate, to try and introduce an attitude of hostility towards the future victim, create
alibis and shift suspicions in a different direction. In the case of Bernanrd, it was legionaries and
groups of Arab terrorists…. They sent repeatedly forged letters and documents to groups of legionaries
or extreme-right representatives to incite them against Noel Bernard and get them to publicly express
their adversity towards him. This way, in case of a crime happening, the suspicion for the Securitate
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would be diverted towards those groups, concluded Nestor Ratesh based on Noel Bernard‟s Securitate
file. (Jurnalul National, 21 December 2007).
In July 1981, another Radio Free Europe staff member, Emil Georgescu was attacked and stabbed by
two individuals, while he was entering his private garage. He was saved by his wife who rushed to his
help. As the two assassins paid by the Securitate failed to murder Emil Georgescu, the Securitate went
further to ruin his reputation among colleagues, spreading rumours that he had been stabbed by
„discontented clients‟ of his dirty private business (he owned a private consultancy office for Romanian
immigrants who wanted to reunite their families abroad). 74 After the death of Noel Bernard, there
followed the death of Mihai Cismarescu in 1983, Emil Georgescu in 1985 and Vlad Georgescu in 1988.
American authorities communicated to the members of the Romanian Office that the attack against
Emil had nothing to do with his activity at the Radio. The Americans played without their knowledge
the game of the Securitate….Firstly, they were afraid that would generate panic among the personnel of
the Romanian Services at Radio Free Europe. Secondly, had they admitted that Noel Bernard, Mihai
Cismarescu, Emil Georgescu and Vlad Georgescu lost their lives because of their activities at Radio Free
Europe, they would have had to pay enormous compensations to the victims‟ families.
(Ioana Magura, Jurnalul National, 22 January 2008)
The question remains as to why the American authorities didn‟t take measures to prevent the
crimes against Romanian RFE staff members, especially after general Pacepa 75 had warned them
against Securitate‟s conspiracies. The lack of any [preventive] measures by the Americans prompted
Nestor Ratesh to go back to Washington after less than one year in his position as director [of RFE
Romanian Services]. Regarding Pacepa‟s repeated warnings, I heard the rumours that the Americans
simply didn‟t believe him. This I found strange at the very least. I am saying this, because in the
summer of 1978, after Aristide Buhoiu had invited Noel to pay a visit to Romania, the American
management of Radio Free Europe addressed Pacepa. When [Pacepa] said that the visit was a trap of
Ceausescu and the Securitate, and he firmly stood against it, Noel was forbidden to go to Romania.
Back then, Pacepa‟s words were believed. Why not also his warnings regarding the death threats
against Noel Bernard and Emil Georgescu?
(Ioana Magura, Jurnalul National, 22 January 2008)
The series of Securitate‟s conspiracies against Radio Free Europe necessitate nevertheless a more
complex discussion than is included here. However, I have sketched out the nature of coercive measures
that the Securitate took to damage RFE‟s propagandistic opposition to the national regime. This is
important for underlining the social spaces of coercion that the Securitate employed. Targeting their
terror against the private employees, the Securitate transformed the battle against the foreign
broadcasting institution into a personal struggle, rather than into an institutional opposition. That
explains why Radio Free Europe remained audible to Romanian listeners. By „privatizing‟ the fight
against RFE, the Securitate once again isolated Romanian broadcast emigrants from the national social
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space of (collective) action. And once again, by employing strategies of compromising Romanian
dissidents in front of international public opinion, the Securitate maintained a sharp dissonance between
these dissidents and the space of international affairs, which ensured in fact a discrepancy between the
international world and the national space of regime terror. A BBC report 76 - which I will turn to again
later on in the chapter – speaks of the discrepancies maintained between the international public opinion
and the local terror in communist Romania. The report spoke of the case of dissident Stancu Papusoiu
who was refused political asylum both in Britain and in Austria, after Romanian authorities produced
national newspaper reports that were convicting Papusoiu of rape on the Romanian territory. This case
brilliantly exemplifies the ways in which the Securitate actually played its cards successfully on the
international arena, simply by acting out on private grounds and disguising terror in the subversive space
of private individuals. Indeed, it was the Securitate‟s manipulation of the private space of dissidence - so
charged with the vulnerability of intimate details, broken reputations, radical personal assaults and
constraints on family members - which characterized the „privatization‟ of the Securitate‟s strike against
Romanian broadcasting dissidence abroad. And it was this privatization of terror that was overlooked by
the international public opinion.
However, there was another „private‟ side to Radio Free Europe, which kept the radio broadcaster
away from the national space of social action: that was the private, underground character of listening to
Radio Free Europe in communist Romania.
I remember another element of my political background in 1973. When I was a teenager of 14 years
of age, my grandfather listened every night to „Voice of America‟ on a German radio station. Despite
my grandfather‟s requests not to say that to anyone, the moment I went out of the door in the morning,
I was reporting to […] my close friend and classmate, the secrets of my grandparents. And she would
tell me back that her aunts Lucy Tante and Mimi Tante, would spend their evenings the same way,
glued to the radio set. Back then, listening to „Voice of America‟ was equal to a passport to prison. But
every morning, we would confess to each other the nightly endeavours of my grandparents. And I
would add: „My grandfather is waiting for the Americans!‟ And she became silent in admiration, most
probably her aunts hadn‟t blurred out the mention of the Americans, they had been more cautious.
Delia Budeanu, former television presenter (2008: 59)
This characterizes in fact the mentality of an entire population clandestinely listening to the foreign,
dissident broadcasts transmitted into Romania by Radio Free Europe or Voice of America. This
clandestine character of listening to Radio Free Europe inside the Romanian territory makes up for yet
another „privatized‟ dimension of foreign, dissident broadcasting.
Acknowledging the „privatized‟ strategies of the Securitate is relevant for post-communist Romanian
history. The Securitate historian Marius Oprea (2004) talked about a „privatized communist party'. In his
book Mostenitorii Securitatii („The Heirs of the Securitate‟), he described the transformation of
Securitate‟s political resources into private economic enterprises after the fall of the Ceausescu, by
illustrating how „Securitate uniforms were transformed into Armani suits' (2004: 20). The private
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economic rise of the Securitate after 1989 dominated in fact the post-communist development of a
private media industry, as well as the advent of private television stations. Ovidiu Ioan Vantu and Dan
Voiculescu are but two of the former „Securitate uniforms‟ mentioned by Marius Oprea. They are at
present the main media moguls in post-communist Romania, owning printed media businesses and also
market-leading private television stations. This phenomenon that Oprea extensively describes in his book
builds on and is in fact a continuation of the „privatized‟ Securitate operations under Ceausescu.
Foreign Journalists inside Romania

On the other side of potentially hostile television broadcasting, there were the foreign journalists
filming inside Romania. The access of foreign journalists into the country as well as their filming
activities inside the Romanian territory fell inevitably under the strict supervision of the Securitate. Their
access into Romania was approved by the Office of International Relations and Protocol, led by Fanica
Orzan, a Securitate officer. Approvals were based on considerations of the journalists‟ prior mediatised
attitudes towards the Romanian regime, and – in case they had previously travelled to Romania – also on
the basis of the Securitate‟s experience with their surveillance. Foreign journalists that were refused entry
into the country were then catalogued within a range from „bad‟ to „dangerously bad‟. Once accepted into
Romania, an itinerary was drafted for them by the management of Radiotelevision together with
Securitate officers. This was meant to ensure that their visit complied with the national provisions of
preventing denigrating behaviour against the state regime. Such denigrating behaviour could derive from
filming in inadequate places, using improper close-ups of civilians, impromptu shots of street views and
shop windows or worse, from impromptu interviews with civilians. In addition to these safeguards of the
regime, the foreign journalists were to be accompanied at all times: either by a protocol team made up by
television officials and undercover Securitate officers while they were on duty, or by informants acting as
translators in their leisure time. Those who became the target of the Securitate‟s surveillance were in fact
those who failed to behave within the pre-set measures of control: they filmed in unauthorized places,
had unauthorized contacts with locals or made public criticism of Ceausescu‟s regime in their own
country.

Among the foreign journalists outcast by the Securitate, was the Finnish journalist Leo Allan Rinski aka
Larsen, as he was code named by the Securitate. The profile note the Securitate drafted on him, described
him as:
…A person who apparently has charm in interpersonal relations. He likes to think about himself as
being enchanting to women and authoritative in the relations with men. He is very agile in shifting the
conversation to what he is interested in. He is well documented, he listens carefully, writes a lot and
believes little of what he hears. He double-checks. […] He lies a lot especially when he says „he believes
you‟. In critical circumstances, he loses his temper, he turns red, verbally aggressive, biting. […] He
came to Romania with the impression, the certainty that he was going to be lied to continuously. 77
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During his work visit to Romania, Larsen did not stray from the set itinerary, but he showed interest
in learning about Hungarian minorities in Romania or the food and energy crisis in the country. 78 He
sought to film areas in Bucharest which were under construction, and captured on camera snapshots of
the public transport and of the food supplies in shops. During a visit at the Ministry of External Affairs,
he asked of „the war of the words between Hungary and Romania, as the Hungarians in Romania
complained of injustice done against them‟79 During a walk on a Bucharest boulevard, they insisted on
„close-ups of people walking or carrying their shopping bags‟.80
Passing by a street with old houses and many parked cars along the way, Leo Rinski asked
permission to film the houses and the cars. He filmed…an impressive house designed in the style of the
beginning of the century. The shooting took a long time and it aroused the curiosity of passers-by and
of a resident of a traditional house. She opened her gate to see what was happening. Leo Rinski filmed
her and asked her if her house was to be demolished…The old woman said she had been living in that
house for 50 years, that she was alone after her husband and children had deceased and she preferred
to move to a studio in a block of flats, where she doesn‟t have to carry wood for heating her house…I
[the translator aka Securitate informant] translated the discussion as well as what the intentions of the
old woman were, which was recorded by the cameras and microphones. The translation was exact. The
meaning of the words cannot (sic) be changed. The intentions of the reporter remain clear
nevertheless.81
The cultural capital of foreign journalists filming in Romania in the 1980s, such as Larsen, consisted
in fact of the dissemination in the West of discourses on Romania‟s poor economic state and its rigid
social system. They circulated outside Romanian borders images of empty shop windows, dramatic closeups of saddened civilians, long queues for bread and milk. These were in fact discourses on Romania that
mostly predominated in the West in the 80s. They failed, however, to identify the „symbolic violence‟
(Bourdieu, 1998: 9), which isolated social discontent, hence social dissidence within the private domain
of civilians in Romania. In a letter to Radio Free Europe in 1982, Doina Cornea, a Romanian dissident
abroad, emphasized their limited resistance to the regime and touched upon idea of retrogression and
barbarism, as well as the idea of acceptance of such anti-enlightenment forces:
In your broadcasts, you invoke most often the immediate causes – the excessive centralization of
power – our extremely rigid economic and social system…I glimpse a deeper and more general reason
behind this catastrophe; it is the cultural and spiritual devaluation of our society resulting from the
imposition of a reductionist and sterilizing ideology. I ask myself how we could have reached this state
and especially if each one of us…does not bear some blame for all this: We have accepted and
disseminated so many lies.
(Doinea Cornea in Berry, 2005: 18)
The case of the Romanian immigrant Stancu Papusoiu, who was refused political asylum in Britain
and was then deported back to Romania, shows symptoms of this failed recognition. In an interview on
„Newsnight‟ (BBC, 15.04.1983), John Wheeler an MP of the Backbench Home Affairs Committee in
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Britain, continued to dismiss Papusoiu‟s case even after the dissident has been expelled out of Romania
upon deportation by British authorities:
Most of the world‟s population are living in countries where freedom does not exist and it is one
thing for people to be admitted into the United Kingdom because they are about to be killed or tortured
or locked up, another thing to admit people into this country merely because they dislike the regime in
which they live…I doubt the genuineness of this claim, but I am willing to see it fairly examined, to see if
it genuine. I thought that there are people that I am dealing with at the present time, Kurds for
example, from Iraq, who are genuine refugees, who should be allowed into this country and to other
Western countries. But there are limits as to the numbers: we should admit the genuine, not just those
who dislike their own country.82
Expelled from Romania, Papusoiu arrived to Austria on a train, with no money and no passport. In
Austria, his case did not receive greater recognition. He was thrown in jail after he withdrew his request
for political asylum and Austrian authorities were presented with a Romanian newspaper article in which
Papusoiu was charged with rape and other crimes.83 Papusoiu, however, dismissed his accusations of
rape and said the only crime he was convicted of in Romania was his attempt to flee the country. In
Romania, on the other hand, the case of civilian Liviu Babes, who died after setting himself on fire in
front of a group of Western tourists in March 1988, was regarded as a desperate act to draw the attention
of the foreign world to Romanian dissidents (Siani-Davies, 2005:30).
Hostile television content carried across Romanian borders by foreign journalists filming into
Romania, failed to locate the proper space of social discontent in Romania and the way the private space
of discontent was coerced by the regime. A BBC „Newsnight‟ report84 broadcast on 14.12.1987 shows what
Ceausescu‟s regime classified as being hostile to the country‟s ideology. Reporting on the factory riots in
the city of Brasov - where 10000 workers protested against pay cuts, calling out slogans such as „We want
bread‟ and „Down with the dictatorship‟ - the news broadcast focused on images of people queuing in
front of shops and the poor conditions in the street. This is the example of a foreign broadcast that was at
the time considered defiant, violating the local regulations for foreign news teams not to film shop
windows or queues. However, the programme failed to point out to the national social space of a civilian
uprising as a potential reason for the downfall of the dictator. It also failed to provide information on the
blood bath that silenced the Brasov riots. The Brasov riots in 1988 constituted the first organized attempt
of public protest against Ceausescu‟s regime. The Securitate responded with violence, which ended the
public protests and brought public insurrection back to the private space of dissidence. While covering
the Brasov events, the BBC report communicated that a possible downfall of the Romanian dictator was
only envisioned to be at the hands of the Soviet Union.
The problem with Gorbachev is how to remove Ceausescu and when. What he doesn‟t want to see is
a Romania that slides slowly into anarchy. On the other hand, he does not want to see a Romania that
explodes in a mass uprising of discontent and which might necessitate some very severe decisions from
Moscow, either to intervene and prop up the regime or to allow the whole country to disappear from
the socialist camp.85
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By the end of Ceausescu‟s regime, social discontent remained locked up within the private space of
civilians, a space which the Securitate surveilled and controlled. Foreign journalists filming in Romania
in the 1980s failed to penetrate these private spaces of discontent.

Television and Social Action

The Live Romanian Television

The discussions so far have demonstrated the negotiations of power that the Securitate pursued with
different dissident agents in 1980s Romania. These negotiations played out in different social spaces:
private versus public, local versus international. The Securitate‟s strategy of penetrating concomitantly
these dichotomous spaces and bridging between them ensured a solid grasp and control over the
different forces disputing and challenging Ceausescu‟s power in the 1980s (a grasp which Ceausescu
himself did not have). In the different configurations of negotiation – e.g. with television audiences,
broadcast dissidents and foreign journalists – the Securitate ensured its upper hand. Rather than
annihilating dissidence, the Securitate surveilled it away from the national public space of political
action. The intrusion of the Securitate within the private space of television audiences, the „privatized‟
strategies it used to counteract broadcast dissidents abroad and the foreign media‟s failure to understand
the political invasion of the private sphere of dissidence in socialist Romania, speak of the trademark of
the Securitate in the 1980s. In the last decade of Ceausescu‟s reign, the greatest political force of the
Securitate consisted in orchestrating different social spaces of agency. Such spaces, occupied by social
groups characterized by different degrees of political and cultural capital, articulated particular antiCeausescu disputes. I argue that Securitate‟s orchestration of these different spaces of agency throughout
the 1980s, played a crucial role in the transformation of power that took place in December 1989 in
Romania. The participation of television audiences in the revolution and the live televising of the
overthrow of Ceausescu was not a chance of fate, but rather an articulation of the anti-Ceausescu
dissidence that the Securitate had been in charge of for the past decade. In the revolutionary events,
television played the role of transferring anti-Ceausescu dissidence from the private sphere onto the
public arena. It re-localized already existing power disputes from private spaces onto an arena of public
collective action. This re-localization of anti-Ceausescu disputes was also verbalized throughout the Live
Romanian Revolution, when repetitive appeals were made on the screen for civilians to come and defend
the revolution.
Different social groups in different eras assumed leading roles in phases of social change. In
Europe, in the first half of this century, this group was for the most part the working class. But in
1968, in Europe and elsewhere, this role was taken on by a completely different group, the student
community. In this incident in Romania the group was the TV audience, acting as a community of TV
viewers. It was certainly a „first time‟ for this community and it might have remained an isolated
incident, but today this event is no longer unique: some months ago a television crisis occurred in the
French island of La Réunion. (Campeanu, 1993: 115)
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Television audiences played a central role in providing for the critical participatory mass in the 1989
revolution. Throughout the 1980s, they had already proved themselves as an underground social group
with a shared potential of dissidence against Ceausescu‟s regime. At the time, they lacked however a
public identity and a mobilizing cohesive force. „To turn low-class discontent into revolution, (semi-)
autonomous collective organizations have to be present‟ (Skocpol, 1994: 241). I argue, that in the events
preceding the Romanian revolution, the role of such collective organizations was played locally by the
Hungarian Reform Church in Timisoara (Siani-Davies, 2005: 43) and nationally by the live televising of
Ceausescu‟s last mass rally. After local, disparate streets riots escalated in the aftermath of what I will
describe later as the „failed‟ public broadcast of Ceausescu on December 21st, it was the Securitate that
took the lead in mobilizing television audiences to participate in the events. From 16 December, the day
that local street protests arose in Timisoara until December 21, the day when Ceausescu‟s last live
broadcast was hijacked by rioting forces, a negotiation of political change was being disputed in Romania.
Once the winds of change settled and Ceausescu fled by helicopter the site of his last public mass rally,
the course of the revolution was taken over by the Securitate. In the following section of the chapter, I will
be demonstrating how the Securitate manipulated Malicius dissidents and employed discursive resources
compiled by the Malicius operation, in the Live Romanian Revolution.
First public civilian riots broke out in the city of Timisoara and were in response to the constant
political persecution of the Hungarian reformed pastor Laszlo Tokes. A strong supporter of Hungarian
minorities in Romania, Tokes had been for a longer time in conflict with the Romanian state authorities.
Disputes between him and the Securitate had been recurrent throughout the 1980s. By March 31 st, 1989
he was considered to be a cause of trouble in the area, and efforts to evict him from Timisoara were
launched. By December the same year, Tokes was placed under house arrest. Having his loyal
parishioners on his side, Tokes mobilized „a secret communication group which ensured that a constant
flow of news about Tokes reached Hungary and, thence, Western Europe‟ (Siani-Davies, 2005: 57). After
a lengthy legal battle, a final eviction decree was issues against Tokes on December 7, 1989.
In his last Sunday service prior to the planned eviction, Tokes appealed to his parishioners to
gather outside his church on the morning of Friday, December 15, to witness the event…. On the
morning in question, some thirty to forty mostly elderly retired members of the congregation gathered
outside the nondescript turn-of-the-century block that houses the Hungarian Reformed Church and the
residence of its pastor to observe events and offer Tokes their moral support…In December 1989, the
crowded passing trams were to act as a grapevine, spreading news of the events outside the church
throughout the city. (Siani-Davis, 2005: 57-58)
In the meantime, the Tokes case captured the attention of the Hungarian media. In July 1989, in an
interview on Hungarian television, Tokes attacked the Hungarian Reformed Church authorities in
Romania. The news on Tokes spread from Hungary to Western Europe and then back into Romania by
means of Western short-wave radio stations broadcasting to the country. As a consequence of the
national and international awareness of the Tokes‟ situation, British and American embassies in
Bucharest sent their representatives to Timisoara to report on the events (Siani-Davies, 2005: 58). In
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October 1989, BBC radio broadcast a Simon Broughton report on „Transylvania – Dancing in the Dark.
Village Culture in rural Romania‟ (BBC, 23.10.1989), in which the focus at hand was Hungarian folk
culture in Romania with a critical undertone on the situation of Hungarian and German minorities in the
West of the country. Towards the end of 1989, Western media‟s attention on Romania focused upon the
situation of ethnic minorities in the country, without dwelling on the obstinate position of Romania
within the already collapsing Soviet Bloc. On the arena of international affairs, Romania struck a
discordant chord as the other Eastern European countries were undergoing changes under Gorbachev‟s
new visions of Perestroika (reform) and Glasnosti (transparency). In the light of these events, Romania
fell under diplomatic isolation from the West and was at unease with the Soviet Union. Gorbachev failed
to persuade the Romanian dictator to leave power peacefully. The last meeting between Ceausescu and
Gorbachev on 4 December 1989 in Bucharest degenerated in verbal disputes: behind closed doors, the
two communist raised their tone at one another in fluent Russian 86, possibly a last attempt of Gorbachev
to convince Ceausescu to step down from the communist throne. It is astonishing that despite the rapid
political changes spreading around Eastern Europe, despite the isolated and detested position of
Romania on the international arena, the internal dissent of Romanians at the time failed to be
acknowledged both nationally and internationally. Until the Tokes protests, there was still a general
disbelief that a giant such as a Ceausescu‟s regime could be overthrown. By the end of November 1989, at
the last Congress of the Romanian Party, Ceausescu was re-elected unanimously as general secretary of
the Party. One month before Ceausescu‟s overthrow, it was hard to imagine an end to Ceausescu‟s regime
and inside the broadcasting institution, there were no suspicions of the change to come. 87 Telex services
inside the public television remained uninterrupted, taking over the Eurovision and the Intervision flow
of news, to which news editors had access. These telexes however showed nothing to indicate an
imminent political change.88
By the end of 1989, the foreign world remained ignorant of the nature of Romanian dissent towards
Ceausescu. Gorbachev set up permissive circumstances for change in the collapsing Eastern Bloc, but he
failed to negotiate with Ceausescu his renouncing of power in Romania. In other Eastern European
countries, there took place a „negotiated revolution‟ (Berry, 2004: 28) in which the opposition forces were
able to discuss change with the communist leaders. Such a process of negotiation did not occur in
Romania. „Crucially, the process of negotiation was absent from the events in Romania and the vision of a
future society was the product of the old order. The power struggle is fundamental to our understanding
of the direction of change and the transition in Romania as it is elsewhere‟ (Idem). Indeed, in the absence
of a peaceful negotiation between Ceausescu and his opposition in December 1989, the power struggle
remains central in understanding the new power instituted after Ceausescu‟s regime.
The Romanian Revolution in December 1989 carries all the connotations of a Latourian action, an
exceptional event made up by a dynamic conglomerate of different agencies, which need to be
disentangled and for which social actors still need to be identified and analyzed. In the case of the
Romanian Revolution, this is a much needed endeavour as questions of who shot whom and who were
the ones who instigated this bloody violence during the 1989 revolution still haunt Romanian history.
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The same applies to the unresolved case of the „terrorists‟ delineating unidentified individuals,
responsible for clandestine bloody violence, fighting against the grain of the revolution.
The terrorists. Who were they? Where did they come from? What organizations did they belong to?
This has always preoccupied us. Unfortunately, the state of disorganization and dismantling in which
many institutions found themselves at the time, prevented us from knowing that. The army did not
have the necessary resources to control such a process. Other bodies of investigation, such as the police
or the internal affairs departments, were in fact the Securitate and we lacked the resources for a proper
evaluation. Much confusion has hovered over this. We were informed of people who were captured and
who were part of these categories…I remember […] of a individual who was captured and who had
declared that as long as Ceausescu was still alive, they would not give up…This life loyalty to Ceausescu
of some prompted us to take de decision of the trial…, remembered Ion Iliescu who took over power in
December 1989.89
Some people associated terrorist acts to organized shootings around strategic locations in Bucharest,
such as the shootings that occurred at the broadcasting institution. These organized actions were
generally associated to the Securitate: „It was clear that the elite squads of the Ministry of Internal
Defence had arranged to occupy strategic buildings. There they had installed automatic infrared machine
guns for night shootings. From the dark spots on the 11th floor in the television building, I would see the
buildings from where the guns against television were fired…‟90 Others described civilians armed with
guns or improvised weapons: „Inside the [broadcasting] institution, there were all sorts of individuals,
among whom there were real terrorists…When I say that, I am also thinking of the fact that on the
premises of public television - upon the uninspired appeal to the population to come and defend the
institution – different individuals armed with guns, knives, axes entered…‟. 91 Such descriptions are
recurrent throughout narratives of the revolutionary events. They make evident, however, that the
„terrorist‟ acts in December 1989 were organized events, consisting of sizeable interdependent groups of
individuals engaged in a collective goal, an organized „critical mass‟ as Marwell & Oliver (1993) would
describe it . I argue that the (purposeful) mobilization by the Securitate of television audiences generated
the critical mass of the revolution. Television audiences were orchestrated to play a double, split role in
the events: on one hand they were the participatory mass, on the other had they were the „terrorists‟. The
terrorist role that the Securitate conceived and manipulated during the events occupied the same social
space and matched the same habitus as the Malicius dissidents that had been classified as „aggressive‟,
„abusive‟, „socially problematic‟, „drunk‟. Descriptions used in the Malicius files match the terminology
used for the descriptions of „terrorists‟ during the revolution. I will illustrate these arguments by means of
textual analyses of terrorist descriptions during the events. But first, let us pursue step by step the course
of events from the first isolated street protests in the west of the country to the rise of live revolution and
the Securitate‟s orchestration of television audiences and former Malicius dissidents.
After the local events in Timisoara, the demonstrations in front of the Tokes‟ house took a political
turn on December 16th. New chants started being called out: „Down with Ceausescu!‟, „Down with
tyranny‟ and „Freedom‟ (Siani-Davis, 2005:60). Soon, the protesters spread around the streets of
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Timisoara, heading to the Party headquarters, breaking into bookstores and setting fire to books of
Ceausescu. „Meanwhile, uniformed troops of the security forces had appeared in the vicinity of Tokes‟
church, but, insufficient to control the crowd, their presence instead only seems to have incited the
demonstrators further. Street riots continued in Timisoara, turning into bloody violence between armed
state forces and civilians. The next day, Ceausescu sent off to Timisoara the Central Committee secretary:
Ion Coman, army generals among whom: Stefan Gusa and Atanasie Stanculescu, as well as the counterespionage colonel: Filip Teodorescu.‟ (Pascu, 2007: 964). On the same day, during the extraordinary
session of the Executive Committee of the Romanian Communist Party, Ceausescu accused the Minister
of National Defence General Vasile Milea, the Minister of Internal Affairs Tudor Postelnicu and the head
of the Securitate Iulian Vlad, for having „made a pact with the devil‟ and threatened them with execution.
Accusations were dropped as they promised to comply with their duties. On December 18th, the CC
secretary, Ion Coman reported back to Ceausescu that the situation was under control and under this
impression, Ceausescu left for Iran, his last official visit. Elena Ceausescu took over the control of the
situation and ordered for the dead bodies in Timisoara to be transported to Bucharest and burnt at the
Crematorium. The operation was called Trandafirul („The Rose‟) (Idem). On December 19th, the state
officials mobilized in the area, went around factories to calm the people. On December 20th, the antiCeausescu protests in Timisoara organized themselves into the Romanian Democratic Front, comprising
of 100,000 members and demanding the demise of Ceausescu together with the discharge of arrested
people and the return of dead bodies to their families. That same evening, Nicolae Ceausescu made a
televised address to the nation from Studio 1, his own personal studio at the Central Committee. He
dismissed the events in Timisoara as hooligan acts, with a fascist and terrorist character, done in
collaboration with foreign espionage services threatening national independence and integrity92. He
announced that the next day, December 22nd, there would be a live televising of a mass rally in front of
the Central Committee, where he would make a public speech. The mass rally did take place, however,
contrary to Ceausescu‟s intentions, it ended up in rioting crows that chanted anti-Ceausescu slogans, and
dispersed away the groups of supporters that had been mobilized for the live event. In the meantime, at
midday the same day, 16,000 workers who were part of patriotic guards93 arrived in Timisoara armed
with sticks in order to oppose the local insurrection. By December 22 nd, the social uprising spread from
Timisoara to Bucharest. It was the live broadcast of Ceausescu‟s last public speech that validated the
spread and the magnitude of the emerging riots. Only after the national validation of the anti-regime
events in Romania, which public television performed, could the foreign media broadcasting into
Romania play a role in the event. This was, however a role of social enforcement, rather that social
instigation. At the time, Radio Free Europe as well as Hungarian radio and television were already
broadcasting interviews with residents of Timisoara on the rioting events. (Siani-Davies, 2005:54).
„Between 17 and 21 December, I stayed inside my residence catching up with the events happening in
Romania on Radio Free Europe. Family members who were going downtown would also bring me the
news circulating the town…‟ confessed Nicolae Militaru, an army general. 94 Trains and word of mouth, in
fact, did the same as the foreign press in spreading the news of the Timisoara events around the country.
„The trains [remained uninterrupted], so travellers were freely able to relay news of the events in
Timisoara to the remainder of the country‟ (Siani-Davies, 2005:54).
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From foreign broadcasts, to travellers and word of mouth, the spread of the news however remained
clandestine until December 22nd, just like listening to Radio Free Europe in the private home was at the
time. It was the live broadcast of Romanian television that validated the national character of the events
and mobilized the revolt on a country-wide scale. As the live transmission was interrupted - minutes into
Ceausescu‟s public speech, and just seconds after the live microphones managed to pick up screaming
voices from the crowds - rumours that something was happening in the country were confirmed for the
first time to the private audiences at home. Although the live transmission was resumed a few minutes
later, this no longer did much in staging a sense of political control. Ceausescu spoke again in front of the
live cameras, but his stuttering, forgetting of words and the anxiety of his wife next to him revealed a
dictator in crisis. The end of the broadcast, with the cameras zoomed out on the mass of socialist banners
only reminded viewers once again of the irrationality of political control which the country found itself
under. After the televised mass rally in the Central Committee Square, rioting crowds spread out around
Bucharest, while police departments, the Securitate and the Army used force to disperse the
demonstrators. The next day, thousands of people marched off from factories to the central locations in
Bucharest, including the Central Committee. On December 22nd in the morning, public television
communicated Ceausescu‟s decree on the initiation of a state of emergency on the entire Romanian
territory. At the same time, 100,000 demonstrators gathered in front of the Central Committee, chanting
against Ceausescu and breaking into the building (Pascu, 2007: 966). Minutes later at 12.06 p.m.,
Nicolae Ceausescu and his wife Elena, escaped the building by helicopter and the moment was
transmitted live on television by the OB vans on location. At 12.25, the first civilian demonstrators were
reported to have entered the premises of Romanian television and concomitantly, the broadcasting
institution began the transmission of the Live Romanian Revolution, declared itself free from Ceausescu‟s
regime and sided with the revolutionaries. From then on, the public broadcaster took the lead in
representing the events.
The role of national television as a legitimizing and mobilizing force behind the street riots that
spread around the country beginning on December 21st, needs to be recognised. While the foreign media
broadcasting into Romania mediated a clandestine, private spread of rumours about the events, they did
not succeed in mobilizing public action in the country. Instead, their echo remained trapped within the
private space of Romanian audiences, a space that accommodated dissidence, but which remained
separated however from the public space of national participation. 95 It was the live broadcast on
December 21st that mobilized the masses into social uprising, by denouncing a Ceausescu in crisis on one
hand, and by providing for a national validation of the events, on the other. This phenomenon was
facilitated by the mediation of live television that bridged the gap 96 between the private spaces of
audiences accommodating dissidence and the public domain of social participation. The live televising of
the dictator in crisis, under threat and on the run, collapsed the „socialist‟ gap between the two discordant
spaces. While live television on December 21st instigated collective civilian action against the regime, I
argue that it also provided a primary framework for the revolutionary action, a framework in which
television audiences and the medium of television itself were to play a role. According to sociologist
Erving Goffman (1974) primary frameworks articulate a particular meaning to the events. Events are
then perceived by social actors in terms of the rules/principles of the primary framework. The perception
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by social actors of the events leads further to two models of structuring the events: keying and
fabrications. Keying describes that activities, events, biographies that are meaningful in a primary
framework are reworked and transposed into another framework. Fabrication on the other hand,
involves also a process of reworking, but this time reworking refers to the intentional effort of certain
social actors to manage the events so that others immerse in a false meaning of the situation. The way
events become organized both by their primary framework and the perception of specific social actors,
gives insights into the framing of the events. The live broadcast on December 21 st articulated a primary
framework for the anti-Ceausescu movement, one in which the medium of television and television
audiences became meaningful agencies of change. Such primary framework conjured up the decade-long
expertise that the Securitate had compiled on television viewers as dissident actors and further ensured
the upper hand of the Securitate in managing and providing meaning to the revolutionary events. The
Malicius dissidents of the 1980s became thus keyed into the framework of the revolution, while the
„socially problematic‟ groups that had been previously singled out in the Malicius operation became
fabricated into „terrorists‟, accounting for a violent, dangerous opposition to the revolution.
Fabricating the ‘terrorist’

Once television enhanced the civilian participation to the anti-Ceausescu protests on December 21st,
the input of audiences into the events became purposefully organized. During the live broadcast of the
events, repetitive appeals were made to television viewers to come out into the streets and defend the
revolutionary cause: „Romanian defend the country‟ 97, „Brothers…Please come and defend […] those who
put themselves in the service of the people….we need blood, we need blood donors…‟ 98, „Don‟t cease the
protests. Surround the Radio and Television and defend them‟99. These are just a few of the pleas made
during the live broadcasts. At the same time, the live broadcasts repeatedly constructed the image of
„terrorists‟ that fought against the revolution by firing guns, poisoning water and killing. „I heard they
placed bombs, here at the television station, to blow us up. We will all be the victims of terror‟ 100 ,
„Criminal elements poisoned the water in certain areas…‟101, „Terrorists are coming to Television, the
army should do their job‟102, were Teodor Brates‟ words during the Live Revolution. Based on textual
analyses, I will be demonstrating that the framing of terrorists during the revolution matched in fact the
previous classifications of „socially problematic‟ dissidents that the Securitate drafted and singled out in
the Malicius operation. This will illustrate the key role the Securitate had in organizing and assigning
meaning to the events. I argue that the Romanian Revolution framed in fact the Securitate‟s previous
control over and classifications of Malicius dissidents.
Televised portrayals of terrorists all gave away the typology of terrorists as people with illicit
behaviour, socially disintegrated, or Arab, foreign mercenaries. These distinctive social typologies
delineate the same habitus of the socially problematic, that the Securitate classified and extensively
monitored during in the Malicius operation. The classification of Arab mercenaries specifically reminded
us of criminals that the Securitate staged when attempting to eradicate dissident elements (just like in the
case of the RFE crimes).
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A civilian who joined a unit of soldiers to search for suspected terrorists, described some of the
terrorists captured: „an individual of about 33 years old, carrying no ID, well-built, round face, drunk,
wearing a fur coat, no gun, but having bullets in his pocket.‟103; „a dark man, of about 35 years old, skinny,
having a gun, no belt, multiple IDs and a bunch of keys, among which a universal car key‟ or „a young
man, unarmed, but with no ID‟.104 Another civilian recalled the image of arrested terrorists on the 6th
floor of the television building: „they were no older than 20 and seemed to be students of a technical
school. They were dirty, poorly dressed.‟ 105 Someone else described another suspected terrorist as „a men
having on him electronic equipment and foreign currency‟. 106 Engineer Viorel Neagoe, in charge of an OB
van located at one of the main „battlefield‟ spots in the capital, told about the capture of two individuals,
suspected to have been part of a shooting squad: „I saw them from a distance of two meters and they
looked like Arab mercenaries, judging by their skin colour and equipment.‟107 The office manager of the
General Director of Romanian Radiotelevision, Maria Borza spoke of many suspects being undressed and
held hostage on the 11th floor of the television building. Among the suspects, there was „a lady, EugeniaBogdan Borsini, who was usually accompanied by a certain Eugen Popescu, who pretended to be a
student. Meanwhile, the lady disappeared together with her filmed tapes and a series of stories she was
spreading around. I remembered she owned a grapefruit orchard in California. But she had no money to
stay in a hotel and instead slept inside the television building.‟ 108 There were civilians who were
suspected of pretending to be army officials: „Even today I know nothing of colonel Koltz from the Army,
who presented himself as a high ranking military official, but I then I found out he was a chemist‟,
recalled the same Maria Borza.109 Engineer Mihai Martu, in charge of an OB van, remembered another
civilian who introduced himself as a colonel, and only after the riots it turned out he was a painter. 110
Others were described as problem-soldiers, abusing of their military duties: General Tudor Nicolae,
suffering from atherosclerosis, interfered with the Army orders and interrogated and released suspected
terrorists.111 A former captain, Lupoi Mihai, with an exhibitionist behaviour, acted out a battle with
terrorists on the 11th floor of the television building and pretended to have the authority of a military
specialist, while „his training was far from being that‟.112 Other civilians facilitated the spread of terrorist
rumours: „In the evening and night of December 22nd, there were many moments of panic inside
television. I remember a young girl, very nice though, who was busy with being a lift attendant, and who
came up every time with news about terrorists breaking onto different floors of the building. After a
while, she had managed to cause general panic…‟, said the political dissident Silviu Brucan113 Then there
were phone calls generating diversion: „…Until the 28th, at the Office for OB Vans, we received hundreds
of false calls causing diversion, despair…: „In Slobozia, three Arabs have poisoned the water…In a hour,
the terrorists will attack the Dacia headquarters…‟114 A team of TV personnel was formed which collected
all the information received by telephone. Phone calls were intercepted from different cities around the
country: Sibiu, Brasov, Otopeni, Cluj. „They‟re firing guns at people in Sibiu. They are attacking vital
economic institutions in Brasov…There is a point of escape for terrorists at the metro station Izvor…They
are shooting at the patients of CFR Baneasa Hospital…‟ (Brates, 1992: 59).
Descriptions of terrorists talked about poorly dressed people, drunks, thieves, foreigners or people
with foreign connections (e.g. „foreign currency‟, „grapefruit orchard in California‟, „Arab mercenaries‟).
They delineated the same „symbolic space‟ (by which Bourdieu understood the reductive, destructive view
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on dominated lifestyles according to a dominant aesthetic) that was singled out by the Securitate in the
Malicius operation. They also delineated the previous strategies that the Securitate had employed in its
operations against dissidence in the 1980s (e.g. creating hostility towards its future victims, shifting
suspicions in different directions).

Fabricating the ‘hooligan’ during the Live Miners’ Strikes in June 1990

A similar framing of events took place after the fall of Ceausescu, during the televising of the miners‟
strikes in June 1990. The miners‟ strikes resembled the Live Revolution by their bloody character, the
mass participation of civilians in the event, the televised appeal to the working class to participate in the
riots, but most importantly by their emphasis on unidentified groups of civilians who became the centre
of atrocities. The strikes came in response to protests against the new government and the new president
Ion Iliescu. Students and intellectuals demonstrated around the capital city against the new state power.
Iliescu catalogued the events as „anti-democratic‟ and summoned the miners of the Jiu Valley to come
and re-establish order in the capital. As large groups of miners reached the capital on June 13th, violent
fights spread across the city. The demonstrators (students and intellectuals), the opposition parties and
journalists at the Free Press House were the main targets of violence. The opposition press at the time
wrote:
…First victims were demonstrators from the University Square and students…. [the miners were]
beating up women, children, students, intellectuals, journalists…for not sharing the same opinion…the
country is in a moral crisis, the opposition has been practically intimidated.
The vandalism …committed against state and cultural institutions such as the Institute of
Architecture, the University, Romanian Television…and against journalists, setting people at each
other, mainly workers against intellectuals is undemocratic…
[The miners] came to the „Free Press House‟…A truck full with miners armed with clubs, chains and
pieces of metallic cable…in front a car occupied by four „civilians‟…with walkie-talkies. What was the
purpose of the raid? The devastation of the editorial staff of Romania Libera… (Romania Libera, June
19, 1990 in Berry, 2004: 47-48)
Attacks organized against the headquarters of the opposition political parties and independent
newspapers and attacks against the politicians who were democratically elected through peaceful
means, by workers personally summoned to Bucharest by president Iliescu are threatening to bring
totalitarianism back to Romania. We are asking President Iliescu and his government to immediately
stop any action against the incipient process of democracy in Romania. Particularly, he must call back
from the streets all those workers organized into violent groups („vigilantes‟) and publicly take the
pledge that these people will never be encouraged to come back. (The official statement of the State
Department of the USA in Romania Libera, June 15, 1990 in Berry, 2004: 49)
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On the other hand, the pro-Iliescu press praised the miners and illustrated a different image of the
aggressors.
And they arrived…Of course, the miners want to re-establish order. „No violence!‟ is the main
word…The miners are people you can talk to…At the National Peasant Party on Republic Boulevard,
the miners are astonished to see…fake 100 lei bills …they discovered ammunition, then
drugs…(Adevarul, June 15, 1990 in Berry, 2004: 51)
I love the miner and the way he is, even if yesterday morning at 5 am in front of the University, I
was caressed on my back by his anger [which was] rightly aroused. […] I said it looking into the eyes of
the 10-15 people around me, miners from Vulcan and Petrila: „Messrs miners, be gentle, I am a
journalist. We were and still are on the same side of the revolution, we were and remain Romanians‟…
They wore the national flag…The station was buzzing: „Iliescu! Iliescu! Iliescu!‟ and then „We work,
we fight, we defend democracy!‟... (Adevarul, June 15, 1990 in Berry, 2004: 51)
No matter how many bad things will be told – and they will be told – about these people, about the
workers from Bucharest and…about our miners, their presence was absolutely necessary to annihilate
the violence of extremist forces, among which many intellectuals and a lot of journalists felt, and it
seems they continue to feel, to be very good. (Adevarul, June 15, 1990 in Berry, 2004: 52)
Iliescu himself had his say on the aggressors. On June 14, he held a speech on one of the balconies of
the Victoria Palace. He referred to the opposition activists as hooligans, organized groups of disturbing
forces, most of them drugged, armed with metallic bars, chains, stones and explosive bottles (Stoiciu, p.
210). They attacked police members, set buses, cars and the Police building on fire, attacked the building
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Later in the evening, they invaded and attacked the building of the
national television, which was forced to stop its broadcasting, said Iliescu. During his speech, he thanked
the miners, the workers and the police for their solidarity and cooperation in putting an end to the
vandalizing acts.
The miners‟ strikes echoed the events of the Live Romanian Revolution. The events were broadcast
live, staging a state of conflict between the democratic and anti-democratic forces. Iliescu himself made
the televised appeal to the miners to come to Bucharest and defend democracy. As aggressive acts spread
around the capital and around the premises of the television building, television broadcasts singled out
portraits of hooligans and vandals responsible for the aggressive acts. A news report on public television
transmitted on June15th, showed an arrest of vandals held responsible for mass destructions in the
capital. 115 Among the vandals: a young man in short jeans presented as a „rocker‟, a civilian with a
membership card of the National Peasant Party, a woman presented as promiscuous, a drunken man,
etc.116 Asked what they were doing at the site of the riots, the general response came: they came after they
had seen the televised reports of the riots. The report went on and presented the massacre in the city:
buses of the Ministry of Internal Affairs on fire, devastated interiors of public television, a 14-year old
holding an incendiary bottle, two women hitting each other, a civilian holding a fake 100 lei banknote
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presumably received from the Liberal Party, etc. The staging of the „hooligan‟ in the miners‟ strikes
reminded us of the „terrorist‟ in the Live Revolution. On the evening of June13th, the public broadcaster
interrupted its live transmissions due to what they described as an attack on the television by hooligans.
The „hooligan‟, as identified on television, was presented once again as a socially disintegrated individual
(e.g. „drunk man‟, „promiscuous woman‟, a „rocker‟, etc.), manifesting illicit behaviour (e.g. „women
hitting each other‟, „a teenager with an incendiary bottle‟, „people with fake banknotes‟). These
representations delineated the same habitus of social outcasts, that can be traced back to the „terrorist‟ of
the revolution and all the way to the Malicius dissident. The portrayal of „hooligans‟ on television during
the miners‟ strikes framed thus classifications of social groups that had been previously fabricated as
politically blameable (as the Malicius surveillance documents on these social groups attest).
This framing of the „hooligan‟ had however greater repercussions in the post-89 political landscape.
It transposed social spaces of the communist regime (the working class versus the intellectuals) into the
framework of the new democratic regime. It reframed past social classes by re-assigning meaning to them
in the newly changed socio-political structures. The fabrication of the „hooligan‟ during the miners‟
strikes was central to the post-89 meanings that Iliescu assigned to the working class and the
intellectuals. The „hooligan‟ was depicted as the opponent of the new democratic power, generated by
opposition groups, such as the opposition parties, the opposition press and the intellectual
demonstrators. The miners on the other hand became the defenders of the new power, heroes summoned
to reinstate peace. The conflictual depictions of the two social groups shaped a „struggle of classifications‟.
A struggle that does not only have symbolic dimensions, but also political implications, and aimed „to
impose a vision of the social world, or, better, a way to construct that world, in perception and reality…‟
(Bourdieu, 1998: 11). The miners, chanting „We work, we don‟t think – Death to intellectuals‟ and called
upon to defend against „anti-democratic‟ forces, marked a downgrading of intellectuals in the new society
(Berry, 2005: 48; Schopflin, 1994: 251). They represented social groups that had previously revolted
against Ceausescu117. On the other hand, „the intellectuals had no moral capital from having opposed the
Ceausescu regime and were seen as parasites‟ (Schopflin, 1994: 251). Equally important in the staged
conflict of June 1990, was that the working class and the intellectuals already occupied opponent
positions under Ceausescu‟s regime. The working class „despised intellectuals for their historical role in
the development of society…Any resistance to Ceausescu‟s rule usually arose from the workers
themselves, so for very different reasons, the miners too distrusted intellectuals‟ (Berry, 2005: 54). In
June 1990, Iliescu not only called upon a social group that had previously demonstrated anti-communist
merits, but he also called upon a social antagonism (between workers and intellectuals) that was already
present under Ceausescu‟s regime. In the events of June 1990, Iliescu articulated by means of television,
the miners as patriotic, pro-democratic forces, fighting against violence and bringing order into the
country. In contrast, intellectual groups were staged as opposed to change, engaging in anti-democratic
acts and resorting to violent forces. Just like under communism, the working class became the symbol of
socio-political progress, while the intellectuals acted as counter-forces.
The framing of political conflict in June 1990 marked the transposition of previously antagonistic
social groups into the democratic era. It consolidated the new power and also legitimized the (pro-
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democratic) political capital of the working class, while the cultural capital of the intellectuals was
dismissed as an „ideological danger to the moral authority of existing power and political leadership‟
(Berry, 2004: 54). This classification of social classes reiterated in fact a state of affairs that was existent
under Ceausescu. It demonstrated that previous social structures were being framed into the new regime
and fabricated as democratic structures. The portrayal of the „hooligan‟ also framed social classifications
that the Securitate had constructed, documented and surveilled. The „hooligan‟ delineated a social space
and a habitus that had already lent itself to the political control of the Securitate.
The Live Romanian Revolution as well as the televising of the miners‟ strikes attest to the way social
groups, social spaces and social predispositions (habitus) that had been previously delineated by the
Securitate and the communist regime, were transposed into the new political framework and fabricated
into democratic changes. In the new political circumstances, political actors such as the Securitate and
Iliescu‟s regime framed previous communist practices, experiences and social agents by assigning a
meaning of change and democracy to them.

Conclusions
The Live Romanian Revolution needs to be investigated without ignoring the very role the medium
of television had in the events. It was a revolution that unfolded live on television, where the fall of
Ceausescu and the coming to power of Iliescu happened on television and where television audiences
made up for the critical mass of the revolutionary movement. The televised character of the revolution as
well as the audience‟s participation to the events was not a chance of fate. Rather it was justified by the
particular construction of television as a medium and social agent, as well as by the historical baggage
that Romanian television carried with it in December 1989.
I have argued that television is a mediator of political capital. By connecting private spaces of civilian
viewers to the public space of political power, and by linking national spaces to distant spaces of foreign
ideologies, television negotiates the appropriation of political discourses into private and local spaces. It
is this private, local appropriation of political agendas that television can mediate that makes up for a
Bourdieusian political capital of television. This explains why television in communist Romania has
inevitably been placed under political control and surveillance. Under Ceausescu – predominantly in the
coercive 80s which this chapter discusses – television has become part of different configurations of
power negotiation. It mediated disputes between the Securitate and television audiences, broadcast
dissidents abroad and foreign journalists filming in Romania. Such disputes challenged the dominant
power of Ceausescu and there were controlled by the Securitate, rather than Ceausescu himself. The fact
that the Securitate surveilled, documented and monitored the anti-Ceausescu dissidence escalating in
Romania in the 80s did play a crucial role in the power struggles that were to come. The change of
regimes in December 1989 conjured up the already existent power disputes, which allowed the Securitate
to orchestrate into the political events already played-out tensions. The chapter describes how thorough
surveillance and monitoring that the Securitate performed on television audiences in the 1980s during
what was called operation Malicius was framed into the organization of the Live Romanian Revolution,
and later on, the miners‟ strikes in June 1990. Framing, a concept borrowed from Erving Goffman,
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articulated not only the way the medium of television itself set out a primary framework that allowed
previous power disputes to be reiterated (between the Securitate and audiences), but also the way the
Malicius expertise of the Securitate was used up in orchestrating the events. Textual analysis of Malicius
documents and of televised representations of „terrorists‟ during the live revolution and of „hooligans‟
during the miners‟ strikes in June 1990 reveal indeed the way previous classifications of social actors
made by the Securitate were fabricated into conflictual agents: the „terrorist‟ and the „hooligan‟. The
framing of previous power disputes into events of political changes ensured the rise and the consolidation
to power of former social agents.
It is a process of political transformation that has been traced out in this chapter, a transformation
that displaced former communist resources and social agents into a new political framework. Whereas in
previous chapters I have traced processes of change by investigating shifting regimes of actors and
political pursuits, this chapter advances another insight into investigating socio-political transformation.
It has actively placed and localized agency in search for localizers, which Latour defined as the
transposition of agents and interactions distributed elsewhere in time and space into present places, the
local and present articulation of past actions. Spaces, thus, become pre-dispositions to particular social
interactions and negotiations, they articulate specific actors and their corresponding habitus. Rather
than being entirely neutral, spaces of negotiation carry with them a preliminary configuration of power
and the pre-disposition of past agencies and performances. It is only by accounting for such
predispositions and for articulations of past negotiations that the play-out of agency can be properly
understood. Investigating localizations of agency has helped, thus, to trace down past agencies and
power negotiations and their transfer from the communist regime into the post-Ceausescu political
landscape. In search for localizers of agency, I have demonstrated in this chapter how former communist
power disputes have been reiterated into the events of December 1989, precisely by being played out
within the space of television broadcasting, the same space that had already been charged with antiCeausescu disputes for a decade and where the Securitate had already disputed their hegemony.
This chapter has attempted to account for yet another supposition that had hovered over the Live
Romanian Revolution, namely the contribution that dissident broadcasting from abroad into Romania
(e.g. such as the case of Radio Free Europe or television employees fleeing abroad) and foreign
journalists entering Romania and disseminating reports on Ceausescu‟s regime abroad, had in the
Romanian Revolution. While these dissident groups bridged between local spaces and the foreign world,
the Securitate disputed their dissident acts by maintaining them alienated from the local public space, the
only one that could articulate a national collective action against Ceausescu. Such dissident groups and
their dissident broadcasting, did not play a central role in instigating the civilian street riots that arose in
December 1989. At best, they nourished (or in the case of foreign journalists, ignored) the anti-Ceausescu
discontent that was already smouldering in the private sphere of civilians. It was the live broadcast of
Ceausescu‟s last public speech going wrong that enabled the first crossing of discontent civilians from the
private space of television viewing to the public arena of street protests. This attested indeed television‟s
much feared political capital of connecting between two politically dichotomous spaces (the private
space of anti-Ceausescu dissidence and the public space of pro-Ceausescu loyalty) and immersing them
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into the space of collective social action. From the first mobilization by television of audiences into the
streets, the Securitate played a key role in the unfolding of the events by framing its previous control over
private spaces of television viewers and their anti-Ceausescu frenzy, into the staging of the new power
negotiations that shaped during the revolution. The private space of anti-Ceausescu discontent that the
Securitate surveilled, documented and monitored throughout the 80s became thus framed into public
space of the revolution in December 1989.
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Chapter 4

There are two main interpretative approaches in television studies when it comes to television
programmes: the „textual-historical‟ that analyzes texts within their historical contexts and the
„immanent‟ that focuses on the potential meanings emerging from the text itself (John Ellis, 2007: 24).
These are two slightly divergent approaches, even though they both remain focused on assigning
meaning to specific television texts. John Ellis argued that television texts are very much time-tied and
embedded into the everyday, pleading that „television studies will need to combine a historical
awareness with immanent reading approaches, because of the specific problems of the everydayness of
broadcasting and the phenomenon of the temporarily meaningful‟ (2007: 26). Histories of television
programmes have already discussed genres, aesthetical forms and modes of address in relation to a
historical context (Jacobs, 2000; Johnson, 2005, Wheatley, 2006). These situated programme histories
have however focused on isolated aesthetical forms of television (Jacobs, 2000 talked about television
drama, Johnson, 2005 about fantasy, science fiction and horror dramas, Wheathly, 2006 about gothic
representations in television drama). The problem remains as to which are the television programmes
that are essentially relevant for a history of television, on which grounds they are selected and put up for
historical discussion. I believe that difficulties of such nature linger on precisely because of the lack of
methods in rendering visible historical inscriptions into programmes, television forms and aesthetics.
Rather than looking at a historical context that assigns meaning to particular television programmes
and their aesthetical forms, I propose to look into historical inscriptions of programmes. Historical
inscriptions map out the socio-political, institutional and professional dynamics that generate particular
television forms and the way these televisual forms have further socio-political and cultural impacts.
Looking into historical inscriptions helps thus to point out to television programmes as produced,
performed by their historical circumstances, rather than vice-versa: reconstruct historical contexts into
an understanding of programme forms and modes of address. „The everydayness of TV presents real
difficulties of interpretation for the historian‟, argues John Ellis (2007: 18). A method therefore, is much
needed for grasping the historicity of specific television programmes, that umbilical cord between
programmes and their intrinsic historical context. Historical inscriptions of television programmes can
reveal the role they played within the history of the medium and within history itself. These, I argue,
would constitute solid grouds justifying the relevance of particular programmes over others, and their
aspiration to a possible cannon of programmes essential to television within a particular historical and
national context. „A canon tells us what is important, what we need to know, and what it regards as
having enduring value.‟ (Ellis, 2007: 15) But a series of difficulties still remain in the canon building of
television programmes: television texts are difficult to define and compare, they enagage extra-textual
elements e.g. a shared viewing experience, and judging their „lasting value‟ may only remain contingent
on the specific approach of textual investigation used (textual-historical versus immanent) (Idem). In
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this chapter, I will attempt to assemble a history of Romanian television programmes, focusing on those
programmes without which – I claim – the history of Romanian television cannot be told. These are the
programmes that reflect the socio-political, institutional and professional negotiations that shaped them
into being, the programmes that powerfully marked the development of television in Romania and had
socio-political and cultural impacts. In other words, these are the programmes that become justified as
essential to the history of Romanian television by their own historical inscriptions.
The notion of historical inscriptions advances a view on television programmes as socio-politically
constructed sites, where programmes signify simultaneously meaning, aesthetics, negotiations, and
effects. Understanding television programmes as socio-politically constructed sites renders visible their
role in the development of the medium as well as their role in socio-political and cultural history. It
renders them visible as medial and historical markers, justifying their selection into the canonical listing
of a specific television history. This chapter does not intend to accomplish a canon of Romanian
television programmes, but rather propose a looking glass into the history of Romanian television
programmes, hoping that one day this looking glass will open up much more generously onto the
particularities of any specific programme, justifying their enduring importance and thus, rendering them
visible to history. This chapter will deal primarily with the course of television programmes in Romania
in terms of a historical process and not in terms of isolated moments of programme history. Particular
programmes that are singled out in this chapter serve thus as markers of historical processes and of the
development of television, rather than illustratitive textual case-studies. The focus in this chapter will be
on specific conceptual tools that translate television programmes into socio-politically constructed sites.
They will render visible the socio-political, institutional and professional negotiations that brought about
particular programmes, aesthetical forms and modes of address and the ways in which programmes
themselves have played socio-political and cultural roles. I argue that looking specifically at these
„construction sites‟ of television programmes helps to map out processes of (historical) development, of
continuities and changes. It also helps to signal critical historical knots where changes and continuities,
overthrows and hegemonies were played out. It is indeed a Latourian mind frame that I use here, where
negotiations, tensions and controversies are used to create space for investigating television programmes
within a wide array of social actors, social roles, emerging from always shifting configurations of power
networks.
We first have to learn how to deploy controversies so as to gauge the number of new participants
in any future assemblage…, then we have to be able to follow how the actors themselves stabilize those
uncertainties by building formats, standards and metrologies…, and finally, we want to see how the
assemblages thus gathered can renew our sense of being in the same collective. (Latour, 2005: 249)
Thus, this chapter will propose a history of critical historical knots of Romanian television
programmes. Such historical knots will be signaled in my chapter through the emergence, stabilization
and mediating affect of programme forms and modes of address. The discussion will follow a long-term
historical approach, so as to prioritize arguments on processes of programme evolution. Discussions on
specific programmes will serve as markers of such processes, rather than isolated case-studies. The aim
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at stake here is to embed television texts into socio-political and cultural histories, under the claim that
isolated understandings of television narratives may not justify their direct relevance to history. To this
end, the chapter will employ as key tools of investigation, concepts such as: genre, programming and
scheduling. I argue that these notions will thus form conceptual tools for looking into television
programmes as signifiers of power relations, as markers of history and of the medial development of
television. Much more maybe than theoretical concepts, these notions will be used as approaches to a
socio-cultural history of television programmes. They will also be used as methods for a long-term grasp
on television programmes. Throughout my chapter, television genres will be understood as cultural
categories, whose understanding „best emerge[s] out of detailed research and specific cultural
articulations of definition, interpretation, and evaluation, rather than decontextualized analyses of form
and text.‟ (Mittel, 2005: 25) They will be used as a tool of classifying aesthetical and stylistic dominants,
where the focus is on the way such classifications become the outcome of historical negotiations. For this
reason, this chapter will not go into theorizing specific generic forms of television, nor into disputing
generic definitions and interpretations.

It will however embrace the view on genres as disputed

discursive practices (Mittel, 2001), as historical evolutions (Feuer, 1992) and oppose the constructuin of
genres as textual assumptions (Newcomb, 1974; Marc, 1997). Without engaging with issues of generic
definition and interpretation of specific texts, this chapter will mainly be dedicated to fleshing out how
specific genres in Romanian television have emerged out of socio-political and cultural negotiations.
By looking at genres as a contextual discursive process, we can situate genres within larger regime
of power and better understand their cultural operation. Since genres are systems of categorization
and differentiation, linking genre distinctions to other systems of difference can point to the workings
of cultural power.‟ (Mittel, 2004: 26)
My take on programming borrows from Williams‟ definition of the term and looks at practices of
television programming as „the temporal sequence within which mix and proportion and balance operate‟
(Williams, 1975: 89). The notion of programming constitutes in fact a textual arrangement of different
televisual forms and modes of address, which can facilitate insights into constructions and negotiations
of textual/discursive dominants. Scheduling, on the other hand, is understood as „the means by which a
day‟s programmes coincide with particular supposed events in the life of the family. Scheduling provides
a regular, week by week, slot in which the repetition of particular series formats can take place.‟ (Ellis,
1992: 116) Much more than a textual and formal arrangement, scheduling constitutes a socio-cultural
assemblage1 by relating programmes to viewers and discursive texts to social life. Investigated as textual
arrangements and socio-cultural assemblages respectively, programming and scheduling shape
approaches to understanding television programmes as part of broader social, political and cultural
negotiations. They also allow for a long-term investigation of television programmes, by enabling – in a
Latorian sense – to trace down the constant reconfiguration of power relations translated into the textual
arrangements of programming and socio-cultural assemblages of scheduling.
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At particular moments in Romanian television, this chapter will also zoom in onto two other relevant
concepts related to television programmes: Raymond Williams‟ concept of flow and John Ellis‟ concept
of segment. Television flow refers to „the replacement of a programme series of timed sequential units by
a flow series of differently related units in which the timing , though real, is undeclared, and in which the
internal organization is something other than the declared organization.‟ (Williams, 1975: 93) Although
Williams‟ denomination of flow has generated great confusion, I emphasize his concept is built upon the
consideration of television as a technological process of broadcast content. Flow becomes then a
broadcast structure, a structuring of a broadcast process, without accounting for narrative or textual
constructions. On the other hand, segment refers precisely to the issue of narrative organization.
Broadcast TV has developed specific forms of narration, and specific forms of organization of its
material. The basic organization of material is that of the segment, a coherent group of sounds and
images, of relatively short duration that needs to be accompanied by other similar such segments. The
segment as the basic unit according to a short burst of attention is matched by the serial and series
form. These provide a particular kind of repetition and novelty that differs markedly from that found in
the narrational patterns of classic cinema. (Ellis, 1992: 116)
While flow speaks then of a broadcast structure and segment of a narrative organization of television
content, I employ both these concepts as structural insights onto the organization of television
programmes and of television broadcasting. As I will be arguing at specific times in the chapter, these
structural insights work to mark down culturally the evolution of the medium of television in Romania:
from its emergence as a new medium, to the consolidation, stabilization and politicization of its forms
and eventully, to its (attempted) post-89 redefinition.
This chapter tops off the discussions in all the previous chapters and it should be approached by
readers as such. As the course of television programmes in Romania is argued to be a mediation of sociopolitical actor-networks, practices of agency, mediation, translation or localization of agency as discussed
by each of the preceding chapters are central in fully understanding the historical processes at stake in
this chapter. While the previous chapters focused on practices of agency, mediation and actor-network
formations, this chapter attempts to conclude on television history as a long-term process. A process that
is nourished by instances/practices of agency and mediation, as carried out by actor-networks
surrounding television technology, institutional development, television reception and specific television
texts. These instances of agency (in all their connotations and layers of investigation) help to construct
and justify broader processes of television history and their relation to social, cultural and political
histories in communist and post-communist Romania. This chapter, therefore, should be read primarily
as a discursive output emerged from all those instances of agency and actor-network dynamics contained
in the chapters before. To this end, I investigate discursive output here as embedded within and
negotiating historical changes, socio-political events and cultural transformations. I will not investigate
however, discursive output as an interpretative framework of meaning. This adds a cultural layer to
Latour‟s insights into actor-networks. Latour‟s focus remains on social interactions between actors, on
the making and remaking of social groups, while the output of such social networks is only discussed in
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terms of social action. I argue that the output of actor-networks is not solely social, but also discursive
and that social actors do not only negotiate social actions, but also dominant meanings and discourses. It
is this negotiation of meanings that forms the discursive output of actor-networks, on which this chapter
will focus.
Television programme guides will be used as central sources in this chapter, providing insights into
programming and scheduling practices, the dominant categories of programmes, as well as into critical
discourses around particular programmes. The programmes singled out for discussion will be analyzed
on the basis of stylistic readings of audiovisual materials at the Multimedia Archives of Romanian
television. Interviews with television professionals will be used for investigating production practices
and the making of particular programmes. Last, but not least, I will make use of viewers‟ memories to
illustrate the reception and the popularity of particular programmes. The forum “Softpedia – „Radio si
Televiziunea de „ieri‟. Cum aratau programele radio-tv de dinainte de 1989…si dupa” contains 371 of
pages of viewers‟ reminiscing about television programmes before and after 1989 and uploading
supporting materials. 2 Similarly the forum „La trecut. Amintiri naïve din perioada rosie‟ contains
audiovisual and still illustrations as well as written contributions by viewers about television before 1989.
In terms of structure, the chapter will first investigate the evolution process of television
programmes through the communist period, by looking in detail to the emergence, stabilization, and
eventual politicization of programme forms and modes of address. While the emergence and
consolidation of television programme forms in communist Romania carry resemblences to the the
development stages of television in other countries3, the politicization of television programmes that took
place in the last period of Ceausescu‟s regime, as well as the post-89 redefinition of television, are specific
to the historical and political context of Romania. The evolution of television programmes in Romania
will be mapped out by, once again, using Gabrielle Hecht‟s (2000) notion of „regime‟. In chapter one, I
have used this concept to map out configurations of institutional and professional actors, political
agendas and technology, characterized by specific strategies of pursuing political goals, In chapter two, I
have extrapolated the term from the field of history of technology – where Hecht developed it – and used
it to discuss institutional regimes of Romanian television, mapping out specific configurations of power
relations, which are embedded within institutions and are delineated by dominant strategies of pursuing
certain goals. In this chapter, I will take Hecht‟s notion of „regime‟ even further and use it in the syntagm
of „television regimes‟. This adds a discursive, cultural dimension to the term and delineates
configurations of interaction between professionals, institutional actors, political agendas, technology,
but also the medium itself and television texts. Each „television regime‟ is then characterized by strategies
of negotiating the final output of television, that is: the television text. Just like in the previous chapters,
regimes will map out changes as well as transitions from one stage of televisual development to another.

The Emergence of a New Communications Medium
Romanian television broadcast for the first time on 31st December 1956, in the area of Bucharest, for
merely a few hundreds of television sets of Russian provenience. Recorded on 35 millimeter film, the very
first transmission featured the presenter Cleo Stirber raising a glass of champagne to the cameras and
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saluting the New Year, followed by the play adaptation O noapte furtunoasa‟ („A stormy night‟) and an
address to the cameras by the president of the Great National Assembly, Petru Groza. After its debut on
New Year, television broadcasting then stopped for two months, which allowed the first studio to be
completed and the first studio installations to be set up. In 1957, Romanian television broadcast for a
total of 571 hours4.
There are four relevant television regimes in communist Romania. The regime of the early
emergence of the medium spanning roughly from 1956 to the early 60s shows the search for a medial
identity and for televisual-specific forms, characterizing an artistic development of the medium. Mid 60s
to the early 70s correspond to a period of stabilization and popularizing of televisual forms, describing
the consolidation of television into a broadcasting flow. I will call this the regime of flow. These two
television regimes correspond to the institutional regime of experimental visions discussed in chapter
two. The 1970s illustrated the golden age of Romanian television, characterized by a regime of editorial
growth that allowed for the diversification of genres. This was supported by the institutional regime of
hegemonic tensions. In the 1980s, Romanian television deviated into a regime of politicization of genres
and interrupted broadcasting, justified also by the dictatorial regime of the institution at the time. Just
like in the previous chapters, the different regimes and their corresponding periodization are
characterized by specific configurations of actor-networks and strategies of negotiations. Regimes are not
clearly bordered, they are anticipated, overlapped, underling the fact that indeed the notion of „regime‟
works to map out transitions, shifts, rather than make clear-cut classifications of periods.
The Artistic Regime: Experimenting Art Forms on Early Television

The first decade of Romanian television was one of experimentation, which carried strong
ressemblences with television in other countries. Just like elsewhere in the world, the first programmes
on television were borrowed from other art forms. After the first transmission on 31 December 1956,
Romanian television presented predominantly entertainment programmes taken from theatre, film, live
variety performances and radio. It was only in September 1957 with the introduction of portable 16mm
film equipment that factual programmes were produced outside of the studio. The first programme of
this kind was a reportage on the opening of the school year in the capital city. There followed other
current affairs programmes, such as Agenda Sportiva („The Sports Agenda‟) or In jurul mesei rotunde
(„At the round table‟). Other programme forms transferred from the radio were also broadcast: music
recitals, interviews, the weather bulletin. There were also children‟s programmes, which featured staged
plays specifically for children, such as: Drumetii veseli („The Happy Travellers‟). The year 1958 brought
even more factual programmes: Cronica Evenimentelor „The Events Chronic‟) („Cronica evenimentelor‟)
or Cu carul de reportaj prin capitala („Driving the OB van throught the capital‟). From 1958 when
television was not produced daily, a compilation of internal and international news was transmitted on
every broadcasting day. The programme was initially called Informatiile dupa-amiezii („The Information
of the Afternoon‟) and it was changed the same year into Jurnalul Televiziunii („The Television Journal‟).
It was presented by two anchor women Cleo Stirber and Carmen Dumitrecu 5. The socio-political current
affairs magazine Saptamana („The Week‟) was also broadcast on a recurrent basis at the time.
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Hardly any of the programmes of the time have been preserved. But oral testimonies of those days
speak of the period as the school of television in Romania. 6 This corresponded to what John Ellis (2000)
defined as „the era of scarcity‟ of television It was a period of experimenting with other arts and media
forms - theatre, cinematography, journalism, radio - by means of television technology. A period of
creatively searching for medium-specific modes of address, of attempting to invent television journalism,
of considering issues of televisual ethics (e.g. political affinity versus artistic value), etc. There was no
consolidation of television genres, scheduling and programming practices at the time, thus a discussion
of these issues is not justified at this point. The early television content were essentially characterized by
artistic values that were highly appreciated. This was partly because of the close relation with other art
forms that the new medium founds itself under, but also due to the inevitable hype of creativity that had
to compensate for the scarcity and limitations of the new medium. This had a double-fold consequence
for Romanian television in its very early stage: firstly, theatre plays or cinematographic film
predominated on the screen and secondly, television directing 7 became in no time a valued skill within
the broadcasting institution.
While directing was highly acknowledged, television directors become, just like in other countries,
the first professionals of Romanian television. By 1965, names of great directors had already been
consecrated, such as for instance Valeriu Lazarov8 or Cornel Popa. In 1964, the musical film Omul din
umbra la soare („The Shadow Man in the Sun‟) directed by Valeriu Lazarov won a special mention of the
jury at the Monte-Carlo International Television Festival (Pasca, 2001: 5). Another musical film Omul si
camera („The Man and the Camera‟) again directed by Valeriu Lazarov won three international prizes:
first prize at the Cairo International Festival of Television Films (1966), the award for best directing act
and most original work at the Prague International Television Festival (1966) and the award of
international critics together with a special mention of the jury at the Monte-Carlo International
Television Festival (1967) (Pasca, 2001: 6). The film shows a choreographed synchronization of the sound
with the camerawork on the background of a musical moment where studio cameras, lighting and the
mise-en-scene are introduced in an entertaining, personalized way9.

The opening intro of Omul si Camera, Photo by TVR
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Images from Omul si Camera, Photos by TVR
The musical film Game pentru televiziune („Game for television‟) directed by Valeriu Lazarov puts on
a mastery show of television directing in 1968 in Romania. The television film, which also won a special
mention of the jury at the Monte-Carlo International Television Festival, is – just like the title suggests –
a complex exercise of television directing. The film presents different artistic moments: a choreographical
moment, a drum playing act, a national folk performance and a studio musical moment. In the film, the
camerawork and the montage becomes choreographed with the sound, studio lights become
synchronized with the camerawork, displaying thus different artistic techniques of camerawork,
montage, sound and lighting. The montage is complex and in fact, makes up for the technical shortages at
the time. A sequential cut after every frame replaces in fact a zoom-out transfocalization, a technique
which early cameras could not do at the time. However, better than a zoom-out, this sequential cutting
allows for a progressive change of frame creating the illusion of an image as if choreographed with the
dancing movement before the screen. The technique of cross-dissolve alternating between the
background and the foreground constitute at another moment a different visual choreography of the
camera on the beats of a folk dance. Another drum playing act becomes coordinated with a rapid editing,
a display of very short frames of details, close-ups, which develop the visual rhythm of a video clip.
Another moment of mastery shows the camera travelling and the montage that creates different lighting
scenarios for a singing actress. This time the camera becomes, rather than a visual choreography, a
partner of acting through the different mise-en-scenes that the different lighting scenarios created. In
Game for television, the camera itself becomes by means of framing, travelling or montage, a
choreographer, a drum beat and an actor, perfectly integrating within a unitary whole of the visual, the
audio, the movement and the acting. The musical film can in fact be read as an allegory for television
combining different art forms, such as cinematography, theatre or music. The focus on camera
techniques and visual effects by means of montage at the end of the 1950s - beginning of 1960s, as well as
their synchronization with other art forms emphasizes in fact a search for televisual techniques that
integrated the medium together with the other arts forms. Another talented television director - the
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successor of Lazarov after he fled the country - was Alexandru Bocanet. „Lazarov brought in many
international awards, but Bocanet had invented black and white contrasts, which together with the miseen-scene used, gave the impression of color‟ remembered the programme-maker Stefan Dimitriu. Within
the early artistic regime of television, the televisual forms that predominated were in fact a televisual
adaptation of other art forms, such as theatre plays, staged musical and acting performances.
The Regime of Flow: Consolidating and Popularizing Television -Specific Forms

While the early period of Romanian television emerged from programme forms and professional
skills adapted from other media and art forms, the first signifiers of television-specific modes of address,
I argue, are to be found in the mid 60s. In 1965, the first television series were broadcast: a staged
children‟s programme called Aventurile lui Val Vartej („The Adventures of Val Vartej‟). The series were
broadcast live on a weekly basis. They introduced the adventures aboard a ship of the captain Val Vartej
and his crew made up by characters consecrated in world literature, such as Jules Vernes‟ Paganel, Baron
Munchhausen or Mortimer in the famous Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.
At the time that Romanian Television was still in its pre-history, when no-one had heard yet of The
Untouchables and let alone Dallas […] there appeared on the screen a character called Captain Val
Vartej, whose main mission was to become cherished by the young viewers, confessed the screenwriter
of the series Octavian Sava10.
I would write an episode per week. When one was broadcast, on the same day after the broadcast,
we would do the reading of the next episode. […] These series had a great popularity among viewers
and in the press and were the fruits of my collaboration with the excellent director Cornel Popa and my
old friend Titi Acs, author of the songs sang by the crew and of many other jokes that filled up the text
of the script, continued Octavian Sava.11
Being the first serial on Romanian television, The Adventures of Val Vartej Crew introduced for the
first time television in Romania as a commodity form.
…When The Adventures of Val Vartej Crew appeared on the screen. I can say without any false
modesty that the streets became empty and the viewers were not only the children who are now adults,
but also the adults who are now grandparents.12
I argue that it particularized televisual forms in Romania by introducing a broadcast-specific mode
of address characterized by what John Ellis (1992) coined as a segment. The segment then, constituted a
specific narrative form (that of the series and the serial) as well as an organizational mode of broadcast
television into patterns of narrative coherence and repetition. It is the appeal of this broadcast-specific
narrative organization that nourished also a maturation of scheduling practices on Romanian television.
Broadcast weekly on television, the first (children‟s) series signaled also the emergence of regularity in
the presentation of (certain) programmes on television. The series, in fact, as a mode of organization
provide for the basic unit of programme scheduling. (Ellis,1992: 222) Equally important, Aventurile lui
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Val Vartej helped to popularize the early medium of television by creating a repetitive mode of
consumption. Serialized programmes organize in fact a specific relation with the viewers.
[They] recur regularly throughout the schedule, weaving in and out of the domestic space and
deliberately playing with an audience‟s sense of time in a way never imagined before by the cinema,
theatre or single play. (Creeber, 2004: 4)
In response, children followed Baron Munchhausen on the streets, while the actor playing the
character would organize tours of the Baron through the country, where he re-enacted scenes from the
television series (Sava, 2008: 7).
The characters in a serial, when abandoned at the end of an episode, pursue an „unrecorded
existence‟ until the next one begins. In other words, we are aware that day-to-day life has continued in
our absence…‟ (Geraghty, 1981: 10)
As a first timer in Romanian television broadcasting, the series The Adventures of Val Vartej Crew
opened up not only a new genre, but it also articulated a consolidation of television-specific narrative
forms and modes of address. It articulated an organization of broadcast television into regular, weekly
timeslots. Furthermore, it enhanced a popularization of the medium to audiences, by constructing a
recurrent interest on their part. All this spoke in fact of a process of fluidization of television broadcasting
in Romania that was signified by the regularization of broadcasting and the increase in broadcast
programmes. Fluidization, or in other words, the emergence of a broadcasting flow needs to be
considered in opposition to practices of interruption, just like Raymond Williams himself does in fact. In
the early context of Romanian television -characterized by scarce programming, irregular broadcast
times and inconstant transmissions – interruption denotes a disruption of the broadcasting process,
rather than solely an intrusion into the narrative process. It is within this rationale that the process of
fluidization in the early years of television in Romania needs to be understood.
Besides Val Vartej, there were other serial programmes and televisual modes of address that helped
build upon the development of television into a broadcasting flow. For instance, in 1966 two news
bulletins Telejurnal were broadcast daily, one in the evening and another one at night. Other
programmes were also broadcast regularly. Emisiunea pentru sate („The programme for villages‟) was
inaugurated in 1957 and it was broadcast on Sunday mornings. However, I argue that although such
programmes had their role in building scheduling patterns on Romanian television, they had however a
different role than The Val Vartej series. Unlike the serial Val Vartej, they constituted a programme
series – devoid of narrative progression - which did not necessarily build upon a recurring relation with
the viewers. Serial constructions need to ensure a large enough constant audience, which in fact justifies
the production of sequels. (Ellis, 1992: 124) Series constructions on the other hand, require a shorter and
more segmentalized span of attention (and inevitably of viewers‟ attraction), rather than a serial return of
the viewers. The repetitive scheduling of news or the village magazine programme ensured in fact a
consolidation of televisual modes of address on the Romanian screen.
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Although it was not invented by television […] or used exclusively by television, narrative seriality
has established an indissoluble link with the small screen and has become a defining factor of its
identity. […] It is not only the place where seriality features most frequently, feeding the insatiable
hunger for televisual content with its capacity of textual proliferation […]; it is also and above all the
place where narrative seriality assumes regular temporal structures that are not seen anywhere else in
the same unique combination (Buonanno, 2008: 120)
The first serial and series constructions on Romanian television had the role of consolidating
particular programme forms and their formal conventions to viewers. While such repretitive programme
forms became signifiers of regular and constant television transmissions in Romania, the emergence of a
broadcasting flow was in fact a matter of a more complex and longer-term process.
In 1961, upon the establishment of the first montage and synchronization studio 13 , television
programmes in Romania started to diversify. The institution was then broadcasting six days a week, with
the exception of Mondays. Broadcasting took place between 6.30 to 10 p.m., while on Sundays and
Saturdays, there were also morning programmes from 9 to 12 a.m. Popular programmes were being
introduced. For instance, in 1962, a popular programme called Dialog la distanta („Dialogue at a
distance‟) was inaugurated. The programme was in fact a competition of traditional folk performances
between two different counties at a time. These were staged performances with the public, which took
place at local cultural establishments. The live transmission fluctuated then between the two stages in
different counties and was moderated by a presenter in the studio. This particular programme was in fact
the predecessor of the large televised spectacles with the public that were to follow on Romanian
television14, such as Cantarea Romaniei for instance. In 1965, the second channel started broadcasting.
Two years later in 1967, tele-recording was launched in Romania, meaning that the production and
broadcast of programmes was more flexible as programmes could be recorded. In 1968, the first channel
of Romanian television was broadcasting daily. Around the mid 60s, programmes were diverse and
scheduling was becoming relatively stable. Television series became numerous and popular and they
were broadcast regularly on Saturdays at 8 p.m. The British series The Saint reached high audience
ratings at the time, keeping the streets of Bucharest empty on Saturday evenings between 8 and 9 p.m.
when they were shown on television (Deletant, 1995: 113) Also other programme forms secured their
stable time slot on the schedule and their popularity among the viewers.
I remember two series of programmes on Sunday morning, which had a great success: Istoria
teatrului („The History of Theatre‟), followed by a series, which I had acquired with the help of some
American friends, in which the renowned composer and conductor Leonard Bernstein was
fascinatingly exploring the secrets of classical music. Every Sunday afternoon, I introduced an
entertainment programme Varietati („Varieties‟) featuring dance and music alternating with humorous
moments and acts of political satire. […] Teleenciclopedia also had great success at the time... On
Tuesday evenings, there was the tradition of Teatrul TV („The TV Theatre‟). On Saturday evening, there
were invariably scheduled British series of great popularity, starting with The Saint which I had
acquired [...], recalled Silviu Brucan, vice-president of Romanian television (1962-1965).15
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Under these circumstances, it is interesting to remark how practices of popularizing and
commodifying television programmes by means of segmental narratives preceded and advanced a
process of fluidization of television broadcasting in Romania, by means of a regularization and
stabilization of transmissions.
In March1968 the first television event took place: the International Music Festival Cerbul de Aur
(„The Golden Stag‟) organized entirely by the broadcasting instiution in the city of Brasov. The live event
was a 5-day musical competition with singers from around the world. Its first edition took place on the
stage of the Drama Theatre in Brasov. The idea initially belonged to Octavian Paler - the general director
of Romanian television (1965 and 1968) - who had learnt from his contacts at the television stations in
other socialist countries that Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia were preparing their own music festivals.
„Paler convinced Ceausescu that we had to be ahead of the others. And that‟s what happened.‟
remembered Dumitru Morosanu, former director of the festival. 16 Since the first edition, the festival
hosted musicians from all around the world. Sanda Tarana and Ioana Magura, renowned and much
beloved television presenters at the times, moderated the festival. The president of the jury was then Ioan
Grigorescu, vice-president of the Radio and Television Committee. The festival shortly developed into a
grandiose television event, which prompted Ceausescu to stop its existence in 1971. „Cerbul de Aur …
[was] ceased after its 1971 edition under the pretext that a developing country – which was in fact
referred to as „multilaterally developed‟ – […] could not afford the „luxury‟ of such festivals‟17. The festival
was only resumed in 1992 and has been yearly on the screen since then. Through its long history, but also
its popularity, the festival has also become a brand of Romanian television.
On April 29th 1968, Romanian television was also broadcasting on Mondays. The daily transmissions
built upon a furthr fluidization of television broadcasting in Romania. Besides the popular(izing)
segmental narratives of the early and mid-1960s, it was the live night marathon coverage of the Apollo
mission to the Moon which epitomized the consolidation of television in Romania as broadcasting flow.
The live televised event became inscribed within the collective memory of television viewers at the time,
kept an entire nation in front of their television sets18. The live broadcast of the moon landing on July
20th 1969, was covered from the studio by Andrei Bacalu19 and Tudor Vornicu and by the correspondent
at Cape Canaveral, Petre Ion.
Everybody was amazed by the great display of American power and skills. The streets were empty
during the broadcasts. Romania was the first socialist country which transmitted live the entire Apollo
mission. I found out later on that it was also watched in the Republic of Moldova and in Bulgaria. The
images, although fascinating, did not seem to be part of a science-fiction movie, the feeling of
participating, of „liveness‟ was of an intensity that I think I have never experienced before, said Andrei
Bacalu20.
The live coverage of the moon landing by Romanian television asserted a maturation of television
broadcasting in Romania by its inscription into a global (televised) event, but also by its all night long live
performance of an uninterrupted transmission. More than that, the event also secured a further
domestication and popularizing of the medium of television in Romania. Many bought their first
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television sets to view the live event21, while the live transmission mobilized for the first time a collective
experience of a world event. „The name of Armstrong and Bacalu entered that night into the collective
consciousness of an entire nation‟.22
Upon the maturation of television into a broadcasting flow, the medium was slowly shifting towards
an editorial growth. New programmes forms and modes of address were being created. Some of them
became then highly popular Prim Plan, for instance, was inaugurated in 1968 and was an interview
programme with great personalities of Romanian culture. „I realized we were contemporaries with great
personalities, intellectuals and artists and we could profit from them still being alive‟ said Manase
Radnev the man who came up with the idea of the show.23
Teleenciclopedia, a documentary magazine24, had its debut on the television screen on 21 May 1965
due to an acquisition compromise which allowed the broadcasting institution to buy fictions films from
distributers only if bought in packages with 10-15 minute documentaries25. Despite being a compromise
into the programming of Romanian television, Teleenciclopedia captivated audiences from the very
beginning. On this basis, it was shortly moved to a prime time slot: Saturdays evenings at 8 o‟clock just
before the Saturday night film series Teleenciclopedia has been among the few programmes with the
longest run on Romanian public television. It resisted the broadcasting recession of the 1980s, it
remained the only programme on Romanian television at a time of great coercion, which never
mentioned the name of Ceausescu and it has stayed on air up to now. The programme in itself became a
recognizable, long-term brand of the broadcasting institution. The intro music, which stayed the same
throughout the years, as well as the voices reading the commentaries behind the films have become a
familiar memory to television viewers. I will come back to a more detailed discussion on Teleenciclopedia
later on in the chapter.
Other popular programmes and genres developed at the end of the 1960s. Reflector, a social
investigation programme26, came up in 1967 and instantly reached popularity among audiences. The
programme dealt with the investigation of concrete social cases. The appeal of Reflector lay in the
critically witty and sharp commentaries of the reporters. Like no other programme on Romanian
television before, Reflectorul consecrated the television reporter. A team of very talented reporters
became then the favorites of television viewers: Alexandru Stark 27 , Florin Bratescu 28 , Carmen
Dumitrescu29, Stefan Dimitriu30, Nicolae Petrovici31, Manase Radnev32, etc. The new television reporters
emerged in fact from the radio, where they had been transferred from at the end of the 50s-early 60s.
In 1960, just like the rest of my colleagues, I was brought from radio - where I was a presenter – to
the „news‟ department of television. Those were the crazy years of pioneering, when television was
submissive to radio from all points of view. Everything was live, the 16 mm film was still a dream and
the only illustrative materials used were photographs. […] Back then, television news were searching
for its ideal form, being still tributary to radio. The cross-cuts were also used in television, alternating
from one news presenter to another, remembered Florin Bratescu33.
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In 1958, I was brought to television from the correspondence department of Radio. Back then we
were creating programmes outside, on the grass. […] Nobody gave us a television handbook, we had to
invent it ourselves. Writing television news, making a television reportage, leading a television
investigation programme – it all felt to us like discovering America, confessed Carmen Dumitrescu. 34
While the early television programmes were tributary to radio in terms of the generic forms present
on the screen, the advent of the television reporter at the end of the 60s is to be traced back to Radio
professionals. These professionals, transferred to the social and educational programmes department of
television, developed television-specific mode of address that also enjoyed great success among
audiences. One of the first Reflector programmes by Florin Bratescu accommodated, for instance,
aesthetically pleasant visuals together with a topic of social interest. The image looked impeccable, the
montage was suggestive, beautiful panoramic landscapes were used for aesthetic effect, while Florin
Bratescu‟s sharp voice-off commentary was memorable35. Later on, from 1970 to 1977, during its glory
period, Reflector was to become an institution in itself inside Romanian television. I will come to this
later on.
By the late 1960s, television in Romania was shifting towards a journalistic medium and
programmes like Reflector became part of an editorial maturation of television in Romania. The second
half of the 1960s was indeed very much characterized by an intense development of programmes and
television genres. „Octavian Paler36 renovated television programming‟ confessed Andrei Banc, a former
programme- maker (1972 and 1989)37.
[The period of professionalism38] within Romanian television started in the time of Octavian Paler.
It was then that Television had the most intelligent programming scheme: enquetes, reportages,
dialogue at a distance [n.a. staged performances with public], dialogue with the viewers, etc…The
biggest satisfaction of mine was to realize that the public appreciated programmes according to the
same criteria as Mr. Paler did. I was on my way back from the Studio one day. […] In the tram, two
ladies were talking: „I can‟t come to visit you today. I want to watch Mai aveti o intrebare? [„Do you still
have a question?‟] at 8 o‟clock. It was a programme about flying saucers scheduled for the first time on
Romanian television, remembered Stefana Bratu, programme maker since 1965. 39
Different programme sectors had already consolidated inside the institution. Current affairs,
educational, science, youth and children‟s programmes were until 1970 under the coordination of
Octavian Paler. In 1970, these programme divisions fell under the coordination of Ion Bucheru, as
general programme secretary. 40 Entertainment, production of films and serials were coordinated by
Valeriu Rapeanu until 1972 and afterwards by Ion Bucheru.
The first decade and a half of Romanian television consecrated together with the specific programme
forms and modes of address – which I‟ve discussed so far - also different dominant televisual professions.
Thus, at the end of the 1950s-beginning of the 1960s, Romanian television - with its focus on aesthetic
performances of camera work and montage – reminds us greatly of cinematography. In response to that,
the first professionals who emerged inside the broadcasting institution were the television directors.
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Valeriu Lazarov, Cornel Popa are examples of the first prominent television directors of Romanian
television awarded at international television festivals. Their directing at the time created the first,
television-specific visual forms. At a time that technical isntruments of filming were limited, television
directors made images adapted to the dynamism of visual broadcasting, embedded narratives into the
camerawork and the montage itself, and last but not least constructed new layers of narrative by playing
with relations between visuals, sound and movement. After the television director, editors distinguished
themselves from the early to the mid 60s by creating new televisual genres and narrative forms and
building upon a programming flow. Tudor Vornicu, as director of programmes, circulated then inside the
broadcasting institution a new terminology for the television professional: teleast, derived from the
French téléaste, referring to programme makers in the widest sense of the word: from redactors, to
writers, to cameramen, directors, etc. He spoke of the „ideal teleast‟ at a time that the television
professional was still being created.
The term, which illustrates the status of being a talented full author much more than being just a
„redactor‟ (back then we would be our own reporter, redactor, director and producer…) was first used
by Ecaterina Oproiu, who was writing at the time the TV critique in the „Contemporanul‟. [The TV
critique] was a new journalistic genre that appeared due to our new profession. She was not generous
with her critiques. But if she called you a teleast, you could be sure that you were awarded the highest
title, which place you on top of that new and fascinating profession, stated former television
professional Rodica Rarau41
The end of the 60s witnessed the advent of the television reporter, as an offspring of former Radio
employees. It was at a time that televisual genres and modes of address had already been consecrated and
consolidated (by repetitive scheduling and popularity among audiences). This allowed for a transition of
Romanian television from a predominantly aesthetic stage of development, to a stage of programming
growth and popularity, and eventually to a period of a journalistic professionalism by the end of the
1960s. In the context of a journalistic development, the department of socio-educational programmes
occupied a central role in catering for broadcast content. Reflector, Prim Plan, Anchete Sociale („Social
enquetes‟), Reportaj were only few of the social programmes on Romanian television which perfected
the television reporter, enjoyed great popularity among the viewers and adopted journalism as a
televisual practice. The rise of the television reporter and of journalism as a televisual practice reiterates
the relations between television and radio which remained persistent as late as the 1960s. Certainly, just
like in other countries, Romanian television was tributary to the radio from its very beginning. Early
generic forms and modes of address in the later 1950s-early 1960s were imported onto television from
the radio. Theatre plays, current affairs programmes were forms that had already been consecrated on
the radio. Other specific radio programmes had migrated to television due to their popularity. Mai aveti
o intrebare? („Do you still have a question?) a science programme that consisted of a dialogue with
viewers (yet another radio consecrated form), was initially created, structured for and transmitted on the
radio.42 Due to its popularity it migrated to television and so did Dionisie Sincan, the author behind it.
„There was a time when everything that was the best in radio – both people and programmes – was taken,
no questions asked, and transplanted into television‟ confessed Dionisie Sincan.43
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Relations of television to other media help to map out a structural development of early Romanian
television as a medium: from an aesthetic visual invention, to a narrative creation and onto an editorial
growth. These different stages of medial development brought along the emergence of television-specific
practices: from the television director, to the programme redactor to the television reporter. Without
doing justice to most of the programmes and professionals of early television in Romania, I have instead
emphasized – in the light of a long-term perspective - those typologies of programmes, professionals and
practices which have centrally guided the early emergence and consolidation of programmes on
Romanian television. These different phases of televisual development rely on the practices of segmental
narratives and broadcast fluidization, which I explained earlier. The diversification of content, the serial
appeal to audiences (by means of serial modes of approach), the consolidation of certain genres by means
of recurrent and repetitive scheduling, the perfecting of television professions (the television director,
editor and reporter) led to the realization of daily transmission and the fluidization of broadcast content.
Such practices help to justify the transitions of television from an artistic regime promoting the visual
qualities of the new medium, to a regime of flow, exploting the narrative possibilities of television.
Concepts such as the narrative segment and the broadcasting flow served here as structural tools for
mapping out the early development of the medium of television in Romania, at a time that scheduling,
programming and genres were only consolidating.

A Maturated Medium

The Regime of Editorial Negotiations: Ranking out Genres on Romanian Television

While I have used concepts such as John Ellis‟ segment and Raymond Williams‟ flow as structural
tools of investigation for the early period of Romanian television, the consolidation of the medium in the
early 1970s marks also the crystallizing of power negotiations inside the broadcasting institution. 44 I will
turn now to investigating programming and scheduling practices as negotiation practices that
determined the predominane on the screen of particular genres and television texts at the expense of
others. Programming and scheduling will thus be used as instruments for signaling dominant power
relations and their negotiation of discursive outputs. After I have illustrated the emergence of a narrative
maturation and fluidization of the televisual medium in Romania, it becomes now relevant to zoom into
analysis of television programmes as mediations, in the Latourian sense. This dealineates the way
television texts became discursive outputs of different actor-networks, but also agents in themselves,
disputing and negotiating power relations.
As I mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, programming refers to the temporal sequence of
television programmes on the basis of diversity and proportion (Williams, 1975: 89). Scheduling, on the
other hand, refers to the regular, recurrent, weekly arrangement of television programmes so as to
correspond to activities in daily life. (Ellis, 1992: 116) The two notions certainly inform each other,
however they constitute different mediations of power relations. Programming refers to a vertical
ordering of television programmes that ensures diversity and a determined proportion. It points out thus
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to discursive formation and to discursive dominants. Scheduling, on the other hand, is a horizontal
arrangement of recurrent programmes, dictated by audience‟s daily patterns. It signals thus a
hierarchization of television genres and programmes in accordance to desired cultural and political
implications.
By 1970, television in Romania had consolidated into a broadcasting flow, displaying a wide variety
of genres and modes of address that constructed the daily schedule of the broadcasting institution.
Looking roughly at the programming of the 1970s television in Romania, some genres appear to have
dominated the screen45.
Children and youth programmes46 were by far the most numerous on the programming scheme.
Among them, there were the programmes designed in accordance to the school curriculum and
constructed as televised lectures for students and pupils: Consultatii pentru elevi („Tutorials for pupils‟),
Telescoala, Universitatea TV („The TV University‟), televised foreign language courses (French, English,
Spanish, German, Russian). There were also educational programmes focusing on general knowledge:
Universal Sotron („Universal hopscotch‟) and civic issues: Bratara de aur („The Golden Profession‟).
Then there were the competition programmes on general knowledge or technical skills: Ex-Terra, Ocolul
tarii in 8 luni („Around the country in 8 months‟). There were also children and youth magazines, such as
Lumea copiilor („Children‟s world) or Buna seara fete, buna seara baieti („Good evening girls, good
evening boys‟), Matineu duminical pentru copii si tineretul scolar („Sunday matinee for children and
pupils‟). The daily 1001 seri („1001 evenings‟) was a cartoons programme dedicated to children. Cartoons,
as a genre, were also part of weekend magazine programmes.
Factual and current affairs programmes47 constituted a second dominant presence on the screen.
The genre included news: Telejurnal (an evening and a night edition), Buletinul de stiri (the afternoon
edition, introduced in 1970), Cadran. Emisiune de actualitate internationala („Cadran. A programme of
international current affairs‟). It also included economic current affairs programmes: Cabinetul economic
TV („The Economic TV Cabinet‟), Revista economica TV („The Economic TV Magazine‟), Actualitatea in
economie („The Economic Actuality‟). There were also political programmes: Agenda politica („The
Political Agenda‟), Cincinalul 1966-1970 in cifre si imagini („The five-year plan in figures and images‟).
Then, there were also literary news programmes, such as: Actualitati literare („Literary actualities‟).

Opening intro Telejurnal, Photo by TVR
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Cultural programmes48, dedicated to language and literature, theatre, film or socialist ideology were
also dominant: Mult e dulce si frumoasa („The beautiful language‟), Istoria filmului („Film History‟),
Seara de teatru („Evening theatre‟), 50 de ani, 50 de evocari (‟50 years, 50 evocations‟), Carti si idei
(„Books and ideas‟), Dinamica societatii romanesti („The dynamics of Romanian society‟), Varstele
Peliculei („The Ages of Pellicle‟ ) presenting weekly a one-hour cinematographic critique, etc.
Social investigation programmes included: Reflector, Reportaj din tara („Reportage in the
province‟), Reportaj TV („TV Reportage‟), Punct.Contrapunct („Point coutnerpoint‟), Ancheta TV („TV
Enquete‟), etc.
A series of „how-to‟ programmes49 were also part of the television schedules in the 1970s: Emisiuni
lectie pentru lucratorii din agricultura („Lesson programmes for agricultural workers‟), La volan
(„Driving‟), Sport si sanatate („Sports and health‟), Caminul („The Household‟), Pentru timpul
dumneavoastra liber…va recomandam („For your leisure time…we recommend‟), etc.
Among the science programmes50, there were titles such as: Romania la ora atomului („Romania at
the time of at atom‟), Panoramic stiintific („Scientific panoramic‟), Univers XX, or the dialogue show Mai
aveti o intrebare?.
Magazine programmes51, such as Studioul N (Studio N), 360 de grade („360 degrees‟), Promenada
duminicala („The Sunday Promenade‟), Postmeridian were aired on Saturday and Sunday afternoons.
Varieties 52 were predominantly aired on Saturday evening and they showed music, dance and
entertainment.
Sports programmes were broadcast at the weekends, such as Duminca sportiva („The Sunday
Sports‟), Telesport. Sports events were also broadcast live, while sports news were part of the news
bulletins.
Then there were the films and the series: series on Saturday evening, drama on Friday and Sunday
evening and the Teleenciclopedia documentaries on Saturday evening. The 1970s constituted the golden
era of foreign series on Romanian television: Mannix, Dallas, Bewitched, The Flintstones, The Saint,
Lost in Space were just very few of them. On Wednesday evening, a rubric called Telecinemateca
featured classic films by the greatest directors at the time.
Programmes for minorities53 in Hungarian and German were broadcast twice a week for one hour
each. International exchange programmes were also part of the television scheduling at the time. They
followed the pattern of events, rather than regular programming: Seara televiziunii bulgare („The
evening of Bulgarian Television‟), Seara televiziunii finlandeze („The evening of Finnish Television‟),
Varieties Programme by Polish Television, Canzonissima (selections of the newest varieties by Italian
Radiotelevision), etc., are just an example of exchange programmes with other television companies54.
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Last, but certainly not least, a recurrent mode of address in the 1970s were the dialogue
programmes55 with television viewers: In reluare la cererea telespectatorilor („Reruns at the viewers‟
request‟) on Sundays, Muzica populara la cererea telespectatorilor („Folk Music at the viewers‟ request‟)
on Fridays, Posta TV („The TV Post‟) on Wednesdays and Thursdays, Posta Ex-Terra („The Ex-Terra
Post‟).56 Dialogues with viewers were also part of specific programmes: Mai aveti o intrebare, featured
talks with experts in different scientific fields, who responded to viewers‟ questions. Breviar juridic
(„Juridic Breviary‟), Caminul („The Household‟), Cabinet Economic TV („The TV Economic Cabinet‟) were
also designed to respond to questions from the audience on these specific topics.
There were few dominant scheduling patterns to single out throughout the television programming
of 1970s Romania. First, there was the weekly scheduling which ensured a stable timeslot every week for
specific programmes or specific genres. Weekly scheduled programmes were: Ora Satului on Sunday
morning, Seara de teatru on Tuesday and Thursday evening, Telecinemateca on Wednesday evening,
Teleenciclopedia on Saturday evening. Then, as I said, there was the weekly scheduling of specific genres.
This practice of generic scheduling, I argue, allowed for a recurrent variation of programmes (and modes
of address) within a genre. Children‟s and youth programmes, were scheduled daily on a weekly basis,
but changed their titles from one day to another and from one week to another. They were scheduled
regularly in the beginning of the programme and they were aired in packages: an instructional or
educational programme would be followed by cartoons and at the weekends by children‟s films or series.
The 10-minute cartoons programme 1001 seri was broadcast daily (except for Saturdays) from 19.20 to
19.30 before the evening news bulletin. Friday evenings, Saturday and Sunday afternoons and evenings
were regularly dedicated to entertainment programming57: magazines in the afternoon, and varieties
followed by films or series in the evening. Social investigation programmes were scheduled every
weekday. Reflector was scheduled every weekday (with the exception of Wednesday) from 20.00 to
20.10. On Wednsday, another social investigation programme Ancheta TV was scheduled between 19.40
and 20.10 in between the evening news and the Telecinemateca. Another scheduling pattern of the 1970s
was the practice of daily scheduling, which singled out programmes such as Reflector, the 10 minute
social investigation programme, or 1001 de seri, the 10-minute cartoons compilation.
The scheduling patterns of Romanian television in the 1970s offer insights into two directions of
investigation. On one hand, the degree of repetition of certain television programmes can offer insight
into the cultural, political and institutional dynamics behind such programmes, but also into the
dominant specificities of their corresponding genre. On the other hand, the generic approach to
scheduling that Romanian television practiced in the 1970s – which allowed for a constant changing of
programmes and modes of address within a specific genre - offers insight into the prioritizing of certain
genres. It also provides insights into negotiations (between political actors, institutional leaders and
professionals) of different modes of address within a particular prioritized genre. Jason Mittel‟s (2004:
24) appeal for a more nuanced study of television genres in between detailed specificities and general
categorizations, offers a first conceptual tool onto the politics of television scheduling in 1970s Romania.
This conceptualization of television genres in terms of specificity and generality offers, I argue, political
insights on the matter. The way specific genres of Romanian television were constructed by means of
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dominant stylistic and aesthetical features speaks of a professional bottom-up construction of televisual
forms. In contrast to that, the prioritizing of specific genres, while programmes and titles within that
specific genre kept shifting - as it happened in the 1970s in Romania – point out to a top-down
politicization of particular genres. Both these generic constructions serve to flesh out cultural,
institutional and political dynamics behind the television programmes of the decade, which I will be
discussing in the coming sections.
1. Generic Scheduling
Children‟s and youth programmes constituted the most diversified genre on television. It included
programmes adopting different modes of address, from instructional, to educational, to magazine and
cartoons programmes. The genre was scheduled daily, but specific programmes within the genre had only
a relatively stable and recurrent timeslot. Educational and instructional programmes, e.g. Telescoala,
were aired most predominantly at the beginning of the programme (both in the morning and afternoon),
followed only in the second instance by more entertaining programmes: a children‟s film, a magazine
format (at the weekends), or cartoons. Instructional and educational programmes were organized in
close cooperation with the Ministry of Education and in line with the Party‟s provisions on the
educational role of television. Telescoala, for instance, was designed in accordance with the school
curriculum. It was broadcast between 9.05 and 10.00 a.m., so as to correspond to the school schedule.
Complying with the national programme on the improvement of education, Romanian
Radiotelevision in cooperation with The Ministry of Education has been producing since 1968
programmes for schools television. The broadcast time dedicated to these pedagogical programmes
amounts this year to ten hours per week. [...] Romanian television will broadcast after the spring break,
for the first time in our country, integrated schools television programmes. Because of their
synchronization with the school curriculum, the integrated schools television programmes will be shown
in classrooms to the pupils under the supervision of their teachers.58
Instructional programmes related to technical and practical hobbies, such as Consultatii tehnice
(„Technical Consultations‟) or the children‟s competition programme Ex-Terra, were scheduled in the
opening of the evening programme, from 18.00 hours onwards. Whereas integrated instructional
programmes predominated during the weekdays, in line with the school schedule, educational
programmes (which approached broader topics of social interest: pioneer life, professions, etc.) were
scheduled either in the evening or at the weekends. Children‟s films and series were scheduled after
educational and instructional programming, a fact which shows the prioritization of the educational and
pedagogical role of childrens‟ programming in front of children‟s entertainment. At the weekends,
children‟s magazines were aired, combining educational, instructional and entertainment programmes.
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Figure 10: Front page of TV-guide instroducing the children‟s programme Ora copiilor („Children‟s
hour‟):
Starting with Saturday 5 July, we invite you to watch under this title a new program for you, dear
children. It will include the series of technical programmes Minitehnicus TV which addresses pioneers
in grades 1 to 4 and alternatively grades 5 to 8. As part of the same 60-minute programme, you will
also be able to watch the series Comoara din insula [„The Treasure Island‟] as well as Enciclopedie
pentru tineret [„Encyclopedia for the youth‟]. We invite you to watch this programme on Saturday at 11
o‟clock and write to us about your opinions and suggestions.
Then there were the cartoons which were aired either as part of the weekend magazines after
educational programmes, or as part of the daily programme 1001 seri. The daily cartoons scheduled every
evening (except for Saturdays) for 10 minute, were part of a different programming pattern than the
other children‟s programmes. They were scheduled in between a socio-political (at times propaganda)
programme and the evening news bulletin. This aligning of different programmes targeted at adults and
children, served to emphasize evening television as a family mode of consumption/instruction, enjoyed
by both parents and children.
Throughout the 1970s, advertisements of children‟s and youth programmes were dominantly
featured on the first page of the programme guide Radio TV. This shows the institutional prioritization of
the genre, which was in fact in line with political agendas. Phrasings which aligned Television to the
Ministry of Education or other political forms of institutionalization (e.g. pioneer unions, pedagogical
institutions, etc.) speak of this conformity between children‟s programming and political provisions. On
the other hand, the advertising of children‟s entertainment as part of a programming that also included
instructional and educational content, constituted a way of negotiating this genre between different
modes of address and different degrees of popularity among young audiences.
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Entertainment59 programming evidenced yet another generic approach to scheduling in the 1970s. It
was predominantly programmed on Friday evening, Saturday and Sunday both in the afternoon and in
the evening. Programmes and titles within these time slots have been changing recurrently throughout
the decade from one week to another, from one season to another or in specific cases, once in a few years.
Unlike the children‟s and youth programming, modes of address were constantly attached to a particular
time slot within the schedule. Thus, there were music and dance shows on Friday evening: Seara
muzicala la clubul uzinelor Republica din Bucuresti („Musical evening at the Club of the Republica
Factory in Bucharest),

Saturday and Sunday afternoon were reserved for magazine programmes:

Studioul N („Studio N‟), 360 de grade („360 degrees‟), Promenada duminicala („Sunday promenade‟),
Postmeridian, Portativ pe 625 de linii , etc. The weekend magazines comprised in fact of a diversity of
modes of approach: from social programmes, to educational programmes, to varieties, series or cartoons,
which became reunited under the tutelage of an entertainment programme and under the special décor
of the weekend studio. Saturday evenings featured varieties with a focus on humoristic and satirical
moments: Intalnire cu umorul si satira („Appointment with humour and satire‟), Umor si satira
(„Humour and satire‟), Intalnirea de la ora 10 („The 10 o‟clock meeting‟), etc. Sunday evening‟s varieties
shows presented mostly musical and dance moments: Varietati musical-coreografice („Musical and
choreographical varieties‟), Studioul muzicii usoare („The Studio of pop music‟), etc. Within the schedule,
the weekend entertainment was coupled with other entertaining genres, such as drama and fiction on
Friday and Sunday evening, series on Saturday night. It was also coupled with popular programmes: Mai
aveti o intrebare? on Friday evening, Teleenciclopedia on Saturday evening or competition shows:
Tezaur Folcloric („Folk Thesaurus‟) or Steaua fara nume („The star without a name‟) on Sundays.
Constituting itself as a rather hybrid programming, made up of diverse modes of address and
programmed together with other entertaining or popular television content, entertainment was primarily
a generic umbrella. It was defined in correlation with leisure time slots in the weekly schedule and its
main role was to unite different narrative segments into an entertaining experience. Press reviews at the
time specifically nominated this entertaining experience as telesfarsit de saptmana, in translation: the
tele-weekend. In 1973, the TV rubric in the Cinema magazine was dedicated entirely to a critique of the
tele-weekend.
I wouldn‟t want to be misunderstood that I claim the tele-weekend should only comprise of […]
hours of recreation and entertainment. Saturday and Sunday programming has in fact its own wellsituated balance, with specific modes of address, especially on Sunday morning. It is proportionally
segmentalized for different categories of viewers, who each have their own „hour‟, their own
„programme. Reportajul saptamanii [„The reportage of the week‟] broadcasts weekly biographies of
significant contemporaries. Teleenciclopedia preserves for a long time […] its cultural and scientific
prestige. . The rubric Vetrelor Folclorice [ „The Folkloric hearth‟] attempted, and often succeeded, to
show the authentic soul of folk creation…Only the absence of the programme 24 de ore (‟24 hours‟)
draws attention to the fact that the tele-weekend is a territory with its own specific, wrote the television
critic Calin Caliman in 1973.60
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The same review of the tele-weekend in the issue of the Cinema magazine made critical
commentaries of central tele-weekend programmes. Thus, Album Duminical and Varieties could use
more fantasy of programme making and develop a greater specificity of the tele-weekend. Varieties were
criticized for lacking concrete ideas which could have substantiated satire as a mode of address, as well as
for their narrative vagueness. The scheduling of Sunday evening films were said not to relate entirely to
the specific of the tele-weekend. However, varieties galas made by Alexandru Bocanet – the best
entertainment directors of Romanian television at the time – were praised for their imaginative fantasy
and their visual dynamism, even though, once in a while - the reviewer admitted - they lacked words of
the same value.
A study of the Office of Audience Research inside Romanian television, published in the TV rubric of
the Cinema magazine revealed weekend programmes as the most popular among audiences 61. The study
included 80-90 weekly programmes and a total of 500 programmes per six months. The documentary
magazine Teleenciclopedia had an 80% audience share; the pop music competition show Steaua fara
nume also had an audience share of 80%. They were followed by Varieties with a 69% share, then Teatru
TV with a 67% share. The social investigation programme Reflector and pop music programmes had a
popularity of 63%. Folk music had a 61% audience share, sports 56%, the science interactive programme
Mai aveti o intrebare 55%, followed closely by the evening news Tele-jurnalul de seara with a 54%
popularity share. 62 Except for Reflector and Teatru TV all the other programmes and types of
programmes shortlisted for their popularity constituted narrative segments within the tele-weekend.
The generic scheduling of television entertainment in the 1970s shows in fact the (desired)
construction of the genre as a televisual experience, a practice which could accommodate a variation of
programme titles/content according to political desires. The programme guide Radio TV never featured
advertisements for entertainment on the front page. At times, rubrics on television entertainment were to
be found on the last page of the magazine, underlining the political marginalization of the genre.
Different than in the case of children‟s and youth television, the generic approach to scheduling
entertainment on Romanian television was not a political prioritization of the genre, but rather a
construction of a televisual experience which could negotiate politically-undesired programme forms and
content.
2. Weekly Scheduling
The practice of scheduling television programmes on a weekly basis may seem at first sight to denote
the canonical definition of scheduling referring to the regular, weekly time slots of programmes.
However, within the context of 1970s Romanian television programmes, the weekly scheduling refers to
the institutional practice of reserving a recurrently stable spot into the schedule for specific programmes
under the circumstances of an unstable programming 63 .

Among the most notable of the weekly

scheduled programmes on Romanian television was Viata Satului („The Life of the Village‟), a
programme which over the years (up to the present) was scheduled on Sunday morning. Then there was
Telecinemateca on Wednesday evening and Teleenciclopedia on Saturday evening. Except for
Telecinemateca, Viata Satului and Teleenciclopedia have had the longest run on Romanian television
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and are still part of the television schedule today. Both of them have maintained the same time slot
within the schedule, with very slight hourly variations over the years. Viata Satului has been invariably
part of Sunday morning and midday programming whereas Teleenciclopedia has been constantly aired
on Saturday evenings. Practices of weekly scheduling on Romanian television in the 1970s mapped out
regular and long-term presences on the screen. Viata Satului and Teleenciclopedia were not only limited
to the span of a decade, but got to cover the historical span of the medium itself. 64 Such weekly
scheduling practices became then an issue of stability. In the context of the 1970s Romanian television,
when modes of address and programme titles kept shifting to accommodate prioritizations of generic
forms or of televisual experiences, the stability of specific programmes on the schedule inevitably draws
attention to the narrative construction of the programme and its relations to the scheduled time slot.
Viata Satului, initially a radio format, has been brought onto television in 1957. The programme
changed its title several times throughout a decade and a half: from Emisiunea pentru sate („The
programme for the villages‟), to Transmitem pentru sate („Broadcasting for the villages‟) to Ora Satului
(„The hour of the village‟) and eventually settled on Viata Satului („The life of the village‟) in the 1970s.65
The change of title denoted perhaps its transition from a radio-imported programme, to a filler within the
new medium, to a programme targeted for specific audiences and eventually to its narrative and formal
growth. Centered around agricultural themes, but also on folk culture, traditions and village life, the
programme was designed as a magazine of interest for the Romanian peasants. It comprised of diverse
rubrics: from agricultural current affairs, to reportages on farming tips, to television enquetes related to
village life, to ethical reportages for the rural youth, to other socio-political reportages, and all the way to
music for different age groups. The programme hosted also its own correspondence rubric Posta TV. It
was scheduled for approximately one hour and a half66, initially from 10 o‟clock, and later on, from 11
o‟clock. Nowadays Viata Satului is scheduled from 11.55 a.m. to 13 p.m. on Sundays. The
segmentalization of the programme into diverse rubrics, with different modes of address, served for
different degrees of appeal to different target viewers. Music, farming tips or agricultural television
enquetes on politically uneasy topics may have generated more audience interest than the socio-political
reportages or agricultural actualities in line with the Party‟s ideology. Besides the flexibility of appeal that
the programme offered to audiences, the format of Viata Satului embedded also a flexibility of approach
which allowed the programme makers to negotiate the Party‟s ideology into the content. It is this
flexibility of approach, I argue, that explains the long run of the programme through different sociopolitical contexts of communist Romania. From the liberalizing period of the 1960s to the coercive period
of the 1980s, the programme remained on air and accommodated different power dynamics.
It was in the 70s. The programme lasted for an hour and 45 minutes, time in which all sorts of
enquetes were presented, upsetting to some, but very much appreciated by the Comrade [n.a.
Ceausescu]. Although he had never met Ceausescu, Verman [n.a. redactor and reporter on the
programme] had found out that the General Secretary of the Communist Party [n.a. Ceausescu]
appreciated him and didn‟t not miss any edition of the programme. …The redactor sourced his
information from the very top. Vasile Barbulescu – the brother in law of the Comrade – former president
of Agricultural Cooperative of Production, had been promoted to Secretary of the Central Committee on
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Agriculture. „I had done a lot of field work and had met him many times. […] The agricultural secretaries
would call me often to the Central Committee, with the idea of letting me know things straight from the
source. And that was good, because the information was not then filtered by the editor-in-chief, by the
director and so on…And I was not even checked by the Radiotelevision, because they never knew what I
had been informed on at the Central Committee. I would do what I thought I understood…‟ told Verman
(in Jurnalul National, 7 March 2009).67
About censorship on Viata Satului, Verman confessed:
There wasn‟t the terror that everybody talks about. I have made Viata Satului for more than 20
years, by myself, Sunday after Sunday. And I would make quite daring programmes. It is true that I
had to stay put for 45 minutes after the end of the programme to see if the phone would ring or not. If it
wasn‟t ringing, everything would be alright. (Interview Verman in Jurnalul National, 7 March 2009)
Before airing the programme, the redactor would communicate to the Press Direction (the
censorship organ at the time) the agenda of the programme. He would receive then the last instructions
on the things that needed to be mentioned. Verman remembers there was a period (n.a. 1980s
predominantly) when words such as meleag (territory) or Ardeal (the name of a north western province
in Romania) could not be mentioned because of their Hungarian origins. At other times, words of Slavic
or Anglo-Saxon provenience were not allowed on the screen. 68 Furthermore, the programme Viata
Satului was not free to mention names of any other Party officials, except for Ceausescu.
You couldn‟t talk about former members of historical parties. There couldn‟t be any mention of
electricity shortages, on the lack of bread, we were not allowed to show queues or shabby houses. And
we were not stupid to not obey all this. (Interview Verman in Jurnalul National, 7 March 2009)
The strict measures of censorship that the redactor and reporter Gheorghe Verman disclosed were
predominately characteristic of the 1980s, when Ceausescu‟s centralization of power and his rigid
nationalistic ideology were at their best. In fact, censorship measures were already tightening up in the
1970s (after Ceausescu‟s visit to China and Korea), when „between the manuscript and the published
book, there was no longer just one filter – the censorship proper – but four, five or six pre-censorship:
diverse „reading‟, „pre-reading‟ and „post-reading‟ committees…a truly farcical labyrinth‟ (Schopflin,
1983: 166). Ceausescu‟s decision to abolish censorhip in 1977, the act in itself meant that censorship was
becoming tighter and tighter. The main institution responsible for censorship, the Press and Publications
Bureau was abolished and its personnel were distributed inside media and broadcast institutions,
becoming part of supervisory teams operating also inside radio and television. Most importantly, radio
and television professionals in top positions became censors themselves. A television programme, thus
had to be presented first to the editors-in-chief, some of them being more merciless with adjusting the
text than the official censor. Furthermore, more and more in the 80s, Nicolae and Elena Ceausescu
themselves became direct censors inside the broadcasting institution.69
In 1985, Verman remembered he was called to the Central Committee:
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There was a room there, where we would all take notes from the Comrade, without seeing him
actually. It was then that we were told that, due to the energy crisis, the television programming was
reduced and Viata Satului was no longer part of the programme schedule. (Interview with Verman in
Jurnalul National, 7 March 2009)
The programme was back on the air in 1987. During a meeting that Verman had with Constantin
Mitea, the press councilor and former editor-in-chief at the main Party press organ Scanteia, Verman
profited and showed his dissatisfaction with the fate of his programme.
It took a week, I think, until one day, on a Friday, I was told that I would do a programme on
Sunday. I was once again called to the Central Committee and I was told “Viata Satului comes back on
air from 12.40 to 13.00 hours. The programme is screened just before the Comrade has his lunch, so be
careful what say, so that you don‟t annoy him.” I learnt then a survival trick. We would use every time
in the beginning and at the end of the programme a quote of the Comrade. And in the middle we would
say whatever we wanted. I think people remember how many enquetes we made about deficiencies of
harvesting or production. But we would always start and conclude with “the Comrade said”. (Idem)
The programme offered the perfect time slot to the viewers. It was aired on a late Sunday morning or
Sunday midday. This was the time when the extended family would come together and grandchildren
with their parents would visit their grandparents in the countryside. Viata Satului was on in the
background during lunchtime. It was a programme that spoke of agricultural actualities according to the
Party‟s ideology, but also about life in the village.
In the 70s and the 80s, the village still constituted the place of origin for most generations of parents
and grandparents70. Viata Satului was then a point of common interest for the extended family reuniting
on Sunday mornings and afternoons. The time slot of the programme was yet another aspect that offered
a flexible appeal to the viewers, offering the possibility of a passive, interrupted watching experience that
could be combined with other Sunday activities: reunions with the extended family, lunch time, etc. It
was this passive and interrupted watching experience on offer that was compatible with the magazine
format of the programme.
By its flexible appeal to the audiences as well as the flexibility of approach that the programme
offered to its makers – it allowed for both integrations of and circumventions of the Party‟s ideology Viata Satului secured its stable time slot within the television schedule in a period that television forms
and modes of address were still negotiating their own content and based on that, their own place on the
schedule (as it occurred in the case of the generic approach to scheduling which I illustrated earlier on).
Besides Viata Satului, two other television programmes at the time draw attention for their stability
on the schedule: Teleenciclopedia and Telecinemateca. The former was the only one which resisted the
broadcast restructuring and cuts of the 1980s. It was also the only programme in the 1980s, which never
mentioned the name of Ceausescu and stayed devoid of propaganda even in the last five years, „the
hardest [years] of the paranoic delirium of the Ceausescus‟, as programme maker Andrei Banc
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remembered.71 Toma Popescu, the redactor behind the programme would say: „As long as I am here, the
name of Ceausescu will never appear on Teleenciclopedia‟ knowing he also had the backing of the
television director Constantin Petre 72 . Teleenciclopedia was recurrently on top of the audiences‟
preferences throughout the 70s and the 80s. The programme was first aired on 21 May 1965 and reached
popularity among the viewers from the very beginning. This caused, already at the end of the 1960s, its
shift of time slot from Friday evening to Saturday evening right after the news and before the Saturday
night series. The programme remained on air from 1965 until the present day, and throughout the years
its time slot varied slightly on the programming of Saturday evening. Nowadays the programme is
scheduled on the first channel of public television on Saturday evening between 17.30 and 18.30.
Through its long history, Teleenciclopedia changed only 4 teams of producers: the first one was made up
by Dumitru Udrescu and Adolf Oprescu, followed by Toma Popescu and Ioan Ionel, succeeded from 1987
onwards by Cornelia Radulescu and Ioan Ionel, while after 1989 until present day, Cornelia Radulescu
remained the producer behind the programme.73 This speaks in fact of the continuity of the programme
though time, but also justifies the fact that Teleeenciclopedia conserved its identity through different
political contexts (from 1965 until the present day).
By comparison with Viata Satului, which accommodated different modes of address and content
under the umbrella of the magazine format, allowing for a multi-targeting of audiences as well as for a
negotiation of Party‟s measures of control, Teleenciclopedia shapes a different example of stability within
the scheduling of Romanian television. Rather than its mode of address: a documentary in fact, and its
format: a documentary magazine, Teleenciclopedia‟s stable timeslot – lasting through different sociopolitical regimes – was secured by its thematic approach. Initially acquired as a compromise from
distributors who in 1965 offered fiction films in packages with 10-15 minute documentaries,
Teleenciclopedia came up as a solution of integrating into the schedule already-bought short
documentaries. At the time, a new format was needed to integrate these documentary shorts into a
television programme. Dumitru Udrescu and Adolf Oprescu thought then of a one-hour general
knowledge magazine. Initially, the programme screened only the packaged documentaries acquired as a
bonus for buying fiction films. But shortly, documentaries were bought separately and exclusively for
Teleenciclopedia. The magazine was structured along thematical rubrics, with some rubrics being
constant: the world of animals, inventions, history, arts and culture, etc. The narration accompanying the
material was produced internally. It became in fact one of the main attractions of Teleenciclopedia, both
for the language it used, but also for the voices behind it. „The great variety of topics, the well-chosen
documentary films, the language that suited everyone and the „voices‟ constituted the popularity secret of
Teleenciclopedia‟, confessed Cornelia Radulescu the producer of the programme since 1987.74 The voices
narrating the films became strong attraction points in the programme. Appreciated actors, musicians or
admired television presenters became the unseen faces of Teleenciclopedia. The beautiful presenter
Sanda Taranu, the beloved actor Ion Caramitru or the talented actor and singer Florian Pittis were
among the voices of Teleenciclopedia. After its successful consolidation within the television schedule,
the programme featured also internally produced documentaries. „They were made by the best
documentarists of television. Maria Predut, Toma Popescu, Dionisie Sincan, Manase Radnev and
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Alexandru Stark are just a few examples‟ said Cornelia Radulescu 75. Part of the programme‟s team, there
were also the scientific consultants who ensured for an accurate narration.
Before 1989, in our block of flats we had big problems with the water pressure, which became for
us the best way to measure television ratings. When the water could reach us, it meant that the entire
neighborhood abandoned their household activities and was watching television. [That was] when
football matches, Dallas and Teleenciclopedia were on TV….The latter was the one I would never have
missed. I grew up […] waiting every Saturday for my programme. And the superb voices that narrated
the images – Ludovic Antal, Mariana Zaharescu, Dinu Ianculescu, Florian Pittis – would calm you
down quicker than a tranquilizer, confessed a television viewer.76
By its thematic approach centered on topics of general knowledge, Teleenciclopedia was neither
elitist nor exclusivist. Instead, it performed a popularizing of scientific knowledge in Romania. This
approach perfectly catered for an informative and educative role, which was so strictly envisioned by the
communist regime for the broadcasting institution. It was this situatedness of Teleenciclopedia at the
crossroads between informative, educational programming and popular, general topics of interest which
immunitized its stability onto the television scheduling. The same attributes also guaranteed its survival
through the 1980s at the time of the two-hour daily programming. „In a period of terrible restrictions,
this programme was the only window onto the world for the audiences‟ confirms Cornelia Radulescu
nowadays. 77 As mentioned before, it was the only programme on Romanian television which never
mentioned Ceausescu at a time that all television programmes were about him. Throughout the last
decade of Ceausescu‟s dictatorship, censorship affected also Teleenciclopedia. Topics related to religion,
former kings of Romania or capitalistic countries became taboo and excluded from the thematic agenda.
Then there were also somewhat more aesthetical prohibitions: „no naked people, no bearded or longhaired men, no improper clothes, no kissing on the screen..‟78 The summary of the programme was sent
in advance to the Central Committe, who approved its transmission.
Initially Teleenciclopedia focused on topics about the world, without producing any internal
documentaries. After a while, the Central Committee interfered and ordered national topics. The
programme makers managed to circumvent the regime, and the documentaries were then about
civilization, culture, history…, without eulogizing the leaders and the system, said Cornelia Radulescu.79
In spring 1988, Teleenciclopedia was suspended for two and a half months and that was as far as the
dictatorial rule of the Ceausescu‟s interfered with the programme. One Saturday evening, there were
shown two documentaries: one about the deciphering of hieroglyphs by Jean François Champollion and
another one about owls.

The next day we got a phone call from the press office of the Central Committee, which announced
to us that Comrade Elena Ceausescu was very upset, asking why we gave so much importance to that
„Şampion‟ and why we showed such destructive birds, such as owls. […] The programme was taken off
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the schedule. After two and a half months, we received many letters and Teleenciclopedia was resumed,
remembered Radulescu. 80
The documentary magazine, Teleenciclopedia, has lasted on the weekly scheduling of Romanian
public television until now. Its intro, the opening soundtrack which has remained unchanged over the
years as well as its „voices‟ have become branding attributes for the programme. „Voices [such as the ones
used for narration on the programme] are now perceived as the typology of „Teleenciclopedia voices‟ and
under this connotation, they are taken over by advertising.‟ 81 The programme is still popular nowadays,
even though over the past years, its audience ratings have decreased. According to audience research
company TNS-ABG International, Teleenciclopedia had in 2001-2003 ratings of 3.328.000 – 3.658.000
viewers and by 2007, they decreased to 1.573.000 viewers.82
Telecinemateca has been another weekly presence on the television schedules in 1970s Romania.
Whereas Teleenciclopedia aimed to popularize general knowledge, Telecinemateca dealt with
cinematographic culture. It first appeared on the screen at the end of 1968. The idea of the programme
belonged to Octavian Sava - the script writer of Val Vartej, who was also editor-in chief for the
department of Film Selection and Programming - and to Tudor Vornicu - director of programmes at the
time.83
It was the period that television was trying new things and Tudor Vornicu was up to date with
everything. He would watch and get inspiration from French or Italian television, remembers Viorica
Bucur, one of the programme makers of Telecinemateca.84
When I first came to television, Telecinemateca had started for few months. After the phone-calls
we received from the viewers and after the reviews in the press, we realized that audience ratings were
pretty good and we decided to create an opening intro for the programme.85
The intro, which was two-minute long, included the music of Charlie Chaplin‟s This is my song on
the background of slideshow of actors and actresses and classical film scenes. This constituted yet
another opening intro that became a brand of popular television programme in communist Romania:
„Even now many people tell me that when they happen to hear that song, they feel like running in front of
their television sets to see Telecinemateca‟, confessed Viorica Bucur, the creator of the opening intro. 86
Scheduled on Wednesday evening, Telecinemateca was a programme of cinematographic culture. It
featured films by the greatest directors at the time, which were introduced by a 30-minute critical
commentary on the film itself and the cinematographic work of the specific director. It screened stars like
Humphrey Bogard, Bette Davis, Ingrid Bergman, Marilyn Monroe, Charlin Chaplin or Shirley Temple. It
introduced the filmography of Alfred Hitchcock, Truffaut, John Ford, etc. The programme director Tudor
Vornicu had a saying about Telecinemateca, remembers Viorica Bucur:
The Sunday time slot needs to aim at the Bavarian youth and present action, Western or cop
movies. For cinemateca, he would say, anything that can make a widow cry goes. The most popular
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were the types of films with Bette Davis. […] Ingrid Bergman was also very popular. One evening, I
was at the Victoria shop, I wanted to buy something and I couldn‟t make up my mind. And the shop
assistant then told me: “Make up your mind lady, I am missing Ingrid Bergman on TV”. I was very
happy then, what she said meant something. 87
The reviewer Calin Caliman wrote in the TV rubric of the Cinema magazine in September 1974:
„Telecinemateca remains still the pivotal programme of Wednesdays. Around it, however, there remains
a void.‟ 88 It was scheduled in the evening after 8.30 p.m., after the news bulletin and the socio-economic
programme following the news.
Initially, the selection of films for Telecinemateca needed to pass the approval of the editor-in-chief
at the department of Film Selection and Programming and also a technical authorizion. In 1971, an
ideological committee was instituted, which would watch all television programmes. „American films
were the most unproblematic, said Viorica Bucur.89 The presentation of good versus evil, where the good
would always win was liked by the censorship committee. On the other hand, „Europeans were the most
problematic…with their amorality, sex and other things‟, confessed Bucur. Telecinemateca, however,
unlike Teleenciclopedia or Viata Satului did not make it through the severe programme cuts of the
1980s. It stayed on the schedules until the mid 1980s, when its place was taken by a Wednesday night
series cramped into half an hour time slot.
Just like Teleenciclopedia, Telecinemateca consolidated television‟s informative and educative role
by popular means. Meant to promote a cinematographic culture among the masses, Telecinemateca was
the high-art entertainment on the Romanian screen. Its popularization of American directors and
Hollywood film stars suited well Ceausescu‟s policy of liberalization and his opening towards America at
the time. Whereas the cultural status of Telecinemateca was in line with the Party‟s normative visions of
the broadcasting medium, the promoting of American films and stars – cherished by Romanian
audiences – played the string of Ceausescu‟s affinities with America and his independent stand among
the Soviet Bloc countries. Within this specific socio-political context of the late 1960s and 1970s,
Telecinemateca passed favorably the ideological filters and became popular to television audiences in
Romania. Situated at the intersection of the informative, the educational on one hand and of popular
entertainment, on the other hand, Telecinemateca was also embedded into a particular socio-political
context, as opposed to Teleenciclopedia. The change of political circumstances in the 1980s – from the
liberalized period of the 70s to the dictatorial repression of the mid 80s – affected also the programming
of Telecinemateca, which was then taken off the schedule.
Viata Satului, Teleenciclopedia and Telecinemateca constitute three different programmes and
modes of address, that managed to secure their weekly stable timeslot on the schedule, at a time that
television scheduling was still subject to shifting. Viata Satului presented a format, a viewing experience
and a timeslot, which together created a programme construction that suited both audiences and the
Party leaders. Teleenciclopedia, by its thematical approach and its popular mode of address to the
viewers, allowed for the perfect circumventing of political ideology, while remaining in line with the
Party‟s visions on the role of television programming in society. Telecinemateca did the same to a certain
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extent, but unlike Teleeciclopedia it was contingent on a specific socio-political context. Its constancy on
the screen became then limited to the 1970s up until mid 80s. What I hope to have made clear by now is
that these programmes - as illustrations of weekly scheduling practices – secured their place on the
television schedule by negotiating between audience popularity, Party‟s ideology and editorial
professionalism. This negotiation reflected within a wide range of factors: from formats, to modes of
address, to themes and topics approached, to inscriptions within a socio-political context. It is under this
rationale that their stability on the television schedule in the 1970s can be explained.
3. Daily Scheduling
Daily scheduling constituted yet another practice of negotiating a recurrent transmission of specific
television texts on television. The social enquete programme Reflector was in the 1970s the most frequent
title on the television schedules at the time. It was aired every week day, except for Wednesdays, from 8
to 8.10 p.m., after the evening news. Insights into the production backstage attest that the frequent
scheduling of Reflector reflects in fact dynamics between audiences, the programme makers and political
actors.
The programme was first launched in 1967, by two remarkable reporters and programmes makers at
the time: Mircea Giosanu and Florin Bratescu. Shortly, new people were needed and brought in on the
programme: Stefan Dimitriu, a recent university graduate with five years experience at the radio, and a
former political convict, but recently rehabilitated, Marin Stanescu.
In 1967, there was the 9th Congress of re-launching the Communist Party. Ceausescu [n.a. who had
seized power in 1965], wanted then to create his own cult and to this purpose he wanted to compromise
everything related to his predecessor: Gheorghiu Dej. We took advantage of this situation. It was then a
period when Ceausescu found it convenient to criticize many current situations, including Party
organizations, the behavior of some ministers or Party officials. And us inside Television, under the
lead of Vornicu, took advantage of this situation, knowing we were backed up by Ceausescu himself,
remembered Stefan Dimitriu.90
Initially, the programme had the format of a reportage with no interviews. The programme was
made up by 5-6 tablets, as Dimitriu called them, meaning 5-6 social cases filmed during the fieldwork.
The critical commentary accompanying the different cases presented was read live in the studio.
Reflector would start with a frontal shot of us in the studio, making an introduction. Then, there
followed one reportage, then again a full shot of us in the studio, introducing the next case. The cases
were presented alternatively, one case me, one case Giosanu and that‟s how we made a half an hour
programme. Reflectorul was doing better and better, it also developed technically and eventually it
grew into a television enquete, confessed Stefan Dimitriu.91
Central to the programme was the critical commentary and most often, the comic and ironic
presentation of the case.
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Many things appeared hilarious by means of the commentary, style, presentation or even the
soundtrack. […] Romulus Vulpescu, who had a column at Saptamana magazine, had written about my
programmes, saying that watching Dimitriu‟s programmes was just like watching the comic silent
films of Mix Emmett. And then Vornicu asked me to make a selection of Reflector moments to be
broadcast on the New Year‟s night [1975-1976] as part of the programme Doctor Humoris Causa.92
The programme functioned from the very beginning as a social justice institution. It publicized,
investigated and resolved cases of social deviance, injustice or civil problems. When necessary, Reflector
found culprits, put them up for public disgrace and alerted authorities for penalties. „We would alert
authorities to a specific case somewhere and then we would say we‟d come back in two weeks. We went
back and then everything would be resolved‟, said Dimitriu. 93 Reflector dealt also with major socioeconomic and political cases. One case disclosed corruption among Party officials, such as the case of a
county Party secretary who had built personal villas with public money. Others were cases of economic
shortages, such as the case of the lack of winter supplies in the Danube Delta, who would cause famine
among the inhabitants of the area in winter, when the waters would freeze. Others cases were that of
social irregularities: thefts or companies misusing their clients‟s money, etc.
The audiences saw themselves absolved from bureaucracy, incompetence or everything that was
going wrong in society and that‟s why they liked it. […] Initially, we would get inspiration on our cases
from letters or phone calls we received from viewers. We would be approached on the bus by people,
who pitched us ideas for cases to investigate. If a case was crazy enough for us to investigate, we would
take it on‟, said Stefan Dimitriu.94
Whereas in the beginning of the 1970‟s, Reflector managed to broadcast a convoy of black limos
filled with Party officials that turned their back on the cameras, attempting to escape the accusatory eye
of Reflector95, by the end of the decade, its critical status changed dramatically. It was at the time that
Ceausescu began to understand that all the irregularities that Reflector brought into the spotlight were
not longer shortages of the former regime, but inconsistencies of his own regime. „The first sign that
Reflector was no longer okay was when we were told to ask for the prior permission of the local
authorities we were criticizing‟, argued Dimitriu.96 By that time, the decade of glory of Reflector (19671977) was over. Shortly after, the department of social-educational programmes, under which Reflector
functioned, became the department of socio-educational and ideological programmes. The political
visas97 for every edition of Reflectorul became then tightly negociable.
Initially, the visas were strictly political, they only prevented us from political mistakes. Censors
then only interfered in political programmes. But we [n.a. the social-educational programme
department] abided by self-censorship, we knew what we were allowed and what not. The worst
censors for us were some of our superiors in the department, even before the programme would reach
Vornicu. [Dionisie] Sincan, for instance, was my editor-in-chief when the department of socialeducational programmes was created. He gave an extraordinary visa. Then, there was Manase
Radnev, the adjuct editor-in-chief, […] who didn‟t accept anything that was non-standard, he cut
everything that was mostly attractive in the programme. He was not fond of any subversive allusions,
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even of more innocent comments. He said they drew attention. He took no responsibility for humour in
the programme. Everyone was scared in case the Comrades [n.a. Nicolae and Elena Ceausescu] were
watching. If someone had the bad luck of Ceausescu watching his programme and say he didn‟t like it,
he would lose his/her job‟, confessed Dimitriu.98
But he continued:
Reflector had its own tricks for evading censorship. We would go to the [censorship] screenings
with big groups, all our colleagues would come so as to support one another. We knew what the more
sensitive points in the programme were and at those moments, one of us would try and divert the
attention of the censor, or he/she would talk over those parts in the programme, or cough, or laugh.
And then, many things would pass the approval. 99
By 1977, Reflector had grown into an institution inside television. It mobilized one fine team of
television professionals: Alexandru Stark, Florin Bratescu, Carmen Dumitrescu, Anca Arion, Dimitriu,
Giosanu, etc. It was part of the department for social-educational programmes, which had the richest
constituency of Party officials inside Romanian television. „It was an important department, even more
important than the news, because we were the one commenting, we explained the political‟, justified
Stefan Dimitriu.100 For a very short while in 1977, Reflector was cancelled from the schedule under the
pretext that it was no longer needed. Similarly, another social investigation programme Ancheta TV („The
TV Enquete‟) was taken off the air and only resumed half a year later in a politicized form, a few days
before the national day celebrations on August 23rd.101 It was then proposed that social enquetes would be
replaced by political enquetes, meant to discuss ideological issues. The propaganda secretary, Dumitru
Popescu102, also nicknamed God, was the one who instructed on the introduction of the political enquete
within the schedules.
Popescu „God‟ indoctrinated us on how to make these enquetes, remembered Stefan Dimitriu. As he
was not happy with the way the new political enquetes came out, […] he brought in politicized people
from the written press, to make these programmes. The programmes had to be ceausist and as
politically biased as possible. There were brought in people from Scanteia, from Romania Libera, from
other Party publications. They signed the programmes that eventually we would make ourselves, they
would claim our work as theirs, and they wouldn‟t even provide the commentary texts for the
programme. We had become a second-hand working force. They, the external collaborators, earned for
one edition of the programme as much as our salary in a month. 103
It was then that the staff of Reflector decided to host a meeting to discuss the situation that had been
created. Top professionals of the broadcasting institution attended. Stefan Dimitriu kept the minutes and
elaborated a report on the meeting. The report criticized all ideas that Dumitru Popescu enviosioned for
the new political enquetes, talking about the demise of a very popular genre and programme on
television. It ended with a bold warning on the „danger of mediocrity‟ that affected not only the television
enquetes, but the entire programming of Romanian television at the time.104
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When the report reached the president [of Romanian television], he sent it further to Popescu God,
who was in a rage. He ordered then a meeting, where he beheaded the entire department. He sacked
then the management of the department. And he ordered that we would all be interrogated and
carefully investigated. […] By the time their investigation was over, they had already brought us a new
editor-in-chief, Pascaliu was his name, […] who might as well have been someone selling flowers at the
corner of the street, remembered Dimitriu.105
Reflector continued to be aired after that time, under the form of a political enquete. „Only the name
remained of the original Reflector‟, confessed regretfully Stefan Dimitriu, the rest was purely
propaganda. By the end of the 1980s, many records of Reflector in the 70s were destroyed. At the end of
the 1980s, someone thought – maybe at Ceausescu‟s order – to get rid of Reflector programmes in the
arhives. Under the pretext of taking the silver out of the pellicle106, they destroyed first and foremost
Reflector programmes. And we are now left without some of the most important documents of that era,
because indeed some of them were professional masterpieces, but also valuable documents about things
that would happen in a society pretending to be perfect…That was the true history of Romania, not the
triumphalist reportages, said Stefan Dimitriu.107
The history of Reflector, a regular on the television schedule in the 1970s, tells the story of constant
negotiations between television professionals and political actors. Content, forms and modes of address
became then negotiated between the two parties in accordance to changing socio-political circumstances.
More than a daily presence on the screen and a popular television programme in the 70s, Reflector was
an institution. Mobilizing the top reporters, it set up the television enquete108 as a new genre on the
screen. A genre that was both popular among the audiences, and professionally valued inside the
institution. Reflector instituted the enquete as a new mode of address and a television genre, and other
programmes adopted then the same mode of address. There was the enquete of a case, which Reflector
dealt with. Then there were the thematical enquetes included in the programme Ancheta TV. Then there
were the political enquetues, predominant in the 1980s and structured thematically in accordance to
ideological issues. Most notably, Reflector became an authority of social justice and an institution of
social criticism in 1970s Romania. It resolved cases of social deviance and responded to audiences‟ social
problems. In terms of popularity, Reflector would rank among the first five television programmes.109 But
it wasn‟t its popularity, I argue, which guaranteed its frequent slot within the television schedule. The
stable, (almost) daily time slot of Reflector was rather guaranteed by its accommodation of political
desires, audiences‟ needs and an articulated editorial professionalism, a professionalism which was
challenging and rewarding for the teleasts at the time. This simultaneous accommodation, remained
however bounded to the circumstances of 1967-1977 Romania, when Ceausescu was still consolidating
his new power and welcomed social criticism as a way of achieving this consolidation. The change of
political circumstances at the end of the 1970s, when Ceausescu no longer needed voices of social
criticism, affected the equilibrium between the political arena and television professionals which
Reflector bridged over. This caused a change in the institution of the programme (by the appointment of
a new unprofessional editor-in-chief), but also in the content and form of Reflector¸ which changed from
a social enquete into a political enquete.
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The Regime of Politicizing Broadcast Content

The change in modes of address of Reflector at the end of the 1970s from a social programme into a
political one signals in fact the dominant discursive practices of television programming in Romania
throughout the 1980s. That is: the politicization of television content, which led, I argue, to the dissolving
of genres on Romanian television. When television programming was reduced to two hours on weekdays
by 1985, and when all content became predominantly propagandistic, practices of scheduling and
television genres need to be revisited. The political circumstances of the 1980s generated the political
dissolution of genres in the light of one dominant televisual form: propaganda, affecting seriously the
provision and the formal aesthetics of programmes. At the same time, the political interruption of the
broadcasting flow – due to transmission cuts – affected scheduling practices. I will analyze both these
issues in the following sections.
1.

Interruptions
I have illustrated earlier on how the emergence of a fluid programming, the consolidation of a

television scheduling and the narrative organization of programmes forms, helped to popularize and
assert television as the new broadcasting medium in Romanian society in the late 50s –late 60‟s. I am
now arguing that political interferences with television that gained terrain from the end of the 1970s and
intensified throughout the 1980s, affected not only the broadcast content, but also the fundamental
structures of the televisiual medium as a broadcasting flow and a segmental mode of address. Rather
than being defined by the notion of flow and that of the segment, the television of the last era of
Ceausescu‟s reign became fundamentally characterized by interruptions. Such interruptions, which I will
illustrate as practices of political interference, affected primarily the broadcasting structure and the
narrative organization of television as a medium. They affected the very medial status of television in
Romania.
Dominant political intrusions into the organization of broadcast television became already apparent
in 1977, when television guides no longer accounted for the actual broadcast content on the screen. The
daily television programming was subject to recurrent last minute changes, which left the television
viewer in confusion and disappointment. Broadcast programmes became then a surprise, and most often
than not, an undesirable one. Television guides and television scheduling were no longer a practice of
organizing content, but rather a signal of political interference. Interferences with the programme as
introduced by television guides symptomized at the end of the 1970s, the drastical scheduling and
programming changes that were to be implemented throughout the 1980s. They also signified the
increased censorship that was drowning over Romanian television. Practices of interfering with the
television guides were in fact a result of stricter censorship practices, but also a result of the
multiplication of censorship filters.110 It was at times the mismatch between the different censorship
filters that caused the last minute changes to the daily programme. More and more through the 1980s,
however, it was the final word of Elena and Ceausescu that ordered the last minute changes into the
programme.
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Figure 11: Internal copies of TV Guides inside Romanian Television, showing the last minute, handwritten changes to the daily programme (Radio TV, Tuesday 21 & Wednesday 22 September 1977)
The recurrent last minute changes to scheduling became inevitably an issue of dissatisfaction among
audiences. Numerous viewers monitored via the Malicius operation – discussed also in the previous
chapter – voiced their complaints on the issue.
A citizen, who doesn‟t disclose her identity, expresses her discontent with the changes in the
programme, which were not communicated in due time, reads a Malicius document. 111
Other excerpts from the Malicius documents communicated:
A citizen who doesn‟t disclose his identity is unhappy with the fact that tonight the series „Looking
for Captain Grant‟ were no longer aired on television, as they were scheduled and he addressed the
receptionist with: „Go to hell‟.112
A citizen, who doesn‟t disclose his identity, expresses his dissatisfaction with the fact that the
television guide is no longer complied with. Upon the recommendation of the receptionist to file a
written complaint, the man stated he preferred to communicate via telephone to avoid getting
arrested.113
A citizen, who doesn‟t disclose her identity, expressed her dissatisfaction that the announced
programme was not abided by.114
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The unannounced shifting of television programming generated a first act towards the dissolution of
a televisual flow. The last minute replacement of one (most often entertaining) programme with another,
propagandistic programme, drew attention to that unitary and intruding item interrupting a prearranged programme.
The cut of transmission time in the 1980s constituted another interruption into the broadcast flow of
Romanian television. For instance, the peak of broadcasting time on Romanian television was reached in
1980, with 5377 hours, a major difference from the 1642 transmitted hours in 1975 and the 1361 hours of
1971. 115 However, throughout the last decade of Ceausescu‟s reign, transmission time on Romanian
television kept decreasing, reaching 1411 hours by 1985 and 1263 hours by 1987-1988.116 By 1985, the
second channel of Romanian television stopped transmitting after twenty years of existence, so did the
territorial channels of the broadcasting institution.117 At the time, the institution broadcast on the main
channel, from 8 to 10 p.m on weekdays, from 3 - 5 p.m on Saturdays and between 12 - 3 p.m and 8 -10
p.m on Sundays. 118 On a different note, the hourly rates of television production in the 1980s
paradoxically increased. In 1957, an hour of television production cost 11527 Romanian lei, rising to
68245 lei in 1975 and reaching 80800 lei in 1980 (see figure 12). The last decade of Ceausescu‟s regime
witnessed the highest hourly rates of television production: 320300 lei in 1885 and 367537 lei in 1987.119
In contrast to that, by the mid 80s, an internal report of the broadcasting institution attested that
Romanian television had „the lowest audience rate in its history. Programmes [were] forcedly politicized,
their quality was low and they no longer captivated the attention of audiences, but rather generated fury.
The entertainment and leisure factor disappeared almost entirely…‟ 120 The diversity of genres was
disappearing off the screen through the 1980s, while programming accommodated exclusively
propagandistic content and broadcasts of Ceausescu. A report centralized by the Securitate, read:
Various categories of personnel in the field of television, press, culture and arts consider that
programmes suffer from a lack of professionalism, […], routine, […], from the lack of new or interesting
information, the limited time of cultural personalities on the screen due to financial reasons, the
limitation of the broadcasting time dedicated to cultural programmes, the visible limitation of the loisir
function at the expense of the educational and political-ideological role as well as from the fact that
television programmes no longer reflect and are critical of the social-economic and the cultural-artistic
reality, insisting instead on the deformed and exaggerated representation of successful achievements. 121
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Figure 12: Securitate document showing the rise in TV production costs from 1957 to 1987
The interruption of daily programming and its limitation to a few hours per day marked a new
restrictive nature of television in Romania. It punctuated television programming as sequential items,
confined to the restrictions of interrupted time. Television broadcasting drew attention to its own
interruptions, disintegrating its experience/reception as a programming flow. Moreover, the timed
television programming became then integrated into the regime of everyday life as envisioned by
Ceausescu at the time. It became adapted to the working schedule of the new socialist man. Watching
television had to be confined to the ideological daily rhythm of life and the restricted television
programming became nothing but a sequential unit into the socialist daily life, following a daytime of
work and preceding a night of early sleep. The new daily rhythm of life, into which television
programming was integrated, was envisioned to help construct the productive and hard-working socialist
Man.
Practices of interruption did not limit themselves to interferences with programme guides or to
timed restricted and restrictive television schedules. A common practice in the 1980s became the
interruption into the actual television content. Inevitably, the limited hours of broadcasting time allowed
for and in fact, necessitated cut-downs and interruptions of longer narratives. Such interruptions became
most felt when it came to films and series, which were greatly shortened. Telecinemateca, the Wednesday
night film, was already in 1981 reduced to a 30-minute time slot.122 The American series Dallas was first
transmitted by Romanian television in August 1979, shortly after it was first broadcast on the American
screen. The series would initially have a fifty minute time slot on Saturday evening, in between Varieties
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and an entertainment music programme. However, they reduced their time slot steadily until 1981, when
their transmission abruptly came to a halt. The interruption of the serial in Romania coincided then with
an important cliffhanger in the film: the „Who shot J.R.?‟ episode, which left Romanian audiences to
wonder for almost a decade (until 1990 when the series were re-aired right after the fall of the communist
regime). In 1981, a television critic wrote in the Cinema magazine about the programming of films on
Sunday afternoon at 6 p.m.: „it started by bits and pieces of films being scheduled, it continued by series
made up by half films‟, he said.123 Once again, this practice of interruption caused severe dissatisfaction
among audiences, as recorded by Malicius documents:
A citizen, who doesn‟t disclose his identity, […] being discontented with the fact that last night the
end of the fiction film on TV was not longer aired, brought insults to the broadcasting institution and its
personnel.124
The interruption of television narratives on Romanian television affected in fact the segmental
organization of television narratives, in John Ellis‟ (1992) definition of the concept. The cut-downs of
films, the un-disclosing of their finale or the break-off of serials‟ cliffhangers dramatically affected their
narrative coherent structure. The segment - that basic organization of material as a coherent group of
sounds and images, that needs to be accompanied by other similar such segments so as to construct an
overall meaning (Ellis, 1992: 116) – was broken off, by means of interruption, into disorganized,
disparate televisual units. Films, series and serials on Romanian television at the time lost their narrative
appeal and failed to secure their narrative come-back originally embedded into their progressive mode of
address. The relation with the viewers became then one of teasing, in which the viewer attempted to
make sense of narrative patterns, but was constantly deprived of it. Practices of interruption as I have
illustrated them - whether related to interferences with programme guides, restrictions of television
schedules or break-offs in the segmental narrative organizations of content – transformed the
fundamental structure of broadcast television (as signified by flow and segment) into a disparate and
disorganized output, and a non-coherent televisual experience.

2.

Political Dissolution of Televisual Genres
Within the context of a limited broadcasting time, the variety of programmes on the screen was

bound to suffer. An internal note on the state of programming of Romanian television attested:
From the point of view of diversity, three main categories can be distinguished: a) politicized
economic programmes, b) political programmes and c) other programmes […] The economic
programmes are without content, without sense, without aim. […] Point b): Telejurnalul …should get
inspiration from Bulgarians. It offers first of all a luxury of details about internal political events, and
presents only secondarily external news that only talk about the „diseases‟ of capitalism:
unemployment, poverty, economic crisis. […] C) In the category of the „other‟, programmes are not
really diverse.125
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Inscribed within the category of „other‟ programmes, the note mentioned: „Romanian films that
children know by heart‟, „a dreadful repertory of romances‟, „a poor Saturday programming with rubbish
that other television companies would throw away‟.126 Another report on the broadcasting institution,
mentioned:
Concerning music programmes, you are left with the impression that there is no love left in this
country, that tender feelings are forbidden and that the Mamaia Festival [n.a. the yearly national
music festival broadcast on television] awards prizes to Party songs about peace. […] Sports
programmes are insufficient and do not respond to the public interest. […] Television humour has been
for so many years lamentable. It is inconceivable how many barriers the text needs to pass through, so
as to never achieve a good result. […] It is very visible that the big programmes lack a structure of
making. This lack results from the absence of an artistic director. After the death of Bocanet [n.a. 1977]
and the departure of Lazarov, there were no longer true quality programmes. Even nowadays when
the programmes by Bocanets are aired, they remain superior to the programmes made recently. I think
we are the only television in Europe that only uses directors in the editing phase […] to compensate for
the artistic director.127
At the same time, the cultural-scientific function of Romanian television was endangered by its
limitation in reflecting the cultural, scientific and artistic scene in the country. A note written by a
Securitate source, informs us:
Within the two hours of daily programming, the TV Journal occupies approximately half an hour,
sometimes more. To this, there are added the political-economic programmes „Actualitatea in
economie‟[„The economic actuality‟], „Tribuna experientei‟ [„The Tribune of experience‟] , „Cadran
Mondial‟[„Global Quadrant‟], where the presence of cultural, scientific or artistic personalities is poor
and less appropriate….[…] By the current thematical structure of Romanian Radiotelevision
programmes, by their limited duration, programmes no longer have the complex character they used to
have: „Scriitori la microfon‟ [„Writers in front of the microphone‟], „Viata cultural-artistica‟ [„The
cultural-artistic life‟], „Prim-planuri de scriitori, oameni de cultura si arta‟[„Close-ups of writers,
cultural and artistic personalities‟]. In the few minutes that a personality is allowed to talk, everything
boils down to short statements on [political] adherence or stands on issues of disarmament, for
instance.128
A Securitate informer reported in a note what the state of mind of cultural editors inside Romanian
television was:
Mihaela Macovei, one of the most experienced and best cultural programme makers:
Within the actual transmission space that we have, every producer opted for programmes on the
edge of resistance, such as short poetry shows, with facile poetry and non-quality authors. Ion Budescu
[n.a. permanent interim of the cultural programme department] didn‟t wish for a programming policy
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of cultural values…Generally, he would dictate whom to bring on the screen, what books to present,
what actors-actresses to use. Where was my personality. I protested, I argued, but he won.
Viorel Grecu, experienced programme maker, quiet critical in his programmes:
I do what I am asked. I go where I am ordered and I do no bring „undesirable‟ people in TV. It is
better that someone else thinks for you.129
TV programme guides in the 1980s confirm that even the minimal diversity of programmes present
on the television screen was converged towards politicized modes of address. The children‟s magazines,
such as Lumea Copiilor [„Children‟s World‟] which maintained their Sunday morning timeslot, became
dominantly propagandistic. An edition of Lumea Copiilor aired on Sunday, 19 January 1986 and
scheduled from 11.35-12.40 a.m., presented rubrics such as „Evoking the National Unification on 24
January 1859‟, „Creations by pioneers and pupils dedicated to the Unification‟, „The Holiday Agency
Transmits: news, notes and information‟, „Editorial novelties for children‟, „The club of smart children‟,
„Cartoons‟, „Surprise of the programme‟ and a shortened children‟s series under the rubric Telefilmoteca
de ghiozdan („Telefilms for the school children‟). 130 Similarly, the weekend magazines lost their
entertaining value and became dominantly politicized: La sfarist de saptamana [„At the weekend‟] on
Saturday between 1-3 p.m and Album Duminical [„Sunday magazine‟] between 1-3 p.m. An edition of La
sfarsit de saptamana, aired on 7 November 1987, featured folk music, 15 minutes of cartoons, a
propagandistic reportage Puterea Initiativei [„The power of initiative‟], poetry recitals, ballet, a quitar
performance, recorded selections of international festivals (Russian), a rubric of tele-sport, and a musical
recital.131 Another edition of Album Duminical aired on 14 September 1986132, presented: a poetry rubric
entitled „Romanian Autumn‟, a cartoons rubric, a reportage about a seaside resort, a choir musical
performance, a rubric of curiosities in the world, a music recital for young people, actualities in 600
seconds, tele-sport, another musical recital, cinematographic facts and a rubric called Secventa
Telespectatorului [„The viewer‟s sequence‟], presenting music at the request of the audience, a rubric that
a Securitate report133 noted to come the closest to the taste of the viewers at the time. Other genres and
programmes which I discussed earlier also took on a politicized form: the social enquete was changed
into the political enquete. Foreign films and series presented on the screen were dominantly replaced by
Romanian productions 134 or socialist productions at best. The change of policies regarding films was
much criticized by audiences in the Malicius documents. Some of them read:
A citizen asks for a fine film, not a Chinese one.135
A citizen addressed the receptionist: „You can go to hell, is that a Saturday night film?‟ 136
A citizen is unhappy that on a Saturday evening, there is broadcast a film that „drives people
crazy‟, instead of relaxing them.137
A citizen, who didn‟t divulge his identity, asked ironically if the television institution still owned
many other films similar to the one broadcast on Saturday evening.138
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The politicization of televisual genres on Romanian television inevitably brought an editorial
degradation inside different departments of the broadcasting institution. I have mentioned previously the
case of cultural programmes or social programmes. However, the news department also underwent the
same editorial degradation:
The bad situation started in 1981; from 1985 the absolute crisis began. External news became
limited in the themes it was allowed to approach. Everything was about the shortages of the West,
everything was awfully biased, there was no balance anymore, no respect for basic journalistic
practices. We had a coordinating editor, who had to watch everything we made and who received
instructions from the adjunct general director [n.a. Traian Puscasu], whose office was on the same
floor as ours. The adjunct director would inform him on what the news topics were and he would come
and tell us. […] I would be a hypocrite to say that there was ever the chance to circumvent the political
directions. You couldn‟t come on the screen with an opinion other than what had been imposed. Because
the texts we were reading live were controlled, approved, stamped, there wasn‟t any way out of that.
Recorded programmes were screened and anything that bothered or made any allusions was taken
out. […] The news department was a state within a state: it had its own sound people, technicians,
directors, etc. It was not subject to the general editorial and artistic policies in the institution, said
Nicolae Melinescu, external news editor and presenter at the time.139

News anchorman Petre Popescu presenting Actualitati, Photo by TVR
By the mid 80s, the dominant mode of address on Romanian television became propagandistic and
homagiating programmes, perfectly accommodated by the politicization of televisual genres and the
editorial degradation inside the institution. The dominance of propagandistic programmes was
nourished also by an unprecedented growth of Ceausescu‟s personality cult in the 1980s, which silenced
the television professionalism inside the institution140. Nicolae Ceausescu and his wife Elena became then
the ultimate target viewers of Romanian television. Programmes had to please the dictatorial couple and
were made in fear of the Ceausescus‟ watching. They were in fact the ultimate decision factors behind the
airing of programmes. The centralization of television control in the hands of Ceausescu became
inscribed into production practices themselves. Television broadcasts of Ceausescu and his wife Elena,
were then referred to as „actions at zero level‟ (Brates, 1992:23). They required strict measures of (pre-
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)control: the shooting location had to be carefully investigated; staff involved during the different stages
of transmission had to be verified, selected and pre-approved by the Securitate; the same personnel were
constantly used during official broadcasts of Ceausescu; and certainly not in the least, Securitate officers
were presented throughout the different sectors of transmission.141 The colour RCA cameras or OB vans
that the institution was in possession of were only used for official broadcasts of Ceausescu. 142 These were
the only programmes recorded on magnetic tape at the time. Broadcasts of Ceausescu did not have any
limitations in terms of the pellicle used. Whereas other programmes had to abide by a usage ration of 1:1
(the amount of pellicle filmed was the same as the pellicle used in the final output), homagiating
programmes of Ceausescu splurged on wasted pellicle. Moreover, while all other programmes were
shortened in the light of the limited broadcasting time, transmissions of Ceausescu were shown adliteram, with no cuts. All this explained the much higher production costs in the 1980s.
Stylistically, such broadcasts abounded in rhetoric of scale and heroic representations. Panoramic
framing, bird‟s eye view shots of masses, close-ups of socialist banners or oversize portraits of Ceausescu
were common denominators of ceausist programmes.
Ceausescu‟s leadership style evokes comparison with other prominent communist leaders such as
Lenin, Stalin, and Mao: all four men have been the objects of personality cults. […] characteristics of the
Ceausescu cult – icons, scriptures, and infallibility – are reminiscent of the Lenin and Stalin cults in the
Soviet Union. Ceausescu, like the Soviet leaders, is portrayed as a great revolutionary who, despite
lowly origins, rose to become a national hero through hard work, courage, and intellectual ability – a
socialist Horatio Alger.‟ (Fischer, M.E., 1981: 117-118)
Rhetoric of scale and visualizations of heroic myths stood central to representations of Ceausescu.
They were inscribed in fact within an iconography of dictatorial regimes characterized by illustrations of
monumental visuals, enlarged figures, and mass panoramas 143 . Interesting to remark is that these
techniques of representation, commonly used in dictatorial regimes, were first popularized by American
advertising in the 1930s. Described by Roland Marchand (1985) as visual clichés defined by heroic
proportions, adoring throngs - tiny human figures placed into large scale visuals -, or illustrations of
„crowd splendor‟ showing masses in motion, such representations techniques were common of American
advertising at the beginning of the 20th century.
But the massive crowds of tiny, undifferentiated figures paying homage to the heroically scaled
product have appeared only infrequently since the early 1930s. This visual cliché may have faded as
advertising leaders came to associate such images with totalitarian regimes… (Marchand, 1985: 269)
During the era of the personality cult, Nicolae Ceauescu and his wife Elena became attentive
television viewers. The host of an OIRT meeting held in Prague amusingly confirmed at the time: „I salute
the numerous delegation of the Socialist Republic of Romania, consisting of one person. It is a oneperson delegation, because Romania makes television programmes for one man.‟144 Teodor Brates, a
former news editor, recalled a scandal generated by the dictatorial couple after watching the broadcast of
a meeting between them and the Bulgarian president Jivkov (Brates, 1992: 27). After they saw themselves
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looking old, wrinkly and gesticulating inappropriately on television, Party officials organized a screening
session of the broadcast, meant to sanction the staff responsible of the unflattering images. Surprisingly,
the screening that took place inside the broadcasting institution showed nothing incriminating: both
Nicolae and Elena Ceausescu had been filmed from a distance and from favorable angles, as they mostly
preferred it. Upon further investigations, it was confirmed that the broadcast the dictatorial family had
watched on their home screen belonged to Bulgarian television. By the end of their regime, the two were
predominantly only interested in images, wanting to look good and adorned by the masses, in which case
they often muted the sound on their television sets (Brates, 1992: 27). Ceausescu‟s interest in television
watching reminds us of Charlles de Gaulle, who became to be described as „le premier téléspectateur de
France‟, „un téléspectateur attentive et fidèle‟, (Bourdon, 1990: 20-21).
Under these circumstances, Nicolae and Elena Ceausescu became the directing figures behind
television programmes. Their direct interferences into the final outcome of televised content have also
been officially classified in 2006 by a report of the Presidential Commission for the Analysis of
Communist Dictatorship in Romania.145 Stefan Dimitriu, the renowned Reflector program-maker spoke
of how he was laid off in 1982 together with other television employees, by the direct order of the
Ceausescus‟.146 Nicolae Petrovici, former editor-in-chief of youth programmes in the 1980s, remembered
entertainment programmes at the time as „sad‟ and „rigid‟, primarily because Elena Ceausescu did not
enjoy artists dancing or moving too much in front of the cameras.147 Nicolae and Elena communicated
their likes and predominantly their dislikes about programmes by means of a special telephone number
called the „short phone‟. Whenever such a number called the office of the general director of television, it
was understood that it contained orders from the highest level.148
Elena Ceausescu ordered that reporters should no longer be present on camera. If needed, only the
hand holding the microphone ought to be shown, remembered Teodor Brates, former vice chief-editor
of the news department (Brates, 1992: 17).
Similarly haircuts, clothes or women on television became heavily criticized by Elena Ceausescu.
Female television presenters like Delia Budeanu or actresses, such as Violeta Andrei were then taken off
air at the wish of Ceausescu‟s wife. Nevertheless, Ceausescu never set foot inside Romanian television,
confirmed the news redactor Nicolae Melinescu.149 He had his personal radio and television studio set up
on the premises of the Central Committee, which was called Studio 1. It was primarily built for the
recordings of Ceausescu‟s speech during New Year and for facilitating his address to the nation at times
of national necessity.150
Within the context of an overtly tight control of the Ceausescus‟ over television programmes, live
broadcasts were also envisioned to change their status from an immediate, spontaneous mode of address
into a rehearsed and staged production. As discussed in chapter one, early initiatives in this sense date
back to November 18th, 1975 when a roundtable at Romanian Radiotelevision discussed measures of
counteracting the „vulnerable‟ character of live television.151 Live coverages of official state events, live
sports broadcasts, live studio programmes, but also live cameras and microphones, OB vans, the editing
rooms at the centre of distribution and control, which could rework live content, were all considered as
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susceptible to dissident potential. Several preventive measures for live television were drawn. For
instance, live cameramen were instructed to avoid hostile incidents occurring live, by zooming out, as
they had limited possibilities in changing frames when already being on air. A pre-selected editor had to
act as a stand-in inside the OB van. He/she was responsible for inserting an appropriate image into the
live flow if needed. Another pre-approved editor had to be present in the editing room at the studios. The
final check-up of live content was made at the Centre for Distribution and Control, where a person in
charge could interrupt the live transmission by the projection of a fixed image. On top of this, two
politically reliable persons had to watch all programmes broadcast on television. Those in charge of
counteracting any subversive potential of live transmissions were pre-approved by the Securitate on the
basis of their past, their education and the political past of their family. They were preferred to come
from a working class family, had to be members of the Communist party, have no relatives abroad, and
preferably had already proved themselves politically or in some cases, had even collaborated with the
Securitate. According to a scheme (see figure 1) that the Securitate drafted, the realization of live
transmissions from OB vans involved clearcut procedures.152 The signal/images from the different OB
vans, together with images from the studio, were first sent to the editing rooms inside the broadcasting
institution. From the editing rooms, the content passed through a „general check-up‟ point. From there,
they were directed through the cabin for the final content check-up, and from there on to the Distribution
Centre staffed with people of the Ministry of Transport and Telecommunications. On top of the
Distribution Centre, there was the „point of severance‟: the place where the entire broadcasting process
could be interrupted, if necessary, by remote control. Only in the final stage, after all check-up points,
were the live content sent out to the television transmitter situated on top of Casa Scanteii, the regime‟s
main publishing house. Political inscriptions within infrastructure and production practices of live
television generated also stylistic changes. Live broadcasts were rehearsed in advance; mock filming was
performed and then analyzed during screening sessions. A Securitate scheme on the live coverage of the
visit of Mikhail Gorbachev to Romania on 25-27 May 1987 listed all the personnel and the technical
infrastructures involved as well as the positioning of the cameras throughout the official route of the
visit.153 It also specified activities of testing the positioning of the cameras and the functioning of the
technical infrastructures. The test images filmed were then subject to two different screening sessions
designed to ensure the best staging of the live event.
By the end of Ceausescu‟s reign in December 1989, Romanian television programming was uniform
and unilateral. Genres became politicized and converged into a unitary televisual form: propaganda.
Editorial policies inside the broadcasting institution were subject to political visas, which further
enhanced the convergence towards propagandistic programmes. With propaganda as the dominant
televisual genre, homagiating representations – characterized by visuals of scale and heroism – became
the corresponding mode of address. Within this convergence towards a ceausist 154 television, live
broadcasting transformed its status from a form of immediacy into a rehearsed, pre-staged
representation. All this as part of a broadcasting regime defined by timed transmissions and narrative
interruptions.
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I have attempted so far in this chapter to illustrate the transition of television in Romania through
different regimes: from an artistic regime that marked the resemblance of the new medium with other
art forms, to a regime of flow that consolidated and popularized television-specific forms, onto a regime
of editorial growth that asserted a differsification of programme forms and modes of address, and
eventually to a regime of politicization that marked the most coercive period of Ceausescu‟s rule and
witnessed a dissolution of programme forms into propagandistic content. Each of these regimes signal
different instances in the development of television as a medium in Romania: from an art form looking
for its own identity, to a medium popularizing its own forms, to an editorial medium and eventually to a
propagandistic/ceausist television. The transition through these regimes also marks the particular
development of the mediun in Romania, from an elitistic, high-art form to a deculturalized televisual
politics. While the first three regimes speak of the development of television in any other country, the last
regime was a result of the dictatorial rule of the 1980s in Romania.
I take it as the challenge for the remaining part of the chapter to investigate the extent to which postCeausescu political changes affected the culture of television in Romania. The upcoming discussion will
thus be restricted to underlining continuities with, changes from and transformations of the televisual
culture of communist Romania. It will not however, provide a thorough overview of the post-communist
television programming in Romania.

Programming the Live Revolution
The live representation of the 1989 Romanian Revolution constituted a signifying practice of
disrupting with the coercive power and the ceausist televisual culture at the end of the decade. Signifiers
of change were embedded throughout the live broadcasting of the events. Deviations from ceausist
televisual practices in terms of scheduling, programming or generic representations, underlined the
extraordinary status of television at the time.
Starting with December 21, 1989, the schedule of Romanian television collapsed in the light of the
anti-Ceausescu events spreading around the country. The mass rally of Ceausescu on December 21st was
accommodated into the schedule by a special morning programme scheduled between 11.59 -12.52 a.m.155
The morning transmissionm which ended at 12.54 a.m, was again resumed at 6.45 p.m. For 15 minutes
until 7 p.m., Romanian television showed a fixed intro image marked by time and date and accompanied
by a solemn musical soundtrack. For the last 5 minutes before the start of the programme, it showed the
map of Romania on a soundtrack of the national anthem, followed immediately by the anthem of the
Democracy and Socialist Unity Front. The extensive opening intro into the evening programme of
December 21st created a state of expectancy and marked the exceptional character of the transmission.
The programme started with an extended version of the news bulletin Telejurnal, showing a cleaned up
version of the interrupted live broadcast of Ceausescu‟s mass rally 156, together with a series of proCeausescu demonstrations organized throughout the country. During the evening, a programme entitled
Chemare (pentru apararea si consolidarea cuceririlor revolutionare ale popurului roman, a
independentei si suveranitatii patriei („Appeal for the defense and consolidation of the revolutionary
conquests of Romanian people, the independence and sovereignty of the country‟) was intercalated in
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between every other programme. Other programmes broadcast on the evening, such as File de glorioasa
istorie („Files of a glorious history‟) or Cantece patriotice si revolutionare („Patriotic and revolutionary
songs‟), were taken out of the special reserve repository of propaganda programmes. The programme
ended at 10.22 p.m with the Telejurnal, followed by the soundtrack of Hora Unirii¸ a patriotic song
speaking of national unity. The next day, on Friday December 22nd, another exceptional morning
programme was scheduled. The transmission started at 10.50 a.m. with a 12 minutes opening intro, once
again creating a state of expectancy and underlining the extraordinary character of the transmission. At
11.02 a.m. the programme started with George Marinescu, one of the news presenters, reading out a
decree on the state of the national emergency instituted in the country. The day‟s programming consisted
of short moments of patriotic songs alternated with regular repetitions of the decree on national
emergency. The programme ended at 11.46 a.m. with the soundtrack of Hora Unirii. From that point on,
the editorial board of Romanian television no longer registered in writing the transmission schedule until
January 3rd, 1990.157
But what happened next marked the beginning of the Live Romanian Revolution:
Around 13-14 hrs, there reappeared on the television screens of those who hadn‟t turned off their
television sets (and there were many!) the logo of TVR accompanied by symphonic music. That image,
usually meaningless, intrigued an entire country: it was clear that something had happened in
Bucharest. Numerous confessions of television viewers in different cities testify that the first free
broadcast of television was watched from its very first moment. 158
From that moment on, the live revolution unfolded on the television screens. The live transmission
of the revolution signified abrupt changes with the televisual culture of the ceausist regime. The previous
limitation of transmission time was now replaced with the flow of ongoing live transmissions. Narrative
interruptions, a practice so common of the dictatorial regime, became now grounds for the broadcasting
institution to reflect upon and acknowledge viewers‟ desires. On Saturday evening, December 23rd, 1989,
Romanian television interrupted its live transmission, to show a fiction film Ringul („The boxing ring‟) by
the Romanian director Sergiu Nicolaescu. The film was interrupted half way upon the request of the
viewers who became critical of TVR‟s decision to interrupt the broadcast of the live events by
spontaneously scheduling a fiction film. The incident caused scandals among viewers, which prompted
Teodor Brates, as the TVR spokesman, to present a televised apology. 159 He communicated that the
rationale behind that particular scheduling decision was to please viewers by showing an entertaining
film on a Saturday evening. Upon the common request of the viewers the film was interrupted and Brates
ensured that from then on audiences would be tuned in to the live events as they unfolded. Televisual
signifiers of the ceausist period (such as narrative interruptions) became then grounds of self-reflection
for the broadcasting institution, but also grounds of communication between the institution and the
audiences. The escalation of this incident into public outrage during the revolutionary days and the
assumed responsibility of the public broadcaster, shows that a collective decision was being made to shift
away from the regime of timed programming and narrative interruptions, towards restoring a regime of
flow, that reminded us of the golden period of Romanian television through the 70s.
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The Live Romanian Revolution re-instituted also a serial narrative organization of the televisual
output. The live event closely followed the narrative lines of a screenplay: from introducing the setting
and the plot, to the staging of action as good versus evil, all the way to the construction of tension and
suspense, to the the presentation of a climax and a resolution point.160
The construction of the narrative in terms of pre-announced sequences reminded us of the narrative
patterns of the serial, introducing its next episode.
Mircea Dinescu: In 10 minutes, we will make an appeal to the population. […] In 5 minutes we will
make an appeal to all population… to the heroic Romanian people… 161
Mircea Dinescu: 5 more minutes and the Romanian people will be forever victorious. 162
Ion Caramitru: Wait every 10 minutes…the Romanian people can now hear the proclamation that
is being written now in the studio…be calm…The victory is ours…163
Teodor Brates: Esteemed viewers, in approximately 30 minutes we will broadcast a very important
communiqué. People are asked to head home in order to watch this communiqué. So, in approximately
30 minutes, people are asked to head home to watch the communiqué.164
The Live Romanian Revolution asserted also a formal change of live broadcasting from a pre-staged
production to an immediate, spontaneous representation. The live broadcast of Ceausescu‟s last mass
rally attested in fact the collapse of the previously instituted measures of political control over live
television. The broadcast started out by eye-catching shot-reverse shots, giving away the well rehearsed
and pre-planned character of the live production. The unexpected disturbances during the event which
were captured by the live sound testified to the existing riots in the country and in fact mobilized the
country into a revolutionary movement.165 Ceausescu‟s live mass rally on December 21st 1989 illustrated
in fact how televised live events could circumvent political control and construct a subversive social
representation. It showed a spontaneous, unexpected character of live television, by testifying its
contingence on unplanned dissident interferences. All in all, the live event emphasized the subversive
status of live television and the failure of the existing structures of control exercised over television
broadcasting. It constituted a preamble to the revolution, which further consolidated the status of live
television as an immediate and spontaneous mode of address. The ah-hoc presence of civilians in front of
live cameras, the improvised live speeches, even the informal clothing or postures on the screen,
contrasted with the grandiose, well-rehearsed live broadcasts of Ceausescu‟s regime.
The Live Romanian Revolution acted as a signifier of discontinuities with the ceausist television
broadcasting. The ongoing live transmissions asserted a re-organization of the status of television into a
broadcasting flow, in opposition to the interrupted programming of the 1980s. The serial narrative
construction of the live event, as well as the public reflections that Romanian television presented in
relation to the scheduling incident of Ringul, contrasted with the previous regime of interrupted
programming. The live event of the Revolution and its subversion of Ceausescu‟s reign showed live
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broadcasting as an immediate form of address, contrary to the pre-staged live broadcasts under
Ceausescu. These abrupt changes, however, were asserted as part of a live, immediate representation
organized according to the lines of fictional narrative, a representation that should not and cannot be
confused with the revolution itself, but which nevertheless, became a leading force behind the street
revolution. In Romania, such changes were even more problematic because „a consequence of the lack of
liberal-minded communists in the former regime led to the absence of what Sparks (1998) has referred to
as „…pre-adaptation to the Western model…‟ of the media, which affected development post-1989‟ (Berry,
2004: 118). I will now look into the development of a post-Ceausescu broadcasting culture of Romanian
television. I will primarily focus on assessing the reconfigurations of new actors/actants and broadcasting
practices that came about in the aftermath of the Revolution and whether these reconfigurations
mediated change.
I have showed so far – in relation to the communist period of television broadcasting in Romania –
how programme forms and televisual modes of address have been mediated by negotiations between
different actors. I have also discussed how specific programmes and genres (e.g. Reflector, Viata Satului,
Teleenciclopedia, Telecinemateca) have disputed themselves different political, institutional or social
roles, which guaranteed their stability and frequency on the schedule. I will now attempt to map out how
a new, post-communist broadcasting culture became disputed by different actors and whether these
disputes constituted a change from the politicized communist regime.

Post-1989 Television Programming
The political changes brought about by the Live Romanian Revolution announced a new beginning
for the broadcasting institution. Certainly it was an act of re-birth of the institution from the ashes of its
own past. Within the post-89 process of re-inveting the Romanian Television, disputes took place
between different actors. These disputes were remarkable in nature, for they relied on reviving past
broadcast hegemonies inside the institution. On one hand, there were the television professionals
attempting to recreate a new, democratic status of television in the new society, and re-popularize the
memory of the golden period of professionalism of Romanian television. On the other hand there were
the political actors and the new broadcast directors that negotiated the new power relations inside the
institution.
The Regime of Past Appropriations

1.

Disputing Televisual Professionalism after Ceausescu
Early into the live broadcasts of the revolutionary events, Romanian television proclaimed its new

name: Televiziunea Romana Libera (Free Romanian Television). Former news presenters presented
their apologies in front of live cameras for having been the voice of a dictatorial regime.166
Petre Popescu: Brothers, beloved viewers…the employees of Television and I also speak on behalf of
the Radio employees, are at the service of the people. After 25 years, we want to redeem our mistake
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and from now on, we will only tell you the truth. We are in favor of plurality of opinions, those who
want to voice their opinions will have access to the radio and television stations… 167
A series of internal staff meetings were improvised inside the broadcasting institution in the
following days of the Live Romanian Revolution. Chaired by Aurel-Dragos Munteanu, the newly
appointed president of Television, the staff meetings approached central issues related to the new status
of the public broadcaster. Internal scandals were discussed, which generated self-reflection on editorial
independence and the new relations between television and the political power. 168 One such scandal was
the making and the transmission of an interview with Silviu Brucan, a member of the Executive
Committee of the provisional National Salvation Front (NSF), former communist dissident and former
vice-president of Romanian television (1962-1965). The interview was made by the well-known teleast
Carmen Dumitrescu upon the request of Silviu Brucan. It was done „in secret‟, without the official
approval of Romanian television. The interview took place inside the new office of Silviu Brucan
improvised at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and it was approved by the new NSF leader Ion Iliescu.
Carmen Dumitrecu made the interview using the technical equipment that was until then reserved for
broadcasts of Ceausescu. It was an interview longer than one hour. The first transmission of the interview
was interrupted for a live transmission from Paris covering a visit of the Prime-Minister. There was a
second rerun of the interview, this time without interruptions. The making and transmissions of the
interview generated issues on both sides: inside Romanian television, but also with Silviu Brucan. After
the first transmission of the interview, Brucan launched an attack on the broadcasting institution
criticizing the interruption of the interview for the live broadcast of the Prime Minister as well as the cuts
that had been made on the material. Inside television, the incident generated even more complex
discussions. The broadcast of the interview was seen to raise doubts upon the independent status of
television in relation to political authorities. The rerun of the interview was criticized by television
employees for resembling the endless reruns of the same programmes during Ceausescu‟s regime. At the
same time, the interview was regarded internally as bringing eulogies to Brucan, eulogies that once again
echoed the fallen regime. „The programme with Brucan attempts to erect statues‟, several voices
expressed this during the staff meeting.169 A problem was also raised in relation to the extended time slot
reserved for the interview. The material lasted for more than an hour and included also uninteresting
things that were said. Moreover, it was also scheduled as a rerun occupying the same extended time slot.
Last, but not least, the interruption of a television programme for a live broadcast of the Prime Minister
was also discussed as problematic. That was even more so, as the material was criticized internally for not
having been set up by the broadcasting institution itself. Hours of discussions around such issues brought
up a concluding order: „No material will be broadcast unless it is made by us, through us‟ said then Aurel
Dragos Munteanu.170 The same meeting raised further internal problems: as to who should be in charge
of the new scheduling, or whether the old personnel had to be dismissed from executive positions.
Polemics regarding the new independent status of Romanian television were evidenced during other
internal discussions. The negotiations behind the transport of the execution tape 171 of the Ceausescus‟ to
the broadcasting institution created tensions between the television personnel and the new political
power. A filmed item which was never aired, shows Sergiu Nicolaescu (film director and a relevant
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political figure during the course of the Revolution) and the newsman Victor Ionescu having a telephone
conversation with Ion Iliescu and an Army General.172 The dispute was generated by the Army and Iliescu
wanting to delay or even refuse the transport of the filmed material to television under the fear of having
it lost, as well as under the pretext of not having had it edited, which could have endangered the lives of
the executors and of the trial commission.
The faces of the execution platoon will not be visible; we have technical tools for that. […] We do
not accept censorship. If you told us before, we would have made a decent editing. Otherwise, we will
broadcast the tape as it is. […] If you do not give us the tape, we will communicate on air that the
Council of the National Front is setting us up, that they practice censorship‟ were fragments of what
Victor Ionescu was heard to say on the phone.173
Eventually, it was Sergiu Nicolaescu who selected three people entrusted with the transport of the
tape to the broadcasting institution. During the phone conversation, he guaranteed with his own life that
the tape will not disappear. The tape reached the broadcasting institution already edited. Sergiu
Nicolaescu made the further editing of the tape, cutting out images of the execution moment and images
of the executors.
Rather than bringing concrete solutions to the new status of television, internal television
discussions held in the wake of the Revolution mark the institutional struggle for a redefinition of postcommunist Romanian television. They also show how this self-redefinition was being attempted against
the new political arena. I argue that despite political interference with the 1989 Live Romanian
Revolution or the 1990 and 1991 miners‟ strikes, post-Ceausescu Romanian television did not lend itself
readily to the new power. Instead, its post-communist redefinition and its relation to the new political
power became an act of negotiation. I have illustrated in chapter two, while discussing the institutional
development of the broadcasting institution, how the post-communist regime inflicted and maintained
heavy political criticism on the institution precisely as a means of instrumentalizing it. Such criticism,
together with isolated investigations on the role of Iliescu‟s regime into the Live Revolution or the miners‟
strike may mislead us towards simplified arguments of an undisputed political control over the post-1989
television.

I argue against such potential misunderstandings, by illustrating the post-revolutionary

redefinition of television broadcasting in Romania as part of a negotiation process. It is only by looking at
the negotiation process that different agents (political actors, but also institutional and professional
actors) undertook in relation to the post-89 rebirth of Romanian television, that we can attempt to
understand the new status of the broadcasting institution and how it fell under political interferences. I
will be looking into the rebranding of old programmes and the advent of new genres as the main practices
of disputing a changed, post-communist status of Romanian television.
In the early years after the fall of Ceausescu, Romanian Television continued its search for a new
broadcasting status. Throughout 1990 and 1991, the television guide Panoramic Radio TV became a
public arena where critics, viewers and television professionals debated a post-communist identity of
television in Romania. The editor-in-chief of the new television guide was the former Reflector maker
and reporter, Stefan Dimitriu.
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Figure 13: The new logos of Radio and Television presentred in Panoramic Radio-TV, II, 43, 28
October – 4 November, 1991
Radio-television critics, who throughout the 1980s, moved their chronicles from one magazine to
another and often published under dissimulated titles,174 were once again given a voice, this time inside
the pages of the new television guides:
The only thing I can now truly hope for is for you to be able to ask for (can I say for the
continuation) of a radio-television critique that will prioritize the highest professional standards and
the respect for value. [A critique] that will analyze your profession competently, but subtly, generally,
but also specifically in terms of programmes, critically but not unconstructively, attentively but not
vindictively. Before many other rights which I am sure you deserve and you will ask for, I humbly
believe it is important and necessary for you to have a critical objective and pertinent assessment of
what you are doing, so as to avoid the confusion of values and the anarchy of criteria, said the critic
Cleopatra Lorintiu in a letter she sent to the television makers and published in Panoramic Radio TV.175
The new television guide became a voice for the audiences. It maintained a constant dialogue with
them via constant rubrics such as Posta Redactiei („The Editorial Post‟), for instance, launching questions
to viewers about specific scheduled programmes. When the series Dallas were reintroduced into the
schedule, a new question was launched by Posta Redactiei: „Do you (still) like Dallas?‟, where viewers
replied: „Fed up with films about poverty, misery, famine, discipline, politics and again politics, we can
now at least daydream, so we love films about welfare, success, grandeur, fancy outfits, intrigues among
rich people, etc..‟ 176 Another rubric Opninii, opinii, opinii („Opinions, opinions, opnions‟) published
excerpts of viewers‟ correspondence. For instance, a letter criticizing the way films on the screen were
often preceded by commentaries that gave away the plot, was introduced in Panoramic Radio TV as a
reflection on how to present films on the Free Romanian Television. Then there was also the rubric called
Posta technica („The Technical Post‟) signed by ingineer Ion Florea, which instructed viewers on how to
adapt to the new broadcasting era: e.g. how to tune their television sets to the second channel, how to
build an antenna for receiving the second channel, how to transport the television set from the shop to
their home, etc.
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Panoramic Radio-TV became also a voice for the internal strive of the public broadcaster towards a
new, post-ceausist identity. There were presented opinionated columns about for instance, the subtitling
versus the dubbing of foreign films177, the roles and forms of culture and arts on democratic television,
the advent of spiritual culture on television 178 , the reception of Worldnet science programmes on
Romanian television179, the repercussions of the institutional separation of Radio from Television 180, etc.
The TV guides also launched a process of re-popularizing fragments in the history of Romanian
television. It published columns on: the tradition of TV theatre series181, on the first female television
presenter: Mariana Zaharescu182, on the ideal TV announcer: Coralia Meteleanu 183, on the celebration of
31 December as the anniversary of Romanian Television184, etc. They re-constructed the discourses on
televisual professionalism that had been stifled in the 1980s by the dictatorial regime. Old television
programmes, genres and professions were now rediscussed in terms of value and tradition. The memory
of the golden age of television in Romania was now rediscovered as an antidote to the unfortunate
politicized past of the institution.
A nostalgic look at pioneers of Romanian television in Panoramic Radio-TV, I, 36, 10-16 September
1990:

„Carmen Dumitrecu and Alexandru Stark …or after 20 years‟ by Vasile Blendea
A new narrative form was then born in the pages of the TV guide: the caricature. It asserted a new
free mode of expression and it reintroduced within a self- flagellating and popularizing manner former
employees or programmes of the former regime.
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Above: „Innovation…‟: the 2-screen TV set introducing the 2 channels of TRL, the Free Romanian
Television; Below: Alexandru Stark (left) reintroducing science programmes and George Marinescu
(right) the 1980s newsreader, this time on TRL. Source: Panoramic Radio-TV, I, 31, 6-12 August, 1990.
Caricatures introducing new programmes in the schedule of the new television personalities
appeared much more fictionalized, reminding of foreign film genres: the Western, or the thriller,
perhaps.
Caricatures by Virgil Tomulet (1990) in Panoramic Radio-TV

„Ora 25‟ featuring an interview
by Aristide Buhoiu with a
former dissident

Prof. Razvan Theodorescu
waiting for the „Music Hour‟

Nudity on Free Romanian Television

A comic strip section became also part of the new TV guide. D-ale lui Teletica, for instance, showed
the exciting adventures of Teletica - a young television viewer - in front of the TV set while watching his
favourite programmes.
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Caricature by Virgil Tomulet in Panoramic Radio-TV¸ 1, 50, Week 23-31 December 1990
The television guide played an important role in the years after the fall of Ceausescu. It created a new
platform for redefining its post-1989 status and re-popularizing the institution from the ashes of the
former regime and it maintained an open dialogue with the viewers.
By June 1990, Panoramic Radio-TV presented a first scheduling draft of the post-revolutionary
television (see figure 14). The new schedule marked the stability of programmes on the broadcasting
schedule 185 , but also the growth of television broadcasting from limited, interrupted timeslots to
continuous, almost full-days of programming.

Figure 14: The Draft of theTV Schedule for August, September, October 1990, presented in
Panoramic Radio TV, I, 6-15 July 199
With the exception of Mondays, programmed from 15.50 p.m. to 1 a.m., all the other week days
resumed their morning schedules. From Tuesdays to Fridays, TVR broadcast from 9.50 a.m. to 1 in the
night. Saturday and Sunday, programmes were broadcast from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m. Morning time slots during
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the weekdays were mostly reserved for reruns of popular evening programmes, a practice that
compensated for the rapid transition to the extended broadcasting time despite the limited production
facilitates and the scarce personnel. The new scheduling draft reinstated the previous programme forms
and genres of the 70s: from cartoons, to music programmes, sports, cartoons, films, varieties, to televised
courses for students, programmes in Hungarian and German, to theatre plays. It also instituted new
genres on Romanian television, which had been excluded by the ideology of the communist regime. Thus,
Publicitate was a 5 or 10 minute segment of advertising, introducing for the first time on Romanian
television capitalist products: sports shoes like Adidas Torsion, Westerns food and drink, etc. A 10minute Daily Horoscope programme opened up the television schedule from Mondays to Fridays.
Lumina Lina („Peaceful Light‟) was a new spiritual programme on religious life and coverages of church
masses. It was broadcast on Sundays between 10.30-11.30 a.m. Political programmes such as, Viata
parlamentara („Parlamentary Life‟), In fata natiunii („In front of the nation‟) or Puncte de vedere
(„Points of view‟) were shaping a new genre on Romanian television: the political talk-show. Children‟s
and youth programmes renewed their titles, but also their generic forms. Programmes destined to
teenagers such as Salut, prieten! („Hello, friend!‟) broadcast on Tuesdays at 22.50 p.m. or Varsta
Adolescentei („The age of adolescence‟) on Wednesdays at 19.20 p.m., adopted the format of talk-shows
with the public as a mode of opening up new sets of values and discussion agendas for the postcommunist youth. Themes like sexuality, the generational gap, relations, etc. were freely spoken about for
the first time on Romanian television. Jana Gheorghiu, the moderator of Salut, prieten! would then
constantly smoke on the show, a gesture in tone with the newly acquired freedom of speech, a sign of
capitalistic values, in absolute opposition with the previous regime. Children‟s programmes also renewed
their titles and adopted new modes of address. Feriti-va de magarus („Beware of the donkey‟) and later
on Arlechino or Abracadabra adopted formats from skill competitions for children‟s to staged
storytelling and character shows. The same decentralization of modes of address which occurred within
youth and children‟s programmes, related also to music programmes. Music shows adopted a wide
variety of (new) formats: from music charts to jazz concerts to rock magazines, etc. A new programme
destined for the older generation appeared on the screen: Varsta a III-a („The third age‟), marking a
more refined targeting of television programmes per age demographic. Entertainment genres such as
films, series, cartoons and music programmes became more frequent and occupied daily time slots on the
schedule. The news bulletin changed its name into Actualitati, and it was broadcast in a morning,
afternoon, evening and night edition. Popular programmes of the past regime, such as Reflectorul,
Teleenciclopedia, Telecinemateca, Viata Satului, etc. were transferred onto the new schedule, with
adjustments of content, rather than of formats. Other programmes and genres outcast by Ceausescu‟s
regime were now reintegrated into the schedule: Emisiunea in limba maghiara („The programme in
Hungarian language‟) on Mondays between 4.10 -7 p.m. and Emisiunea in limba germana („The
programme in German language‟) on Fridays between 5 – 7 p.m. The series Dallas suddenly interrupted
in 1981 just before the popular cliffhanger episode „Who shot JR?‟ was resumed on Romanian television.
Among the misteries left unsolved by the Dictatorship, there is also the crime in the swimming pool
of the Ewings‟, which brutally ended the broadcast of these series. If after 11 years you are still
interested in the matter, perhaps you will find its answer. But not immediately. For the time being, you
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will have to get involved in the first series of conflicts of the odious clan Ewing, which will be broadcast
starting with Thursday, 21 February, according to short introduction Ewing Redivivus! in the TV guide
Panoramic Radio TV (Year II, Nr. 4, Week 20 January – 3 February 1991)
The internal strive of the broadcasting institution - most predominantly in the couple of years after
the fall of Ceausescu‟s regime - became a critical process of redefinition, re-popularizing and
consolidation of a new socio-political status of television. The process ranged from opening up dialogue
platforms with viewers, to accommodating (self-reflective) critiques on the new medium, to adopting new
forms of expression (e.g. caricature, parody, etc.) so as to retract from a ceausist history, repopularize old
employees and (re)introduce old/new television programmes. Such internal strive held publicly in the
pages of the TV guides reflected upon and continued in fact the institutional debates that arose in the
wake of the Revolution on the redefinition of post-communist television in Romania. This (self-) critical
period of re-inventing television in Romanian marks in fact the transfer into the post-1989 era of a
diversified communist baggage: from the professional enthusiasm reminding of the 1960s, to the
television professionals and programmes of the 1970s, to the ceausist inheritance of the 1980s.
2.

Disputing the New Television Genres

While the Panoramic Radio-TV constituted a discursive platform for accomodating professional
disputes of reinventing the broadcast institution, political disputes over post-Ceausescu television were
made visible by controversies around the advent of new television genres. Just like earlier on in the
chapter, I take on board Mittel‟s plea that one needs to look at genres as a „contextul discursive process,
situated within larger regime of power, [so as to] better understand their cultural operation‟ (2004: 26).
With that in mind, I will now turn to investigating two particular genres of post-89 Romanian television:
the (political) talk-show and the quiz show. These genres shaped in opposition to the ceausist
broadcasting culture, inspired by a desired democracy. They became a means of popularizing the post-89
television in its new social, cultural and political status.
Origins of the talk-show on the Free Romanian Television can be traced back to the early 1990. By
definition, the talk-show „is a broadly defined genre, comprising a number of subgenres like the political
talk show, celebrity interview show, morning chat program, and most notoriously, daytime “trash” talk
show.‟ (Mittel, 2004: 100). In post-communist Romania however, the early development of the genre was
dictated by the new political circumstances in the country. After the fall of the dictatorial regime, debates
on the new situation in the country were seen to signify freedom of speech and a free television. The new
genre, which placed political debates at its heart, catered for audiences‟ desire to witness and engage with
public discussions on the new society by means of television, after a decade of being alienated from the
medium. A letter by a television viewer, which was published in February 1990 in the TV guide read: „I
would like to ask you to include on the schedule in the near future a series of programmes discussing the
alphabet of democracy. There should be invited to these programmes competent people, political
scientists, jurists, specialists in Constitutional Law.‟186 The political talk-show became thus a social agent,
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disputing a democratic culture on television, while itself (its form, its mode of address) being negotiated
by different actors.
The beginnings of the talk-show in Romania evolved in close relation to the post-revolutionary
political circumstances. The format served as a platform for introducing the new political actors, but also
for advancing discussions around a new democratic order. Inviting new political representatives onto the
studio to talk openly in front of the cameras was meant to assert a new televisual mode of address
standing for plurality and free speech. The format was initially introduced as dezbatere televizata
(„televised debate‟) or masa rotunda („round table‟). It had primarily a strong political and social
function, lacking an entertaining dimension. This was also translated into the aesthetic presentation and
the production practices behind the newly emerging genre. Early political talk-shows, Dialog la masa
rotunda („Dialogue around the table‟), In fata natiunii („In front of the nation‟) or Viata Parlamentara
(„The Parliamentary Life‟) adopted an awkward style of presentation: representatives of different political
bodies took turn in presenting their agendas before the camera. Speaking turns were timed by a screen
watch, meant to denote the equal representation of different political members, but also the equidistant
status of television towards political power. The new televisual format symbolizing a platform for
plurality and freedom of speech, became then the voice of the new political power. By May 1990, electoral
debates helped consolidate the new genre even further. They were at times moderated by the very
management of the broadcasting institution: Razvan Theodorescu as president and Emanuel Valeriu as
vice-director. The early development of (political) talk-shows on Romanian television took a centralized
path under the tutelage of political and institutional power actors. The political auspices under which the
new televisual form evolved, left however the broadcasting institution vulnerable to political practices.
„The genre [of the talk-show] serves as a ripe site for analyzing evaluative discourses during [a specific]
cultural moment‟ (Mittel, 2004: 103). By June 1990, the new televised debates brought television into the
spotlight of public criticism. Disapprovals on the lack of equidistance, favoritism of Iliescu‟s power and
political obedience were being directed towards the public broadcaster. The presence of the institution‟s
directors as moderators on such shows increased the criticism. Razvan Teodorescu and Emanuel Valeriu
became then linked to the new political power and together with them, the entire broadcasting institution
was criticized for political favoritism. The criticism around the close relation of the television directors
with the new televisual genre reminds us of Ceausescu‟s former appropriation of televisual
professionalism, and alludes to the fact the new televisual modes of address were being disputed topdown.
In June 1990, Teodorescu and Valeriu organized a round table with journalists in which the two
denied the manipulation of TVR during the miners‟ strikes. 187 At the round table, Emanuel Valeriu
showed to the cameras a legionary document entitled „The legionary movement‟ and dismissed the
violent events as legionary acts.
After 1990, I found him [n.a. Razvan Theororescu] at the lead of television. I was glad to see that
Iliescu was wrong and appointed a person who did not have a key position in the previous regime,
which could guarantee him the consolidation of a new Iliescu regime. But I was through with Razvan
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Theodorescu on June 13th 1990, when he took over one of the idiotic ideas Iliescu had just launched
publicly. The one who was president of the Free Romanian Television declared then that his experience
as a historian ensured him that what was going on in the University Square was a legionary rebellion.
Then I realized that Iliescu had not been wrong about Razvan Theodorescu, but I was wrong: Iliescu
had found in him not only a servant, […], but also an accomplice in ideas, a mercenary of any cause, as
long as it was the cause of the boss. After 1990, Razvan Theodorescu became more and more the man of
Iliescu‟s regime. In a way he became the full symbol of culture under Ion Iliescu, said Horia Roman
Patapievici, a Romanian essayist and presently, head of the Romanian Cultural Institute. 188
The historian was appointed at the head of Romanian television in January 1990 by Iliescu, via a
decision of the Council of the National Salvation Front. His mandate was marked by socio-political events
characteristic of transition, such as the first democratic elections and the miners‟ strikes. The decision of
Theodorescu to interrupt the broadcast during the miners‟ strikes on 13 June 1990 was repeatedly
criticized and brought upon him a series of accusations of political obedience, wrote the daily
Cotidianul.189
Unlike the editorial boom of Romanian television carried out in the 60s and 70s by television
professionals, the advent of new programme forms after the fall of Ceausescu‟s regime became the
outcome of political relations played out between the new political actors and the television directors.
This was not only restricted to the case of political programmes, but spilled out other popular new
formats. The quiz-show Robingo is highly illustrative in this case. A prime time programme, under a UK
licence, Robingo came on Romanian television in August 1993. It was scheduled on Sunday evenings at 7
p.m. and was the first general knowledge quiz show in Romania. In order to win large sums of money, the
competitors had to answer questions of general knowledge within a prompt time. The programme was
presented by an always amusing moderator, a new, young face on the Romanian screen. It featured a
colorful studio with big displays, green mascots and interactive stands for each competitor.
[Robingo] was on in the beginning of the 90s, on Sunday evenings, around 7 I think, and it was
presented by Horia Brenciu. The first show of cultural knowledge as we image it today: with stands, a
stop watch, answering buttons, round sessions and a funny moderator. Each competitor had a mascot:
some sort of stuffed green frog, slightly deformed…In the third round, each competitor had the right to
suspend one another by giving up his/her mascot. Back then, the displays were made up by many
television sets placed one next to another…Each competitor had some sort of a screen incorporated in
his stand and the image twinkled miraculously when the answer was correct. […] Me and my mother
would watch because we liked the show, remembered a television viewer on the forum La Trecut.
Amintiri naïve din perioada rosie (Past Tense. Naïve memories of the red period). 190
Shortly after his debut on the screen, the programme was involved in a political scandal. Due to his
popularity, a special edition of Robingo was included on the New Year‟s Eve programming in 1992-1993.
The event received public dissaproval as the new president of television Paul Everac participated in the
quiz-show as a competitor.
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[Everac] was accused of political obedience and his weekly tablets 191 on Saturdays, which ran for
52 weeks, gave away his political bias. One of his vehemently criticized initiatives was the organization
of the first live New Year programme broadcast simultaneously from 3 different studios, when he
participated as a competitor in the Robingo show. (Cotidianul, 6 May 2007)
Paul Everac became the second president of Romanian television (1992-1994), who became visible to
the public via his presence on television programmes. He had his own weekly timeslot on television, but
his figure was at the time also associated to his unreasonable act of competing in the popular quiz-show
Robingo. Launched as a popular genre of the new post-89 democratic order, the advent of the quiz-show
was shortly linked to public scandals. While in the US, much controversy was generated around
corrupted quiz-shows (Mittel, 2004), in post-90 Romania the first quiz-shows generated scandals around
the politicized management of the broadcasting institution. More than a political scandal, the New Year‟s
Eve edition of Robingo became a symptom of an editorial degradation inside the public broadcaster.
Conventionalized primarily as a genre where „high-minded contestants answer intellectual questions in
an allegedly “honest” competition for a large prize of cash and merchandize‟ (Mittel, 2004: 35) and as a
„spontaneous, ad-libbed, and featured unrehearsed, fair competition‟ (Mittel, 2004:37), the case of the
fist quiz-show on Romanian television disclosed unfair practices behind an allegedly new democratic
programme. The prioritized presence of the television director Paul Everac on the show, without a preselection which all other contestants had to go through, and his competing for the high prizes at stake,
revealed the centralized umbrella under which the advent of new genres and popular programmes was
taking place. All this occurred under circumstances in which Everac was already criticized for his political
bias on his own weekly programme.
After 1990, Paul Everac expressed publicly his sympathy for Ion Iliescu […] being accused he had
transformed the [broadcasting] institution into a pro-presidential and personal tribune. He would read
out […] his own tablet in prime time. The tablets had a duration of five minutes and frustrated many as
they were pessimistic and boring. Others, however, proved to be subtle and ironic. Under the
management of Everac, public television organized an atypical New Year‟s Eve programme, which
turned out to be a grotesque circus populated by idiotic people, among which there was also him, the
uninspired director of television. (Flacara Iasului, 22 August 2009)
The personal involvement of politically affiliated television directors with the initiation of new
popular genres gave away resemblances with the former communist regime. Such practices reminded us
of the politicization of television forms under Ceausescu and of the dictator‟s appropriation of televisual
professionalism in the 1980s.

The Regime of Private Competition

Discourses on the old (political) inheritance of post-89 Romanian television increased with the
advent of private television. Just like anywhere else in Europe, the coming of private television generated
changes in the programme forms and modes of address of public television. In Romania, dichotomies
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between the new post-89 genres on public television and their private counterparts appeared, even more
so as the programmes on private television adopted foreign formats. The advent of political talk-shows on
private television, such: Chestiunea Zilei („The issue of the day‟) on ProTV and Marius Tuca Show on
Antena 1 carried loyal resemblances with NBC‟s The Tonight Show and CNN‟s Larry King‟s Show.192
The American management, who didn‟t know anything other than what they had themselves, said
„let‟s try it‟”, remembered Florin Calinescu [moderator of Chestiunea Zilei]. Having very rarely the
possibility to invite Hollywood stars onto the show, the discussions on Calinescu‟s couch were carried out
with the same politicians that the viewer could watch on all programmes of the sort. “The difference was
that our format was much more relaxed. People knew the politician wouldn‟t solve their problems on
television, so we focused on a level that was easily understood by people of an average background and
education: we would ask the politicians if they had a lover, if they wore pajamas or if they got drunk,
remembers Calinescu. (Cotodianul, 14 April 2006)
Marius Tuca Show was moderated by a presenter – Marius Tuca himself – who wore suspenders on
each programme reminding of the renowned Larry King. He was incisive with his interlocutors and often
adopted controversial topics of discussion: from political agendas to private lives of politicians. Talking
about his talks-show, Marius Tuca said:
The edition with the highest ratings in the history of post-89 television in Romania was the one in
which Rona Hartner left the studio because Vadim accused her of being the mistress of Emil
Constantinescu‟ [n.a. Romanian president at the time]. (Jurnalul.ro, 14 February 2008)
With the advent of political talk-shows on private television, the new post-89 television genre made
the transition from a politically elitist mode of address as it featured on public television in the early
1990s to an entertainment programme. By 1999, both Chestiunea Zilei and Marius Tuca Show featured
among the first four most popular television programmes in Romania (Berry, 2004: 142).
It was then an entire hysteria. I had friends who were using public transportation and would tell
me that the next day on the tram people were discussing the Marius Tuca Show the night before. One of
my teams once photographed somewhere hundreds of metres under the ground, in the Jiu Valley, a
coal lorry having Marius Tuca Show written on it, remembered the moderator. (Jurnalul.ro, 14
February 2008)
Similarly, the advent of quiz-shows on private television generated a loss of popularity for Robingo,
but also a change of modes of address within the genre. Stii si castigi („Know and win‟) or Te uiti si castigi
(„Watch and win‟) came up in 1996 on ProTV and advocated prizes much higher than Robingo. Included
in a morning magazine, the quiz-show Stii si castigi gave away 1 million lei daily to viewers who called in
and could answer questions about the ProTV programmes of the previous day. The quizz-show also
featured special editions related to particular holidays and events. On Valentine‟s Day for instance, Te
uiti si castigi was set up in a studio with the public, where the contestants were recently married couples.
Stii si castigi, on the other hand, was a studio competition guided by questions of general knowledge and
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advertising earnings of millions of lei. By 1997, Stii si castigi reached the record of the highest give-aways
on television in Romania, when a female participant won 13 million lei during four consecutive editions.
Also, one of ProTV‟s New Year‟s Eve programmes presented a special edition quiz-show, where a
participant won 100 million lei (the approximate equivalent of 50.000 dollars). The quiz-show also
included a draw of winning cards which the viewers had sent in, emphasizing also the gambling
dimension of the programme. The success of ProTV‟s quiz-shows from the mid 90s onwards generated
shifts in the evolution of the genre in Romania. In response, Robingo on public television changed its
format and included a Bingo session next to the general knowledge competition. Viewers had the
possibility to buy a lottery ticket where he/she could tick off different numbers. One correct answer of the
participants in the studio lit up a specific number, which viewers at home could tick off on their own
tickets. When the game in the studio was called off by the moderator Horia Brenciu, viewers could
calculate their total of winning numbers. Later on, Robingo changed more and more its format into a
bingo porogramme. By the end of the 90s, the private broadcaster Antena 1 launched Teleeurobingo
Show, a programme with „a long, but legendary name‟193.
In 1999, when the bingo game had already meticulously built the cardboard edifice of the biggest
social psychosis on post-Decembrist Romania, the future had no clear contours. Life had slowly taken
the shape of an „original democracy‟, just like in a gigantic carousel that uncontrollably moved around
hopes and depressions. Everything had become, to a greater and lesser extent, a matter of chance. […]
Newspapers written in the crowded and unclear letters of the social alphabet of the 90s, read: „The leu
[n.a. national currency] registers the highest drop of the century in relation to the dollar‟, „Today, the
negotiations with the World Bank begin…‟, „In Iassy, beggars ask for foreign currency‟ […] The recipe
for that: lots of money and shows, wrote the daily Evenimentul Zilei (26 September 2009)
The new Teleeurobingo Show featured a complex entertainment format. It presented besides the
bingo game, musical performances, comedian stand-up shows and big prizes.
The Christmas edition (1999) of Teleeurobingo was fulminating – instead of 4 hours as it was
usually scheduled, it lasted for eight hours, a show with prizes and folk music, Tociu and Palade [n.a.
comedian actors] jumped in ecstasy together with the competitors and an entire Romania stayed up
until 3 in the night to watch the show, remembered a television viewer on the forum La Trecut. Amintiri
naïve din perioada rosie (Past Tense. Naïve memories of the red period)194
Under these circumstances:
The transition period from culture to decent entertainment to sex sold in prime time occurred
during the transformation of these [quiz-]shows into gambling programmes, with semi-nude young
girls who would turn the cards on a board, behind which there was a big prize, that ought to pull few
viewers out of poverty. […] Culture ended up on the second place, while the lead role was occupied by
programmes based on luck. People would also watch them the most, as they involved gigantic prizes.
(Gandul, 14 November 2007)
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Private television in Romania instituted a culture of show in Romania. While talk-shows on public
television appeared as platforms of elitist political discussions, and the quiz-show emerged as a form of
popularizing culture, their counterparts on private television inscribed the further development of such
genres into the realm of entertainment shows. Upon a commercialization of television culture, public
television fell behind in popularity and audience ratings.

Its programmes gave away politicized

institutional leaders and political biases, but they also gave away a local, older form of programme
presentation in contrast to Western-inspired formats of the private television stations. These forms of the
political and the old in public television – which even the post-89 genres re-constructed in the new
political and audiovisual landscape – maintained the public institution subject to a constant ceausist
critique. The older television professionals of the 60s and the 70s, the much appreciated programmes
reminding of the golden age of Romanian television lost the battle in front of the new political coalitions
forming up between the political arena and the broadcasting institution as well as in front of the facile
consumption of commercial television. Despite this, post-89 public television in Romania was not a
ready-made continuation of ceausist television, but rather the result of a lost post-89 battle against the
newly-instituted political actors and the foreign-inspired commercialism. The voices of this battle are
best to be heard in the immediate post-revolutionary years, which characterized the transition period of
Romanian television from the ceausist regime of politicizing broadcast content, to the regime of past
appropriations under Iliescu and onto the regime of private competition in the era of commercial
television.

Conclusions
There are many challenges when it comes to writing histories of television programmes. Criteria for
singling out certain programmes at the expense of others remain aleatory, whereas historical contexts in
which programmes emerge and shape meaning remain challenging to interpretation. As a result,
histories of television programmes are centered on isolated texts, generic forms and modes of address. At
the same time, historical readings of television texts remain limited to contextual interpretations that
assign meaning to specific texts, without questioning the connective links between a text and
determinant contextual factors.
It is important, thus, to reflect upon methods of situating television programmes into television
histories and into socio-political histories, defining their impact on these broader fields, but also their
emergence from specific historical circumstances. I have proposed in this chapter to look for historical
inscriptions into television programmes, referring to those elements that can help deconstruct a
television text into specific socio-political, institutional and professional dynamics that generated their
coming about in the first place. Having this deconstructive eye while investigating television programmes
helps restore accurate links between texts and context. It also helps distinguish the place/role of
particular texts in the history of television as well as in socio-political history. Such factors are important
(e.g. the historical role of specific television texts and the relation to their original circumstances of
emergence) for they constitute solid criteria for bringing into the spotlight specific programmes to the
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detriment of others and for filtering out determinant contextual elements at the expense of juxtaposed
historical descriptions.
Under these rationales, I have take a Latourian approach to television programmes, investigating
them as socio-politically constructed sites, negotiated by and resulted from specific interactions between
different actors/actans and specific configurations of dominant practices. Understanding television
programmes as resulting from historicized socio-political negotiations, helps integrate them into larger
processes of history and into the course of television‟s development. This has helped to argue that the
programmes selected for discussion in this chapter are in fact historical and medial markers, meaning
that they signalize, justify and illustrate the different stages in the development of television as a
medium, as well as shifts in socio-political circumstances. Understanding television programmes as
historical and medial markers may be a first step in justifying the selection of specific programmes into
the canonical listing of a specific TV history. Furthermore, discussing programmes as historical and
medial markers of larger process of history and television history enables a long-term perspective on
television programmes. It is an approach that brings programme histories a step further, away from
isolated understandings of texts and televisual forms.
What I have done in this chapter was show how television programmes read back into television
history and into history itself. Three main concepts widely used in programmes discourses have been
used as instruments to do that. The concepts of genre, programming and scheduling were thus used on
one hand as socio-political approaches to a long-term perspective on Romanian television programmes.
Genres provided insights into larger regimes of power, which disputed their categorization and cultural
operation. Programming constituted an instrument to point out to textual/discursive dominants
presented on television, which again reflected larger power negotiations. Scheduling enabled an
understanding of programmes as dynamics between professionals, audiences and political leaders. The
above mentioned conceptual tools not only delineated a socio-political approach by giving away
television programmes as socio-political constructions, but they also served as structural approaches into
the different stages in the development of television as medium. Two other conceptual tools also serve as
structural insights into the evolution of the medium of television, namely: the notion of flow (Williams,
1975) delineating a broadcast-specific structuring of content and the notion of segment (Ellis, 1992)
specifying a narrative organization of television content.
In this chapter, I have singled out six main regimes of Romanian television, each of them being the
result of historically situated social-political negotiations and marking down different stages in the
development of the medium of television. Thus the early, experiemental period of Romanian television
was characterized by an artistic regime, when the aesthetics of television programmes were inspired
from other art forms, when television had not yet a medial identity and the television director was the
acknowledged professional behind the new medium. The consolidation and popularizing of televisionspecific forms in the mid 60‟s, marked a regime of flow of Romanian television characterized by the
advent of series and serial narrative forms and by a fluidization of programmes, at a stage where
scheduling, programming and genres were not yet consolidated. From there on, television transited
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towards a maturated medium, when genres, scheduling and programming practices became platforms of
power negotiations between television professionals and political actors. This described a regime of
editorial negotiations. But a maturation of the new communications medium in communist Romania
signified also a crystallization of power actors inside the institution, as I also have discussed in chapter
two. At the level of television programmes, this meant a politicization of television content, characterized
by narrative, formal but also structural changes to television broadcasting. Genre categories were
dissolved and merged into one dominant mode of address: propaganda; schedules were limited to few
broadcasting hours and programme narratives were interrupted, which drew attention to television in
Romania as an interrupted broadcasting flow. This defined the regime of politicization coinciding with
the dictatorial rule of Ceausescu in the 1980s. After the fall of Ceausescu and the Live Romanian
Revolution in December 1989, television in Romania deviated towards a regime of past appropriations
when the post-communist reinvention of the broadcasting institution conjured up new disputes between
television professionals, political and institutional leaders, each of them resorting to past hegemonic
practices in the struggle for reinvention. Television professionals resorted to discourses on new televisual
values and memories of the golden period of Romanian television. Political and institutional leaders, on
the other hand, reconfigured old power relations and appropriated the advent of new television genres
under a political, rather than a professional umbrealla. Last, but not least, the rise of private television in
Romania prompted a regime of private competition when the new post-communist genres on public
television were redefined in relation to their private counterparts.
Making use of conceptual tools such as genre, programming, scheduling that served both as sociopolitical approaches, but also as structural approaches (flow and segment also came into play here),
helped also delineate television regimes that were guided not only by local socio-politics, but also by the
televisual medium itself. Thus the artistic regime, the regime of flow, the regime of editorial
negotiations and later on, the regime of private competition were characteristic of a specific emergence
and evolution of the televisual medium, which is not restricted to the national context of Romania. The
regime of politicization in the 1980s and the post-89 regime of past appropriations, on the other hand,
was the result of the specific historic and national circumstances of Romania.
The notion of regime (Hecht, 2000) gained a richer connotation in this chapter. It dealineated
interactions between social actors (politicians, professionals, viewers, etc.) and television programmes,
while television content constituted cultural entities delineated by form, mode of address and meaning. It
described how these cultural entities were socially and politically negotiated. A regime in this chapter
was characterized by cultural politics (negotiations over assigning form and meaning to symbolic
representations), stepping away from the original use of the term in the field of history of technology
when regimes were delineated by what Hecht called technopolitics.
With this chapter, I have put a final layer on the discussions and illustrations contained in the former
chapters. This has provided a cultural dimension to the social dynamics and actor-networks mapped out
in the previous chapters. Television content was discussed as discursive, cultural output of social agents
and socio-political interactions, pleading for the fact that Latour‟s actor-networks should not only be
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restricted to the realm of the social. Indeed it is the dynamics between different actors, the making and
remaking of social groups and thus the making of the social that Latour (2005) stays focused on. It is a
making process that preoccupies Latour, while he does not thoroughly reflect on nature of the outcome
itself. But I argue, social dynamics, in their pusuits, also work to assign meanings to social acts and
actions. Television broadcasting is a quintessence of meaning that is resulted from social interactions
between different actors. It translates into culture what is made socially. Actor-networks shaped around
the different aspects of television (technology, institution, reception) work to eventually define and
disseminate a system of meanings. While television broadcasting is made and negotiated socially, it
remains cultural in nature, by its function to make and disseminate symbolic representations.

1

The term is used within the connotations of Latour (2005), referring to the interaction between
different social actors (professionals, audiences, politicians) and cultural actants, by which I mean the
text itself, that becomes not only an output of social negotiations/interactions, but also an agent in itself.
This indeed adds up a cultural element to Latour‟s social construction of actor-networks, claiming that
in the case of television, the outputs of actor-networks are cultural products, which further become
agents/mediators of culture.
2

„Yesterday‟s Radio and Television. How radio and television programmes looked like before
1989…and after‟ at http://forum.softpedia.com/index.php?showtopic=277953, last visited on 19 July
2010
3

See the discussions included in the sections „The Taming of a Medium: Stages of Development‟
and „The regime of experimental visions‟ in chapter 2
4

Evolutia unor indicatori economico-financiari (TheEvolution of Some Economic and -Financial
Indicators) in Radiotelevision File D135, Vol. 37, p. 93, Bucharest: CNSAS
5

In contrast to other countries, the presence of women as anchors on Romanian television was in
accordance to the communist ideology favouring the view on the working woman, equal to the man.
6

See the section „The regime of Experimental Visions: the Generation under the Mulberry Tree‟ in
chapter two
7

In Romania, the main television director was called „regizor artistic‟, artistic director, a
terminology which underlined the artistic nature of the profession, but also its compatibility with other
art forms (film, theatre).
8

See chapter three, sub-seection „2.1. Romanian Broadcast Dissidents Abroad‟ for a more detailed
discussion on Lazarov‟s career
9

Tape 41678, Bucharest: Arhiva Multimedia, Televiziunea Romana

10

Octavia Sava: „Destainuirile memoriei affective. Val Vartej (I)‟ in Realitatea evreiasca Nr. 288289(1088-1089), 1-3 ianuarie 2008
11

Octavia Sava: „Destainuirile memoriei affective. Val Vartej (II)‟ in Realitatea evreiasca Nr. 290291(1090-1091), 1 februarie-3 martie 2008
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12

Idem

13

Nicolae Stanciu: „Televiziunea Romana -40 de ani‟ in Viziune-Tele, TVR Directia de Logistica si
Memorie, 1996, p. 199
14

Dumitru P. Popescu: „Ravnita, urata, denigrate, fascinanta Televiziune‟ in Viziune-Tele, TVR
Directia de Logistica si Memorie, 1996, p. 175
15

Silviu Brucan: „Idila mea cu televiziunea‟ in Viziune-Tele, TVR Directia de Logistica si
Memorie, 1996, p. 41
16

Lucian Gheorghiu: „Cerbul de Aur a fost inventat de Octavian Paler‟ in Cotidianul, 3 September

2008
17

Ioan Grigorescu: „De 3 ori 4‟ in Viziune-Tele, TVR Directia de Logistica si Memorie, 1996, p.

101
18

Andrei Banc: „Aselenizarea lui Armstrong si lansarea lui Bacalu‟ in Revista Stiinta si Tehnica¸ 78, Iulie-August 2004
19

Bacalu was a former doctor by profession and an English translator of foreign films for Party
members. The live broadcast of the moon landing was his first contact with television and also his
initiation into realm of television celebrities at the time.
20

Andrei Bacalu in „Primii pasi facuti pe luna, vazuti de la Bucuresti‟ in Evenimentul Zilei, 17 July

2009
21

Andrei Banc: „Aselenizarea lui Armstrong si lansarea lui Bacalu‟ in Revista Stiinta si Tehnica¸ 78, Iulie-August 2004
22

Idem

23

Interview with Manase Radnev at Seniorii micului ecran, Tape 115688, Arhiva Multimedia,TVR,
Bucharest
24

Unless otherwise specified, all generic classifications used in this chapter are borrowed from the
terminology used by television professionals themselves (as suggested by interviews or programme
guides). As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the scope here is not to reflect upon the
interpretation and definition of different genres.
25

Cezar-Paul Badescu: “„Teleenciclopedia‟ la 42 de ani” in Cotidianul, 23 May 2007

26

Within Romanian television, the genre was called „ancheta sociala‟, in translation: social enquete,
or social investigation.
27

Al. Stark was a renowned editor and reporter inside Romanian television, between 1956 and
1992. He made a series of reportages, interviews, social enquetes, and documentaries
28

He was an editor between 1960 and 1992, specialized in television reportages and enquetes.
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29

She was an editor between 1956 and 1992. She started out in the news department, but shortly
became a talented television reporter, making reportages and enquetes.
30

Stefan Dimitriu worked on the social investigation programme „Reflector‟ since its beginnings.
He was a television reporter and social programme editor. From 1990 until 1992, he was the editor-inchief of the new programme guide magazine „Panoramic Radio-TV‟
31

Nicolae Petrovici distinguished himself as a television reporter, worked in the department of
social programmes and later of in the department of youth programmes.
32

He was a television editor in Romanian television since 1958. He was programme director,
coordinator of theatre programmes, but also a television reporter and commentator
33

Florin Bratescu in Munteanu, N.C.: Cu Florin Bratescu despre Reflector in Cinema, August
1972, p. 40
34

Carmen Dumitrecu in Munteanu, N.C.:Telereporter. Carmen Dumitrescu in Cinema, October
1974, p. 52
35

Reflector, Film Roll 49224, transmission date 30 June 1967, Arhiva Multimedia, TVR,
Bucharest
36

By profession, Octavian Paler was known as a writer and a journalist.

37

Andrei Banc: ‟10 negri mititei‟ in Viziune-Tele, TVR Directia de Logistica si Memorie, 1996, p.

19
38

See chapter two, section „The Regime of Hegemonic Tensions: Controllers, Surveillers versus
the Television Experts‟
39

Stefana Bratu: „Oare unde sunt cei mai buni?...‟ in Viziune-Tele, TVR Directia de Logistica si
Memorie, 1996, p. 34
40

Ion Bucheru: „Istorie in doi timpi‟ in Viziune-Tele, TVR Directia de Logistica si Memorie, 1996,

p. 43
41

Rodica Rarau: „Transformator…sentimental‟ in Viziune-Tele, TVR Directia de Logistica si
Memorie, 1996, p. 183
42

Dionisie Sincan: „Scripta Manent‟ in Viziune-Tele, TVR Directia de Logistica si Memorie, 1996,

p. 215
43

Idem

44

See chapter two, section „The Regime of Hegemonic Tensions: Controllers, Surveillers versus
the Television Experts‟
45

Based on research of Radio TV programme guides throughout the 1970s
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46

In translation: „programe pentru copii si tineret‟ as they have been refered to inside the
institution.
47

This generic classification refers to actuality programmes („emisiuni de actualitate‟) made by the
department of news and economic programmes.
48

In the institutional terminology: „emisiuni culturale‟

49

Without being defined as such inside the broadcasting institution, this categorization refers to
programmes that presented practical advice for viewers.
50

Translated from „emisiuni de stiinta‟ or „emisiuni stiintifice‟

51

Referred to as „magazin‟ or „album‟. Variations of this terminology included: „magazin de sfarsit
de saptamana‟ (weekend magazine) or „album duminical‟ (Sunday magazine).
52

In translation: „varietati‟

53

In translation: „emisune in limba maghiara‟ (programme in the Hungarian language), „emisiune
in limba germana‟ (programme in the German language)
54

The international exchange programmes on Romanian television constituted a reciprocity
practice between Romania and other countries, which also allowed for Romanian programmes to be
shown on other countries‟ television. Reciprocity agreements constituted in fact a practice within OIRT
and even within EBU to institutionalize control over the reception of foreign programmes as well as
ensure distribution of national television content abroad. (Eugster, 1983: 1-19)
55

This category groups together interactive programmes, consisting of communication with
television viewers. The key-words that characterized them (and which could also be found in the titles
of these programmes) were: „dialog‟ (dialogue), „posta tv‟ ( TV post) or „viewers‟.
56

Reponses to audience correspondence about the technical skills presented in the youth
competition programme Ex-Terra
57

Interestingly to remark is that the denomination of „divertisement‟ (entertainment) was not used
in reference to a specific genre category, but rather to signify a function of TV and a mode of address.
„Emisiuni de divertisement‟ (entertainment programmes) was thus a denomination that could describe
the weekend magazines, varieties, music shows.
58

Emisiuni de telescoala integrate in Radio TV, week 4-10 March, Nr. 10, 1972

59

See note 61. The term „divertisment‟ (entertainment) was primarily used by the television
professionals themselves (see Viziune Tele. 40 de ani de televiziune(1996)) and by the television
critiques at the time (see note 65). The term refered both to a category of programmes with an
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The Live Romanian Revolution: the Making Of
Chapter 5

This is a chapter unlike the others. It is an exercise of reconstructing the „making of‟ narrative behind
the Live Romanian Revolution by puting together the arguments on the Revolution that I have made in
the previous chapters. It reconstitutes the Live Revolution, from the idea that prompted it, to the main
cast of actors that performed it, to the extras that supported the main actors, to the TV director as the
decisive force behind the event and onto the script that framed the events. This exercise of historical
reconstruction is a culminating demonstration of what television as an agent of power brings new to the
case of the Revolution. This is the story of the Live Romanian Revolution told in an entertaining manner
from the point of view of the theoretical concepts and approaches developed throughout this dissertation.
The story is supported by the transcript of the Live Revolution and eye-witness stories as published by
Romanian television in Revolutia Romana in Direct (TVR, 1990) and by personal interviews with
employees of Romanian television, who participated in the event. The camera details used in this chapter
rely on the audiovisual materials of the Live Romanian Revolution, at the Arhiva Multimedia of
Romanian Television.

The Idea
It all started with an incident that left everybody thunderstruck at the news. Ceausescu was hissed
live on television. It was on the morning of December 21st, 1989. Ceausescu came out in public to give a
speech from the balcony of the Central Committee building. It surprised everyone the turn that the live
events took when the dictator was booed by rioters infiltrated into the loyal crowds of supporters. For the
first time in communist Romania, live television was subversive. It wasn‟t the people filming the event,
nor the people transmitting it, not even the people watching it at home that became subversive. It was
only the medium itself, with its real-time presence, its disclosures that couldn‟t be woundd back, that
compromised Ceausescu. It was precisely this subversion of live television that inspired the events to
follow.
The board book of the Secretary of Broadcasts read for that day:
11.57 – Test Pattern
11.59-12.52 – The Great Popular Assembly at the Republic Square in the Capital
12.54 – End of programme 1
(Revolutia Romana in Direct TVR, 1990:9)
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On December 21st, Ceausescu appeared for the last time live on Romanian television. He started out
at 12 p.m. by looking as cherished and insurmountable as he always did on television. Only to become 54
minutes later, a dictator in crisis, threatened and on the run. Nicolae Melinescu called the incident the
„aborted meeting of Ceausescu.‟ 2 Hadn‟t it been for live television, this wouldn‟t have happened. At
midday, as the live televising of the announced mass rally in front of the Central Committee building
began, Ceausescu‟s public speech was interrupted by screams given away by the crowds. It first happened
via the live sound and only afterwards did the image catch up with the spontaneity of events. For
fractions of seconds after the live microphones revealed that something unusual was happening, the
cameras still remained focused on Ceausescu. Unavoidably, the cameras showed him panicked and
confused. Concomitantly, the quality of image suffered and what had been first communicated by the live
microphones, was now also given away by the shaky cameras. The cameras were then deviated and
fixated onto an image of the sky and shortly after, the live transmission was broken off for about three
minutes. In vain did Ceausescu come back on the screen, attempting to hold onto his speech. What was
done was done and neither the resuming of the live transmission that afternoon, nor the edited
recordings of the mass rally that were transmitted later that evening on television, could repair the
damage. What followed afterwards was the instigation by live television to public anti-regime action on a
national scale. Revolutionaries took over the streets of Bucharest, occupied the Central Committee
building the next day, prompting Ceausescu to flee by helicopter and eventually reached the premises of
Romanian television on December 22nd at midday. From then on, the Live Romanian Revolution
unfolded on television.

The crowds in the beginning of the live broadcast on December 21st, Photo by TVR
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The failed broadcast of Ceausescu on December 21st and the subversive role it had in mobilizing the
collective action against the dictator, emphasized the social force of live broadcast technology. It was a
double social force: on one hand, the live technology (in this case, predominantly the live microphones
and subsequently, the live cameras) failed to lend itself to political control, despite the measures of
control that Ceausescu had set up3. On the other hand, the live broadcast impacted on concrete social
groups (e.g. audiences), mobilizing them to public, collective action. Clearly, this evidenced that live
broadcast infrastructures have their own voice, can dispute political control and take on social roles. They
are neither voiceless, nor powerless. Instead, they are vulnerable to failures and thus, subversive (in the
idea that anything can go wrong live on television), they are social and political.
The term „live‟ itself inspires generously to a series of allusions, that all have their roots in a
technological potential of live infrastructures. Live television predisposes. Firstly, there is the suggestion
of a sense of „being there‟. „Even the simplest meaning of “live” – that the time of the event corresponds to
the transmission and viewing times – reverberates with suggestions of “being there”… “bringing it to you
as it really is”‟(Feuer, 1983). Then, there is the promise of simultaneity and collectiveness, bringing
people together in the act of seeing from a distance. It is „telepresence‟ (Sconce, 2000) and it is „technosociological‟ in nature (Caldwell, 2000). It is a vast public ritual where large audiences come together and
experience an act of redefining their identity (Dayan and Katz, 1992). But live television alludes also to
arbitrariness and chance, it stands under the sign of anything being possible. „Live television […] lives off
the instantaneousness and uncertainty of the moment very much we do in actual life‟ said Herbert Zettl
(1978: 5). „Live television is alive; television is living, real, not dead‟, said also Jane Feuer (1983: 15).
Rooted in unpredictability, liveness is susceptible to undermining anticipations and pre-arrangements. It
can go wrong at any time, moments at which it becomes subversive. Last, but equally important, live
television is elusive: it smoothes out spatial and social distances, it presents itself as a continuous
sequence that overcomes fragmentation, replacing it with a sense of wholeness and immediacy (Feuer,
1983: 16). When it accomplishes that, it becomes an ideology in itself (Idem).
All the connotations that the term „live‟ nourishes are rich and they are in fact, above all, technical
denotations. They work fundamentally as predispositions of live television, without necessarily being the
rule. But the failed broadcast of December 1989 was exceptional in that sense, for television proved then
its own myth of liveness. It started out by overthrowing its own enslavement to political control,
annihilating the anticipations of the regime and of Ceausescu itself. It discredited the dictator and ended
up in constructing a piece of news against, rather than in favor of the regime. Anti-Ceausescu stances
happened live on television, everyone saw, it was all out in the open, it was no longer the rumor
circulating clandestinely via Radio Free Europe. Audiences were no longer isolated with their own
discontent within private domestic walls, they saw on television they were others like them, others that
shared their own discontent and had the same cause. The live transmission was their common
momentum, their collective chance to join forces now that they had identified with each other in their
own anti-regime discontent. With the live microphones that captured the rioting voices followed by the
shaky cameras, the live broadcast announced that something was happening in the country, inspiring to
action. It did not show the faces of the rioters, nor their number, but it could have been just any of the
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discontent civilians, just like any of the private viewers who were then sitting at home in front of their
television sets. Ceausescu was shown in panic and out of control, which meant he was under threat. It
was then the time to join forces and take him down.
It is from here on that the story of Ceausescu‟s fall began.

The Cast
Before December 21st, it was still hard to believe at the time that a dictator as immutable as
Ceausescu could be brought down. Only a month earlier, the 14th Congress of the Romanian Communist
Party ran problem-free.
Teo Cepraga:
It was the most sensational. I think not even in his best dreams, Ceausescu did
not think that the hymn of devotion for him would be so perfect

4

Earlier on in the year, Ceausescu had made a point that he was not to step down from his reign, nor
was he to accept any Soviet-inspired reforms. There occurred then an incident between Ceausescu and
Gorbachev that few knew about. It was in June 1989, at the last assembly of the Warsaw Pact that took
place in Bucharest. „The last meeting of the elephants‟ as Nicolae Melinescu 5 called it. Before the plenary
session, there was a protocol meeting between the host Ceausescu and Gorbachev, as the dominant force
within the Pact.
Nicolae Melinescu:
The meeting took place at the Central Committee building. There, in Ceausescu’s
office, there were only Ceausescu and Gorbachev. There were screaming at each
other so loud, that you could hear them from the hallway. I was standing
somewhere in the hall, waiting for the cameramen to come and give me the film.
Until the cameramen came out of the office, the two started screaming at each
other and I got scared. I told to myself: something is not right. Afterwards, I
went to the plenary session, with the same purpose to pick up the film.
Ceausescu was waiting for each state leader at the entrance to shake their
hands. Gorbachev came in last, as it was the etiquette. But they barely saluted
each other, holding out their hands like two dead chickens. It was a terribly
cold atmosphere. I even talked to one of my colleagues that it was not for
nothing that the meeting took place at the Royal Palace in the Ambassadors’
Salon, which was filled with the works of the painter Ghiata [n.a. translated as
Ice].
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I told all this to one of my colleagues whom I trusted: ‘This is not good,
something is to happen’, I said. And he replied: ‘True, this is not at all fine,
serious things are awaiting us’.
Everybody

hoped something would happen at the 14

nothing happened.

th

Congress. But absolutely

6

A tension, however, was felt inside the broadcasting institution after the 14th Congress. The only
source of news left inside Romanian television was Agerpress, the national Press Agency. France Press
had been cut off a year before7. For a while, the public broadcaster was left with the Spanish news agency
Efe, but this was also cut off in the attempts to reduce costs. The only news that slightly preceded the
revolution was material that came in via Agerpress. It talked about Tokes and his condemnation to be
evicted out of Timisoara to Oradea, another city in the north-west of the country. Before the morning of
December 21st, nobody in television believed what was going to happen. There was a state of tension
because rumours on riots were reaching staff at Romanian television via Radio Free Europe.
Teo Cepraga:
th

November had passed and in December on the 16 , I hear on Radio Free Europe what
happened in Timisoara. It cannot be possible, I told to myself, they must be
th

lying. What a jamming was on that day, on the 16 . You could hardly understand
what was being said. But it was still possible to understand. They were talking
about shootings and deaths and I wondered: could it be true, how did they know
th

about shootings and dead people? On the 17 , when I arrived at television, I saw
everybody was looking weird. They were not talking anymore, there were no jokes
anymore, I started laughing to myself and thought: they must all be listening to
Radio Free Europe.

I couldn’t wait then to go home and turn on my radio set.

What jamming sounds, like never before. I talked then to my wife: do you think
this is the end? I don’t know, I don’t think so, Ceausescu won’t ever give up
until he sees us all dead, she said.

8

Nicolae Melinescu:
nd

I would say there was a state of expectancy before December 22 . Nobody knew
exactly what it was. But you could feel that things had gone too far. Everyone
was very unhappy. But we were scared to follow up on our dissatisfactions.
However, you could feel something in the facial expressions of people, in their
gestures, in their reactions, in the way rumors were circulating, in the jokes
that were being told, who told them, where they were telling them and how. It
was then the most intense solidarity among my group of colleagues.
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Those in television had little to do with the instigation of the anti-Ceausescu movement up until
December 22nd, the day following the failed live broadcast. Nor were they the ones that plotted the script
of the Live Romanian Revolution. On December 21, they still abided by the measures of control
Ceausescu had instituted. During the live event, the camera was directed well, following the measures of
control for live broadcasting that had been instituted back in 1975.10 Namely, it was diverted away from
the site of action and fixated onto the sky, after which the transmission broke off. Hadn‟t it been for the
unpreventable shaking of the cameras, the rioting wouldn‟t have been seen on the screen. After the
transmission, the news staff worked to „clean-up‟ the recordings and another edited version of
Ceausescu‟s broadcast was transmitted later that evening.
Nicolae Melinescu:
During the live transmission of the mass rally, I was near the broadcast studio,
at the recordings. People there couldn’t believe that it was really happening.
Everyone thought: ‘this is just another thing, it will pass’. After the Brasov
incidents which had been silenced… they thought ‘hmn, fine, someone whistled, so
what?’ You couldn’t see immediately the amplitude of the events. [After the
screaming] the cameras focused on the group of Securitate members in front of
the balcony, there was no longer any panoramic view of the entire square. My
colleagues who were in the OB vans preferred not to discuss the issue and this
was understandable. No one knew in which direction the situation would go.
After it happened, in the editing room, everything up to the booing moment was
cut-out. Afterwards only the part after the interferences was severely edited.
It was the part that focused only on the scene just in front of the balcony. In
that part, there were only two frames used: him and the small crowd below.

11

Right there in the Republic Square, on December 21st at noon, the live medium of television acted
out in spite of its institutional control and despite the television personnel, who all they did was to abide
by the protocols of control. The live medium was the first one to throw in the first card in the game. There
followed the television audiences, who in the spirit of the riot seen live on television, came out in the
streets the next day and occupied central places of the capital, among which Radiotelevision. Once that
happened, the Live Romanian Revolution was ready to hit the ether.
At midday, on December 21st, live television was subversive. It fulfilled its own prophecy of
unpredictability, irreparability and subversion. By that, live broadcast infrastructures such as live
microphones and cameras became social forces in themselves, able to affect change and impact on social
action. They presented themselves as Latourian social actants, evidencing their nature as social agents
and mediators. By that, they also became inscribed within a network of power relations, where the stake
was the collapse of Ceausescu and the change of political power.
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Teo Cepraga:
I don’t think people in television knew what was to come. They didn’t even have
to know. Neither television, nor radio, nor the press. Why? Because these were
institutions

that

could

easily

be

manipulated.

Otherwise,

they

cannot

be

manipulated if you already know. So, they had to be left in the dark. Because
television was the one who could manipulate on a general scale. It could be
taken over, and then itself manipulate an entire population.

12

It was two distinct things that the live transmission of December 21st mediated. The instigation to
collective public action against Ceausescu was one, but a change in its own technopolitics13, was another.
Once it gave away its own anti-regime indiscretion, live television became affiliated to a different political
agenda that read: removing Ceausescu. In the light of this, it attracted upon itself social and political
actors, with which it co-allied. Television audiences and dissidents had already filled up the role of the
critical mass in the events. The live broadcast infrastructures had earned their position as social agents,
acting as instigators and carriers of political change. The rest of the revolutionary cast was only to be
made public the next day at the first transmission of the Live Romanian Revolution. The plot that was
shaping up clearly on the 21st gave away the fact that different actors were entering a public dispute for
removing Ceausescu. The Live Romanian Revolution was to divulge the entire story. And people were
waiting for that. As a proof, it was recorded in edited volume of the revolution Revolutia Romana in
Direct (TVR, 1990) that: „Numerous testimonies of viewers in different cities of the country clearly prove
that the first free transmission of television was watched from the very first moment.‟ (p. 20)

The Extras
The start of the Live Romanian Revolution was anticipated. The morning of December 22 nd, the
newsreader George Marinescu read out Ceausescu‟s communiqué on the instituting of a state of
emergency on the Romanian territory. Nothing was changed in the television studio: the same news
presenter reading out the same ceausist discourse, the same tedious setting and rigid presentation. After
four consecutive readings of the same communiqué, the broadcast stopped.
Around 1-2 p.m., there re-appeared on the screens of those who had not turned off their TV sets
(and there were many), the logo of TVR on the background of symphonic music. This image,
usually without signification, intrigued an entire country: it was clear that something had
happened in Bucharest (Revolutia Romana in Direct, 1990: 20).
In the studio, preparations for something unseen before, were taking place. The Live Romanian
Revolution was about to start. Studio 4 was getting ready for broadcasting, while the General Check-up
cabin was waiting for a confirmation on the opening up of the territorial relays. The first scene of the Live
Revolution shows two public cultural figures the poet Mircea Dinescu and the actor Ion Caramitru,
surrounded by a group of civilians. What a great contrast with the television of few hours before and of
the past years: the grandiosity of ceausist representations had been replaced with an improvised scene,
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ordinary, spontaneous civilians crowding in front of the cameras substituted the over-elaborated
appearances of the Ceausescus, and people other than the dictators were now in the spotlight. Ion
Caramitru announced that the revolutionaries had made it into the television building and that tanks, the
Army, students and thousands of Romanians had joined the revolutionary movement. Mircea Dinescu
takes the floor and announces that the Army in Bucharest supports the revolution, that the dictator is on
the run and pleads to the Securitate to surrender their guns. The first scene of the Live Revolution ends
with everybody in Studio 4 exuberantly screaming: „The television is with us! We won! We are here! We
won!‟ (RRD, 1990: 21)
A short man with glasses featured in all transmissions of the Live Romanian Revolution. It was
Teodor Brates, the news vice-editor in chief at the moment. His presence on the screen intrigued many,
who had not seen him before. Brates himself remembers there were many calls made to television
inquiring about who he was. (1992: 19). New York Times even called to ask what his position was exactly:
the new prime-minister, the new television director or just the representative of the new power. He was a
mystery to many, as he himself admitted (Idem).
Nicolae Melinescu:
Teodor Brates was the terrible child of the radio. He was the son of the
superintendent of the Radio building. He was Stalin’s admirer, he was even
nicknamed little Stalin and he would wear boots and pants just like him. He
remained a very good journalist, but he was a convinced communist. That was the
doctrine he believed in. The moment he saw that everything was falling apart, he
had to choose: either he would go down with the system or he would survive by
denying it. And he chose the second option. So when civilians entered the yard
of Television chanting ‘The Army is with us’ and it became clear that the regime
could no longer survive, he took the lead of the group of revolutionaries that
entered Studio 4 and became the presenter of the Live Romanian Revolution. And
that’s where he remained, leading the parade. He is an intelligent man, he has
television experience and he knows how to adjust to events, so he led the parade
as long as he could. But as soon as things settled down, people started
criticizing and no longer tolerated him. So in May-April, I think, he withdrew
from television. […] He couldn’t go through this great change while still
remaining vice-editor in chief, telling us how we should write…And at that
moment he had to step down.

14

Teodor Brates was the main host of the Live Romanian Revolution. He introduced people in front of
the cameras, he made the transition between different scenes, different guests, different characters, he
moderated the discussions. The welcome he made to Ion Iliescu, upon the latter‟s first appearance on the
Live Romanian Revolution has remained legendary: „Esteemed viewers, we have the great joy to host
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here in the studio Ion Iliescu (applauses)…Mister Iliescu is the son of a revolutionary, of a patriot, being
himself a patriot….‟, he said (RRD, 1990: 41).
Many paraded in front of the cameras in Studio 4 at the Live Revolution.
Nicolae Melinescu:
There wasn’t a clear selection of those who came before the cameras in Studio 4.
There were some people who meant something to the public, such as Sergiu
Nicolaescu [n.a. well known film director]. Nobody could say to him not to go on
air. There was also the writer Ioan Grigorescu, who had also been once vicepresident of Romanian Television. So, there were some people who were already
known to the public and who probably had something to say. There came also all
sorts of sensation hunters, but I don’t think their presence mattered much

15

Known personalities, staff from the news department and civilians became the regular cast of Studio
4. Regular „guest-stars‟ were welcomed among them, such as Iliescu and his group of people, Army
generals, surrendered Securitate officers, dissidents. Even Nicu Ceausescu, the son of the dictator, was
brought to Studio 4 and shown to the cameras as the captured enemy. The guest appearances seemed to
fulfill specific roles in the events. Iliescu was introduced as the revolutionary leaders. Army and former
Securitate officers were portrayed as the guards of the revolution. There were also representatives of the
Romanian Orthodox Church who blessed the struggle for democracy (RRD, 1990: 57; 67). Doctors
appearing on the screen were portrayed as the care-takers of the revolutionaries, mobilizing all medical
institutions in the country to offer help (p. 54). A lawyer taking the floor in Studio 4, resembled a justice
enforcer while talking about the constitutionality of the events (p. 60-61). There were also the dissidents
who came to Studio 4. Among them: Silviu Brucan, the former vice-president of Romanian television in
the early 60s, and afterwards repudiated by the regime and kept in house arrest by the Securitate. There
were others: Petre Mihai Bacanu, a former journalist, prosecuted by the Securitate, who arrived at Studio
4 and was presented as just having escaped from the „cellars of the Securitate‟ (p. 59). Another one, Gelu
Voican, presented himself: „My name is Gelu Voican and I have been acquainted with the prisons of the
Securiate‟ (p. 37). In one way or another, many people coming to the studio identified themselves with
the typology of the dissident: the writer Dragomir Horomnea, whose work had been censored by
Ceausescu, even the poet Aurel Dragos Munteanu, who was appointed those days at the head of
Romanian television. The dissident was a character, whose story of opposing the regime preceded the
timeframe of the revolution. This signified that the collapse of Ceausescu‟ regime exceeded the live event
itself and the changes taking place were rooted within past dissident practices.
During the socio-political events of December 1989, Studio 4 and its characters constructed a
narrative of change. They told the story of a struggle between an old, oppressive regime and new
revolutionary forces. It was the classical story between the good and the bad, where the bad were putting
up a fierce fight and the good had to defend themselves. It was a story where sympathies were created.
The humbly-dressed civilians presented on the screen represented the „next-door revolutionary‟, a
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character that anyone at home could identify with. The new television persona (e.g. Teodor Brates),
unknown to the public until then, became the symbol of the Free Romanian Revolution. The presence of
public cultural personalities in Studio 4, contrasted with the formerly censored presence in public of
cultural figures and artists16, and spoke of the liberation of culture and arts. Ion Iliescu was portrayed as
„the son of a revolutionary‟, a „patriot‟ himself‟, the main guest-star of the Live Revolution. It was a „great
honor‟ to have him in the studio. Army and Securitate officers also assumed a new identity once starring
in Studio 4: they became the guardians of the good:
Lieutenant colonel Stan Gheorghe:
I am lieutenant colonel engineer Stan Gehorghe and I represent the State
Security... The moment Sergiu Nicolaescu made the kind appeal and spoke from the
heart to the state security, we understood that we can from now on be good
Romanians… (RRD, 1990: 52)
In opposition to the good characters, there were the negative characters, depicted as enemies.
Ceausescu epitomized the main source of evil.
Ion Iliescu:
The guiltiest is Ceausescu. That man without a heart, without a soul, without
brains…without reason…who did not want to give up, a fanatic who ruled this
country by medieval means, who went as far as this dramatic situation to order
shootings against the people of this country. (RRD, 1990: 42)

There were also supporters of Ceausescu, who continued to fight the dictator‟s cause throughout the
revolution, engaging in terrorist acts, shootings and killings.
Teodor Brates:
We continue to receive news (applauses)…certainly, we don’t have the possibility
to verify their authenticity, but we ask you to be careful. They say that
enemies, Securitate members, poisoned the water in Sibiu, in Timisoara, …the
water needs to be boiled before you consume it. […] (RRD, 1990: 51)
Teodor Brates:
We learn that many Securitate officers took off their uniforms and are engaging
in robberies. This is to discredit the people…We cannot allow this… (p. 50)
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Teodor Brates:
From Sibiu, we continue to receive alarming news. They keep on shooting at the
Army. […] We are informed that certain ceausist elements from the former Militia
are trying to reach the capital […] to organize a counterattack. (p. 58)
Enemies captured were even shown on television. During the Live Romanian Revolution, some of
them were kept hostages on the corridors of the television tower. Some of them were youngsters, some
were women, some were poorly-dressed.17 You could wonder what exactly distinguished them from the
others. Transmitting from a hospital, a doctor shows to the cameras one of the hospital rooms that had
been turned into a morgue. There were naked dead bodies everywhere on the floor and on the tables.
Walking through the cadavers, the doctor points out and explains: „this one was a terrorist‟, „this one was
a revolutionary‟, „this one was a Securitate member, a terrorist and a drug-addict‟18. What distinguished
the terrorists from the revolutionaries? It wasn‟t self-explanatory; they were all naked dead bodies.
There is one great attribute of television, that of being a figurative medium. It renders visible people
and facts, taking them for what they appear to be, turning them into actors and social realities without
questioning their nature and their roles. It shows, it impersonates, it materializes agency, without being
the agency in itself. As Latour would say it, it confuses agency with figuration, figuration being the
embodiment, the visibility of agency and not the agency in itself. Actors and agency can become then
hidden behind, but most dangerously, confused with visual representations. From this point of view,
television is a figurative medium par excellence. The Live Romanian Revolution constituted a figuration
of change: the public broadcaster showed itself freed from its communist practices. Teodor Brates, the
former news vice-editor in chief under Ceausescu became the new face of the Free Romanian Television.
nd

Nicolae Melinescu (about Teodor Brates before December 22 ):
When he would have to give me the visa for a text about Great Britain, he would
insert into my text: ‘the Comrade said’ or ‘just like the President of Romania
said’. Or if I would bring him an interview with a guest from abroad and the
guest would say: ‘I was in Romania and I had a meeting with the Romanian
authorities’, he would correct it and say ‘a meeting with the president of
Romania, Nicolae Ceausescu’. That’s who he was, confessed Nicolae Melinescu
nd 19

remembering Teodor Brates before December 22 .

Similarly, Ion Iliescu was depicted as the heroic revolutionary leader, in antithesis with his past
career in the communist structures, which remained concealed from the viewers. The former secretary of
ideology at the Central Committee, leader of the Communist Youth Union, Minister for Youth Affairs,
local secretary of propaganda, was welcomed with glory in Studio 4, as the new leader of political change
in Romania. Besides confusing former communist elements with new revolutionary characters, granting
them an agency of change, television in its role as a figurative medium achieved yet another thing in the
winter of 1989. It personified anti-revolutionary forces, such as terrorists. Enemies of the revolution were
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given a face and an identity on television, and thus they existed. In its figurative mediation, television
coordinated the change of regimes by depictions of good and bad characters, of pro- and antirevolutionary forces, mystifying real actors with their on-screen representations. Past biographies,
political legitimacies that were questionable and the nature of change mediated by the street
revolutionary events, remained all disguised behind the characters and guest-stars of Studio 4. No one
ever doubted and no one even questioned during the last days of December 1989 that what shown on the
Live Romanian Revolution wasn‟t the end of the communist regime. And no one ever doubted that the
main characters of the Live Revolution weren‟t in fact the main actors of the Revolution itself. But what
happened to all the regular cast of Studio 4 after the Live Revolution? Most of them died out from the
public or political arena. The civilians left Studio 4 in anonymity, just like they first came there. Teodor
Brates, the story-teller of the event, withdrew himself from television a few months later, his new
revolutionary image collapsing under the communist weight of his past career in television. Ion
Caramitru, resumed his professional life as an actor, while Mircea Dinescu continued as a journalist,
writer and also as a critical voice against the new post-89 political power. With regard to the revolution,
he declared that during the events some Army generals switched sides and joined the revolution only on
condition that 'serious politicians took power instead of a few crazy poets and intellectuals.[...] Had
Iliescu gone on TV one hour later, the revolution would have failed' (Ratesh, 1991: 52). Ion Iliescu, the
main guest-star of the revolution, became the new president of Romania, a function which he exercised
from 1990 to 1996 and from 2000 to 2004.
As a figurative medium, television transformed the cast of studio 4 and all they stood for (e.g.
political change, independence, democracy, etc.) into the main actors of the revolution, asserting that
they had a determinant agency in the overthrow of Ceausescu and the revolutionary outcomes. On the
screen, they were the revolutionaries playing out the course of the events. But outside the Live Romanian
Revolution, there were merely extras in the socio-political events that were taking place. They filled in
different figurative roles to support and illustrate a revolutionary denouement that was being decided by
others.

The TV Director
The revolution of 1989 did not belong to the people, even though it started out that way and even
though the Live Romanian Revolution featured civilians in the foreground of the events. The director of
the live story was the Securitate itself. The Live Romanian Revolution was a project that was
documented, prepared and eventually, directed by the Securitate especially for television. The revolution
couldn‟t have happened without the approval of the Securitate, said the former dissident Silviu Brucan
after the events. He specified that the disinformation campaign that was depicted by the Live Romanian
Revolution concerning terrorists, shootings and attacks, was the result of the deep penetration of the
Securitate into the mass-media (O‟Neil, 1998: 142) Indeed, the Live Romanian Revolution was a muchanticipated and thoroughly-documented plan of the Securitate. Its roots go back to the Malicius
operation, a surveillance campaign that the secret police led against television audiences throughout the
1980s. It was an operation that the Securitate carried out in absolute secrecy without the knowledge of
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the public broadcaster, and in dissonance with Ceausescu‟s rule. For what the Malicius achieved was a
constant surveillance of audiences in their private spaces, without eradicating their dissidence, but tacitly
tolerating it.
The Malicius started out as a response to television audiences engaging in acts against the regime.
Already in the early 80s, civilians‟ defiance of Ceausescu‟s regime was given away by antennas installed
on domestic roofs facilitating the reception of television signal from the neighboring countries, as well as
by an alarming number of anonymous phone calls and letters of complaint that audiences were sending
to the public broadcaster. In response, the Securitate began tracking down and keeping under
surveillance those private civilians that expressed anti-regime attitudes via telephone or written
correspondence. The operation was called after Malicius, an intercepting equipment that traced back
anonymous calls and letters to concrete identities and physical places. Through the Malicius operation,
the Securitate became acquainted with the private dissidence of civilians, controlled it by sealing it off
within an isolated domestic space and produced documented evidence on each of the dissident viewers.
The Malicius files that the Securitate kept show the way the secret forces organized the private dissidents
into different social groups, by means of the documentation (and the amount of it) that it recorded. The
most exhaustive documentation was produced on socially-disfavored categories: civilians that were
recorded to have drinking or psychological problems, aggressive or criminal behavior. It is striking why
precisely these categories were singled out by the Securitate. It was because the Malicius served as the
preparatory investigation tool that the Securitate used for the creation of two crucial characters of the
Live Revolution: the revolutionary civilian and the terrorist.
The civilian of the Live Revolution was located in Bucharest (just like the Malicius dissidents, as the
intercepting equipment only worked within the Bucharest perimeter). He was characterized by a raging
fury against Ceausescu and his regime. He had a spirit of initiative allowing him to join the street events,
just like the dissident viewer who initiated phone calls or write letters of complaint against the regime
throughout the 80s. He was receptive to violent scenarios against Ceausescu, reminding us of the
dissident viewer who had threatened before with bombs or attacks against the dictator. He was a bit of an
eccentric, like those in the Malicius documents who passed off as being in high state positions. „I am in
the position to destroy the television building and any other buildings…‟ said a Malicius dissident
claiming to be an officer in the Romanian Army. 20 „I am the head of the Ministry of Transport and
Telecommunications‟ pretended another dissident. 21
Inspired from the Malicius dissidents was also the terrorist of the Live Romanian Revolution. By
their appearance and deviant behavior, the terrorist was a socially-outcast character, just like the
categories of Malicius dissidents that the Securitate documented and investigated most thoroughly. The
terrorist came from a low social background: he was dirty and poorly dressed. He had a deviant behavior
of some sort: he was a drunk, he had multiple ID‟s on him or no ID, or he possessed incriminating
objects: a universal car key or electronic equipment. Other terrorists were depicted as Arab mercenaries,
remisant of the groups of Arabs that the Securitate was using to shift suspicions when attempting crimes
against its victims, as in the crimes against Radio Free Europe employees. 22 Others were described as
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passing off as Army officials, just like the Malicius dissidents deceiving others about being in high state
positions. During the Live Romanian Revolution, the terrorist accomplished the role of the revolutionary
enemy. He was feared to be a Securitate member, who stayed loyal to Ceausescu until the very end. He
was the source violence, deaths and blood-shed at the revolution. It was the terrorists, siding with
Ceausescu, that the revolutionaries had to defend themselves from. The terrorist became thus an
important hook in the action of the Live Revolution, communicating that the fall of Ceausescu was a fight
that had to be conquered by resisting atrocities. It was also the hook that justified the rushed killing of
Ceausescu. Talking about the case of the terrorists, Ion Iliescu declared after the revolution: „I remember
[…] of an individual who was captured and who had declared that as long as Ceausescu was still alive,
they would not give up…This life loyalty to Ceausescu of some prompted us to take the decision of the
trial…‟ (RRD¸1990: 225). A lot of suspense was created around the terrorists.
Until the present day, it has remained unclear who the terrorists were. Many wondered and
suspected they were the Securitate themselves. Repeatedly, criminal actions of terrorists were reported
by the Live Revolution: they were shooting, they were attempting to take over television, they were
poisoning water, they were taking over metro stops, etc. In response, the civilians sitting in front of their
television sets were asked to participate, to defend the revolution from its enemies. During the Live
Revolution, the depiction of the terrorist was inscribed within a strong disinformation campaign. News
on terrorist attacks was by phone calls made to the internal phone numbers of the news department of
the public broadcaster.
Nicolae Melinescu:
It was a terrible tendency to misinform. The news was coming via the teleprinter and via the phone. I don’t understand. My mother never knew to phone me
on my work number. It wasn’t a secret, she did have the number, but she wasn’t
calling me on that phone, she would call me when I was at home. I don’t
understand how so many people could so quickly find out the phone number of the
department of external news inside Romanian television. If they had called the
reception desk, fine, that was a public number, but this one was an unlisted
work number. It wasn’t secret. But it was ringing every minute, driving me
crazy. […] It started on the 22
rd

th

nd

in the evening, it continued rigorously on the

23 , 24 , until the trial of Ceausescu.

23

The disinformation campaign around the terrorists during the revolution reminded us of a signature
touch of the Securitate: that of fabricating pieces of news so as to discredit groups of individuals or divert
attention. Remember the disinformation campaign that the Securitate created around the attempted
murder against the Radio Free Europe employee Emil Georgescu, around Ioana Magura and Noel
Bernard, the director of the Romanian Office of RFE, or around the unfortunate case of the Romanian
immigrant Stancu Papusoiu.24
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The Live Romanian Revolution was all too keen to assign faces to alleged terrorists. On the screen,
the captured suspects looked like ordinary civilians, some of them youngsters, some of them women. 25
Nevertheless, until today it has remained unclear who the terrorists were. But the disclosure of the
Malicius documents reveals it all: they were in fact civilians, the same categories of Malicius dissidents
that the Securitate portrayed in one way or another as socially-disfavored. It was the same category of
Malicius television viewers that the secret forces investigated, documented and kept incriminating
records on throughout the last decade of Ceausescu‟s regime. Strikingly, even the connotative language
used in the Malicius reports and in the descriptions of terrorists at the Live Revolution was the same.
The closely-surveilled Malicius dissidents and the terrorists were thus drunks, thieves, individuals with
behavioral disorders; they engaged in misdemeanors, they had connections with foreigners. They were
introduced into the story of the Live Revolution by means of a disinformation campaign which reminded
of a common strategy of the Securitate under Ceausescu. The character of the terrorist was created by the
Securitate for the Live Romanian Revolution. Many typologies of civilians that the Securitate had
investigated and recorded, contributed to the elaboration of its physical appearance, social profile, habits
and behaviour. At the televising of the Live Revolution, once the former Malicius dissidents were called
out into the streets, it was the disgraced television viewer that was framed as terrorist. Under the
televised figuration of the terrorist based on Malicius profiles, the Securitate carried out the street crimes
of revolution.
Within the Live Revolution, the terrorist had the role of introducing the bloody character of the
events and expediting the killing of Ceausescu. Outside the live story, the televisual representation of the
terrorist had the aim of disguising crimes performed by the Securitate under the figuration of a
character. The terrorist also helped to accelerate the seizing of power by the Securitate, by framing the
removal of Ceausescu, the Securitate‟s greatest opponent to political hegemony. The split of the
Securitate from Ceausescu was felt already through the 80s. Even the case of dissidence that the
Securitate was investigating in the private spaces of civilians, without eradicating, but tolerating it – as it
was the case of the Malicius operation – showed the divergence in political agendas between the dictator
and the secret police. Ceausescu did not know about the increasingly pronounced crisis of the private
sphere in the 1980s. Hence his fatal act of ordering a live transmission on December 21st. Hence his
confusion and disbelief live on television, when what he thought were loyal demonstrators turned against
him. The only ones who knew were the Securitate. After all, the Malicius operation aimed at surveilling
private dissidence, had taken place in secrecy. What Ceausescu did not know about an operation like
Malicius what that hostility against his regime was merely kept under secret control by the Securitate,
but not removed. Thus, throughout the 80‟s the Securitate monitored the anti-Ceausescu hostility rising
in the private sphere, it controlled it by keeping it isolated in domestic spaces, and it organized it into
social typologies that inspired the creation of figurative characters that took down Ceausescu in
December 1989. The terrorist was also depicted as a fanatic Securitate member, loyal to Ceausescu until
the very end. Its defeat in the Live Romanian Revolution, enunciated also the death of the fierce
Securitate as people knew it. That allowed for the disguised transfer of the Securitate into the new power
structure. At the Live Romanian Revolution, the Securitate reinvented itself. The historian Marius Oprea
(2004) described in his book Mostenitorii Securitatii („Securitate‟s Heirs‟) how former Securitate officers
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became after 1989 the private entrepreneurs and the media moguls of Romania, in other words the new
economic force in the country. The Live Romanian Revolution constituted thus the rite of passage of the
Securitate, ensuring the change of political power and the disguised makeover of Securitate‟s identity,
something which Marius Oprea called „the transformation of Securitate uniforms into Armani suits‟ (p.
20).
And yet, how did television and the Live Romanian Revolution become the master project of the
Securitate? There is one attribute of television that became a great asset in the revolutionary events of
1989. Television is a localized medium. Following Latour‟s rationale that means it carries with it and it
articulates other agencies and negotiations that occurred somewhere else in time and in space. Firstly,
television is a spatial medium. It connects between spaces (private, public, local, global). But by doing
that, it also collapses the dichotomies between them and it confounds them with one another. Similarly,
television is also a medium of strong temporal character. It brings distant, past occurrences into the
present, confusing between different temporal (the time of recording, the time of production, the time of
transmission, the time of reception). Situated at the junction between the here and there and the then
and now, the medium of television makes its own references to distinct spaces and temporal frames. But
it dissolves them in the attempt of providing the viewer with a temporally and spatially coherent
narrative. It is here where television conceals its own spatial and temporal fragmentary character. That
means it is at the level of produced representations and at the level of reception, that television conceals,
confuses and collapses the dichotomies between private and public, between local and distant places,
between past occurrences and the present, providing thus the viewer with an experience that is temporal
and spatially coherent. As a localized medium¸ television disputes its agency within different spatial and
temporal locales: within private, public spaces, local and remote geographies, within past and present
times. Televisual representations become coherent, hegemonic narratives that smooth out the complex
disputes negotiated within the different locales of television. Therefore it is important to deconstruct
televisual narratives into localizers, so as to understand their origins and the processes by which they
took shape. According to Latour, localizers are the transferred presence of places into one another, the
local articulation of interactions that happened in a different time and in a different space (2005: 194). As
a localized medium, television can articulate negotiations disputed in its different spatial and temporal
locales; it can pre-dispose to agencies distributed elsewhere in time and space and it can frame power
disputes that have been left latent in the different spaces of television, at a different time. Any shift in the
power hegemony – as it happened at the live broadcast of December 21st, when rioters challenged
Ceausescu – is bound to activate latent power disputes of television situated in its different temporal and
spatial locales.
By the end of 1989, Romanian television was charged with a forceful anti-Ceausescu agency located
in the private space of reception. Television audiences were crystallizing since the beginning of the 1980s
as a strong and large social category challenging the dictator‟s power. For a whole decade, they disputed
their anti-Ceausescu hostility with the Securitate, who invaded their private spaces and their domestic
lives. The Securitate monitored and surveilled the dissident forces in the country with the purpose of
keeping them isolated to the boundaries of their domestic spheres and depriving them of an organizing
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force able to transform them into collective, public groups of dissident actors. At the same time, it
investigated them, recording and documenting their social and political profiles. Their dissidence was
tolerated and within their domestic walls, civilians continued to intercept neighboring countries‟
television, listen to hostile foreign radio, and formulate anti-regime stands all throughout the 80s. Their
isolation into the private domestic sphere was even more efficient, as the Securitate maintained secrecy
about their number and their dissident force. „If there were many [people] like me, things would change‟
said one of the Malicius dissidents.26 But there were many like him, it‟s just that only the Securitate
knew. Not even the public broadcaster knew anything about the Malicius operation. What happened on
December 21st was a shift of powers on the public scene, which was communicated to audiences instantly.
Anti-Ceausescu rioters had penetrated the public scene, television had made a statement against
Ceausescu, showing him under threat, scared and confused. These public and live reconfigurations in
disputing the hegemonic power of Ceausescu, articulated and pre-disposed to past negotiations that had
been disputed for a long time already within the private spaces of television. These were disputes where
the Securitate had already disputed its hegemonic force by surveilling and (dis)organizing television
audiences, by allowing their dissidence practices that were nurturing anti-Ceausescu attitudes and by
taking over the full control of the matter while keeping Ceausescu in the dark about the rising crisis of the
private sphere in 1980s Romania. With the coming out into the open of television audiences on
December 22nd, the Securitate re-enacted, by means of the Live Romanian Revolution, an anti-Ceausescu
battle whose outcome and hegemony had already been disputed. The live story became then inspired by a
real plot and real characters. The Securitate‟s master touch consisted of casting actors into their
revolutionary roles, framing characters on each side of the revolution, and introducing hooks in the plot
that would maintain attention on the screen. That diverted attention away from the street events and
from the nature of specific actors outside their televised roles. At the end of the Live Revolution, the
rushed killing of Ceausescu was accomplished with no further questions asked, leaving the Securitate in
charge of the new political landscape.

The Script
As a televised representation, the Live Romanian Revolution molded itself after the narrative norms
of the medium. The basic organization of broadcast television is the segment, argued John Ellis (1992).
The segment is „a coherent group of sounds and images, of relatively short duration that needs to be
accompanied by other similar such segment‟ (p. 116). The segment is the primary structure of broadcast
television and at the level of representational forms it be best echoed by the serial or the series. The serial
or the series are organized in segmentalized units that are ordered coherently. In the case of the serial,
these segmentalized units are arranged progressively into a narrative that engage and maintain the
viewer‟s attention through the unfolding and the resolution of a specific plot. The serial always
anticipates, announces its own comeback and forthcoming sequels. It uses cliffhangers, narrative twists
that create suspense (usually at the end of an episode), so as to maintain the audience‟s interest in what is
to come next. Presented on television, the Live Romanian Revolution borrowed the form of the serial as a
mode of address, organizing the events into a segmentalized, sequenced plot. Throughout the Live
Romanian Revolution, a progressive construction of the narrative was strongly evidenced by cliffhangers
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in the narrative that created a state of conflict, maintained suspense and slowly guided the plot to a
specific point of resolution.
It all started with a set-up scene that introduced the main action and the revolutionary characters.

INT. FULL SHOT STUDIO 4 December 22 MIDDAY
Ion Caramitru
(in sports shirt, impermeable parka, wearing a small bag across his neck,
overexcited, tired):
Brothers, thanks to God (he makes the sign of the cross), we are now in the
television studios. We made it here behind tanks, together with the Army,
students, the people you see here and thousands and thousands of Romanians and
other nationalities who joined us. In front of you, you have our hero, Mircea
Dinescu, the poet.

[n.a. camera zooms in on a profile close-up of Dinescu].

Please watch him, he is working, he will tell you what it is all about. We are
all nervous, tired and we wish that all the Romanian people, regardless of their
nationality […] to be able to listen to Mircea Dinescu’s words which will be the
carrier of the Romanian genius in time.
Mircea Dinescu
(black woolen home sweater, with thin red and yellow stripes; unshaved, tired,
agitated)
In 10 minutes, we will make an appeal to the population. Please…keep your calm,
these are moments in which God turned his face towards the Romanians. Let’s look
to God, for a few minutes, before we speak, before I plead to all the forces in
our Army (he raises his voice). The Army in Bucharest in on our side, the
dictator is on the run…we plead, we ask the Ministry of internal forces to put
down the guns, to retreat…the people are on our side. In five minutes we will
make an appeal to the people, the heroic Romanian people.
Voice of Teodor Brates:
…victorious!
Mircea Dinescu and others in the studio:
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…victorious!
Everybody in choir:
The television is with us! We won! We won! We are here! We won!
(Applauses)
(RRD, 1990: 21)
The set-up scene of the Live Revolution introduced the revolution in the country and outlined some
of its central supporters: the people, the television, the Army in Bucharest. Ion Caramitru or Mircea
Dinescu became the first representative figures of the revolution. Caramitru was a well known actor
much beloved by the audiences, while Mircea Dinescu was presented on the screen as „our national
poet…who suffered‟ (RRD, 1990: 22) Their clothing and their anxiety contrasted with the grandiose
televisual representations that had dominated the screen until then, and created a bond of sympathy with
the viewers. Teodor Brates was also spotted in the frame of the set-up scene of the revolution. The three
figures were to be constant appearances in the televised story. But the first scene also established a state
of conflict: armed forces responding to the Ministry of Internal Affairs (members from the Army, Militia,
Securitate) were shooting at people, representing the enemies of the revolution. The plot of the revolution
was introduced as a violent conflict between heroic characters and villains. Television and Studio 4
became the central location from where the story was going to be told.
After the first scene, the transmission moves to the courtyard of the television station, showing a
large mass of agitated civilians in the background of symphonic music. The ambient sound comes back
on and images show civilians taking turns in front of a microphone and making pro-revolutionary
speeches. After an extensive intermezzo from the courtyard, the story moves back to Studio 4 and shows
the well known movie director Segiu Nicolaescu addressing the cameras.
INT. FULL SHOT STUDIO 4 December 22 MIDDAY
Sergiu Nicolaescu
(elgant and sweating, surrounded by the same people and other youngsters):
Romanian brothers! We are not hooligans! We are patriot Romanians… […]I make an
appeal first of all to the Romanian Army. [N.a. close shot profile] It is
inexplicable

for

a

soldier

of

the

Romanian

Army

to

shoot

Romanians,

his

brothers, to shoot the population among which there can be sons and children of
theirs or of their relatives. It is inadmissible… and I am talking to the
Ministry of Internal Affairs… you are Romanians just like we are… you know me
and you love me, and if you know me and you love me, trust me: don’t listen
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blindly to the order. No order is blind. You are sworn to the President of
Romania, it’s true. […] But what we want today is for you to swear to the
people. We are Romanians above all and no one, absolutely no one can make us
something else! […] I make an appeal to the entire population of the country… go
outside… go in front of the city halls and occupy them peacefully… we are
people, we are Romanians… we are patriots. […] The Army! Don’t touch the guns
anymore, don’t shoot. You are Romanians just like us… You have the same heart,
just like us… […] Those in the Ministry of Internal Affairs… those who wear
Militia or Securitate uniforms… don’t be afraid. […] Don’t listen to the orders
you receive. […] We are very few in comparison to the Army. Maybe you will
defeat us… Maybe we will die… I want the entire population to come and join us.
Go out in the streets, Romanians! Come here to the Romanian television!
(RRD, 1990: 27)
Sergiu Nicolaescu constituted another notable and recurrent appearance in the Live Revolution. His
presence on the screen immediately created sympathies among the viewers as he was already a beloved
film director. Nicolaescu introduced in his dramatic speech the grave danger that hovered over the
revolution and the heroic people: Army, Militia and Securitate forces loyal to Ceausescu were shooting at
people. The revolutionaries were outdone in number by the villains and thus, audiences at home were
demanded to join the revolution and come to television.
After Nicolaescu‟s appearance, the next guest star of Studio 4 was an Army representative, Mihai
Lupoi, who assured viewers that the Army was siding with the people and created further mystery on the
shootings.

INT. MEDIUM SHOT STUDIO 4 DECEMBER 22 AFTERNOON
Mihai Lupoi:
At this hour, the army is with the people. It is a general euphoria… the
militaries emptied their guns from ammunition. I repeat: no military from the
Ministry

of

National

Defence

will

fire

at

the

people.

Those

who

do

are

unauthorized, because there is no leadership of he Ministry of National Defence
anymore.
[…] Don’t make free accusations. The Army did not shoot anyone… (Rumour)… I will
give you a technical detail... To see that I don’t lie. If you verify the
ammunition and check the street coming from the University Square, you will see
that there were machine guns.
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(RRD¸1990: 30; 31)

Mihai Lupoi made it understood that Securitate forces from the Ministry of Internal Affairs were still
acting against the people. After Lupoi, other Army representatives appeared on the screen: Generals
Voinea, Chitac, Tudor, Militaru or Captain Dumitrescu. But this time, they featured in scenes that were
slowly introducing the new political power. The first three surrounded Petre Roman (who was to become
the new Prime-Minister) as he gave his first speech on television and announced the overthrow of
Ceausescu and the need for democratic institutions chosen by the people, to take over political power
(RRD, 1990: 34). The starring of General Militaru and Captain Dumitrescu in the televised story made
the transition to a master scene in the Live Revolution: the introduction of Ion Iliescu as a necessary, key
actor in the events.

INT. MEDIUM SHOT STUDIO 5 DECEMBER 22 AFTERNOON
st

1

Rank Captain Dumitrescu

I ask comrade Ion Iliescu, who was my colleague, to come to television. We have
to organize ourselves, comrades!
(RRD, 1990: 40)
Shortly after, Iliescu made his appearance in Studio 4 and was welcomed as a hero.
INT. MEDIUM SHOT STUDIO 4 DECEMBER 22 AFTERNOON
Teodor Brates:
Esteemed viewers, we have the great joy to host here in our studio Ion Iliescu…
(applauses, bravo)
A citizen rushes and kisses him. […]
Ion Iliescu:
I make an appeal, it is now 14.45. Around five o’clock, at the Central Committee
Headquarters, there should come all those responsible who are able to engage in
constructive work. […] We must immediately organize ourselves in a Committee of
national salvation. We must elaborate an action plan with two major objectives.
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First of all, we must take immediate measures for reinstituting order and a
normal life, providing supplies for people, transport and all that is necessary…
(RRD, 1990: 43)
The first hours of the Live Revolution constructed the main characters and their roles in the plot.
The television presenter Teodor Brates became the communicator of the revolution. The artists added a
dramatic performance into the events and constructed sympathies for the audiences. Army leaders
became supporters of the revolution and Iliescu was introduced as the revolutionary leader and
organizer. Concomitantly, however, a depiction of the enemy was introduced into the story.
Progressively, a mystery was created around who the villains were. It was first presented to be forces
associated with the Army, Securitate or Militia, obeying the orders of the past regime. As Army officials
joined the revolutionary group in Studio 4, suspicions as to who was shooting, were more and more
diverted towards the Securitate. But shortly after the guest appearance of Ion Iliescu in Studio 4,
Lieutenant Colonel Stan Gheorghe came to television as a representative of the Department of State
Security, in other words the Securitate, declaring their siding with the revolutionaries.,
INT. FULL SHOT STUDIO 5 AFTERNOON
Lieutenant Colonel Stan Gheorghe
…I make an appeal to you not to use your weapons, I make an appeal to you to
surrender… Surrender your weapons, because that’s what the Romanian people are
expecting from you. There is no need for a massacre. The tyrant, who happily is
now overthrown, has done enough. I make an appeal to you… my dear colleagues, I
appeal to you from all my heart, because I know what is in your souls…
(RRD, 1990: 52)
Similarly, the Militia (the local police forces) ensured that their people were supporting the
revolutionaries and were not firing guns. (p. 64).
INT. STUDIO 4 DECEMBER 22 LATE AFTERNOON
Costin Tugui:
(one of the first civilians who entered television; he elbows his way from the
back to the foreground. He is visibly agitated)
Don’t

interrupt

the

broadcast…!

To

television

there

are

coming

2000…

terro…antiterrorists…the antiterrorist brigade…help us…people come outside… 2000
terrorists….the army…helps us, helps us, the army help us, someone help us!
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(RRD, 1990: 65)
George Marinescu [n.a television presenter]:
If you allow me to say a few words, we were informed a few minutes ago that in
the basement of the television station there was found a bomb, which was
fortunately deactivated by specialists. There might be other such criminal
attempts…
(p. 76)
Teodor Brates:
I

want

to

tell

you

that

we

received

few

more

news

about

the

water…Be

careful…Criminal elements poisoned the water in certain areas… don’t drink… be
careful with the children, let us not be the ones who kill them…
(p. 63)
Suspense was created over the criminal attacks that were occurring in the country and about who
might have been behind them. But suspense was also being created about the situation of Ceausescu.
After having fled the Central Committee premises by helicopter at noon on December 22nd, numerous
updates about his whereabouts were broadcasts.
INT. MEDIUM SHOT STUDIO 5 AFTERNOON
George Marinescu (alone):
An engineer from Botosani, near Titu, unfortunately I could not get his name,
the connection was poor, communicated by telephone that a short while ago that
Nicolae Ceausescu and his wife stepped off a white helicopter which has just landed.
One of the two members of the security guards who joined them got into a red Dacia
with license plate 4.B.2646… The driver is an old man with a hat. The car drove in
the direction of the national road nr. 6. It is imperative to control all roads and
exits to and from the counties Arges and Dimbovita.
(RRD, 1990: 40-41)
INT. MEDIUM SHOT STUDIO 4 AFTERNOON
Teodor Brates:
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The car… the car under discussion… the dictator’s car… we are informed that it
just entered the county Dimbovita, the village of Cobia… or Cobia (…Cobia,
Cobia…). All those in the area must take the necessary measures…
(p. 46)
INT. CLOSE SHOT STUDIO 4 AFTERNOON
Teodor Brates:
We are transmitting again from here, from Studio 4. I want to tell you that we
received the news that the car in which the tyrant is, the former dictator, 2DB-305 (someone whispers: black)… black… now it is black, needs to be followed,
it shouldn’t be allowed to leave the country. It is imperatively necessary… no.
2-B-305 (Voice off only) Not 2-B… 2-DB […]
(RRD, 1990: 53)
As the day was progressing on December 22nd, so was the story of the Live Revolution. The
revolutionaries were gaining terrain, organizing themselves and crystallizing their leaders. Mysteries
around Ceausescu and the enemies were also taken to a new stage. In the late afternoon, Ceausescu and
his wife were reported to have been caught.
INT. MEDIUM SHOT STUDIO 4 DECEMBER 22
(great agitation)
Teodor Brates:
We don’t know how true this information is, but if it is true, it is a great
victory

of

the

Romanian

people…

[n.a.

close

shot]

Ceausescu

Nicolae

and

Ceausescu Elena were captured… they are at Tirgoviste. [n.a. full shot] (loud
cheers and applauses)
(Great emotion. People are waving flags. Someone cries with joy. A large crowd
rushes in front of the cameras).
(RRD, 1990: 55)
The capture of the Ceausescu brought a new twist into the action. Loyal supporters of the dictator
were putting up a fierce fight, attempting to divert the course of events. Slowly these were portrayed as
Securitate members and the struggle between the pro and anti-revolutionary forces was now focused
between the Army and the Securitate.
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INT. MEDIUM SHOT STUDIO 4 DECEMBER 22 LATE AFTERNOON
Teodor Brates:
I want to tell you… I have again news… from Sibiu [...] the shootings continue
there […] Securitate shoots at the Army… Securitate continues to shoot at the
Army […] Someone needs to act urgently, we do not have time for discussions…
(RRD, 1990: 56)
General Tudor Nicolae:
On behalf the National Salvation Committee, we communicate the following: the
Securitate troops lead by general Ghita are at the moment all loyal to the
people. We have orders and accomplish orders given by the National Salvation
Committee. When they say that the Securitate is acting against the people, they
refer in fact to some special units. They are antiterrorist troops and other
troops of the former leader, few in number, but ferocious, who act in different
locations…
(RRD, 1990: 97)

By the evening of December 2nd, the new (interim) leaders of the revolution and of the new
democratic country were appointed. At home, audiences were kept in suspense as to what the
constitution of a new governing body was to bring.
INT. MEDIUM SHOT STUDIO 4 LATE AFTERNOON
Petre Popescu (sitting):
Dear viewers, tonight the National Salvation Committee will meet to discuss the
first measures that need to be taken for maintaining order in the transition
from

dictatorship

to

democracy.

Tonight

we

will

also

let

you

know

the

constituency of the National Salvation Committee and the first measures they
adopt.
(RRD, 1990: 66)

Teodor Brates:
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Esteemed

viewers,

esteemed

listerners,

we

repeat

the

announcement,

in

approximately 30 minutes we will broadcast a very important communiqué. People
are asked to go home to receive this communiqué. Certainly… by all means to
intercept the communiqué, if they have portable radio sets…
(RRD, 1990: 108)

Teodor Brates:
To all those who sent all telegrams and news. We are waiting for the important
communiqué. The very important communiqué.
(RRD, 1990: 109)
Late in the evening, Ion Iliescu came to television and read in front of the cameras the important
communiqué. He announced the constitution of the National Salvation Front as an interim power and
made public its constituency and political agenda.
INT. FULL SHOT STUDIO 4 NIGHT
Ion Iliescu:
Citizens! We live a historical moment. The Ceausescu clan, who led the country
to disaster, was eliminated from power. We all know and acknowledge that the
victory the whole country enjoys is the result of the spirit of sacrifice of the
masses, of all nationalities, and first of all of our admirable youth who paid
with blood to give us back the feeling of our national dignity. A special merit
also to those who for years in a row endangered their lives to fight against
tyranny. A new page in the political and economical life of Romania opens up. At
this turning point, we decided to organize ourselves into the National Salvation
Front. It is supported by the Romanian Army and it comprises of all forces […],
organizations and groups who stepped forward with courage in defense of freedom
and dignity, under the totalitarian tyranny.
(RRD, 1990: 113)
The capture of Nicolae and Elena Ceausescu and the formation of a new (interim) political power in the
country did not bring out a resolution to the live story. News on criminal attacks and shootings continued to
be broadcast on television and kept audiences tense. Transmissions from the streets of Bucharest were now
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often alternated with interventions from Studio 4. Items of news on fights around various locations in
Bucharest were now broadcast on television.
EXT. FULL SHOT THE PALACE SQUARE DECEMBER 23 NIGHT
Noise. Guns are fired at rare intervals. There can be heard isolated slogans:
‘Down with communism’, ‘Down with Ceausescu’, ‘Don’t shoot the people’ […] Close
shot on the Palace walls, destroyed by bullets, with broken windows. In
foreground, a tank drives in front of the Central Committee, going towards the
Palace. The soldiers in the tanks are firing automatic guns. In the background a
firemens’ truck puts out a fire. From the superior windows of the Palace, there
is smoke. It can be seen that someone is shooting at the superior windows of the
Palace, on the corner with Athenee Palace.
Ion Caramitru:
Buddies, the Army must defend our Palace, don’t let them vandalize it. Officers,
send representatives to guard our museum. Let us not forget we are a civilized
country. We do not need crimes, or devastations. These are markers of our lives,
the inheritance from our ancestors. Our Palace, our treasure…
Voice from off:
…tell them to let the wine bottles aside… (sic!)
Ion Caramitru:
Buddies, stop drinking alcohol.

27

We can see people drinking. We need people with

clear minds.
(RRD, 1990: 119; 124)
December 23, 24th and early morning 25th were days of tense fights put up by the terrorists. As
Iliescu explained it, there was only one solution to them: the immediate death of Ceausescu: „suspicions
were that there was the possibility of attacking the unit where Ceausescu was kept in captivity. The unit
did not have strong forces, although measures were taken to send in a hunting brigade for
reinforcements. But we were afraid of the real danger of an attack with the purpose of liberating
Ceausescu from the unit near Tirgoviste This prompted us to decide and organize the trial on the 25 th and
all that followed afterwards‟ (RRD¸1990: 225).
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On Christmas day Dececember 25th, in the early afternoon the dictatorial couple Nicolae and Elena
Ceausescu was trialed in front of an exceptional military tribunal. The court deliberated for their death
sentence, which was carried out immediately.
Immediately, Romanian television communicated the following:
Monday, December 25th 1989, the trial of Nicolae Ceausescu and Elena Ceausescu took place before
the Exceptional Military Tribunal. Accusations:
1.

Genocide – over 60.000 victims;

2.

The undermining of state power by organizing armed actions against the people and against

the state power;
3.

The crime of destroying public goods by destroying and damaging buildings, explosions on

the city, etc.;
4.

The undermining of national economy;

5.

The attempt to flee the country with funds of over one billion dollars deposited in foreign

banks
For these severe crimes against Romanian people and against Romania, the defendants Nicolae
Ceausescu and Elena Ceausescu were sentenced to death and the confiscation of their fortune. The
sentence was definitive and was executed.28
In a while, images of the Ceausescus‟ execution were broadcast repeatedly on television, signifying
the end of an era. The dictators were shown lying in puddles of blood with the camera uncomfortably
focusing on their dead bodies. Fragments of their last words:
Ceausescu:
What an injustice was made! (Reciting lines of the national anthem): ‘We die
fighting in full glory, rather than slaves on our old land…’ What an injustice!
They told us everything, but nothing about traitors!
Elena Ceausescu:
And they were right next to us.
Ceausescu:
Yes.
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Elena Ceausescu:
Yes, that’s how it goes, betrayals come from near-by.[…]
Elena Ceausescu
(while militaries are trying to tie them up):
We fought together, we should die together. If you want to kill us, kills us
both, don’t tie us. No dear….together, we go together, the law says that. It
gives us the right to be together. What is this? Why do you want to do this? I
don’t accept this, don’t touch us, don’t tie us, don’t insult us, don’t tie us,
you are not allowed to tie us. You are afraid of the people. Don’t break our
arms, children. It is a shame! I raised you like a mother, let go of my hands,
don’t break my hand, let me go!
A military:
Half of our colleagues are dead because of you! Our, our colleagues, our
brothers!
Ceausescu:
No! No! They’re lying to you.
Militaries:
They are not lying.
Elena Ceausescu:
Those are the people of the Securitate, they are not ours. We are here in this
condition, what power do we still have? You have the power! Ask those who have
the power!

29

THE END
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Epilogue

I started this research and made my first inquiries into the empirical data with the presumption of
Romanian television being a broadcasting institution worth of researching through its relations with
political control. The history of the communist regime in Romania and predominantly of Ceausescu‟s
dictatorial power had misled me to start off from the premise of looking into the ways in which Romanian
television had related to political control, whether in terms of submission or subversion. As I dived into
the different types of sources (from the Securitate archives, to the oral interviews to the audiovisual
materials), I realized that Romanian television under communism had a greater story to tell than a story
of political control. It was a story that placed television itself into the spotlight: television as a medium
that demonstrated its own specificities and internal resorts of power, and television as a broadcasting
institution that emerged, developed and ran its course under its own determination as well as in
interaction with social and political factors (political control was just one of them and only characteristic
of certain periods). This is how the need was born to look into television and specifically, Romanian
television, as an agent of power. Now that the quest of this dissertation through the different loci and
instances of power of Romanian television is over, it is time to conclude on what television as a power
agent actually entails.
This dissertation has historicized television as a power agent at different moments in Romanian
history and at different stages in the medium‟s development. It has analyzed different instances in which
Romanian television has disputed its power agency. Acknowledging television as a power agent has
important historical connotations. Firstly, it grants the medium the potentiality of a complex social and
political actor. In Romania, television played a central role in overthrowing Ceausescu‟s regime. It was
not only the live broadcast of the Revolution and the audiences coming out into the streets that
determined Ceausescu‟s fall. Rather, it was the private spaces of dissidence that television cultivated
throughout the 80s; the inconsistencies that television viewing accommodated (inconsistencies between
the private sphere of domestic resurrection and the public stage of the dictator‟s cult). Why has the
Securitate achieved their hegemony over the political arena in December 1989 and after the fall of
Ceausescu? Because of the way the Securitate penetrated private spaces (broadcasting did play a role in
opening up these spaces to public scrutiny e.g. the Malicius operation) and because of the Securitate‟s
concomitant disputing of opposite social spaces (once again, broadcasting did play a role in the mapping
out relations between these spaces: private versus public, local versus foreign, e.g. the case of the RFE
employees; the case of dissident viewers; the live broadcast gone wrong on December 21 1989, which
reunited for the first time the private, domestic sphere with the public, political arena and which
eventually enabled the subversion of the political situation by the Securitate). The Securitate have been a
story of success in Romania‟s recent history and they have disputed their success by social dynamics
(both across space and time), which television broadcasting has signaled, enabled or mediated. Television
has reallocated processes of negotiation (in the Gramscian understanding) further into space and time by
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proliferating the spatial and temporal relations that were part of these processes. With an awareness of
television as a power agent, historians can gain further insights now not only into the dynamics inside the
private space, but into the dynamics between private and public, local and foreign spaces and the ways in
which these dynamics dispute power.
There is another important resource that the study of television as an agent of power extends to
historians. Namely, the rationale behind this inquiry makes possible a historical selection of television
programmes that have the status of what I called medial and historical markers. This is a practice that I
have advanced and fully demonstrated in chapter four of this dissertation. As medial (e.g. referring to the
history of the televisual medium) and historical (e.g. referring to historical processes) markers, specific
television programmes can be read back into the social and political dynamics that have affected the
development of television as such, or have disputed specific historical processes, events. The rationale
behind television as a power agent makes it thus possible to single out and select programmes that are
fundamental sources of narrating television history and history itself.
Not only does the power agency of television render visible the multitude of forces involved into
processes of negotiation, but it also emphasizes the hegemony of television itself at different periods in
the medium‟s history. This dissertation has shown how the development of television in Romania has
been at times dominated by social and political dynamics, while at other times it was the broadcasting
dynamics themselves (the television professionals, the programmes, the medium itself) which have
centrally guided its development. Looking back on the regimes of Romanian television which I have
mapped out throughout the dissertation, I can now single out those regimes which were medium-specific
(determined by the broadcasting dynamics) and the politically-contingent regimes, which were dictated
by the political circumstances of Romania. The medium-specific regimes are also the ones that carry
most resemblances with television in other countries. The early period of Romanian television (roughly
from 1956 to the end of the 60s) consisted of regimes that described fundamental characteristics of early
television in most countries. The institutional regime of experimental visions, the regime of the early
emergence of televisual forms and the regime of flow attest to the exploration of a new medium, the rise
of television visionaries (who had migrated from radio and who later turned into television
professionals), an artistic discovery of what the new medium could do by comparison with other media
and art forms, the taking over of popular programmes from the radio to television, the strive for the
advent of television-specific narrative forms and last, but not least, a popularization of the new medium
among audiences. These are acts that accompanied the emergence and the consolidation of television
throughout Europe. Not surprisingly, this early period of Romanian television accommodated numerous
exchanges with other European television stations. The BBC constituted at the time a source for
Romanian television to acquire the know-how of doing television. This example of Romanian television
history may well demonstrate that the early period of television in Europe was guided by the hegemony of
the new medium over other social and political actors. This hints to a common European television space
in which broadcasting dynamics were the main motor behind the shaping of a new medium. After the
early period of television in Romania, there followed an institutional regime of hegemonic tensions
where the consolidated status of the medium allowed for the rise of power disputes between the
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television professionals and political actors (e.g. the Party and the Securitate). This period corresponded
to a period of maturity of programmes, genres and editorial strategy, a period which I called the regime
of editorial growth. It was a regime in which television professionals disputed their hegemony and in
which programmes were both a token of professionalism and a reflection of the socio-political situation
in the country (the programme Reflector is an excellent example). This period of maturation reflects
Romanian television broadcasting in its national specificities. It is a period that is inherent to the
development of the medium (a period of transition perhaps, to what John Ellis called „the era of
availability‟) and which is most likely to provide resourceful insights into national contexts of
broadcasting institutions in Europe. In the 1980s, television in Romania entered stages of development
that were politically dictated. The dictatorial regime inside the broadcasting institution, which led to an
intense politicization and scarcity of television content, was very much specific to Romanian history. The
Live Romanian Revolution was born out of these political circumstances of Romanian television. The
period after Ceausescu (roughly until the mid 90s) characterized a regime of communist translations
that transferred agencies of the former regime into the new post-Ceausescu era. The same period
intensified power disputes between television professionals and political actors, with an ultimate victory
of the new political actors. This generated a regime of past appropriations where the advent of new
television content was dictated by politicized practices. These periods in the history of Romanian
television show a medium and a broadcasting institution that lost hegemony over its own fate. They
describe exceptional moments in the history of television. As I mentioned earlier on, these are the
moments in the history of Romanian television which highlight at best the contribution that television as
an agent of power brings to history. It was the rise of private television in Romania in the mid 90s that
defined a stage in the development of Romanian public television that was common to public
broadcasters around Europe. This was the regime of private competition of Romanian television. Much
more than being politically-dictated in Romania, this regime constituted primarily a response of the
medium to new institutional forms of television broadcasting.
The history of television in Romania through different development stages (regimes) demonstrates
two main instances in which television exercises it agency of power. One is a historical instance, where
television enables, participates and provides insights into historical processes of negotiation and
historical events. Another one is an ontological instance when television gives away fundamental stages
in its development. These stages are in fact basic setups in which the medium itself demonstrates its
hegemonic power and dictates its own fate. The different instances of television as a power agent in
Romania articulate both the national and historical specificities of Romanian television, but also the
grounds on which this national television can be paralleled to television across Europe. This being said, I
consider that my initial aim of starting fresh with a new television history in Europe has been fulfilled.
My inquiry into television as an agent of power has succeeded to stay away from taking for granted
referential frameworks from Western television history, or formulating a gratuitous history of an Eastern
Europe television in opposition to the West. Now at the end of my investigation, I can conclude that this
study has placed into the spotlight the medium of television and has rediscovered it from the perspective
of a national history that is new to the agenda of European television history.
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Certainly, this dissertation has demonstrated by means of different historical case-studies that
television has its own force of interacting with other agents so as to negotiate the course it takes in (a
specific) history. This force of television needs to be constantly historicized so as to reveal relevant
historical accounts. However, television‟s power agency entails more than just a historical awareness of
the medium. It describes an inherent construction of television‟s medium as a power agent and equally
important, it describes the primary loci of analysis built into the medium of television. These primary
loci of analysis are basic areas of television that need to be investigated in order to understand the
development of television as a medium and its relations with the society at large.
As an agent of power, television is a network that accommodates multiple platforms of agency, each
containing various actors that affect and condition one another. The medium of television comprises of
five different platforms of agency: starting from a space of regulation input, onto three spaces of
realization (transmission, production and reception spaces) and a final space of symbolic output.
According to the discussions and methods employed in this dissertation, the regulation input does not
predict the symbolic output of television due to the fact that within each space of agency and by the
interactions between one space with another, transformations of the original input take place. The nonlinear flow between the different spaces and the dynamics inside each space is one factor that guarantees
the unpredictability, subversiveness and impulsiveness of television. This is in fact a translation of
Latour‟s actor-network rationale into the field of television. Besides the non-linear interactions that the
different spaces of television broadcasting accommodate, there is a further element that constructs the
power agency of television. The three different spaces of realization are part of one single broadcasting
process, which means that they function both on their own and as part of the same process. It is the way
the different spaces of realization condition each other in the broadcasting process (production versus
transmission versus reception) that generates further dynamics by which television asserts its power
agency. As different historical discussions in this dissertation have pointed out, inconsistencies between
the different spaces make up for subversive television broadcasting. Let‟s think of the cross-border
reception in the 1980s at a time of political control over national transmission and distribution
infrastructures. Or let‟s think of the live broadcast of Ceausescu‟s last public speech on December 21 st
1989 when the transmission break-off mobilized audiences to public revolt, instead of calming the
revolutionary spirits as it was Ceausescu‟s original intention. Television production, transmission and
reception always condition one another, which leaves room for the rise of tensions, contradictions and
subversion within the broadcasting process itself. These different relational flows that are wired into the
medium and the institution of television form the framework of television as a power agent.
Among these relational dynamics inherent to the medium, there is one that stands out when it comes
to the interactions between television and political power: television‟s political capital. Television
connects the public and the private sphere and allows for the private appropriation of public
communication (via reception and production spaces of agency). It is this attribute of television that has
been largely exploited for political interests. But following the rationale that this dissertation has put
forward, television‟s political capital reiterates precisely the unpredictable dynamics between the three
spaces of broadcasting realization: production, transmission and reception. The last decade of
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Ceausescu‟s power is a powerful historical example in this sense: the politicization of television
production generated private spaces of dissidence which burst out into social action against the dictator
in December 1989. On a different note, the penetration of the Securitate within transmission and
reception spaces of radio and television broadcasting hindered the flows between the two spaces in a way
that manipulated both Ceausescu‟s dictatorial control and the private dissidence of audiences. This is
what explained the Securitate‟s upper hand over the social reality in the country and their orchestration
of the revolutionary events in December 1989.
There are other inherent characteristics to the medium of television which define it as an agent of
power: television is localized (in a Latourian definition of the terms). As a localized medium, it carries
with it agencies that are distributed in other times and spaces, and can articulate prior power disputes.
Television broadcasts frame in fact not only social relations spread out across different spaces, but also
temporal precedents conserved by the history of the broadcast institution. That means: current television
performances (whether in the form of programmes, events, institutional politics, etc.) articulate a
historical baggage of the medium. The Live Romanian Revolution framed interactions between the
Securitate and television audiences that had been played out and disputed for a decade. The popularizing
and consolidation of the medium in the 1960s was done by means of serial television forms which
articulated repetitive relations between audiences and television productions. Certainly, these
articulations of prior agencies that television enables, need to be properly retraced. Illustrative in this
sense is the case of post-revolutionary Romanian television when the new political actors maintained a
communist stigma over the institution, which concealed present political interferences into the
institution‟s political past. This disguised the fact that the locus of political manipulation was the new
political leadership, rather than the institution‟s past performances. Understanding television
performances as articulations of complex temporal relations is crucial; even more so as television
broadcasts reshuffle or disguise temporal relations between actors. This being said, awareness needs to
be raised towards the historical baggage of television, towards its conservation potential, while analyzing
present performances of the medium.
To conclude, television as a power agent is a spatial and temporal arrangement of social interactions
that determines the medium‟s force in particular social or historical instances. It is a wiring of the
medium into action, whether that is performed as interaction, reaction or counteraction. This built-in
arrangement of television reveals the medium‟s power as a potentiality. It is a potentiality that is
constantly actualized in everything television does/performs/broadcasts. This definition implies the view
on television being a complex social and political actor, of television being a hegemonic force behind its
own development at specific historical instances (which makes up for fundamental stages of development
in television history), and last, but not least it implies a view of television (programmes) as basic sources
into (television) history.
For the remaining part of this epilogue, I would like to reflect on what this national television history
has brought to the practice of doing television history. I started out in the introduction proposing an
approach (actor-network theory) that had not yet been fully demonstrated in large-scale investigations of
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television history. It is now time to reflect back on how this practice of doing research has contributed to
the (historical) understanding of the medium.
As this dissertation has dealt with a brand new terrain of investigation, one of the ambitions was to
cut to the bone the task of television history and write a different television history, even if „different‟ was
generated merely from past geopolitical divisions in the West. Therefore the constant preoccupation
during this research project was to let television itself – certainly by means of its documented sources –
to tell the story. I can now confess that my initial conception of most chapters in this dissertation was
subverted by the sources. I started out with my own setup of the narrative, to realize after struggles with
the multitude of sources, that the narrative I was telling was not mine, or in the best case, it was not the
narrative that the sources were most imperatively dictating. Actor-network helped to enable my object of
study to unfold in all its historical circumstances, all its voices and all its instances of lived experiences
and material existences. This supported my ambition to stay away from a potential Western-centrism
when doing television history, especially when it comes to opening up an area on the European
broadcasting scene which has lagged behind. For this purpose, this dissertation has constructed history
by tearing down and constantly questioning television in the ways it lends itself as an object of study. It
has observed and reflected upon television as seen through lived social experiences articulated by
television technology, institutions, reception spaces and programmes.
What has actor-network theory as applied to this Romanian case-study of television history brought
new to television discourses? Certainly, in the first instance, it has rendered television‟s mediation visible,
especially when in the case of television this mediation often conceals itself behind the representations it
carries. ANT has specifically revealed television as a figurative medium. By default, television confuses
mere figurations with real agencies. Roughly put, it asserts characters instead of actors and visible
fictions instead of agencies. This asks for an attentive eye that deconstructs televised look-alikes into the
actual relevant actors. ANT has also revealed television as a displaced medium and the dangers of that.
Television mixes together local and distant geographies, private and public places and asserts one in
place of the other, effacing their physicality and material existences. ANT claims that agency is localized,
and with that in mind, understanding socio-political impacts on television imposes a quest for the
originating places of broadcasting processes. In turn, each of these places opens up to a whole new world
of agencies and social networks that do make a difference. ANT has also helped to advance a view on
television as a cultural agent. This may be a notion that is deceitfully easy to guess. But within the
philosophy of ANT and the rationale of this dissertation, the televisual cultural agent is one that puts
forward symbolic artifacts and representations as agents in socio-political ensembles. As a cultural
agent, television produces symbols and representations that are thrown into the interplay between actors
and networks. Televisual representations are not social in nature (and here I take one step away from
Latour), they are only made socially. That means they have their own agency that plays out further not by
social acts (or at least, not social in as much as they are consumed by audiences), but by interpretative
conducts. That means the cultural agent hides a double status: that of being simultaneously mediated
and a mediator in itself. What ANT‟s rationale (reinforced with conceptual tools coming from television
theory) helps to do is connect the social and the symbolic together. Media and television studies in
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general have mostly articulated dominant interpretations of texts, at times in opposition with marginal
voices. That is because interpretative tools of media and television texts have not yet managed to
intertwine the social (in the Latourian sense) and the symbolic. Instead, they have recurrently divided
between the two, looking either into reception discourses or textual readings, putting the two together
without being able to replace one with another in the same texts, and understand one through another.
Particular concepts in television theory come to ANT‟s help in this sense, for ANT indeed does not
account beyond the fact that culture is all social, being the result of social relations and actor-networks; it
does not go further to investigate what the cultural is and what it consists of. But combining theoretical
discourses on television forms can help in this respect. Concepts such as programming, scheduling,
television genres, broadcasting flows or the narrative segment have proven to work as tools for
intertwining symbolic representations with social relations. That can be just a first step in accounting, by
means of ANT‟s philosophy, for what the cultural fabric of society is. Last, but not least, ANT (and this
time with the help of Bourdieu‟s concept of habitus) has helped construct a view of television as a
mediator of social action. Under that status, television becomes part of actor-networks, circumscribes a
variety of actors spread out across space and time and further organizes agencies into collective social
forces. By rendering visible not only the way television circumscribes and relates to other agents, but also
the collective forces that run through the disparate agencies embedded within television, television‟s
mediations of social action can be articulated.
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14 November 1937: the first Romanian transmitter was presented at the Athenaeum in Bucharest
by engineer Constantin Musceleanu.
May 1938: engineer I.C. Florea showed a modern television installation and made the first public
experiments of television in Romania. The pioneers of television broadcasting in Romania, I.C. Florea
and Constantin Musceleanu, were very much inspired by the German Telefunken.
31 December 1956: Romanian television broadcast for the first time in the area of Bucharest to a
few hundred television sets of Russian provenience. It joined with Radio and formed the Romanian
Radiotelevision. It stayed under this institutional formula until 1992, when radio became separated from
television. Just like radio at that time, television was directly placed under the supervision of the State
Vice-secretary of Press and Propaganda. The first location of Romanian television was an improvised
cinematographic studio on Moliere Street in Bucharest, while the first television personnel migrated from
the radio.
September 1957: The recording on 35 mm film switched to 16 mm film. This allowed for portable
recordings outside of the studio and a diversification of television forms.
1961: The first montage and synchronization studio was set up, allowing for a further diversification
of content.
21 May 1965: Teleenciclopedia, a documentary magazine, was aired for the first time. One of the
most popular programmes of Romanian television, it has had the longest run on the screen and it was the
only programme that never mentioned the name of Ceausescu.
1965: The second channel of Romanian television was launched.
1967: Tele-recording started in Romania and the production of programmes was largely enriched
29th April 1968: The first channel of Romanian television started broadcasting daily.
20th July 1969: Romania was the only socialist country which transmitted live the Apollo mission
to the Moon.
March 1968: The first international television event that took place in Romania was the
International Music Festival Cerbul de Aur [„The Golden Stag‟]. The event was stopped by Ceausescu in
1971 and it was resumed only in 1992.
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1966-1972: A new modern Television Centre was built in Bucharest, after the BBC model and in
cooperation with ORF specialists.
1977: Romanian Television is placed under direct supervision of the Central Committee of the
Romanian Communist Party. The new organization replaced the previous party-state regulation of the
institution and marks the strengthening of political control over television.
1980: Romanian television reaches its annual record in broadcasting time with 5377 hours
transmitted. By 1987, broadcasting hours were reduced to 1263 annually.
1981: Romania starts making the transition to color television, after it had chosen the PAL system,
unlike the other Soviet Bloc countries. Color television infrastructures were predominantly used for the
coverage of Ceausescu and major propagandistic programmes.
June-July 1982: The transmission of the World Football Cup is forbidden on the Romanian
territory, which causes the rebellion of audiences.
1985: The second channel of Romanian television stops broadcasting within the framework of
severe cuts in broadcasting time and personnel restructuring. At the time, the Romanian TV broadcaster
transmitted on the main channel, from 8 to 10 p.m. on weekdays, from 3 - 5 p.m. on Saturdays and
between 12 - 3 p.m. and 8 -10 p.m. on Sundays.
21 December 1989 – Ceausescu holds his last televised speech as part of a mass rally organized in
front of the Central Committee of the Communist Party. The live transmission was interrupted as the
elements in crowds started screaming as a protest against the regime.
1-2 p.m., 22nd December 1989 – the first broadcast of the Live Romanian Revolution was
transmitted from Studio 4.
13th June 1990: Television covers live the violent acts of the Miners‟ Strike in the capital city.
1st January 1993 – Romanian television joins EBU upon the unification between OIRT and EBU.
1993 – Romania launched the first earth station that included the Romanian broadcaster into the
Eurovision satellite operations.
1994 – Private television stations started broadcasting on a national scale in Romania facilitated by
the advent of cable distribution.
1st December 1995 – TVR International was launched as a new channel of the public broadcaster
catering for the Romanian Diaspora.
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Dit proefschrift is het eerste overzicht van de geschiedenis van televisie in Roemenië. In dit werk
wordt

een

longue-durée

analyse van Roemeense televisie uitgevoerd,

vanaf

1956 tot

de

postcommunistische periode. De televisiegeschiedenis van voormalige communistische landen heeft tot
nu toe niet op de agenda van Europese televisiehistorici gestaan. Binnen het vakgebied televisie studies,
dat gedomineerd wordt door Westerse landen, bestaat namelijk nog steeds het vermoeden dat de
geschiedenis van televisie in een communistisch regime voornamelijk over politieke controle gaat.
De belangrijkste uitdaging van dit proefschrift lag daarom op een methodologisch niveau. De
intentie van het werk is om een beperkt begrip van Roemeense televisie te overwinnen en een
geschiedenis van televisie in Roemenië te schrijven die dieper gaat dan gevallen van politieke controle.
Het uitgangspunt van dit proefschrift is om televisie te onderzoeken als een medium met zijn eigen
specificiteit en kracht, maar ook als een instelling die is ontstaan en ontwikkeld is in interactie met
andere sociale en politieke factoren. Het proefschrift past Bruno Latours (2005) actor-netwerktheorie
toe op het gebied van televisie studies en stelt een methode voor om het medium van televisie als loci van
primaire analyse te deconstrueren. Elk hoofdstuk concentreert zich op een locus van analyse: van
technologie en infrastructuur tot institutionele relaties, televisie receptie en productie. Op deze manier
wordt in elk hoofdstuk de kracht van televisie als gevolg van de interacties, inconsistenties en de
dynamiek tussen verschillende platforms van agency (of 'kracht') geanalyseerd. In het proefschrift
worden verschillende platforms van televisuele kracht gesignaleerd, namelijk: één sfeer van regelgeving
die bepaald wordt door relaties tussen instituties; de sferen waarin televisiepraktijken zoals uitzending,
productie en receptie worden gerealiseerd; en tenslotte één sfeer van symbolische output die bepaald
wordt door televisie programma‟s. Op basis van een definitie van televisie als een dynamisch netwerk van
verschillende platformen van kracht stelt dit proefschrift dat televisie in een communistisch regime niet
geanalyseerd dient te worden als een instrument van politieke controle, maar als een actor die telkens
weer afwegingen heeft moeten maken met betrekking tot zijn relatie met de politieke macht: televisie
heeft dit ondermijnd, er weerstand aan geboden, en op andere momenten zich er aan onderworpen.
Op een theoretisch niveau is een belangrijk aandachtspunt van het proefschrift om een definitie
van televisie als krachtsmiddel te construeren. Een dergelijke definitie suggereert dat televisie een
netwerk is dat uit meerdere krachtsplatformen bestaat en waar verschillende actoren en actanten invloed
hebben op en afhankelijk zijn van elkaar. Het is een dynamisch netwerk waarin interacties tussen actoren
constant plaats vinden en dat de analyse van spanningen, tegenstrijdigheden en gezagsondermijning in
het kader van de televisiepraktijk mogelijk maakt. Het bestuderen van de verschillende verhoudingen en
interacties die door televisie uitgeoefend worden vormt de basis voor een onderling begrip van televisie
als krachtsmiddel. Ik betoog dat dit inzicht, dat zowel als een definitie en als een onderzoeksmethode in
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dit proefschrift heeft gefunctioneerd, cruciaal is voor het schijven van een televisiegeschiedenis, waarbij
de gevaren van Western-centrisme vermeden kunnen worden.
Rekening houdend met deze theoretische en methodologische inzichten, heeft dit proefschrift
onderzoek gedaan naar een eerste geschiedenis van Roemeense televisie voor en na de val van het
communistische regime. Het belangrijkste doel was het analyseren van de verschuivende kracht van het
medium tijdens wisselende contexten en configuraties van macht: de heerschappij van de
communistische leider Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej; Ceausescus komst aan de macht; de liberaliserende
context van de jaren zeventig in Roemenië; het onderdrukkende regime van de jaren tachtig; en de
politieke regimes na 1989. Gebaseerd op een uiteenlopend aantal bronnen, variërend van geheime
documenten van de communistische geheime staatsveiligheidspolitie, audiovisueel materiaal, interviews
met deskundigen op het gebied van televisie, tot omroep- en persdata, heeft het onderzoek aangetoond
hoe Roemeense televisie is verschoven van een politiek kritisch medium naar een weerstand biedend,
gezagsondermijnend of onderworpen medium. Deze historische verschuivingen zijn aangeduid door
middel van het concept regimes, dat oorspronkelijk door Gabrielle Hecht (2000) binnen het vakgebied
van geschiedenis van technologie ontwikkeld is.
Er zijn vervolgens verschillende typen historische regimes van Roemeense televisie aangetoond:
de mediumspecifieke regimes die bepaald zijn door het televisiemedium zelf en de politiekvoorwaardelijke regimes die afhankelijk zijn van de politieke context van Roemeense geschiedenis.
Terwijl de laatste regimes uitsluitend typisch voor Roemenië zijn, komen de mediumspecifieke regimes
ook voor in de geschiedenis van televisie in andere landen. Het institutionele regime van experimentele
visies, het regime van de opkomst van televisuele vormen en het regime van flow zijn belangrijke
kenmerken van de vroege periode van Roemeense televisie vanaf 1956 tot het eind van de jaren zestig.
Deze regimes duiden fundamentele stadia aan in de ontwikkeling van vroege televisie in de meeste
landen. Deze worden gekenmerkt door: de verkenning van een nieuw medium; de vorming van groepen
televisievisionairs; de ontdekking van het medium op artistiek niveau ten opzichte van andere media- en
kunstvormen; door het streven naar televisiespecifieke narratieve vormen; en tenslotte door de
popularisering van het nieuwe medium. Het regime van hegemonische spanningen volgde, gekenmerkt
door machtsgeschillen tussen omroepdeskundigen en politieke actoren zoals de Partij en de
staatsveiligheidspolitie Securitate. Dit regime kwam overeen met een regime van redactionele groei dat
de rijping van televisieprogramma‟s, genres en redactionele strategieën kenmerkte. Deze regimes uit de
jaren zeventig weerspiegelen kenmerken van de nationale geschiedenis van de Roemeense televisie, maar
zij markeren ook de overgang naar een „era of availability‟ (Ellis, 2000), iets wat heel gewoon was voor
televisie in andere landen. De jaren tachtig werden gedefinieerd door een uniek televisieregime: het
dictatoriale regime. Dit regime werd gekenmerkt door een intense politisering en schaarste van
televisieprogramma‟s,

praktijken

die

specifiek

zijn

voor

de

Roemeense

geschiedenis.

De

postcommunistische periode werd gemarkeerd door verschillende politiek-voorwaardelijke regimes. Tot
midden jaren negentig was er een institutioneel regime van communistische vertalingen dat de overgang
van communistische machten naar de nieuwe politieke omstandigheden weergaf. Dit regime kwam
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overeen met een regime van verleden toe-eigening, waarin de nieuwe televisieprogramma‟s werden
gedicteerd door gepolitiseerde praktijken die herinneren aan Ceausescus tijdperk. De opkomst van
commerciële televisie leidde tot een regime van competitie, een fase die typerend was voor de
ontwikkeling van televisie in heel Europa. De verschillende regimes binnen de geschiedenis van
Roemeense televisie tonen twee gevallen aan waarin televisie zijn kracht uitoefent. Eén daarvan is een
historisch voorbeeld waarbinnen televisie participeert in het proces van machtsonderhandelingen en in
historische gebeurtenissen. Het andere geval is een ontologisch voorbeeld waarbij televisie de
fundamentele stadia in zijn ontwikkeling aantoont die bepaald zijn door het medium zelf.
Een belangrijke historische discussie in het proefschrift is de rol die televisie speelt in het live
uitzenden van de Roemeense revolutie in 1989. Met behulp van het concept van televisie als
krachtsmiddel en van bronnen uit de Securitate archieven, toont dit proefschrift aan dat het live
uitzenden van de gebeurtenissen in 1989 geen spontane actie tegen Ceausescu was, maar een tienjarig
proces waarin rebellie en dissidentie binnen de privésfeer van televisie kijkers werd opgebouwd – dit was
een proces dat ondersteund en gemanipuleerd was door de Securitate tijdens de jaren tachtig. De
revolutie in 1989 is een uitstekende illustratie van de kracht van televisie in de Roemeense geschiedenis.
Historisch gezien kan televisie als krachtsmiddel gedefinieerd worden als een ruimtelijke en
temporele ordening van sociale interacties die de kracht van het medium in bepaalde sociale en
historische situaties vaststellen. Het is een begrip van televisie als actie, of deze nu uitgevoerd wordt als
interactie, reactie of tegenactie. Deze vastgestelde ordening van televisie onthult de kracht van het
medium als een mogelijkheid. Het is een mogelijkheid die telkens weer geactualiseerd wordt door alles
wat televisie doet, presteert, en uitzendt. De kracht van televisie duidt aan dat televisie een complex
sociale en politieke actor is, dat televisie een hegemonische kracht is die op bepaalde momenten zijn
eigen ontwikkeling vaststelt, en dat televisie een belangrijke bron is die gebeurtenissen en historische
processe documenteert.
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Cette thèse est une première histoire de la télévision roumaine. Elle fait une analyse longue-durée de
la télévision en Roumanie à partir de 1956 jusqu'à la période post-communiste. L‟histoire de télévisions
des anciens pays communistes d‟Europe a été jusqu'à présent absente de l'ordre du jour de l'histoire de
la télévision européenne. Dans un domaine dominé par les études de la télévision de l'Ouest, il existe
encore la présomption que l'histoire de la télévision sous un régime communiste est principalement liée
du contrôle politique.
Le principal défi de cette thèse a été d'ordre méthodologique, en vue de surmonter une
compréhension de la télévision roumaine limitée aux cas de contrôle politique. L‟objectif de cette thèse
est d‟enquêter la télévision comme un médium avec une spécificité propre et ses sources internes du
pouvoir, mais aussi comme une institution qui a émergé et qui s'est développée sous sa propre force, ainsi
que dans l'interaction avec des facteurs sociaux et politiques. La thèse traduit, ajuste et extrapole la
théorie acteur-réseau de Bruno Latour (2005) pour le domaine des études de la télévision et elle propose
une méthode qui déconstruit le médium de la télévision dans des loci primaire d'analyse. Chaque
chapitre développe un locus de l'analyse de la radiodiffusion télévisuelle (technologie, les relations
institutionnelles, la réception et production) et il analyse le pouvoir de la télévision en tant que résultat
des interactions, des incohérences et de la dynamique entre les différentes plates-formes de l'agence. La
thèse a distingué quelques plates-formes de l'agence télévisuelle: à partir d'un espace de régulation donné
par des relations institutionnelles, sur des espaces de réalisation télévisuelle (transmission, de
production et des espaces de réception) et un dernier espace de la production symbolique signifié par les
programmes de télévision. Proposer une enquête de la télévision comme un réseau de plates-formes
dynamiques de pouvoir, j‟ai soutenu que la télévision sous un régime communiste doit être conçue pas
comme un instrument de contrôle politique, mais plutôt comme un agent qui négocie constamment ses
relations avec le pouvoir politique: elle les renverse, elle résiste, tandis que d'autres fois elle s'y
conforme.
Au niveau théorique, la thèse tente la construction d‟une définition comme un agent du pouvoir.
Comme un agent du pouvoir, la télévision est un réseau composé de multiples plates-formes de pouvoir
où les différents acteurs et actants s‟affectent et se conditionnent réciproquement. Elle est un réseau
dynamique basée sur une interaction constante entre les acteurs, qui permettent l'exploration de
tensions, de contradictions et de subversion dans le processus de diffusion. L'étude des différents flux
relationnels qui sont accomodés par le médium forme la base pour comprendre la télévision en tant
qu'agent du pouvoir. Cette compréhension a été à la fois une définition et une méthode d'investigation
dans ce projet et j'ai soutenu que c'est cette compréhension qui est essentielle pour écrire une histoire de
la télévision qui reste loin des dangers de l'Ouest-centrisme.
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Avec ces réflexions théoriques et méthodologiques à bord, la thèse a enquêté une première histoire
de la télévision roumaine avant et après la chute du régime communiste. L'objectif principal a été de
poursuivre le changement l'agence du pouvoir du médium à travers l'évolution des contextes et des
configurations du pouvoir: le règime du leader communiste Gheorghe Dej Gheoghiu, l‟asccension de
Ceausescu au pouvoir, le contexte de libéralisation de Roumanie des années 1970s, le régime coercitif des
années 1980s et les régimes politiques d‟après-1989. Basé sur une grande variété de sources (à partir de
documents secrets des services secrets communistes, au matériel audiovisuel, des entrevues,
d‟information diffusée et des ressources de presse), cette étude montre comment la télévision roumaine a
évolué d‟un médium qui critique la politique

à un médium résistant, subversive ou conforme au

pouvoir. Ces changements historiques ont été signifiés au moyen de régimes, une notion initialement
développée par Gabrielle Hecht (2000) dans le domaine de l'histoire de la technologie.
Plusieurs régimes historiques ont été distingués dans le cas de la télévision roumaine: les régimes à
médium spécifique qui ont été guidés par le support télévisuel lui-même et les régimes politiquement
contingent, dictée par le contexte politique de l'histoire roumaine. Alors que les derniers régimes sont
spécifiques pour Roumanie, les premiers ressemblent à l‟histoire de télévision d'autres pays. Le régime
institutionnel des visions expérimentales, le régime de l'émergence des formes télévisuelles et le régime
du flux télévisuels qui caractérise la période de début de la télévision roumaine de 1956 jusqu'à la fin des
années 60 sont des étapes fondamentales du début de développement de la télévision de la plupart des
pays. Elles ont été caractérisées par l'exploration d'un nouveau médium, la formation des groupes de
visionnaires de la télévision, par une découverte artistique du médium par rapport à d'autres médias et
formes d'art, par une lutte pour des formes narratives spécifiques aux télévision et finalement, par la
popularisation de ce nouveau média auprès du public. Il suivit le régime des tensions hégémoniques
caractérisé par des conflits de pouvoir entre les professionnels de la télévision et les acteurs politiques
comme le Parti et la Securitate et qui correspondait également à un régime d‟ augmentation éditorial qui
a marqué la maturation des programmes de télévision, des genres et des stratégies éditoriales.Ces
régimes qui ont eu lieu dans les années 70 reflète les spécificités nationales de la télévision roumaine,
mais ils ont aussi marqué le passage à une «ère de la disponibilité» (Ellis, 2000), qui était commun à la
télévision dans d'autres pays. Les années 1980 ont été définies par un régime télévisuel unique: le régime
dictatorial qui a décrit une politisation intense et une rareté de contenu télévisuel, spécifique
uniquement à l'histoire roumaine. La période post-communiste a été marquée par plusieurs régimes
politiquement contingent. Jusqu'au moitié des années 90, il y avait un régime institutionnel des
translations communistes, caractérisé par le transfert d'organismes communiste dans la nouvelle ère
politique. Cela a coïncidé avec un régime d‟appropriations passées où le nouveau contenu télévisuel a été
dicté par des pratiques politisées, en nous rappelant de l'époque de Ceausescu. L'avènement de la
télévision privée a conduit au régime de la concurrence du secteur privé, une étape typique de l'évolution
de la télévision à travers l'Europe.
L‟histoire de la télévision en Roumanie, vu à travers les différents régimes, a montré deux cas
principaux dans lesquels la télévision exerce son agence de pouvoir. L'un est une situation historique où
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la télévision participe dans le processus historique de négociation de pouvoir et dans des événements
historiques. L‟autre est une situation ontologique où la télévision montre les étapes fondamentales de son
développement qui ont été déterminées par le médium lui-même.
Un important débat historique de cette thèse a été le rôle que la télévision a joué dans la Révolution
Roumaine en Direct en 1989. En utilisant le concept de la télévision en tant qu'agent de pouvoir et des
sources secrets de l'Archives de la Securitate, la

thèse a démontré que l'événement télévisé de

la Révolution cachait un processus de dix années de rébellion du public et de la dissidence qui était
contrôlée, nourrie, et manipulés par la Securitate ,l'ex- services secrets communiste roumains. Ce n'était
pas un mouvement spontan contre Ceausescu, mais un processus répété dans les espaces privés de la
réception de la télévision et qui a été gardé sous secret par la Securitate. Le cas de la Révolution en Direct
est une illustration par excellence du pouvoir de la télévision dans l'histoire roumaine. Historiquement
parlant, la télévision en tant qu'agent de pouvoir est un arrangement spatial et temporel des interactions
sociales qui détermine la force du médium dans une telle instance, soit-il social ou historique. Il s'agit
d'un câblage du médium dans l'action, soit-il effectué en tant qu‟interaction, réaction ou neutralisation.
Cet arrangement de la télévision révèle le pouvoir du médium comme une potentialité. Il s'agit d'une
potentialité qui est constamment actualisé par tout ce que la télévision fait /effectue/diffuse. Le pouvoir
de la télévision implique que la télévision est un acteur social et politique complexe, elle est une force
hégémonique de son

propre

développement à

des

moments

particuliers, et

source documentée des événements spécifiques et des processus historiques.
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